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12.* MASTER RESOLUTION TASK

The Master Resolution Task utilizes the aircraft pair output
data of the ATARS Detect Task to manage encounters and determine
resolution advisories. Its functions are:

1. Cause resolution advisories to be issued when two
requests for resolution advisories on any three
consecutive scans have been generated by the detection
logic or issue resolution advisories immediately when
the detection logic has determined that a maneuvering
aircraft is a threat.

2. Select the appropriate positive or negative resolution
advisories for the pair using the Resolution
Advisories Evaluation Routine (RAER). If existing
resolution advisories prevent the selection of
resolution advisories for this pair, attempt
resolution later in the scan.

3. Recalculate resolution advisories if the advisories
selected on the previous scan are incompatible with
advisories selected by another source (a remote ATARS
site or BCAS). Incompatibility could occur if two or
more sources are selecting advisories on the same
scan, and the sources do not have the capability of
communicating with each other.

4. Calculate double dimension resolution advisories if
either maneuvering aircraft's turn status changes so
as to be counterproductive to the horizontal
resolution advisory selected. Recalculate resolution
advisories if the relative vertical velocity of the
pair changes so as to indicate that the selected
vertical resolution advisories are ineffective. Check
for these conditions for two scans after resolution
advisories are Initially chosen or modified.

5. Select a resolution advisory for a controlled aircraft
in conflict with an uncontrolled aircraft when the
detection logic determines that the resolution
advisory to the uncontrolled aircraft is not providing
sufficient separation. Select a resolution advisory
for a controlled aircraft whenever there is a
multi-aircraft conflict regardless of the detection
logic's determination of the necessity for a
resolution advisory to the controlled aircraft.

12-1



6. Monitor the change in the resolution dimension miss
distance and transition resolution advisories between
positive and negative as the projected separation of the
encounter changes.

7. Monitor the response of aircraft to ATARS positive
single dimension resolution advisories and, if
necessary, issue additional resolution advisories in the
event of apparent non-response, as evidenced by a
diminishing miss distance in the resolution dimension.

12.1 overview

Table 12-1 is a high-level description of the major functions
performed by the Master Resolution Task. The basic strategy of
the task is to select resolution advisories for each conflict
pair based on the status of all aircraft in a conflict cluster
(as given in the Conflict Table). These advisories are recorded
in the Pair Record and the effective resolution advisory is
placed in each aircraft's Conflict Table Entry.

The resolution advisories in the Pair Record may be thought of
as representing the desired resolution advisories for this
pair. All of the desired resolution advisories for an aircraft
are examined and the most severe resolution advisory in each
dimension becomes the effective resolution advisory In that
dimension in the Conflict Table Entry. As pairs go in and out
of conflict, the effective resolution advisory for an aircraft
may change severity (positive/negative) and/or dimension
(vertical/horizontal).

Because the resolution logic interacts extensively with the
Conflict Table and Pair Records, these data structures are
discussed next. They are defined in pseudocode Section 3.5.

12.2 Conflict Table and Pair Record Data Structures

There are two types of data required by the Master Resolution
Task for management of ATARS resolutions:

1. Inherently pairvise information, such as time at which
resolution advisories were initiated or miss distance on
previous scan

2. Multi-aircraft information concerning the entire cluster
of conflicting aircraft

12-2



TABLE 12-i

MAJOR FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY THE
MASTER RESOLUTION TASK

Master Resolution Task

I. Own ATARS site resolution responsibility

0 Other ATARS sites' resolution advisories adequacy
test

2. Initial resolution advisory selection

* Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine

- If unable to select advisories,
delay resolution

3. Recalculate advisories if previous advisories are
incompatible with advisories from another source

* Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine

- If unable to select advisories,

delay resolution

4. Recalculate advisories if the conflict geometry has
changed detrimentally

0 Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine

- If unable to select advisories,

continue present advisories

5. Positive/negative resolution advisory transition

* Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine

- If unable to select advisories,
continue present advisories

* Vertical speed limit advisory evaluation
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TABLE 12-1
(Concluded)

6. Controlled aircraft resolution advisory

addition in controlled/uncontrolled pair

0 Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine

- If unable to select advisories,
continue present advisories

7. Recalculate advisories if aircraft non-response is
detected

* Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine

- If unable to select advisories,
continue present advisories

8. Resolution advisory posting to Pair Record and Conflict
Table Entries

12-4



Each aircraft involved in a conflict has a pointer, CTPTR, in
its system State Vector pointing to the head of a Conflict
Table. The Conflict Table H-ead consists of the count of the
number of aircraft in the cluster, pointers to the head of the
next and previous Conflict Tables in the linked list of Conflict

Tables, a flag that indicates whether any aircraft in this
Conflict Table is in an ATARS seam, a pointer to the list of the
Pair Records, and a pointer to the first of the Conflict Table
Entries.

The Conflict Table Entries, one for each aircraft in a conflict,
make up the body of the Conflict Table. The Conflict Table
Entries are linked together to permit easy insertion or deletion
of aircraft (although the table could be conceptually regarded
as a simple array of Conflict Table Entries). The fields in

each Conflict Table Entry are used to record information about
the aircraft in relation to the conflict cluster, to record the
effective vertical and horizontal resolution advisories (VMAN
and HMAN) for each aircraft, and to record the advisories being
displayed (VMAND and HMAND) after the most recent scan.

For every aircraft pair declared in conflict, a Pair Record is
created and linked into the list of Pair Records for this
Conflict Table. The Pair Record contains information on the
particular encounter underway, the selected resolution
advisories for the pair, pointers to the Conflict Table Entries
of the aircraft involved and the identification of the ATARS
function controlling the resolution of that pairwise conflict or
an indication of BCAS control.

A Pair Record is also created when an aircraft receives a
resolution advisory from BCAS or from a non-connected ATARS
site. In this case, the identification of the other aircraft is
set to a dummy value.

The interplay of the Conflict Table and Pair Records (as

discussed in the following sections) permits:

1. The selection of resolution advisories based on the
status of the entire conflict cluster under the
multi-aircraft rules

2. The management of modifications to resolution advisories
due to resolution advisory transitions in severity and
dimension
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The Pair Records and Conflict Table for a sample three-aircraft
conflict are shown in Figure 12-1. Only a portion of each
aircraft's State Vector is shown.

Both conflict pairs in the example have one aircraft, AC3, in
common. Therefore, all three aircraft are placed in the same
Conflict Table, CTI, which is pointed to by each aircraft's
State Vector Conflict Table pointer, CTPTR. Each State Vector
also points to its respective Conflict Table Entry by the
Conflict Table Entry pointer, CTE. Since an aircraft may be in
more than one Pair Record at a time, there is no pointer from
the State Vector directly to the Pair Records. However, the
list of Pair Records associated with this Conflict Table is
pointed to from the Conflict Table Head using the pointer
PLIST. A particular Pair Record may be pointed to from the
Conflict Table Entry. A Pair Record that has a horizontal
resolution advisory for an aircraft is pointed to by the ACIDH
field in the Conflict Table Entry. Only one Pair Record is
pointed to by ACIDH (ACIDV). The field MULTH in the Conflict
Table Entry is a count of the number of Pair Records containing
a horizontal resolution advisory for an aircraft. A value of
MULTH (MULTV) greater than one indicates that more than one
conflict pair is contributing to the effective horizontal
(vertical) resolution advisory for an aircraft.

In the example shown in Figure 12-1, the first Pair Record
records information for the conflict between ACl and AC3. The
selected advisories, turn left (L) and turn right (R), are
recorded in the Pair Record and in the Conflict Table Entries.
The Conflict Table Entries for ACI and AC3 point to the first
Pair Record, PRI, as containing the horizontal resolution
advisories for these two aircraft.

The second conflict involves AC2 and AC3. The selected
resolution advisories climb (C) and descend (D) for this pair
are recorded in the second Pair Record, PR2, and in the Conflict
Table Entries for AC2 and AC3.

The field NCON in the Conflict Table Entries is a count of the
number of conflicts in which an aircraft is involved.

12.3 Selection of Resolution Advisories for a Conflict Pair

The Master Resolution Task uses the output of the Detect Task to
determine if resolution advisories must be calculated for a pair
of aircraft. Master resolution may determine that resolution
advisories are not required, that thIs is the first time
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AIRCRAFT STATE
VECTORS PAIR RECORDS

(PRI) (PR2)

(AC 1) NXTPR PR2 NULL

CTPTR ATSID OWNID OWNID
CTE ICHl DOFF

SECTID ______

(AC 2) PIFR 0 0
CTPTR CIPMD MD2 1402
CTE CT2PosCMD $POS $pOs

PVmD ALT ALT
(AC 3) PWISF 1 1
CTPT.R CITSTART CTIME CTIME
CTE ICTE3I CMDFL1

EHKAN1
EvmANI
INTRI
HVTI
PACI CTEI CTE2
PHMANI L_______

PVHANI
SENDI 1 1
TRKID1 ______

CKDFL2 _______

EHMAN2 _______

EVMAN2 ______________

INTR2
CONFLICT TABLF HEAD MVT2 ______________

PAC2 CTE3 CTh3
(CTI) pHMAN2 R ______

FCTE CTE1 pVmAN2 _______ D
NEXTCT NULL_ SEND2 1 1
PREVCT NULL TRKID2 ______________

NAC 3 MVDONE _____________

PLIST FRI NVRAIT
SEAM 0 MVVRZ _____________

CONFLICT TABLE ENTRIES

NXTCTE ACID ACIDH ACIDV mA" HMAND MULTI! MULTV NCON REMFLG VMAN VMAND

(CTEI) ICTE2 I ACi IP I L L I 1 I 1 I 0 I
(CTE2 CTE3 IAC2 PR2 1 1 0 C C
(CTE3) INULL IAC3 IPRII PR2 IR R 1 1 2 0 0 D 0~

FIGURE 12-1
DATA STRUCTURES FOR A SAMPLE THREE-AIRCRAFT CONFLICT
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resolution advisories are required or that resolution advisories
should be recomputed for the pair. Each of these possibilities
is discussed in the following sections.

Before the Master Resolution Task can determine if resolution
advisories are required this scan, it must determine if this

ATARS site is responsible for the pair. If the RAREQ flag is
set in the Encounter List entry, then own site is responsible.

However, if the Seam Pair Task has flagged this site as
provisionially responsible, then master resolution examines the
resolution advisories being given to the DABS aircraft in the
pair from other, higher-priority ATARS sites. If those
advisories are determined to be adequate to resolve the
conflict, then own site is not responsible for the pair. If
they are determined not adequate, then own site takes
responsibility for the pair.

12.3.1 Initiation of Resolution Advisories

Because ATARS decisions are based on tracked information which
is subject to random fluctuations from scan to scan, it is
desirable to incorporate logic to reduce false alarms when
dealing with resolution advisories. Incorporating a rule which
requires the conditions for issuing resolution advisories to be
satisfied on two consecutive scans normally could prevent
unnecessary resolution advisories because of errors on a single
scan. But this rule can also lead to late alarms. If on one
scan the calculations requirL resolution advisories, but on the
second scan they do not (because of random errors) when they
should, then it would require two additional scans to fully
declare the conflict, and a late resolution would occur. To
alleviate this problem, a rule is implemented which will issue
resolution advisories if the Detect Task requires resolution
advisories on any two of three consecutive scans.

This two-out-of-three rule is implemented through the use of a
conflict control variable, POSCMD. When a request for
resolution advisories is generated for a given pair, a Pair
Record is created and POSCMD is initialized. POSCMD is then
updated according to the transition logic in Table 12-2. POSCMD
is updated on each scan that the Master Resolution Task is
called for a conflict pair, until POSCMD reaches a value
indicating that resolution advisories should be computed. The
maneuvering target threat flag, MTTFLG, indiates an Immediate
need for resolution advisories. If MTTFLG is set (Section 8),
then the normal transition sequence is bypassed and resolution
advisories are calculated immediately.
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TABLE 12-2

POSCMD TRANSITION LOGIC

NEW VALUE OF POSCMD BASED ON
PREVIOUS POSCMD1  VALUE OF FLAGS FOR CURRENT SCAN

MTTFLG Flag
Set Not set

CMDFLG Flag
Set Not Set

$NOTSET 2  $RANEC $ONEHIT $NORA

$ONEHIT $RANEC $RANEC $ONEMIS

$ONEMIS $RANEC $RANEC $NORA

1POSCMD takes on additional values after resoltition advisories are
selected. See Appendix B.

2$NORA - Conflict detected on only one out of three scans.

Resolution advisories are not needed for this pair. The
pair may be deleted.

$NOTSET - Initial value, POSCMD not set.

$ONEHIT - Conflict detected on one scan. Resolution advisories not
yet necessary.

$ONEMIS - Conflict detected on one scan, no conflict detected on the
next scan. Resolution advisories not yet necessary.

$RANEC - A conflict has been detected on two out of three scans or
the immediate need for resolution advisories has been
detected. Resolution advisories should be computed for this
pair.

12-9
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The Detect Task determines the need for resolution advisories
and sets the CMDFLG and MTTFLG accordingly. The Seam Pair Task
evaluates the site's resolution responsibility for the pair.
When no resolution is performed, Resolution Deletion Task or
Conflict Pair Cleanup Task handles the updating of POSCMD. If
POSCMD reaches a state indicating no resolution advisory is
necessary, the pair is declared to be not in conflict and the
Pair Record is deleted (Section 15). The Conflict Table Entries
may be deleted if the aircraft are in no other conflicts.

12.3.1.1 Initial Resolution Advisory Selection

When master resolution first determines that resolution
advisories should be selected for a pair of aircraft in
conflict, it calls the Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine
(RAER) to select the actual advisories. Three parameters are
passed to the Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine from
master resolution along with the identification of the subject
conflict pair. One parameter indicates whether single or double
dimension resolution advisories are desired.

The second parameter indicates that the Master Resolution Task
is calling the Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine. This
indicates to RAER that the complete resolution logic should be
performed. This is in contrast to when RAER is called by the
Conflict Resolution Data Task. These differences are explained
in Section 13.

The third parameter is passed indirectly to the Resolution
Advisories Evaluation Routine. This is an indication of whether
the controlled aircraft is to be maneuvered. A resolution
advisory is always selected for an ATARS-equipped uncontrolled
aircraft in a conflict pair when it is not in a final approach
zone. If either aircraft is an ATARS-equipped controlled
aircraft, a resolution advisory is selected for that aircraft
only if the PIFR flag in the Pair Record has been set by master
resolution.

Master resolution sets the PIFR flag in the Pair Record if the
detection logic has indicated that any controlled aircraft in
this pair should receive resolution advisories. The detection
logic indicates this by setting the IFRFLG.

Master resolution will also set the PIFR flag If the current
conflict pair contains an ATARS-equipped controlled aircraft and
is part of a multi-aircraft conflict. If an ATARS-equipped
aircraft is in a multi-aircraft cluster, it is desirable to
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actively maneuver the aircraft in resolving the conflict, rather
than counting on two or more other aircraft to resolve the
conflict.

12.3.2 Resolution Advisory Change Logic

Subsequent to the first scan that resolution advisories are

selected, the severity (positive/negative), resolution dimension
(horizontal/vertical) and even the number (single/double

dimension) of resolution advisories for a conflict pair may
change from scan to scan. The various conditions under which the

resolution advisories may change are described in the following

sections.

12.3.2.1 Recomputation Because of Incompatible Resolution

Ad viso r ies

Resolution advisories may be selected for an aircraft pair at

one ATARS site at the same time that resolution advisories are
being selected for one or both of the aircraft by WCAS or by

another non-connected ATARS site. If this situation occurs it
is possible for the resolution advisories selected by the two

different sources to be incompatible. If the resolution
advisories from BCAS or the other ATARS site are accepted by the

aircraft before the resolution advisories from the local site
are uplinked, then the advisories from the local site will be

rejected by the ATARS avionics. This condition will be
recognized by the RAR Processing Task, which will delete the

advisories In the Pair Record and set the conflict control
variable, POSCMD, to indicate that the resolution advisories
from this site must be recalculated. The setting of POSCMD will
also indicate if single or double dimension resolution
advisories were selected by this site.

The first check done by the Master Resolution Task when
resolution advisories were given previously is to determine if

they must be recomputed because of incompatibility with
resolution advisories from other ATARS sites or BCAS. If RAER
is called to recompute advisories and it is unable to select new

resolution advisories, resolution Is delayed.

12.3.2.2 Validation of Resolution Advisories

The horizontal turn status of each maneuvered aircraft and the

relative vertical velocity of the aircraft pair are factors in
selecting resolution advisories for a conflict pair. To ensure

that the turn status of the maneuvered aircraft or the relative
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vertical velocity of the pair has not changed in a way
detrimental to the selected resolution advisories, a validation
of the PSEP modeling assumptions is performed within two scans
of selecting single dimension resolution advisories. This logic
is referred to as the PSEP model validation logic.

For two scans after horizontal-only resolution advisories are
selected, master resolution checks for the turn status of either
aircraft changing from its status on the scan im which
resolution advisories were selected. If the turn status has
changed and the current turn status is detrimental to the
selected resolution advisories, then resolution advisories are
recalculated. RAER is called and double dimension resolution
advisories are requested. Table 12-3 shows the conditions under
which resolution advisories are recalculated because of turn
status changes.

If the relative vertical velocity changes significantly within
two scans of selecting vertical-only resolution advisories, and
the chosen advisories are ineffective based on the current
relative vertical velocity, then resolution advisories are
recalculated. RAER is called and double dimension resolution
advisories are requested. Table 12-4 shows the conditions under
which changes in the relative vertical velocity of the pair
cause a recalculation of resolution advisories. If RAER is
unable to select resolution advisories, the previously selected
advisories continue to be given.

12.3.2.3 Controlled/Uncontrolled Conflict Pair

When an ATARS-equipped controlled aircraft and an equipped
uncontrolled aircraft are declared in conflict by the detection
logic, normally the uncontrolled aircraft is maneuvered without
maneuvering the controlled aircraft. This is accomplished by
using larger detection thresholds to determine the need for the
uncontrolled aircraft's advisory than are used to determine the
need for the controlled aircraft's advisory. However, if it is
determined on a later scan that the controlled aircraft should
be maneuvered, RAER is called to compute advisories for both
aircraft. The PIFR flag is set in the Pair Record to indicate
that the controlled aircraft should receive an advisory.

If the Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine is able to
compute advisories for both aircraft, then the PIFR flag remains
set in the Pair Record. If RAER is not able to compute an
advisory for the controlled aircraft, PIFR is reset and
resolution is delayed. If this pair is being processed by
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TABLE 12-3

HORIZONTAL TURN STATUS CHANGES SINCE RESOLUTION
ADVISORY SELECTION THAT MAY CAUSE RECOMPUTATION

HORIZONTAL CURRENT TURN STATUS WHEN
RESOLUTION TURN RESOLUTION ADVISORY
ADVISORY STATUS SELECTED

$STRNGLFT $STRNGRGT ALL OTHERS

$TLI  $STRNGLFT $FALSE 2  $FALSE $FALSE
OR $STRNGRGT $TRUE $FALSE $TRUE
$DTR ALL OTHERS $TRUE $FALSE $FALSE

$TR $STRNGLFT $FALSE STRUE STRUE
OR $STRNGRGT $FALSE $FALSE $FALSE
$DTL ALL OTHERS $FALSE $TRUE $FALSE

$NORES ALL VALUES $FALSE $FALSE $FALSE

1 Complete description provided in Appendix 3.
2$FALSE - advisories do not need to be recalculated.

STRUE - advisories do need to be recalculatod.
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Normal Master Resolution, then resolution is delayed by setting
an Encounter List flag appropriately so that this pair will be
processed by Delayed Master Resolution. This will give the
Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine a second chance on this
same scan to try to compute an advisory for the controlled
aircraft. The advisory to the uncontrolled aircraft should not
be deleted from the Pair Record even if an advisory to the
controlled aircraft can not be adde4.

12.3.2.4 Positive/Negative Resolution Advisory Transition

Resolution advisories are monitored to determine if a
negative-to-positive transition is required or a
positive-to-negative transition Is allowed. If either
transition may occur, new resolution advisories are selected and
entered in the Pair Record. When positive resolution advisories
are selected they must continue for at least TSCMD seconds
before a transition may occur. If positive resolution
advisories have been issued in both planes for the given pair
and the resolution advisories in one plane transition to
negatives, the resolution advisories in the other plane are
deleted.

Horizontal resolution advisories are checked for possible
transition by comparing the miss distance calculated by the
Detect Task against the negative horizontal resolution advisory
threshold. If the miss distance is less than the threshold,
then positive resolution advisories are needed. Otherwise,
negative resolution advisories are acceptable. The normal
negative horizontal resolution advisory threshold is modified
(increased) if either aircraft is turning.

Vertical resolution advisories are checked for possible
transition by comparing the current vertical separation against
the negative vertical resolution advisory threshold. If the
current altitude separation is greater than the threshold, and
the aircraft are diverging vertically, then positive vertical
resolution advisories may transition to negatives.

If the current altitude separation is less than the threshold,
then an additional check Is performed before requiring negative
verticals to transition to positives. The current altitude
separation must be less than a parameter (ATBZP) percent of the
threshold before the transition to positives is required.

If the Pair Record contains resolution advisories of a different
severity (positive/negative) than those determined necessary by
the transition logic, then the Resolution Advisories Evaluation
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Routine is called to select new resolution advisories. The one
exception to this rule is if negative vertical resolution
advisories are deemed acceptable and negative vertical
resolution advisories are already in the Pair Record. Then, the
vertical speed limit (VSL) evaluation logic is performed.

12.3.2.5 Non-responding Aircraft Logic

Additional logic provides for selecting double dimension
resolution advisories when either or both aircraft have not
adequately responded to the positive single dimension resolution
advisories previously computed. A test for non-response to
resolution advisories is performed until the aircraft have had a
chance to respond to the resolution advisories. Response is not
evaluated until TRECOM seconds after resolution advisory
selection. Non-response to resolution advisories is inferred if
the miss distance in the resolution dimension decreases from one
scan to the next. RAER is called and double dimension
resolution advisories are requested. If RAER is unable to
select new advisories, the previously selected advisories are
not deleted.

12.3.3 Resolution Advisories in the Pair Record and Conflict
Table

After calling RAER to select resolution advisories, master
resolution must record the advisories selected, or handle the
pair properly if no advisories were selected.

When RAER returns resolution advisories to the Master Resolution
Task, they are first compared with the advisories that are
currently in the Pair Record (if any exist). If this is the
initial selection of advisories, or any of the advisories have
changed from the previous scan, then the new advisories are
stored in the Pair Record. Also, the POSCMD field is set
appropriately, TSTART is set to the current time, the current
horizontal and vertical miss distances are saved and the
advisories are flagged to be sent to the aircraft. To
facilitate the PSEP model validation logic, the turn status of
both aircraft and relative vertical velocity are saved. If the
new advisories were selected because of the PSEP model
validation logic, then HI/DONE is set to $TRUE. Otherwise, it is
set to $FALSE.

After storing the advisories in the Pair Record, both aircraft's
Conflict Table Entries are updated. The fields MULTH and HIILTV
are set to the number of conflict pairs contributing to the
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horizontal and vertical advisories for each aircraft. The
Conflict Table Entry fields HMAN and VMAN are set to the
effective horizontal and vertical maneuvers. The effective
maneuvers are determined by examining every Conflict Table Entry

with an advisory for either aircraft and combining the
advisories using the logic in Tables 12-5 and 12-6. It should

be noted that the effective vertical resolution advisory
determination logic shown in Table 12-6 is used only for the
Conflict Table Entry field VMAN. The field VMAND may take on
additional values. These additional values are determined by
the RAR Processing Task (Section 5.2).

Any advisories currently in the Pair Record remain in the Pair
Record when RAER is unable to select new resolution advisories.
This is true if the pair is being processed by either Master
Resolution Normal or Delayed.

12.4 Pseudocode for Master Resolution Task

The high- and low-level pseudocode for the Master Resolution
Task is presented in this section.

The low-level pseudocode uses a shorthand pointer notation.
Rather than use a pointer name pointing to a data structure, the
effective pointer is used in place of the name of the data
structure. For example, on page 12-Pll, the notation
TPREC.acl.PAC.ACID is used. This is shorthand for
TPREC(pointer) pointing to PREC.acl.PAC(pointer) pointing to
CTENTRY.ACID (note Appendix C).

Another convention is used within LOOPs. The current value of
the variable that is the index of the LOOP is denoted in one of
two ways. If the variable has a number suffix (1 or 2), the
suffix is dropped within the LOOP. If the variable does not
normally have a suffix, it is given the prefix T (e.g., TPREC is

used for PREC).
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S"UCTUP! 'RPARN

jGS res adv computation

EU ALPC <lower limit of positive controlled airspace used to

select positive resolution advisory altitude threshold>

T! &LOH <lower limit of ultra high altitude airspace used to

select positive resolution advisory altitude threshold>

!LT ASPRP <high altitude positive resolution advisory threshold>

?LT iSPIL <low altitude positive resolution advisory threshold for

controlled/uncontrolled and controlled/cont rolled>

?LT PTPt <low altitude pos res adv threshold for uncontrolled nair>

_ ASEPU <ultra high altitude positive res adv threshood>

GROUP res advrecosputation

.LT ArFZP <Advisory Transition Buffer Zone Percentage>

MTL flZDF <PSEP model validation ZO factor>

I 7T vTDR <PSEP model validation 7D maximum>

LT TuCO% <delay before positive res adv may be checked for response>

IL TSC11 <delay before positive res adv may be checked for

transition to negatives>

3ROUP miscellaneous

IN* APAIR <number of AC in a conflict pair>

T 'VALID <number of scans when DSrP model validation

logic performed>

----------------------- HASTU RESOLUION LOCAL PARAMETERS-- --------------
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GROU logic_tables

T D!TRIMw(5,7,7) <PSEP model validation logic table for detrimental

turn state changes vs. previous turn states

and previous selected res adv:

(selected hor res adv, current turn sta
t
e, turn state

when resolution advisories selected)>

BIT !T-YV(1111,3) <PSP model validation logic table for detrimental

relative vertical velocity changes:

(vert res adv for first NC, vert res adv for sec AC,

difference between current relative vertical velocity

and relative vertical velocity when res adv selected)>

INT EPqA(7,7) <effective horizontal resolution advisory selection:

(res adv to be added, current effective res adv)>

LI EVPL(13,131 <effecive vertical resolution advisory selection:

(res adv to be added, current effective res adv)>

INDSTRUCTUR

......................-- RASTER RESOLUIPION LOCAL PARAMETER -
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ST?9CTE MRYDL

GROVP logic-.Path

BIT MRWCIP <Haster Resolution called RABB when true, Conflict

Resolution Data Task called BRED when false>

UT RASELECT <resolution advisories selected this scan>

UTj RECXLC <ti's are to be or have been recalculated this scan)

UT SNGDIM <single dimension Bats preferred when true, double din when

falise>

GPOUP other-si t e

Mf OSH!IAN <horizontal res adv from other ATANS non-connected sites>

in OSVMAW <vertical res adv from other ITARS non-connected sites>

Zk PSEPSO <squared 3-D separation>

GROUP painter

M ELEXTRY <encounter list entry>

fig UREC <subject pair record>

V RDSPTR <selected resolution advisory set>

j~TACID (temporary state vector pointer)

STPRIC <temporary pair record pointer>

GRU res-adv-thr

FL ASEP <altitude separation threshold>

MO HS <negative horizontal res adv threshold>

----------------- AST2R ESOLUTON LOCAL VAIABLIS --------------
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ST3OCTU3PE TRADS <Resolution Advisory Data Structure>

GFQ2U pointers

PTR WXTADV <next BIDS in list>

2!2O1 advisory components

IPT 81 <horizontal component of AC I's rea adv>

INT H2 (horizontal component of AC 2's res adv>

MT V1 (vertical component of AC I's res ad,>

1ST V2 <vertical component of AC 2's res adv>

GRU read-onlyj lags

UIT CMDEDC3DED <advisory set maneuvers both AC>

BIT CMDEDUNCNDED <advisory set maneuvers first AC in pair>

BIT HORIZ <advisory in horiz dimension when true>

BIT SINGLE <advisory is one dimension only when true>

BIT tUCDEDCMDED (advisory maneuvers second hC in pair>

BIT VERT <advisoy in vertical dimension when true>

GROUP~ read/write~flags

BIT BELOV1000 <descend res adv must be changed to negative>

BIT NEGATIVE <negative rea adv provide suffizient separation>

GROUP sepumatrix-indices

111 140511 <PSZP (HD) index for first IC's horizontal advisory>

1!! INDE12 <PSEP (IND) index for second AC's horizontal advisory>

lIT INDE13 <PSEP (VMD) index for vertical level>

PTE NITPTR <pointer to separation matrices to be used with

this resolution advisory set>

----------------- ASUT RESOLUTION LOCAL MIMESBL-S--- -------------
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G other-info

INT DONVILUE <computed value of this advisory's features down

to domino features>

P PEATBITS(25) <one bit for each of 25 features>

X1T VALUE <computed relative value of this advisory>

! ND STRO CTUt!

-----------------------. HASTIR RESOLUTION LOCAL VARIABLES
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qAS MASTERRSOtUTION

IN (encounter list entry)

OUT (pair record and conflict table entries with resolu t ion advisories);

tOOP:

Get nez pair requiring resolution from this sectors encounter list;

{IV (no pairs remain);

PEPORM conflictpair record deterination;

T? (own ATARS site is provisionally responsible for this pair)

T'HN PERFORM otherAT&Rs_steresolution advisoryadequacytest:

IF! (resolution advisories are required)

7rYR !'RFORM resolution advisorynecessity check_and_variable_

initialization:

1! (need for resolution advisories exists on +his scan)

THYN CALL ALT TTDE_Sf ARRTIOU_ RESNOLD_D TEINTION:

ST flag to indicate that Resolution Advisories

Tvaluation Routine called from master Resolution;

CLEM flag indicating resolution advisories have

been selected this scan;

I' (computing resolution advisories for the first time)

T P!rO1M initial resolution advisory_

selection;

!LS! PERFORI previous resolution_advisory_

modification tests;

( (resolution advisories have been selected in pair

record this scan)

fTHE PERQPd resolution advisorypostingfrom_

pair record toconflcttable;

Em <resolution is delayed or unchanged>

L.; <resolution advisories not yet needed>

Zj ; <no resolution pertormed>

IND NAST?9.NESOLUTION:

--STTV 22SOLOTIOl HIGN-LIVTL LOGIC ------------------------
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29 (P22C);

Get next aircraft pair with BLEU!RY.RUUIQ 1" MUig;

!XITI? (no pairs remain);

PZ?oU n conflict pair record determination:

1- (ELENTRY.BAPROV Y& STRUZ)

TMI jL1RrF otherlTkSsiteresolutionadvisoryadequacytest;

IF (ELENTEY.3AREQ IQ STRiG)

Till UIZ2 resolutionadvisorynecessity.checkad~ariable_

initialization;

.!F ((PREC. POSCMD.JJ SONIS) Qj (PRIC. POSCMD 11 501111?))

THEN gjL1 &LTITUDE-SEPA!1TNT101?RS1LDDETE31iAioff

S(&SEP);

MINCIP - STUEI:

EASELECT - SLSE;

j~(PREC.POSCRD 22 SlAIWIC)

Tili !11121 initial~resolution-adisorT-.

selection;

PERFOR1M pravi~usresolutionadisor..

modification teats;

S(RASZLECT f& STRU)

111P211OR resolution~advisoryposting~troa_

pairrecord~to..conflict..table;

<~l resolution is delayed or unchanged>

ILU; <RAS not yet needed>

JIMj; <no resolution performed>

IiiLOOP.

UP NASTEII!ESOLUTION;

------------------ RATER RESOLUTION LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------------
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P!OCTSS conflict_pair record deterainatio:

<Determine which pair record is associated with the subject pair and set

a pointer to that pair record.>

CLEAR subject pair record pointer;

Locate conflict table pointed to by aircraft in the encounter list entry;

L' (only two aircraft in conflict table)

only pair record is the subject pair record;

T.ELOOP;

Get next pair record of conflic' table;

TZITrF (no more pair records Uj subject pair record found):

j! (both RC from encounter list entry are in this pair)

=M save this pair record as the subject pair record;

!9D conflictpairrecorddeerination;

.ASTR WISOLUTIOW HG-L3L LOGICHIGH
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PROCES conflictpairrecorddeterination:

<PREC is used throughout this task in place of the local variable

i!IYEL.PRIC. This notat..on for the pointer PREC should not be

confused with the pair record data structure, PREC.>

PREC = SWULL;

~f(ACIDI.CTPTR.IIAC 12 APAIR)

THEN PRrC =AC!Dl.CTPTR.PLIST;

1WZ k9O02
Get next pair record of conflict table;

EXIT!? (no more pair records 09 (PREC WE RULL))*

IF (((ACIDI n~ TPRC.aci.PAC.ACrD) OP

(ACIDi 12 TPREC.ac2.PAC.ACID)) A11D

((ACID2 12 TPREC.acl.PAC.ACID) OR

(ACID2 12 T'"RC.ac2.PAC.ACID)))

THFI ?EEC = TPRFC;

ELSE;

VWDLOOP;

M~ conflic*_pairrecorddetermination;

------------------- ASTER RSOLTTTOW LOW-LEYIL LOGIC-------------
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PUOCISS other-AI3s ite-resolutionadvisory_adequacy-te
s t :

<The subject pair is being handed-off to another site or being handed-off

from another site. If the &TARS equipped aircraft in the sublect

&TARS/&TCUDS pair has a resolution advisory from another higher priority

site, determine if that resolution advisory is adequate to resolve the

subject conflict pair. If it is, then this site does not 
t
ake

responsibilitT for the pair.>

PEUTOPM other_&T&RS.sites-esolution.dvisoriesdetermination;

(current scan's resolution advisories from other sites U1

resolution advisories from other sites from previous scan)

store resolution advisories from other sites in pair record;

CALL SOLoTIONADVISOR3_8ODELIG_FOR_PEDICTD_SPPATIOU;

IF (adequate separa
t
ion is modeled)

horizontal and vertical resolution advisories in.pair

record from own site to no resolution advisory;

StT flag in pair record to send resolution advisory

to aircraft;

pair record timer to current scan time;

CLEAR resolution advisory indication in encounter list;

T.LS!: <no resolution advisories from other sites, or

they are the same as previously checked>

l other_&ARS_site_rsolution-advsoryadequacy-test;

NKST21 RSOLUTIOW HIGH-LIEVL LOGIC ------------------------
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PROCESS other-ATARS-ste-resolution-advisoryaiequaeytest;

P!PPrNj otherATA!RS sites resolution-advisories determination;

j~((OSN!MAN I'M P!PEC.!HMN) 2P (OSMN U, PE!-C.EVMAN))

TIIJJ PELIC.EHMN = OSIINAW;

PREZC.EYHAW = OSYNAWN;

CALL W!SOLrJTIONADVISO1RY MODELING_!Ol PREDICTEDSEPARATIOW

1!(OSHMN,OSVMAN,2WULLRES,SULLRES,C!N1,ACID2)

OUT[ (PSEPSQ)

IF (PSEPSQ GT RESADY.SEPl)

THFN PREC.acl.PHMNAI = SNORPTS;

PRC.ac2.PHMA = SNOP'S;

PUEC.acl.PVMAN = INOPES;

PREC.ac2.PVMN = SNORES;

PNEC.acl.SEND = STUE:

PREC.ac2. SEND = STRULP:

PRtEC.TSTART = SYSVAP.CTTNF:

ELEUTRY.RAREQ = IEALSE;,

112D other-ATARS-site-resolution..adwisory adequacytest;

------------------ RASTER RESOLUTION LON-LBYEL 
LOGIC-------------
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PinC2es resolution advisory necesuitycheck and variableinitialization;

<The conflict control variable in updated each scan until the need for a

resolution advisory is initially determined. Then, the various states of the

resolution advisories (negative, positive, double dimension) are monitored

by the conflict control variable.>

T2 (conflict control variable shows that resolution advisories have not been

given previously)

Ti CAL COWLICTONTROL_ViRIIBLh_UPDLTl;

Z resolutioaadvisorynecessitycheckandvariable initialization;

-ASTIN NISOLVTIOU RIGE-LNVI LOGIC-------------------
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pROCESS resolution ady isory necessity check & dvar iableinit is1ization;

j~((PRC.POSCHO .12 3UOTSIT) 2! (PhRC.,POSCHD " SOERBIT) 2

(pRRC.pOSCmD U soUnIaS))

If! ILLCOUPLICTCONTIOL..T&U!&RLROPD&TR

11 (ELENTRY.CHDPL3, RiLETRi. BTTILG)

11Q91 (PUEC.POSCND);

"D* resolutionadvisorynecessitycheckand-variable~initialization;

------------------ HASTEN RESOLUTION LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ------------
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PRM ial.reaolutiona advisory-selection;

<Select initial resolution advisories. Determine if a controlled

aircraft should receive a resolution advisory and set PIPR in the

pair record approp:iat ely. If resolution advisories are selected,

store then is the pair record. Othervise, delay resolution

for the pair.>

((controlled AC in conflict pair) AD ((detection logic indicates that

controlled &C should receive a resotition advisory) 2! (this conflict

pair is part of a aulti-aircraft conflict))

!:an indicate in pair record that controlled IC should receive a resolution

advisory;

flag to indicae single dimension resolution advisories preferred:

CALL R<oLrTrOWDv!5OlrSiUATIONOgTxW; (select the res advisories>

. (resolution eaisories selected tfo the pair)

tMn PJJOIJ resolntiouadvisories_storein_pairrecord;

LX X! conflict control variable to low value so that initial selection

of resolution advisories will be attempted either later this

scan or within the next two scans if the need for resolution

advisories is again detected by the Detection Task:

LrAF flag in the pair record indicating controlled aircraft should

roceive a resolution advisory;

1! (this pair is flagged for normal resolution)

IM flag this pair for delayed resolution:

- - -initial2resolUo a--dvi-o-y..-election:

12-P 6



PROCrSS initial resolution advisory selection;

IF (((ACIDI.CUNC !- STRUN) OR (ACID2.CUC !- STRUEO)) 112

((PLPNTY.TRIPGU STDOE) U~ (ACIDI.CPR. SAC GqT RPAIR)))

TR!wN PRrc.PrPR -SRP

SUGDII = 9UE

CALL P"SOLIONADTSOIESEVLJATIONROUTXUr

gfJ (PDS-P)

IF (RADSPTP 42 SWULL)

-Rs~m P12P!oRm resolution-advisories_store_in_pair record:

!Llt PREC.POSCMD -soxIvrBI:

PREC.PI'R - MLSE;

IF! (ELENTRY.DEtRTO A2 SPALSE)

MM~! !LLTPY.DILS!Q =STRUw:

M!I ini~± a)_resolution advisory selectioi;

------------------- ASTER iusOLUTION LOW-LEV~I LOGIC-------------
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PROCESS pre vious resol ution advisory mod ificati on tests;

<Pesolution advisories were selected on a previous scan. Determine if

they should be recalculated for any reason.>

CLEAR flag indicating resolution advisories have been recalculat ed;

PBROUM previous resolution advisories recalculation checks:

VP (resolution advisories were no* recalculated)

TH!lf Tr ((there is a controlled AC in the subject pair) AR.D

((the controlled &C has not yet been given a resolution

advisory) A~1D

((detection logic determined that the controlled AC

should receive a resolution advisory) OR

(number of AC in conflict table GT single pair))))

DS!?I OtREOPM resolutionadvisoryaddition for controlled_

air craft*,

ILSf PERFOPM p siltiveneg ativeresolution advisory transition_

test;

IF (resolution advisories have not been recalculated)

THEN PPRFORN previous resolution advisories_

nonresponse test:

EL SE:

Tip (resolution advisories were not recalculated)

'HEW save horitzontal and vertical miss distances from the

encounter list entry in the pair record:

11 prevlousresolution advisory modification tests;

---- -------------- ASTER RESOLOTION HIGH-LTVEL LOGIC -- ----------
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PRO3fl previousresolutionamdvisoryuodificationtgus:

WvChLC - SVALSZ;

PPT.3~ previousreso1ltiouadv1oriesgrecalculatioachocksI

S(VECALC JU IFALSE)

ftlIF (((&CXDl.CDNC 12 M'UE) 21 (AkCID2.CUUC 12 SY"U'P) M3

(PU!?C.P!PU1 IM SFALS2) MR ((2L2I?VT.!IPIA1L 32 I~T%") 21
(%CIDI.CTPTR.NAC 0 PIB)

Tfl?4 FPTp1# reuolutiooadviuoryadditioujforcoarollI._

aircraft:

XLS! PE3rORJ positiveunegativerooationadioTrsition

test;

1_ (VI gL U lILST)

Tffr PTIrOIN previousresolution~advisories_

nosresponse~est:'

IF (1IPCNLC Xg SFALS'T)

TgTN I'REC.PMD P LZYTN.MDZ:

PEC.PYND ELENT!!. ALT:

?10 orevionis resolution alvisory moification teats;

---------------- MISTER RESOLUTION LOS-LEVIL LOGIC -------------
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PROMSS resolutionadvisorvpostinqfroe_pairrecord_toconflicttable;

<Select effective resolution advisory for conflict table entry from

all oair records associated with the subject aircraft.>

Select conflict table entry of next aircraft of subject pair:

EXI-; (botfh aircraft in pair are done);

J TIRIC ALRSOLIONADYZSOT1YPOSTXIG_TOCOPL!IC_?ILE:

CiLJ NORIZOTAL 3SOLIORDVSOTPOST!1GTOCOWLICT_TBLE;

INDLOO ;

Mr resolu"on_ advisorypostingfrospairrecordtoconlic_ table;

- -IST INSOLUTZON IG-LIYII LOGIC ------------------------
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POISresolution adviuory.postiuqfrom.pair record to conflict table;

Select CTIT of next aircraft of subject pair;

?YTI (botb aircraft in pair are don*)*.

CM&L V!U-eIC&LuSO1.TONoAnVxSoYPOSrzG_?OCOVLICTaux.!

TI (?ACID, PREC)

1909 (?ICID.Ct2.VNIU, T&CID.CL ACID?, T&CID.C~T.NULT?);

U&1 ROITO3?ALtSOLOIONA9VISOPYPOSTIUGTOCOUFLICT-aILZ

11 (?ICIDD PREC)

1I00 (TACID. C'r. HMAN, T&CID.C?2. ACID!. ?ACID.CMH.UL-9);

E1DLOO2P;

12resoltiouadviorypostingfrompairrecordtoonflict-able;

----------------- AST2 INSOLUTION LO-LI?!! 
LOGIC -------------
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PROMS other_ TARS-sites resolution advisories determination;

<Deteruine what advisories (if any) are being given to the subject

aircraft from other, higher priority sites.>

JLfl temporary storage for resolution advisories from other kTAPS sites:

Get nez pair record associated with this conflict table;

211'U (no more pair records);

(this pair record has a resolution advisory for DABS AC of sublect

pair U2 is from a higher priority non-connected site)

f save sore severe of this resolution advisory and resolntion

advisory already saved in the horizontal and vertical

dimensions from other non-connected sites:

MULOOP;

other_ A"RS_sites_resolutionadvisoriesdetermination:

----------------------- I&STIR 22SOLUTION RIQI-LI 1 LOgIC ------------------------
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PROCwU5' other_ATAPSsites-resoluton.advisories-determination;

OSHMqA? = SNUELLS;

OSVSAI = SIUtLLRS;

Got ney* pair record associated vith this conflict table;

EIM1P1 (no more pair records) *

1E ((TPP'PC.A-SrD 2T SYSTEM,.OWNID) A.12 (site is non-connected)

1112 (TPFEC.ac .PAC M PFEC. acl. PAC) )

THE OSH4AN = FFFP(TPR!C.ac1.PMANOSHMAN),

OSVMAN = EFP(TP'IC.aC .PTHAN,OSV9A4N);

ELSF;

ENDLOOP;

FND other_ ATARS-sites-resolution-advisories determination:

---- --- --- --- --- -- ASTEN PESOLUTION LOW-LEVEL LOGIC - -- - - - - -- -- - -
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PROC LISS positivenegativeresolution-advisory horizontaltransitiontest;

<Check if horizontal resolution advisories may transition between

positive and negative.>

1F (either &C is detected to be turning)

T T negative horizontal resolution advisory threshold to modified

value;

tL.S = negative horizontal resolution advisory threshold 
t
o default

value;

J (current horizontal miss distance IT negative horizontal resolution

advisory threshold)

TRI. U (pair record has negative horizontal resolution advisories)

=1 indicate that transition is appropriate;

ELSE IF (pair record has positive horizontal resolution advisories)

I1E indicate that transition is appropriate;

fLus;

"D posive_neqativeresolutionadvisory horizontal transitiontest:

----------------------- MASTE RESOLUTION R2-vn LO(IC -------------------------
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-- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

PROCP SS positive negative resolution advisory horizontal-.tranitioa-teut I

I? (((AcrDi.TURN J ssTRArGR!) Lu (acrD.!rt iZi ifafftJKHiPS La.

(ACIDI.TUBI H. !SIURPLUS)) 92 ((kID2.TUEU 11 ISTRAIGHT) L

(ACID2.TU1RN 14' SBURNINUS) Mgj (ICID2.TURN UM SRURPLUS)))

THEN MDTHM = RESADV.NDTRNSQ;

ILS? NDTHM - VESADY.MDTRSQ;

n (EL!!IT'P.MDl IT MDTRM)

TH F((PREC.POSCUD nl SNEG) An (PWC.acl.PUNXI JU IULL1IS))

Ifl.! 1RICALC = MTUE;

'SIF(((PR1!C.POSCID X SP05) 21 (PRC.PO3CND 12 IDOUBLIJ) AI2

(PREC. adl.P 1141M fiWULL11S))

HmICALC - $RI

END~ positive negativeresolutionadviory~horizontaltranitii~test;

------------------ RST!! 22SOLUTION LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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P positive_negative_resolutionadvisorytransitiontest;

ChecK if resolution advisories in either dimension may transition

between positive and negative.>

I ((conflict control variable is set for negative resolution advisories) 2.

(last positive resolution advisory has been displayed in the

aircraft long enough that it say be changed))

THIN Lf (pair record has horizontal resolution advisories)

mPIRFOP3 positivenegative resolution advisory horizontal_
transition-test;

I (transition is not yet possible)

T I (pair record has vertical resolution advisories)

TUU P!RPOP.f positivenegativeresolution_

advisoryvertical_transitioneit;

U (transition can be attempted)

SET flag to indicate single dimension resolution advisories

are preferred;

JRE1 OLUT ON_ADV SORIES_EVALUATION_ OUTTN?;

1! (resolution advisories selected for the pair)

resolution-advisoriesstoreinpairrecorl;

!LS! U (this pair flagged for normal resolution)

MI~U flag this pair for delayed

resolution;

f save the horizontal and vertical

miss distances from the

encounter list entry in -he

pair record;

poitivennegativeresolntionadvisorytransitiontest;

----------.-----------. MASTEN RESOLUTION !IGH-L!VZL LOGIC ------------------------
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PROC.fl positiwe negative resolution advisory trausition *est;

S((PRL!C.POSCHD f2 SW!G) QJ ((PREC.TSTIRT + TSCMD) k% SYSVAR.CTIN!JJ

THEN U (PREC.acl.PHNIAI WE SNULLPES)

THEN PFlOQU positive negative-resolution advisory horizontal-

transition-test;

IT (R!CALC 12 $FALSE)

TJU~ (PPEC.ac.PYN6F SNrJLLRES)

THEN PERFORM positivenegative-resolutionadvisory_

horizontal-transitiontest;

IF(PECALC X2 STU)

II!SNUDI! = STU;

gLI R!SOLtITION-ADVISORIESVALATIONROUTINE

11,1 (FLPYTRY, PREC, ASPP, SUGDIH. MENCK1")

22! (R&DSPTR)

jj(RAtDSPTR ff1 SWUt)

THE! PERFORK

resolutioi-advisoriesstoreinpair-record;

S(BLINTRY. DMLRQ l2 SPXLSE)

MLfN FLLNTRY.DELREQ = $TRUE;

!LIPtEC.PND ELENTRY.MD2;

PREC.PVHD =ELENTRY.1ALT*;

NDpositive negative ~resolution advisorv transition test;

------------------- ST& R RESOLUTION LOW-LEVEL LOGIc-------------
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P2O.U positivenegative_resolutionadvisory_verticaltransitiontest;

<Cheek if vertical resolution advisories say transition between positive

and negative or among the various negatives (negative and VSL).>

F (current altitude separation 11 negative vertical resolution advisory

threshold)

ZAK! U ((pair record has negative vertical resolution advisories) R2
(current altitude separation Lj percentage of negative

resolution advisory threshold))

fl.fl 1J~flag indicating resolution advisories should be

recalculated;

!LIE U (pair record has positive vertical resolution advisories)

?Y. IF (vertical tau is negative)

U" flag indicating resolution advisories

should be recalculated;

ILl! save the resolution advisories from the pair record

into a RIDS for the call to the VSL logic:

Sfl negative flag in the BADS;

lIZ flags for single dimension vertical resolution

advisories;

Sfl flag to indicate which IC are maneuvered;

CjJJ VFRTCILSP!ED..LINITADVISORYTVLUATIO;

Zl (vertical resolution advisories in 
RIDS PI

vertical resolution advisories in pair record)

UL YFJIFo R resoltionadvisoriesstoreinpair_

record;

112 positivenegativeresolutionadvisoryverticaltransition_test;

----------------------- EASTRU RESOLUTION WlIG-LVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS positivenegative-resolu~ion-advisorv-ericaltransiAonles:

IF (EL3WTPY.ALT L~T ASEP)

ZHUN IF MYRE.OS~) Eg MG AND EPC.acl.PVMAN N? SNULLRS)

AID (ELENTRY.&LT LT (AkTBZP * &SrP)))

THEN RECALC = $RE

2 I (((PREC.POSCHD N~ SDOUBE) PE (PREC.POSCMD E2 TPOS)) AND

(PREC.acl.PVMAN N? SNtLLRES))

THEU IF ((ELENTRY.TV LT 0)

THIEN RECALC = ITPtIE;

ELSE!;

gjSF RADS.NEGATIVE = STP'UF;

RADS.VRT = $TRUE;

RADS. SINGLF = $TRUE*.

RADS.Vl = PPEC.acl.PVMAN;

RXDS.V2 = PREC.ac2.PVMAN;

RADS.H1l = SNULLRES;

RADS. H2 = SNtJLLRES;

IF ((PREC.acl.PVMAN HE SNORES) IND

(PREC.ac2.PVMAN RE SNORES))

.J1ER RkDS.CMDED-CMDED = $TRUE;

ELEF(PREC.acl.PVMAN 4N' SNORES)

THEY R&DS.CMDEDU3CMDED = $TRUE;

2!.ER!1ST .RADS. UNCMDD CR!DYD = $TRUE!;

C2L VERTICALSPEEDLIMIT!_ADVISOR! EVALUA-IOI

ll (RADS, ACIDI, ACID2, PPFC)

22i (P ADS. V1 , RADS. V2);

If ((PADS.?! NE PRVC.acl.PVMAN) OR

(RADS.V2 Nf. PREC.ac2.PYNAR))

THEN PERFORM resolution-advisories-store-in-

pair~record;

Mf positive aegativeresolution.advisoryverticaltransition.test;

------------------ MASTER RESOLUTION LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------------
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PNOCESS previous resolution advisories nonresponsetest:

<Check for aircraf
t 

non-response to previous positive single dimension

resolution advisories.>

((conflict control variable indicates that positive single dimension

resolution advisories have been given) M (enough time has elapsed

that response to the resolution advisories shoull have been detected

in *he form of increasing resolution dimension miss distance))

TIEN (pair record contains positive horizontal resolution a4visories)

THEY I (current scan's horizontal miss distance IT previous

scan's horizontal miss distance)

THEN SET flag to indicate that resolution

advisories should be recalculated:

ELSE IF (current scan's vertical miss distance L_ previous scan's

vertical miss distance)

THEN SET flag to indicate that resolution

advisories should be recalculated;

ELS:

IL (new resolution advisories should be selected)

THEN S!T flag to prefer double dimension resolution advisories;

CALL RESOLUTION_DVTSOPIISEVaLUATIONPOUTIN:

If (resolution advisories were selected for the pair)

THEN PMORM resolutionadvisoriesstoreinpair_

record;

ELSE (this pair was flagged for normal resolutioni

ZM flag this pair for delayed resolution;

3M save current scants horizontal and

vertical miss distances from

encounter list in pair record;

int

L previous~resolution_advisories-non~response_tese;

----------------- 
ASr?$ RESOLUTION 

RIGW-LIL LOGIC------------
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PROC!SS previous resolution advisories-non response test;

IP ((PHEC.POSCMD f2 SPOS) AND ((PREC.TSTART + TRECOM) GT SYSVAH..CTIME))

THEN If (PREC.acl.PHMA4 NE SNULLRES)

THIN IF (P-LENTRY. HD2 T PPEC. PMD)

THEN RECALC = $TRUlE;

FLSE;

-LS- IF (PLPNTRY. ALT LT PREC.PVMD))

'HrN RECALC = $TRUlE;

ELSE;

I? (RECALC M2 $TRUE)

THEN SNGDIM = IftLSE;

CXjLL RPESOLETIONMkVISORI!S9FVAL1ATIONROOTINE

I!(ELENTRY, PREC, ASEP, SMGDIM, M'RNCAP)

OUT (EfOSETR);

IF (RADSPTR NE $NULL)

THEN PERFOEN resolution-advisoriesstore in pair_

record;

ELSE IF (EL ENTRY. DELRQ E2 TEAtS-)

THEN !!,ENTRY. DELPEQ = TPUE;,

ELSEl P-EC.P'!D =EL7N-IQT.4D2;

ELSE:PRFC.PV1ID =EL!"PR~Y. ALT;

ELELSE;

240 pre vi ous resol ution-& advisor ies non re spon set test;

---- ---- ---- ---- --- ASTEP ??SOLUTPION L-OW-LEVPL LOGIC - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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PICM previousresolutionadvisoriesrecalculationchecks;

<Determine if resolution advisories should be recalculated because of

incompatibility with resolution advisories from other sites or BCAS

that were selected on the same scan or because the aircraft

characteristics have changed significantly within two scans of

resolution advisory selection.>

I (conflict control variable indicates that resolution advisories were

incompatible and should be recalculated)

! indicate whether single or double dimension resolution advisories

are desired based on conflict control variable;

SfT flag to indicate resolution advisories were recalculated;

£PLL PESOLUTIOADVISORES_V&LUTIOPOUTIN;

OLS_ UrOp PSIP_aodelvalidation;

I (resolution advisories must be recalculated because of PStP model

validation logic)

TSrl indicate double dimension resolution aivisories preferred:

CALL R!SOLUTIONADVISORIhS_EVlLUATION_ROU lu':

j (attemp~ed to recalculate resolution advisries)

(trenolution advisories are selected for the pair)

TRE P~r'OR resclutionadvisories-storeinpair record;

JI If (pair flagged for normal resolution)

U flag this pair for delayed resolution;

jsave horizontal and vertical miss distance from

encounter list in pair record:

previous resolution advisories_recalculation checks;

----------------------- RAIfZI RPSOLUTON RIGR-LEYLP LOGIC ------------------------
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VROCTSS previous resolution advisories-recalcu lati on checks;,

I!((?P!C.POSCHD 12 IRCMSIG) 21 (PREC.POSC4D U SBCI DBLfl

TIS. U (PPIC.POSCHD !2 3RC4SNG1

!II!s SNGDrR - S?1~ur:

WES SYGO14 - IrkLSE*:

IR!CALc = ?U-

CALL RI!SOLUTIOUAOYISORI!SEYaLUAIONnOUrru!

I! ('!LL!U1Y, PREC, XSIPP, SNGODTM, IRYCRP)

OUT (U&DBPTR);

!!PERFlORM PS!P model validation;

I~ (RECILC n. I?tULP)

THEY SYGDI5 = $FALSE;

91 (RADSPTU);

If (PECALC n TRE

?f!N 1? (PADSP-P NE $NULL)

'!8!U PERFORM~ resolution advisories store in pair record:

ELS! 1 (ELMNTRY.DELREQ !. SFALSE)

qN~ ELBNTPY.DFLRQ = %RE

tLS2 PRTC.PID = !L!WRY.D2;

PREC.PVMD VLWTUY.ALT*;

ENfl previous resolution advisories recalculation checks;

------------------ MASTER RESOLUTION LOW-LEY!L LOGIC -------------
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PP.OCESS PS!P modelvalidation:

<Determine if the conditions that existed *hen resolution advisories

were selected have changed. If they have changed detrimenally in

the resolution dimension, then reselec+ resolution advisories.>

IF ((resolution advisories were selected recently enough in the pair record)

AND (model validation logic was not the last

cause of selecting resolution advisories) !p

(single dimension resolution advisories are in the Dair record))

I (there are horizontal resolution advisories in the pair record)

TflR IV (either &C's turn state is detrimental to previous

horizontal resolution advisory and previous

turn state for that AC)

Tr S!T flag indicating resolution advisories

should be recalculated:

ILSE:

ELSE IF (vertical velocity difference between two aircraft is

different from when resolution advisories were

selected AN difference between vertical

velocity differences is detrimen*al)

TFN T flag indicating resolution advisories

should be recalculated;

Is I:

I__D PS!o modelvalidat
ion:

-ASTER RESOLUTION IGR-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS PSFP model-validation;

IF ((STSVAF,.CTrmP L? (PREC.MVQArT + (TVALrD * SYSTFM.SCANIP)) AND

(PPI!C.MYDONF UQ 'FALSE) AND

((PP-C.POSCMD IQ INEG) O' (P'!FC.POSCMD E2Q %POS)))

:. IF(PP.EC.acl.PHIIAN NF SN13LLR?S)

IHEN IF ((D)E PIMH(PREC.acl.PPMIQ.ACIDl.TtIPN,PPEC.ac .MVT) E

$TRUE) 21! (DE'1'IMR(PREC.ac2. PHMAN,ACID2.Y'URN,

PREC.ac2.tMVT) ME STRtIE))

THEN PECALC = TRE

fjfEI (E-IY(PR!!C.acl.PVMAN,PREC.ac2.PvNAN,

((ACID2.Z7D - ACID1.%D) -PPRC.MVVPZ)) Eg 't'-)

.,,HEN 1'P.CALC = tTRUP;

FND PSEP-model valilation;

------------------- ASTER RESOLUTION LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PROCMSS resolutionadvisories storej _pair record:

<Resolntion advisories were selected this scan by PER. Tf any of the

resoln
t
ion advisories are not exactly the same as those that

currently exist in the pair record, save the new advisories in the

pair record and set the timer, SEND flags, and POSCHD variable.>

Save the horizontal and vertical miss distances from the encounter list in

the pair record:

If (selected resolution advisories are not exactly the same as those in the

pair record)

___ save the selected resolution advisories in the pair record:

SfT the timer in pair record to the current tine;

_F (both aC are maneuvered)

"EN M send flag for both AC;

LSUP (first AC maneuvered)

fW OT send flag for first AC;

0QR!RgXS! STT send flag for second AC;

J7 (there are negative resolution advisories selected)

TIN set the conflict control variable to indicate nega
t
ive

resolution advisories selected;

'ISEIF (positive single dimension resolution advisories in the pair

record)

= set the conflict control variable to indicate positive

single dimension advisories -elec
t
ed;

O !TMVIS! Sr the conflict control variable to il1icate doutle

dimension resolution advisories selected:

Sf? flag indicating resolution advisories selected this scan;

I.LS!; <nothing needs to be done.>

1 resolution-advisories_storen._pairrecord;

.......................- NASTE RESOLUTION HIGH-LZTEL LOGIC
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DROCSS resolution-advisories_store inpirrecord;

PREC.P4DT FtFTRY.ND2;

PRFC.PY9D = EIYN"'RY.ALT;

TF ((RADSPTP.Fl1 NZ PRC.acl.PHMRMt) OR (RADSPTR.H[2 N!! PRC.&c2.PHMAN)

OP (PAOSPTP.Vl N? PPFC.acl.PV!AN) 2R (PADSPT'P.V2 IF PPIPC.ac2.PVMNft))

THEN PPFC.acl.PHRAW = RADSPTR.Hl;

PREC.ac2.PRNAN = RRDSPTP.F12*

PNEC.?kcl.PVMAN = RADSPTR.V ;

PPFC.ac2.PVMIW = RAT3SPTR.V2;

PREC.TSTART = SYSVAP.CTtME;

If (RADSPTR.CMDED-CMDWD $TR~UE)

THEN P1REC.acl.SPND $TUE

P EC.ac2.SFND '9TRUE;

ELSIF (rRJDSPTR.CMDED-UCMDED nQ TTI'U)

THEN PREC.acl.SFND = $TRUE.

OTHER WIS? PRC. ac2. SEND = STRU?;

IF(NADSPTP.NEG&!IVE E.Q $TRUJE)

THEY PRI!C.POSCMD = INEG;

ELSEIIP (!.lADSPTR.SINGL? STRUP)

-HF11 PREC.POSCMD = SPaS;

OTHERWISE PRC.POSCMD = $DOUBLE;

RASELECT = fFRUE;

?L.51; <nothing needs to be done.>

END resolution advisories-.store in pair record;

------------------ ASTER RESOLUTION LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------------
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PROCISS resolu~ionadvisoryadditionfor controlled_arcraf
4
;

<This conflict pair was previously being resolved by maneuvering only the

uncontrolled AC. The detection logic has nov determined that the conflict

has reached the point where the controlled RC must also be maneuvered

(or the pair has now become part of a multi-AC conflict, in which case

Master Resolution has made the decision to maneuver the controlled AC).

Call RA9g to select advisories for both AC.>

SP- flag indicating resolution advisories have been recalculated:

S__ flag in pair record indicating that controlled AC should receive

a resolution advisory;

SET flag to indicate single dimension resolution advisories preferred;

CALL PESOLUTIONADVISOR1!S_VALATIOWO'3TrIE;

IF (resolution advisories selected for the pair)

=!, PWOR. resolution-advisories-store_in_pair__-ecor ;

_LS! CL7AF flag in pair record to indicate that resolution advisories for

controlled aircraft is selected;

J' (this pair is flagged for normal resolution)

!N flag this pair for delayed resolution;

Z_ LS save the coiputed horizontal and vertical miss

distances from the encounter list in the pair

record;

resolution_advisory_addition for controlled_aircraft;

-ASTIR RESOLOTION HIGH-!!YEt LOGIC ------------------------
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P1ROC!S resoluti onadviso ryaddit ion-for conk rollel-aircraft;

RC.PIP - STR!IN

QM JR SOLTtONADVISOIS!TALgAIIOu-POU Iu

If (ZLE'ITRY, PREC, &SEP, SYGDUI, MBNCPLP)

01T (PADSP")

IF (RkOSPT? IV ML!L)

I='. PPPOR! resoln~ion advisories _store in uair record;

"Ll! PREC.91FRt = IMISE;

1!(3tE'.T!Y.VELR!Q X2 MPLSE)

TH~t hLENTRY.DIPLI.RQ -=TIE

ILS11 PRTC.PMD ? L2WTRY.3D2;

PREC.PVVHD E LENTRY.ALT:

En resolu-ion edvisory addition for controlled aircraft:
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ROUTII ALTTUD_S!PIRTIOW_TRESSOLD_DTP HWfTION

11 (aircraft st ate vectors)

OUT (altitude separation threshold parameter):

<Determine the altitude separation threshold used for positive/negative

resolution advisory selection and transition.>

. (either aircraft above floor of ultra-high airspace)

TnEl S ? altitude separation threshold to ultra-high altitude

positive advisory threshold;

ELSE!F (either aircraft above floor of positive controlled airspace

T4FW SET altitude separation threshold to high al
t
itude positive

advisory threshold;

ELSF! (either aircraft is controlled)

:HEN SMT altitude separation threshold to low altitude positive

advisory threshold for qncontrolled/controlled

or controlled/controlled conflict pairs;

OTERWIS SoT altitude separation threshold to low altitude positive

advisory threshold for uncontrolled/uncontrolled

aircraft;

?ND ALTITUDE_SPTOWTHRESHOLD_DTEINUTRA ON;

- ---------------- MASThR SOLUIOW WIG-LEVEL LOGIC ------------------------
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?.2ULEX ALTITUD?_SEP At A?103Tfl!SWOI.00! !f~lNTTON

.Ufl (ASLP):

11 t(ACIDI.2 21 ALUN) U1 (ACID?.? il ALDRI)

Ljv &SEP - ASTPWI:

?LSfI? ((ACID1.CtV ql ?TP) 21 (AID2.C APC )

TR!U ASfP - ASEPIL:

OTRTPIIS AS!? - kSrPL:

END ALTITUD!_S!PPARNTONRS!OLDDET1NUATION:

--------------- NASM! ItSOLUTiIOI LOW-L!?lL LOGIC -------------
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RTN COFLIC_COWTPOL_VAIBLEUPDATE

U1 (maneuvering -arget threat and resolution advisory flags)

INOUT (conflict control variable);

<The conflict control variable (POSCMD) is used to implement the

2-out-of-3 rule for detecting the need for resolution advisories

before actually selecting them. It is also used to indicate the

severity of the advisories in the pair record (negative, positive or

double dimension positive). Another function of POSCMD is to pass

information from RAR Processing Task to Master Resolution if

the previously selected resolution advisories were incompatible

with those from another source. This process is used only to

update POSCMD for the 2-out-of-3 rule.>

J (maneuverina target threat flag is set)

T N_? conflict control variable should be set to indicate resolution

advisories are necessary;

?LS? IF (resolution advisory flag is set)

____ If (conflict control variable shows that the pair record

was created this scan)

THEN SPT conflict control variable for one hit:

ELS ST conflict control variable to indicate

resolution advisoress are necessary:

ZM IL (conflict control variable shows pair record created

this scan OR one hit recorded)

THE nS conflict control vari-hlr one miss;

1LS! 1_- conflict conirol var e no

resolution advisory necessary;

'lqD COULICTCOTOLVRIlnE rPDR!;

----------------------- MASTER RESOLUTIOW RIg-LEYL LOGIC ------------------------
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ROUI COW?tTCT-CONTROtYARTELrJPIDtY!

11 (fLhLNTRY.CMDPIG, !t.'WTRT. ITTML)

1100T (PR-C.POSCNID);

I (ELBN?PtY.RT??LG _U STRUb)

Ilfi, PREC. POSCHD - SUASEC;

IL z(BLENRY.CHDFLG = SPRUb)

U-2! -1- (PUrC- POSCHnp SOfl ?

fIM PU!C.POSCHO = SONEH!T;

1ZJ PUEC.POSCmD = sumNc;

M-2I M? ((P'tREC.POSC,,D 12 SOVERIT) 2-1 (PRC.POSCHD !- SNOTSI!r))

THEN PREC.POSCMID = SONEMIS;

Lm PRC.POSCND = $NORtA;

-22 CONfLICT-COW.T!OtAyABaLE-UPDA-'.

------------------ NASTR RESOLUYTION LOW-LE! LOGIC -------------
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?09715T RORIZOTL_!SOLgTIOa_ADVTSORYyOSTING_TOCOTLICT_?&gLE

11 (IC state vector, pair record)

2C (horizontal maneuver, pair record pointer and multiplicity count in

conflict table)*

<Resolution advisories have been selected by RAR on this scan. This

routine determinos what (if any) horizontal resolution aivisories

should appear in the conflict table en
t

ry.>

Ij (horizontal resolution advisories in the pair record)

T_ , PiZL horizontal resolution advisorv .n_pairrecord;

PE rOPM horizontal resolution advisoryTnot in pair record;

T.D RORIZORTALRSOLUTOW_ AVISOY_POSTING_TOCOFLICTTABLE:

--------- ST!R RESOLUTION RMG!-LIVEL LOGIC ------------------------
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RUIEHORIZOUTILRESOLUTION IDVISORY POSTIUGTOCONFLICT TABLE

I!(ACID, PRLPC)

OUT (CTENUTRY.HMN, CTEITRY.AC!DH, CTENTRtY.NOLTR);

IF (PREC.ac.PHMAN NIP SIILLIES)

11i1 PEIRFORN horizontal resolution advisory inkpairrecord:

P1SE PEFlQ.Bf horizontalresolutionadvisorynotinpairrecord;

flD HORIZONTAL RZSOLUTIOU ADYISOETPOST!UGTOCONFLICT TABLE;

---------------- ASTER RESOLUTION LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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ROCBSS horizon4 al remolution-advisoryinpair.record;

< horizontal resolution advisory is in the pair record for this 1C.

This orocess determines the effective horizontal resolution

advisory for the conflict table entry based on this and all other

pair records with horizontal advisories for this IC.>

It (more than one nair record causing a horizontal resolution advisory in the

conflict table entry to this AC)

'"HE OSI horizontalresolutionadvisoryselection;

M.MX ((one pair record causing a horizontal resolution advisory to this RC

in the conflict table entry) _UR (the conflict table entry poin
t
s

to this pair record))

S horizontal resolution advisory in conflict table entry to the

resolution advisory in the pair record:

ILII.I (one pair record causing a horizontal resolution advisory in the

conAict table entry)

U place effective resolution advisory in the conflict table en
t
ry;

Increment number of pair records causing a horizontal resolution

advisory to this AC;

OTHEPW!S! I resolution advisory in conflict table entry to resolution

advisory in pair record;

number of pair records causing horizontal resolution

advisory to one;

HU conflict table entry pair record pointer to point to this

pair record;

:J12 horional resolution advisoryin_pair record;

----------------------- HIST21 RISOLUTION HXV -L MV!L LOGIC ------------------------
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PIROCFSS horizon~alresolutionadvisoryinpair~ecora;

IF (CTENTRY.MULTHI GT 1)

THEN PPFORM horizontal-resolotion-advisoryselection;

ELSEIF ((C TNT!RY.MIJLTH ~Q1) ANDR (CTENT'PY.ACIDH M PRFC))

T9?N CTFN'iRY.HMAN P'R!C.ac.PHMAN;

FLSEIF (CT-NTEY.MEJLTH Eg1)

THEN CT!!N?1VT.HMAN =EFA(PREC.ac.P'AN,CNTRT.PNi.);

CTEN !PY.MULTH = TWO;

OTHERWISE CT1ENTPY.HMAN PPEC.ac.PHMAN;

CTEtITRY.1MULTH = 1;

CTENTY. ACIDH = PREC;

END horizori~al-resalution-adisory.inipair~recorl;

------- ASTER RESOLUTION LOW-LET~t LOGIC-------------
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Shoriousal-reuolution advisory notin_pair_record:

<There is not a horizontal resolution advisory for this AC in the pair

record. This process de
t
eroines if a horizontal resolution advisory

may have been in the pair record on the previous scan. If so,

the effective horisontal resolution advisory in the conflict table

entry should be recomputed.

ultiplicity is the number of pair records contributing to the

resolution advisory in one dimens!on for an aircraft (MULTR).>

(horizontal resolution advisory multiplicitr in conflict table G one)

TE P.iRFORM horizontalresolution advisoryselec ion:

U32 ((horizontal resolution advisory multiplicity in conflict table entry

0 one) Mjf (conflict table entry points to this pair record))

T ~ horizontal resolution advisory in conflict table entry to null:

5_l horizon
t
al resolution advisory multiplicity to zero:

pair record pointer in conflict table entry to null;

<no horizontal resolution advisory in conflict table entry, or only

one other pair record causing a horizontal resolution advisory.)

7ND horizontal resolution advisory notin_pairrecord:

----------------------- 9AST21 12SOLMION NZGN-LNVUL LOGiC
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PPOCPSS horizon'al resolution-advisory_notin pair record:

IF (CTENTRY..IULTHf 2T 1)

n PERO horizontalresolution advisoryselection:

{LSA? ((CWETRY.NOLTH 1) M (CTENTRY.ACIDH M PREC))

ffj1 CT!WTY.°NAu = SWULLPES;

CTENTY.NULH 0:

CTENTRY.&CIDI = SWULL;

OTRPRWIS?*,

<no horizontal RR in conflict table entry, or only

one other uair record causing a horizontal R&.>

'!ND horizontal_resolutionadvisory notin pair record;

----------------------- RASTER RESOLUTION LOW-LBVEL LOGIC -------------------------
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PROCESS horizon+al resolutionadvisoryselect ion;

<This orocess examines all pair records in which the subject RC is

contained. The effective horizontal resolution advisory is selected

from all of the pair records and placed in the conflict table entry.>

S_T horizontal resolution advisory in conflict table entry to null:

SET conflict table entry horizontal pair record pointer to null:

SET horizontal resolution advisory multiplicity count to zero:

Loop.

let next pair record associated with this conflict table:

MUTIE (no more pair records);

IF (subject hC in this pair record)

IRN I? (horizontal resolution advisory in this pair record is

not null)

"H__ *lace effective horizontal resolution advisory

in conflict table entry;

increment horizontal resolution advisory multiplicity

count:

I? (conflict table entry pair record pointer M null)

THEN SET conflict table entry pair record pointer

to point to this pair record;

?NDLOOP;

.2D horizontalresolution advisory selection

----------------------- MXSTER RESOLUTION HIGH-L!YUL LOGIC ------------------------
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PROCESS hor5 zontal resolution-advisoryselection;

CTPNTRY.HqAN = $tULLRES;

CTNRTRY.ACIDH $NULL:

CTNTRY.4qULTH =0;

LOOP;

Get next pair record associated with thiR conflict table;

EXITIF (no more pair records);

1E (ACTD).CTENTRY MQ TIPRFC.acl.?AC) OR (ACID.CTENTRY 12 TPREC.ac2.PAC)

THE14 IF (TPPEC.ac.PHMIUv NE 1ULLRS)

THEN CTrNTRY.HMN= EF!IRA(TPREC.ac.PHRNAU,CTEWTPY.HNAW) ;

CTENTPY.ALTI CT2NRY.MULT? + 1;

IF (CT!!NTPY.ACIDH T2 $ULL)

1Tg2 CT!U 'RY.ACIDH =PPC

ELSE;

EL SE

ELSE;

END LOOP;

END horizontal-resolution advisory selection

------------------- MASTER RESOLUTION tON-LEVEL LO'1IC-------------
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IV!V:IRTTCL_RSOLUTIOADVISOWPOSTIG_TOCOWPLICTTILF

(IC slate vector. pair record)

Q (conflict table entry: vertical maneuver, pair record pointer,

multiplicity);

<Resolution advisories have beo selec+ed by t122 on this scan. This

routine determines what (if any) vertical resolution advisories

should appear in the conflict table entry.>

(pair record has vertical resolution advisories)

MMN PIRFl vertical-resolutionadvisoryin_pirrecord:

IM PEIMOIRM vertical_resolution-advisorynotinpair record:

VERTICAL !ESOLgTON ADVISORY POSTINGTO COwpLIC? TAIBLZ:

-ST- -IISOLUTIOV NIG-L?#LP LOGIC ----------------
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.!Ou1I? V!IRTICAL_I!SOLUTIOW ADVISORYPOSTINGTOCONFLICT TABLF

TN1 (ACID, PREC)

OUT (C-FNTRY.VMAN, CTENTRY.ACIDV, CTENURY.IIULTV);

IF(PREC.ac.PVNIAN WE INULLRL!S)

inEM PERFORM vertical resolution-advisory in~pair record;

IISE PfRFORM vertical_resolution..advisorynaotinpairrecord:

MN V!W'-ICALRIPSOLUTIONADVISORYPOSTING_TOCONFLICTTABLE:

------------------ ASR RPSOLUTIOI LOU-LEVEL LOGIC-------------
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PtOCS1 Yertical-resolutionadvisoryinpairrecord:

<1 vertical resolution advisory is in the pair record for this KC.

-his process determine* the effective vertical resolution

advisory for the conflict table entry based on this and all other

pair records with vertical advisories for this AC.>

(more than one pair record causing a vertical resolution advisory in the

conflict table entry to this AC)

T DI'ROPR verticalresoltiosadvsory_selection:

21 (one pair record causing a vertical resolution advisory to this AC

in the conflict table entry jL the conflict table entry points

to this pair record)

ITli ~fl vertical resolution advisory in conflict table entry to the
vertical resolution advisory in the pair record;

!LS!L (one pair record causing a vertical resolution advisory in :he conflict

tabte entry)

I save effective vertical resolution advisory in the conflict

table entry;

Increment nusber of pair records causing a vertical resolution

advisory to this AC:

OTNZREIS! ME resolution advisory in conflict table eonry to resolution

advisory in pair recordi

Mfl number of pair records causing vertical resolution advisory

to this AC to one;

M conflict table entry pair record pointer to point to this

pair record;

!ID verticalresolution advisoryinpairrecord;

----------------------- HIS-PPI RESOLUTION HIGR-L!VZL LOGIC ------------------------
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PROCESS vertical resolution-advisory in pair~record;

IF (CTNTRY.MULTV G- 1)

THEN PERFORM vertical resoluition advisory selection;

ELSEIF ((CTENTRY.HtILTV 1) AND (CTENTRY.ACIDV ZQ PREC))

I'HFN CTENTRY.VMAN =PREC.ac.PV4AN:

ELSEI? (CTENTRY .MULTV 1)

THEN CT?NTR!.VMIAN =EFVRA(PRC.ac.PHMAN,CTENTPY.VAN)*

CTENTRY.MULTV =ITWO;

O."HERVISE CTENTRY.VMAN =PREC.ac.?VM5AN;

CTFNTRY.MUTIV = 1;

CT??4TPY. AC!DV =PREC;

END~ vertical resolution advisor y in pair record;

---- ---- ---- ---- --- ASTER ItESOL1V'ION LOV-L1ITEL LOGIC - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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PROCTSS verticalresolutionadvisorynot inpair record;

<There is not a vertical resolution advisory for this AC in the pair

record. This process determines if a vertical resolution advisory

may have been in the pair record on the previous scan. If so,

the effective vertical resolution advisory in the conflict table

entry should be recomputed.

Nultiolicity is the number of pair records contributinq to the

resolution advisory in one dimension for an aircraft (MULTV).>

IF (vertical resolution advisory multiplicity in conflict table entry GT one)

THEY PERrORM verticalresolution advisory selection;

!LSZIF ((vertical resolution advisory multiplicity in conflict table entry

one) ID (conflict table entry points to this pair record))

!_ SET vertical resolution advisory in conflict table entry to null;

STT vertical resolution advisory multiplicity to zero;

SET pair record pointer in conflict table entry to null;

OTH RWISE: <no vertical resolution advisory in conflict table entry, or only

one other pair record causing a vertical resolution advisory.>

WD vertical resolution advisorynotn_iupair record;

----------------------- MASUTE RESOLUTIOW 31 l-LEVEL LOGIC ------------------------
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PFOCESS, vertical-resolution-advisory not in~pair record:

IF (CTtNTEY.HULTV U~ 1)

PERFORMZ23 v-ticalreeoluton~aSvisory~ieloti4I:

EJLSIJ- ((CUTVTV.NtJLY 1) inj (CTEITWY.ICZDY 12l PIRC))

CTENTET.PRLTV a 0:

CTEUTRY.&CID7 a ITULLi

OTHLRn~tSE: <no vertical PI in conflict table entry, or only

one other pair record causing a vertical th.),

VW vertical resolution-adwisory~notinpair.teaord;

---------------- NISYIPR ISOLU?!OW Low-LITI. LOOTC -------------
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OCESS vertical resolution advisory selection:

<This process examines all pair records in which the subject AC is

contained. The effective vertical resolution advisory is selected

fro% all of the pair records and placed in the conflict table entry.>

UT vertical resolution advisory in conflict table to null;

SET conflict table entry vertical pair record pointer to null:

SET vertical resolution advisory multiplicity count to zero;

Loop:

Get next pair record associated with this conflict table;

1XITIF (no more pair records);

1: (subject AC is in this pair record)

TIE F (vertical resolution advisory in this pair record for

this AC is not null)

save effective resolution advisory in conflict

table entry;

Increment vertical resolution advisory multiplicity

count;

If (conflict table entry pair record pointer M null)

T SET conflict table entry pair record pointer

to poit to this pair record:

!_L 5!,:

"_D verticalresolutionadvisoryselection;

----------------------- MASTZR WISOLUTIOV RIGR-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS vertical resolution advisorv selection;

CTENTRY.TNFIU SNULLRES;

C91PIIT. RIDV LL;

CTPNT1RY.SULTV =0;

Get next pair record associated with this conflict table;

EXITU (no more pair records) ;

1? ((ACID. CP!!WTRY Z2 TPREC.acl.PAC) 21! (AcrD.CP?!NPRY F2 TPRPC.ac2.PAC)

ITH!.! 1! (TE!C.ac.PVMhV RE SWULLNES)

THE CTPWTRY.VMAN EF'PVN&(TPflEC.ac.PVMAN,ClrNTNtY.VMAU);

C~tUTRY.MULTV =CTENTNY.MULTV + 1;

IF (CT!UPTNY. ACIDV !.2 %NULL)

THEN CTENTRY.ACIDV =PTC

ELSVE;

ELSE; 
ELSE;

MN vertical~resolutioadvisoryselection;

MA5?!R RESOLUTIONI LOW-LEME LOGIC-------------
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13. RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE

The Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine (RAER) is called to
determine resolution advisories for a pair of aircraft requiring
resolution by the Master Resolution Task or '-o compute
resolution advisories for the controller alert function of the
Conflict Resolution Data Task. RAER receives as input an
Encounter List entry, the altitude separation threshold, a flag
Indicating whether single or double dimension resolution
advisories are requested, and a flag indicating whether the
Master Resolution Task (Section 12) or the Conflict Resolution
Data Task (Section 11) is calling this routine. -A Pair Record
is also provided to RAER when it Is called by the Master
Resolution Task. The routine generates positive or negative
horizontal or vertical resolution advisories, positive double
dimension resolution advisories or vertical speed limit (VSL)
resolution advisories for each aircraft that is to be
maneuvered. The major functions of the Resolution Advisories
Evaluation Routine are presented in Table 13-1.

RAER provides resolution for a conflict pair by selecting the
"best" set of resolution advisories from a predetermined master
list of advisories. This master list of advisories Is
conceptually divided into three groups: resolution advisory
sets that maneuver only the first aircraft; sets that maneuver
only the second aircraft; and sets that maneuver both aircraft.
Tables 13-2 and 13-3 show how the maneuvering aircraft are
determined.

Each of these three groups is further divided into three
subgroups: resolution advisory sets with horizontal-only
advisories; sets with vertical-only advisories; and sets with
double dimension advisories.

"Beet" is defined as being that set of advisories that meets
certain minimum criteria and surpasses the minimum criteria In
more ways than any other potential resolution advisory set.

Only positive resolution advisories are included in the master
list of resolution advisory sets. Negative advisories are a
special case of positives and are signified by setting a flag
associated with a resolution advisory set. The negative
resolution advisory that replaces a positive resolution advisory
is actually the negative of the opposite sense advisory. Thus
the negative of climb is don't descend. The negative of turn
right is don't turn left.
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TABLE 13-1

MAJOR FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY THE

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE

Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine

1. Determine which aircraft to maneuver

* Select direction of vertical resolution
advisories if both aircraft are maneuvered

2. Select list of potential resolution advisories that
maneuvers the appropriate aircraft

3. Determine if a positive vertical advisory should be
modified because of proximity to terrain

4. Calculate predicted separation based on response to
potential resolution advisories

5. Determine if the negative sense of any of the resolution
advisories is acceptable

* Modify those resolution advisories for which
negatives are acceptable

0 Calculate vertical speed limit advisories as
possible replacements for any negative vertical
advisories

-Modify those negative vertical advisories
for which vertical speed limits are
acceptable
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TABLE 13-1
(Concluded)

6. Evaluate absolute features for all potential resolution
advisory sets

* If none of the potential resolution advisory sets
has all absolute features set to true, perform
multi-aircraft conflict resolution logic

-If none of the potential resolution
advisory sets has all absolute features
set to true, indicate no selection of
advisories for now

* If more than one set of advisories has all
absolute features set to true, perform relative
features evaluation

* If more than one set of advisories is tied for
the "best," perform tie-breaking features
evaluation
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TABLE 13-2

WHICH AIRCRAFT TO MANEUVER WHEN NEITHER IS IN FINAL ArPROACH ZONE

AIRCRAFT 2 AIRCRAFT 1
Controlled Controlled Uncontrolled Uncontrolled
Equipped Unequipped Equipped Unequipped

Controlled Both AC2 ACl1  AC2
Equipped

Controlled ACl Neither ACI either
Unequipped

Uncontrolled AC21  AC2 Both AC2
Equipped

Uncontrolled ACI Neither ACI Neither
Unequipped

IBoth aircraft will be maneuvered if PIFR is set.
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TABLE 13-3

WHICH AIRCRAFT TO MANEUVER WHEN AIRCRAFT 2 IS IN FINAL APPROACH ZONE

AIRCRAFT 2 AIRCRAFT 1
Controlled Controlled Uncontrolled Uncontrolled
Equipped Unequipped Equipped Unequipped

Controlled ACI AC2 ACI AC2

Equipped

Controlled ACI Neither ACl Neither

Unequipped

Uncontrolled ACI AC2 ACI AC2

Equipped

Uncontrolled ACI Neither ACI Neither

Unequipped

Rule to determine which aircraft to maneuver:

If one of the aircraft is on final approach:

I. Give resolution advisories to the aircraft not on final

approach if it is equipped.

2. Give resolution advisories to the aircraft on final approach

if the other aircraft is unequipped.
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Besides including only positive resolution advisories in the
master list of advisory sets, another restriction is placed on
the vertical resolution advisories for the sets with both
aircraft maneuvered. Rather than including all four possible
vertical-only advisory sets, and therefore 16 sets of double
dimension advisories, only one vertical-only advisory set is
included. This is done by allowing the vertical resolution
advisories to be selected dynamically for the case in which both
aircraft are maneuvered. The master list of resolution
advisories and its associated data structure are discussed in
Section 13.1. By keeping the master list of advisories as small
as possible, the computation time for RAER is minimized.

13.1 Resolution Advisory Data Structure (RADS)

The data structure for a resolution advisory set is described in
pseudocode in Section 13.5. Some of the data fields describe
intrinsic properties of each resolution advisory set and are
"hardwired," while others depend on the encounter and are
computed by RAER. The fields that are "hardwired" are shown in
Table 13-4.

When both aircraft are expected to respond to resolution
advisories, there is normally one "best vertical" resolution
advisory set. This *best vertical" resolution advisory set can
be found by projecting the aircraft ahead eight seconds and
giving the aircraft on top a climb and the one below a descend.
For the resolution advisories that maneuver both aircraft in the
vertical dimension, the vertical maneuvers are not "hardwired,"
but are computed using this "eight second rule." The same is
not done when only one aircraft is maneuvered because it may be
desirable to maneuver one aircraft vertically toward another to
avoid a vertical chase.

The "eight second rule" as described above is used only on the
first scan in which vertical resolution advisories are selected

for a pair of maneuvering aircraft. Once vertical advisories
have been selected, on subsequent scans the same vertical sense
must be maintained.

The selection of the "best vertical" resolution advisories for a
pair of aircraft should not be confused with the selection of
the "best" resolution advisory set for a conflict pair. The
selection of the "best vertical" advisories only determines
which vertical advisory should be considered for each aircraft
to resolve the conflict.
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TABLE 13-4

FIELDS IN THE RESOLUTION ADVISORY DATA
STRUCTURES THAT ARE "HARDWIRED"

RESOLUTION ADVISORY
DATA STRUCTURE FIELD INITIAL VALUE

C2DED 4DED Set if this advisory set contains advisories
for both AC; reset otherwise

CQDED UNCMDED Set if this advisory set contains advisories
for the first AC only, reset otherwise

HORIZ Set if this advisory set contains a horizontal
advisory; reset otherwise

HI Horizontal resolution advisory for first AC,

or null if this AC not maneuvered

H2 Horizontal resolution advisory for second AC,
or null if this AC not maneuvered

INDEX1 Set to reference the appropriate entries in
the PSEP, QSEP, and HMD matrices that
correspond to the horizontal advisory in this
advisory set for the first AC

INDEX2 Set to reference the appropriate entries in
the PSEP, QSEP, and HMD matrices that
correspond to the horizontal advisory in this
advisory set for the second AC

INDEX3 Set to reference the appropriate entries in

the PSEP, QSEP, VMDA, and VMDB matrices that
correspond to the vertical advisory in this
advisory set for the maneuvered AC, regardless

of whether one or both AC are maneuvered

MATPTR Set to point to the set of separation matrices

to be used with the resolution advisory set.
In Two-aircraft Resolution logic there is only
one set of matrices. There may be two sets of
matrices in the Multi-aircraft Resolution
logic.
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TABLE 13-4
(Concluded)

RESOLUTION ADVISORY

DATA SET FIELD INITIAL VALUE

NXTADV Points to next data structure in list

SINGLE Set if this advisory set has only single

dimension advisories; reset if this advisory
set has double dimension advisories

UNCMDED CMDED Set if this advisory set contains advisories
for the second AC only; reset otherwise

VERT Set if this advisory set contains a vertical
advisory; reset otherwise

Vl Vertical resolution advisory for first AC if
only first AC maneuvered, null if first AC not
maneuvered, or uninitialized if both AC
maneuvered

V2 Vertical resolution advisory for second AC if
only second AC maneuvered, null if second AC
not maneuvered, or uninitialized if both AC
maneuvered
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13.2 Predicted Separation Calculations

The predicted separation matrices contain the separations that
two conflicting aircraft are expected to achieve by responding
to resolution advisories. The separation values are computed by
performing a fast-time simulation and modeling the performance
of the aircraft. This simulation begins with a short delay
period (to account for communication and pilot response delays),
during which only sensed turns and previous advisories are
modeled. This is followed by a maneuver period, during which
the aircraft are modeled as responding to the various resolution
advisory sets under consideration for the present conflict.

During the fast-time simulation, the minimum values for
three-dimensional (3-D) separation (slant range), two-
dimensional horizontal separation (range), and vertical
separation are recorded in the predicted separation matrices for
the various combinations of maneuvers modeled for the aircraft.
The 3-D closest approach point, horizontal closest approach
point, and vertical closest approach point may occur at
different times.

13.2.1 Predicted Separation Data Structures

The predicted separation data structures consist of five

matrices: HMD, VMDA, VMDB, PSEP, and QSEP. The first four of
these matrices contain minimum separdtion values: horizontal
separation in HMD, vertical separation in VMDA and VMDB, and 3-D
separation in PSEP. The QSEP matrix contains 3-D separation
values for a particular instant in time.

The HMD matrix is a 3x3 array. Each element represents the
minimum horizontal separation for a particular combination of
horizontal flight paths for the two aircraft. For computational
effIciency, the square of the range is stored, in units of
nmi . The first dimension of HMD corresponds to the three
horizontal maneuvers turn left (TL), continue straight (CS), and
turn right (TR) for one aircraft. The second dimension
corresponds to the same three horizontal maneuvers for the other
aircraft. Each of the three horizontal maneuvers for one
aircraft combines with those for the other aircraft, giving a
total of nine combinations. These nine combinations model all
possible horizontal resolution advisory sets. Negative
horizontal resolution advisories are not explicitly modeled, but

are considered to be represented by the CS path.
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All nine horizontal combinations are not always formed. When
only one aircraft is to be maneuvered, only the CS path is
modeled for the other aircraft. If an aircraft has a positive
horizontal advisory in the HMAN field of its Conflict Table
Entry, then the path corresponding to the opposite-sense
positive advisory need not be modeled, since such an
incompatible advisory cannot be selected. For instance, if an
aircraft has a previous turn left advisory in its HMAN field,
then the turn right path need not be modeled. In the case of
previous negative horizontal advisories, however, no paths can
be eliminated, since they are all needed by the negative
resolution advisory determination logic.

The VMDA matrix is a one-dimensional three-element array. Each
element represents the minimun vertical separation for a
particular combination of vertical flight paths for the two
aircraft. Unlike the horizontal advisories, not all
combinations of vertical resolution advisories are valid;
therefore, only a total of three combinations is considered.
(Each of these three combinations will hereafter be referred to
as a vertical "level.")

Vertical level one always represents both aircraft projected
ahead with their current vertical rates. The meaning of the
other two levels will depend upon which aircraft are to be
maneuvered. If both aircraft are to he maneuvered, then level
two will correspond to the vertical resolution advisories picked
by the "eight second rule," as described previously in Section
13.1, and level three will correspond to the negative of these
resolution advisories. Note that negative vertical advisories
are explicitly modeled in this case. If only one of the
aircraft is to be maneuvered, levels two and three take on
different meanings. In this case, vertical level two will
represent a descend advisory for the maneuvered aircraft, and
level three will represent a climb advisory for that aircraft.
The unmaneuvered aircraft will be projected ahead with its
current vertical rate for all three levels. Negative vertical
advisories are not explicitly modeled in this case.

There is one exception to the above rules for determining
vertical levels. When it is desired to model a descend for an
aircraft which is less than a distance ATERN above the terrain
threshold, a don't climb is modeled instead. Table 13-5
summarizes the definitions of the three vertical levels for all
of the cases described above.
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TABLE 13-5

PSEP VERTICAL LEVELS

Both Aircraft Maneuvered

LEVEL 1: Project both aircraft ahead with their current vertical
rates.

LEVEL 2: Project each aircraft ahead following positive vertical

resolution advisory chosen by "eight second rule.
"I

LEVEL 3: Project each aircraft ahead following negative of vertical

resolution advisory chosen by "eight second rule."

Only One Aircraft Maneuvered

LEVEL 1: Project both aircraft ahead with their current vertical
rates.

LEVEL 2: Descend' for maneuvered aircraft, project unmaneuvered
aircraft ahead at current vertical rate.

LEVEL 3: Climb for maneuvered aircraft, project unmaneuvered

aircraft ahead at current vertical rate.

IDescend is modeled as don't climb if aircraft is less than
ATERN above the terrain threshold.
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The PSEP matrix is a 3x3x3 array. Each element represents the
minimum 3-D separation for a particular combination of both
horizontal and vertical flight paths for the two aircraft. In
computing the separation values, the vertical separation
component is weighted by a factor of VWEIGHT. As was the case
with the HMD matrix, the square of each separation value is
stored, in units of mn 2. The first two dimensions of PSEP
are the same as the dimensions of HMD. That is, they represent
the horizontal flight paths which are modeled for the two
aircraft. The third dimension corresponds to'the three vertical
levels, as previously described for the VMDA matrix. For
modeling vertical-only resolution advisories, aircraft are
considered to follow the CS path horizontally.

The VMDB matrix is also a one-dimensional three-element array.
Like VMDA, each element contains a vertical separation value for
one of the three vertical levels. Unlike VMDA, however, the
elements of VMDB represent achievable separations, rather than
absolute minimum separations, for single vertical advisories.
Each value is computed to be the unweighted vertical component
of the minimum 3-D separation for the vertical-only maneuvers
represented by the level.

The QSEP ("quick separation") matrix is another 3x3x3 array.
Each element is a vertical-weighted 3-D separation value, and
the dimensions of QSEP are defined the same as for the PSEP
matrix. When the aircraft have been modeled as responding to
new resolution advisories for a short period of time (defined by
the QTIME parameter), the instantaneous 3-D separation values
are saved in the QSEP matrix. Thus, the QSEP matrix represents
a "snapshot" of separation values shortly after the aircraft
have begun to maneuver in response to resolution advisories.
QSEP values are occasionally used as a final tie-breaker in
choosing the best resolution advisory set.

13.2.2 Modeling of the Delay Period

In order to account for communication and pilot response delays,
the modeling of the aircraft begins with a short delay period.
The delay period models the aircraft for a constant length of
time, specified by the DELAY parameter. During this period it
is assumed that the advisories being considered for the present
conflict will not yet be effective. Therefore, only turns
strongly sensed by the tracker and resolution advisories issued
previously will affect the modeled flight paths. If any such
sensed turn or previous advisory is in effect for either
aircraft, then nonlinear flight is assumed. In this case, the
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delay period is modeled with a fast-time simulation; the length
of each time step is specified by the DELINT parameter. (DELAY
should always be an even multiple of DELINT.) During the first
half of the delay period, any sensed turns are modeled for each
aircraft. During the last half of the delay period, the
aircraft are modeled as responding to any resolution advisories
which are currently being displayed (as recorded in the VMAND
and HMAND fields of the Conflict Table Entries). Such previous
advisories are modeled only during the delay period.

The modeling of sensed turns and previous turn left and turn
right advisories during the delay period is performed by
assuming a constant bank angle, defined by the parameter BANKA.
Previous negative horizontal advisories are not explicitly
modeled and do not contribute to nonlinear flight. Previous
vertical resolution advisories are modeled by determining a
"final" vertical rate which the aircraft Is to achieve. If this
final vertical rate is different from the aircraft's current
rate, the aircraft is accelerated toward the final rate using
one of the parameters ACCELC or ACCELD. In the case of positive
vertical advisories, the final rate is determined by one of the
parameters ZDUPF, ZDUPS, ZDDWNF, or ZDDWNS, depending on the
directional sense of the advisory and the aircraft's current
velocity. In the case of negative vertical resolution
advisories (including VSLs), the previous advisory may contain
both upward and downward components. Here the current vertical
rate and a pair of vertical rate limits (chosen from Table 13-6)
determine the final vertical rate.

In the event that neither aircraft has a sensed turn nor a
previous resolution advisory, then linear flight is assumed
during the delay period. In this case, both aircraft are simply
projected straight ahead for DELAY seconds, using their current
velocity components.

During the modeling of the delay period, only one flight path is
modeled for each aircraft. The result of this modeling is a set
of four minimum separation values: PSEPI, HMDI, VMDAI, and
VMDBI. These values are used to initialize all elements of the
PSEP, HMD, VMDA, and VMDB arrays, respectively, for the modeling
of the maneuver period.

13.2.3 Modeling of the Maneuver Period

The maneuver period is modeled with a fast-time simulation, in a
series of time steps. The length of each step is given by the
TIMINT system parameter, which is chosen to be an integral
divisor of the sensor scan time (SCANT). During the maneuver
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TABLE 13-6

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VERTICAL RATE PARAMETERS FOR
MODELING NEGATIVE VERTICAL RESOLUTION ADVISORIES

DON'T CLIMB OR

LIMIT CLIMB MAXIMUM VERTICAL
RESOLUTION ADVISORY RATE (ZDMAX)

Don't Climb 0

Limit Climb 500 ft/min V500

Limit Climb 1000 ft/mmn VI000

Limit Climb 2000 ft/mmn V2000

DON'T DESCEND OR
LIMIT DESCENT MINIMUM VERTICAL

RESOLUTION ADVISORY RATE (ZDMIN)

Don't Descend 0

Limit Descent 500 ft/mmn -V500

Limit Descent 1000 ft/mmn -VO00

Limit Descent 2000 ft/mmn -V2000
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period, multiple flight paths are modeled for each aircraft, as
previously explained. The expected response of the aircraft to
each resolution advisory is modeled, and the minimum separation
values between the aircraft are computed. Resolution advisories
are modeled in the same way as described for previous advisories
during the delay period (see Section 13.2.2), except that VSLs
are never modeled during the maneuver period. As the predicted
positions and velocities are determined, certain of these values
are saved in the Resolution Advisory Projected Position (RAPP)
Table to be used by the Domino Feature (see Section 13.4.2.4).
All elements of the RAPP Table are set to an uninitialized value
before the predicted separation calculations begin. This is
done so that if the domino logic tries to use values that have
not been calculated, this condition can be recognized and the
projection calculations may then be performed.

When QTIME seconds have passed in the modeling of the maneuver

period, the instantaneous values of 3-D separation for all
combinations of flight paths are saved in the QSEP matrix, as
previously explained. These values are used in certain cases as
a final tie-breaker in determining the best resolution
advisories (see Section 13.4.3).

The maneuver period is modeled for a fixed length of time,
MANTM. MANTM is calculated basically as follows: First, the
time to 3-D closest approach (vertical weighted) is calculated
after the delay period, assuming straight flight for each
aircraft. To this value a parameter (TCADEL) is added. This
result is replaced by a fixed value if the aircraft are slow-
closing. Next, an upper limit is applied. This limit is
computed so as to not allow either aircraft to be modeled
through a turn of more than TURNA, nor to allow both aircraft
to be modeled through a combined turn of more than TURNA2.
Finally, fixed upper and lower limits of MTUL and MTLL,
respectively, are applied.

For some geometries the aircraft will still be coverging at the

end of MANTM. For these geometries, the measured minimum
separation will be larger than the true closest approach.

Separate tests are applied to determine 3-D, horizontal, and
vertical convergence.

The VMDA matrix is used for determining if negative resolution
advisories give sufficient separation. Negative vertical
resolution advisories should not be issued that will allow the

aircraft to converge. Therefore, an entry in VMDA is set to
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zero if vertical convergence is indicated. Likewise, if
three-dimensional convergence is indicated at MANTM, then PSEP
is set to zero if the resolution advisory set contains a
horizontal maneuver. For vertical maneuvers only, PSEP is
calculated by a three-dimensional miss distance formula.
Similarly, if horizontal convergence is indicated at MANTh, then
HMD is computed from a horizontal miss distance formula for the
center element of the HMD matrix (no horizontal maneuvers) or
set to zero for any other element (at least one horizontal
maneuver).

13.3 Negative Resolution Advisories Evaluation

The RAER logic selects positive resolution advisories in the
horizontal or vertical dimension and then, in some cases,
modifies those resolution advisories to negative. If RAER
determines that negative resolution advisories provide
sufficient separation, the NEGATIVE flag is set in the
Resolution Advisory Data Structure.

13-3.1 Horizontal and Vertical Negative Resolution Advisories

Reference to the negative of a resolution advisory always means
the negative of the opposite direction advisory. That is, the
negative of a turn left is don't turn right. The negative of
turn right is don't turn left. The negative of climb is don't
descend, and the negative of descend is don't climb.

When the vertical dimension has been selected for resolution,
negative vertical resolution advisories are selected if the
vertical predicted separation at the time a pilot responds is
greater than the positive resolution advisory altitude
separation (ASEP) and the aircraft will not converge to less
than ASEP during the projection interval. If both aircraft are
maneuvered, negative vertical advisories are explicitly
modeled. This is not true if only one aircraft is maneuvered.
If only one aircraft is maneuvered, both the climb and descend
advisories will be examined. If the advisory will maneuver that
aircraft into the unmaneuvered aircraft, then the negative of
that advisory is not acceptable, since the negative advisory
would still allow the aircraft to maneuver into the unmaneuvered
aircraft. If the advisory will maneuver the aircraft away from
the unmaneuvered aircraft, then the separation achieved by the
positive advisory is checked. If the positive sense of the
advisory will prevent the aircraft from coming closer than ASEP,
then the negative is acceptable, since the negative is
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essentially a level-off advisory in this particular altitude
geometry. The negative is acceptable only if the unmaneuvered
aircraft does not have a large vertical rate towards the
maneuvered aircraft.

When the horizontal dimension has been selected for resolution,
negative horizontal resolution advisories are selected if the
horizontal predicted separation along each of the possible
response paths is greater than the positive resolution advisory
horizontal miss distance threshold (MDTHSQ). To check If
negative horizontal resolution advisories give sufficient
separation, four HMD values must be examined if both aircraft
are maneuvered, and two HMD values must be examined if only one
aircraft is maneuvered.

If both aircraft are maneuvered, negative advisories are not
selected unless the predicted separations are greater than
MDTHSQ for all of the following cases:

1. Both aircraft perform the positive maneuver being
evaluated

2. Either aircraft performs the positive maneuver; the
other continues straight

3. Neither aircraft performs the positive maneuver

For example, if turn left/turn left is the advisory set being
examined, then the HMD values of turn left/turn left, turn
left/continue straight, continue straight/turn left and continue
straight/continue straight must all be greater than HDTHSQ if
the NEGATIVE flag is to be set indicating a don't turn
right/don't turn right advisory combination is acceptable for
resolution.

If only one aircraft is maneuvered, the predicted separation
values of two WHlD entries are checked. If turn left is the
advisory being examined, then the HMD value of the turn
left/continue straight and continue straight/continue straight
advisories are checked to determine if a don't turn right would
be a sufficient advisory to the maneuvered aircraft. The value
of HDTHSQ is modified (increased) if either aircraft is turning.

Double dimension advisories are not checked for the possibility
of giving negative advisories. When single dimension advisories
are checked for negatives being sufficient, a check for positive
or negative advisories to both aircraft (assuming both
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maneuvered) is always made. The logic will not issue a positive
advisory to one aircraft and a negative to the other, except for
the one case where the aircraft to receive a descend advisory is
lees than ATERN feet above the terrain threshold. In this case
the BELOW1000 flag is set, indicating that the descend should be
changed to a don't climb. The Hl, Vl, H2, and V2 fields of the
selected resolution advisory should be modified, if necessary,
because of the NEGATIVE flag or the BELOW1000 flag.

13.3.2 Vertical Speed Limit (VSL) Advisories Evaluation

If negative vertical resolution advisories are selected for both
aircraft, additional logic determines if a limit vertical rate
advisory can be used to resolve the conflict. That is, will a
"limit descent to some rate" suffice versus a don't descend
(i.e. limit vertical rate to zero). VSL advisories are
considered to be a subset of negative vertical resolution
advisories.

The desired vertical speed limit is computed based on the
current altitude separation, current vertical velocity, expected
pilot delay time, and desired separation at the projected
closest separation time. Speed limits are computed for each
aircraft assuming that there is no change in the direction and
velocity of the other aircraft. To receive a VSL, an aircraft
must be maneuvering vertically faster than the minimum rate
(HRATE) and the direction of the aircraft's current vertical
velocity must be towards the other aircraft.

VSLs are computed individually for each aircraft of the pair.
Consequently, only one or both may receive VSLs or different
VSLs may be given to each one. The computed VSL is rounded down
to 2000 ft/mmn, 1000 ft/mmn, or 500 ft/mmn. If a VSL resolution
advisory is selected, It is assigned to the vertical field in
the Resolution Advisory Data Structure.

13.4 Features Evaluation

After determining which subset of the master list of potential
resolution advisories is applicable to the subject conflict
pair, the subset must then be reduced to a single advisory set
that will resolve the conflict. The first step In this
reduction process was calculating the projected separations In
response to the various resolution advisories. The projected
separations were then used to determine if the negative of any
of the single dimension advisory sets will provide sufficient
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separation. Then the projected separations and the response
paths are used to determine which advisory set will resolve the
conflict better than the other advisory sets.

The resolution advisory sets are evaluated by applying a number
of sequential tests, called features. If a feature is true
(i.e. passes the test) for a given advisory set then the feature
is said to be "set." The outcome of the tests may depend on the
geometry of the encounter, the speeds of the aircraft, the
predicted separation, or many other factors. The pseudocode for
the Relative Features Evaluation Process in Section 13.5 shows
these tests in order of precedence. Tables 13-7 and 13-8
provide the logic for the resolution advisory compatibility and
reinforcement checks, which are used by some of the features.

Although alternative Implementations are possible, this
discussion refers to the tests as individual routines that
operate on the list of resolution advisories. Each test has a
weight associated with it, the most important test having the
highest weight. These weights are stratified so that the weight
of a test is greater than the sum of the weights for the less
Important tests. This could be accomplished by using sequential
powers of two for the weights. When a resolution advisory
satisfies or passes a test or feature, its VALUE field is
increased by the weight for that test. The resolution advisory
with the highest number in its VALUE field is considered the
best resolution advisory. The RADS data structure is general
enough to allow an efficient implementation in most programming
languages. The implementation should be made flexible enough to
allow new tests to be added and the list reordered without a
major redesign.

To reduce computation time, the list could be pruned after some
of the tests. For example, the test that decides; whether to
favor single or double resolution advisories is guaranteed to
cut the list to about haLf of its size, if all of the previous
tests are equal. By eliuinating all of the resolution
advisories that are not tied with the highest value, the amount
of computer processing time could be reduced. Whether or not
this savings is significant depends on the implementation. This
pruning of the list can be done only after all of the features
with higher weights have been evaluated.

13.4.1 Absolute Features

The first three features, the Deliverable, Dimension Available
and lManuevered/Unmanuevered Conflict Features, are called
absolute features. As the name absolute implies, each of these
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features must be set true for the resolution advisory set that
is selected to resolve the conflict pair. If none of the
advisory sets has all three absolute features set, then no
advisory set is selected to resolve the conflict.

13.4.1.1 Resolution Advisory Compatibility and Deliverability

The Deliverable Feature determines if the resolution advisories
can be delivered to the aircraft. This feature is set true if,
on the first scan that advisortes are selected for a conflict
pair, either the advisories are flagged as negatives or they
provide a minimum separation greater than that which would be
obtained if no advisories were sent to the aircraft. On
subsequent scans of advisory selection, this feature is
automatically set true.

The Dimension Available Feature determines if the resolution
advisories will be accepted by the ATARS avionics. This feature
is set true only if the advisories for both aircraft are
compatible with all other advisories previously selected for
each of the aircraft. The compatibility logic in Table 13-7 is
used by this feature.

The Manuevered/Unmanuevered Conflict Feature checks for a
maneuvered aircraft in the current conflict being unmanuevered
in another conflict pair. If this situation is detected, then

this feature is reset for any advisory sets that have a
component in the same dimension as that used to resolve the
previous conflict. This is done because the resolution for the
previous pair was based on one of the aircraft not maneuvering.
It is not yet known how a maneuver would affect the previous
conflict.

The Deliverable Feature is the only absolute feature evaluated
when RAER is called by the Conflict Resolution Data Task. When
RAER is called from the Master Resolution Task, all three
absolute features must be evaluated.

If either or both of the aircraft in a conflict are also in one
or more other conflicts, then it is possible that resolution
advisories given to the aircraft for the other conflicts
restrict the selection of advisories for the current conflict to
the point where none of the potential resolution advisory sets
has all of the absolute features set. If this occurs, then the
multi-aircraft resolution logic is used to attempt to select
resolution advisories for the pair. The multi-aircraft
resolution logic will not be performed when RAER is called by
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the Conflict Resolution Data Task. This is ensured by
overriding the outcome of the Deliverable Feature, if this is
necessary to obtain a resolution advisory set with all absolute
features set to true. The multi-aircraft logic can be performed
only if both aircraft are to be maneuvered. Otherwise all
possible resolution advisory sets have already been examined.

13.4.1.2 Multi-aircraft Resolution Logic

The multi-aircraft resolution logic first determines vhy no
advisory sets have all absolute features set. For any advisory
sets with the Deliverable and Dimension Available Features set,
the Maneuvered/Unmaneuvered Conflict Feature is evaluated using
the multi-aircraft definition. If all absolute features are set
true for any advisory sets after the re-evaluation, then
resolution advisories can be given this scan. Otherwise,
additional logic is executed in an attempt to increase the
number of advisory sets being examined for selection.

If only one aircraft is to be maneuvered for the current
conflict, then all possible resolution advisory sets have been
examined. Attempts to resolve the pair are delayed until later
this scan or until the next scan. However, RAER will not be
able to select advisories for the current conflict pair until
the conditions preventing advisory selection change.

If both of the aircraft in the current conflict are to be
maneuvered, then the multi-aircraft resolution logic looks at
vertical advisories other than the "best vertical" set. If the
aircraft are currently within WCARE feet vertically, then
vertical advisories opposite to the "best vertical" are
examined. If the aircraft are currently separated by more than
ZCARE, both aircraft are given the same vertical advisory. Both
climb and descend to each aircraft are examined. All possible
double dimension advisory sets are also considered.

The absolute features for the new advisory sets are then
evaluated using the multi-aircraft definition of the
Maneuvered/Unmaneuvered Conflict Feature. If any advisory set
has all absolute features set, then resolution advisories will
be selected this scan. otherwise, resolution Is delayed.

13.4.2 Relative Features

The following features are called relative features. They are
used only to select one potential resolution advisory set over
another as the "better" set of resolution advisories. None of
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these features must necessarily be set true for the advisory set
that is selected to resolve the pair.

The relative features evaluate such things as the projected
separation against certain thresholds, the current separations
against certain thresholds, and the current horizontal or
vertical velocities against the other aircraft or against
certain thresholds. Also evaluated is an advisory's ability to
reinforce the advisory given to this pair on the previous scan,
advisories given to either aircraft from other ATARS sites or
BCAS, and the turn status of the aircraft.

13.4.2.1 Predicted Separation Dependent Features

Some of the features examine the predicted separation in
response to advisories. The top priority relative feature (PSEP
GE SEP1) checks for separation greater than a minimum desirable
separation. Any advisory set providing at least this separation
has this feature set.

A lower priority feature (PSEP GE SEP2) checks for a larger
predicted separation, SEP2. There are two SEP2 values, which
are computed dynamically. One value is used for single dimension
advisories and the other for double dimension advisories. Each
value is a percentage of the maximum separation provided by any
single (double) dimension advisory with all absolute features
set.

Two low priority features consider the predicted miss distance
in the resolution dimension. If a vertical advisory set will
provide large separation, the Big Vertical Miss Distance Feature
is set. If a horizontal advisory set will provide large
separation, the Big Horizontal Miss Distance feature is set.
These two features provide the only exception to the rule that
all features have different weight. If either feature is set,
the other feature is also set. This effectively gives both
features the same weight.

13.4.2.2 Aircraft Geometry and Velocity Dependent Features

Certain relative features consider the conflict pair's
geometry. If one aircraft is not maneuvered and that aircraft
has a large vertical velocity or a speed much greater than that
of the other aircraft, then the Unmaneuvered With Large Vertical
Rate Feature or the Fast Unmaneuvered/Slow Maneuvered Feature is
set for those resolution advisory sets containing double
dimension advisories.
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Another feature tests the speed of each aircraft. If either
maneuvered aircraft has a large velocity or if both aircraft are
slow, then all PRAs with horizontal advisories have the Speed
Check Feature set.

If either of the aircraft is receiving a terrain or obstacle
'alert, the Terrain Or Obstacle Alert Feature is set true for all

horizontal-only resolution advisory sets.

13.4.2.3 Aircraft Maneuverability Dependent Features

Some of the features consider the aircraft's maneuverability
with respect to horizontal turn status and vertical rate status
and with respect to previous resolution advisories.

If either of the maneuvered aircraft has a previous horizontal
advisory, then the Reinforce Resolution Advisory From Non-
Connected Site or BCAS Feature or the Reinforces Prior
Resolution Advisories Feature is set true for any advisory set
with a compatible horizontal resolution advisory. Similarly,
the Reinforces Turn Feature Is set true for any advisory set
with a horizontal maneuver that reinforces a sensed turn for
either maneuvered aircraft. The logic in Tables 13-9 and 13-10
Is used by these and other features to determine compatibility
of horizontal advisories with turn status and vertical
advisories with vertical velocity.

13.4.2.4 Domino Feature

When an aircraft is given a resolution advisory, It Is possible
that by executing that maneuver, the aircraft will be directed
into another conflict requiring resolution advisories. This
type of conflict, caused by a resolution advisory, is called a
domino conflict. If the second conflict begins before the first
conflict is resolved, then there is a multi-aircraft conflict.
It is always desirable to avoid domino-created multi-aircraft
conflicts, if at all possible. A way to avoid a domino-caused
multi-aircraft conflict is to model an aircraft's response to a
resolution maneuver and determine if a conflict requiring
resolution advisories will be created with another aircraft
during the time the aircraft is responding to the resolution
advisory. Then, if there is more than one set of acceptable
resolution advisories for resolving a conflict, the set of
resolution advisories that does not cause a domino
multi-aircraft conflict should be the set of resolution
advisories chosen. Logic that performs the checks f or detecting
a domino-caused multi-aircraft conflict is called the domino
logic.
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TABLE 13-9

AIRCRAFT TURN STATUS VERSUS
HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION ADVISORY COMPATIBILITY LOGIC

AC TURN HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION ADVISORY
STATUS STL STR $DTR SDTL $NULLRES SNORES

iSTRNGLFT $TRUE 1  $FALSE $TRUE $FALSE $TRUE $TRUE

$STRNGRGT $FALSE $TRUE FALSE $TRUE $TRUE $TRUE

ALL OTHERS $TRUE $TRUE $TRUE $TRUE $TRUE $TRUE

'$TRUE- compatible

OFALSE - incompatible
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TABLE 13-10

AIRCRAFT VERTICAL VELOCITY VERSUS
VERTICAL RESOLUTION ADVISORY COMPATIBILITY LOGIC

AC VERTICAL VERTICAL RESOLUTION ADVISORY
VELOCITY $CL $DES SDDES $DCL SNULLRES SNORES

GREATER THAN ZDTH $TRUE1  $FALSE $TRUE FALSE $TRUE $TRUE

BETWEEN AND
INCLUDING
-ZDTH & ZDTH $TRUE $TRUE $TRUE $TRUE $TRUE $TRUE

LESS THAN -ZDTH $FALSE $TRUE OFALSE $TRUE $TRUE $TRUE

'$TRUE - compatible

$FALSE - incompatible
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The domino logic is called by the RAER during evaluation of the
relative features. Two features are controlled by the outcome
of the domino logic. The most desirable situation, and
therefore the higher priority of the domino features, is for
neither aircraft to be predicted as being involved in a domino
conflict because of the subject resolution advisories. The next
domino feature is set if only one aircraft is predicted to be in
a domino conflict because of response to Its resolution
advisory. The remaining possibilities are that both aircraft
are predicted to be in a domino conflict because of their
resolution advisories, or that domino logic is not performed for
this pair of aircraft. In these two cases, neither of the
domino features is set.

The domino logic must determine all potential resolution
advisories available to each aircraft. The potential resolution
advisories are needed by the Domino Coarse Screen Filter
(Section 13.4.2.4.2) to determine the extent of the search
limits. This logic selects all aircraft that are within the
search limits and creates a Potential Domino Conflict List for
each of the aircraft requiring resolution advisories.

To determine if a given resolution advisory will cause an
aircraft to come into conflict with another aircraft, the
aircraft's path in response to the resolution advisory must be
modeled. This was done when the predicted separation
calculations were performed. The projected positions and
velocities at four points (one, two, three, and four scans after
the delay period) were stored in the Resolution Advisory
Projected Position (RAPP) Table. The domino logic compares
these values to the projected positions and velocities of
aircraft from the Potential Domino Conflict List using a
shortened detection logic. (Previous resolution advisories and
tracker sensed turns will be modeled for aircraft on the
Potential Domino Conflict List in the same way that these
maneuvers were modeled for the subject aircraft.) Since the
only concern of the domino logic is for a conflict requiring
resolution advisories being created, the resolution advisory
checks are the only checks of the detection logic performed. If
a domino conflict is determined with any aircraft on the
Potential Domino Conflict List, then the remainder of the list
need not be checked for another domino conflict caused by the
same resolution advisory. The subject resolution advisory is
flagged as causing a domino conflict. The domino checks then
begin for the next resolution advisory.
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The first check performed in the domino logic is to determine
which aircraft is (are) maneuvered. This can be done by
examining the CMDED UNCMDED and the UNCMDED CMDED flags of the
first potential resolution advisory. This Information is used
in the Domino Coarse Screen Filter.

The Potential Resolution Advisory Domino Status Variables are
set by cycling through all the potential resolution advisories
that have all absolute features set and whose total value is
tied for the highest valued resolution advisory set. There is
only one status variable for negative horizontal resolution
advisories, since a don't turn left and don't turn right are
both equivalent to continue straight.

The Domino Coarse Screen Filter determines a list of potential
domino conflict aircraft for each of the subject aircraft that
is to receive a resolution advisory. The Domino Detection
Filter checks each potential resolution advisory for causing a
domino conflict with an aircraft on the Potential Domino
Conflict List.

13.4.2.4.1 Domino Logic Data Structures

There are two data structures used by the domino logic. Both
are described in the pseudocode in Section 13.5. One data
structure (PRADSVVBL) is associated with each maneuvering
aircraft in the subject conflict pair. The other data structure
(PDC LIST) is associated with each aircraft on the Potential
Domino Conflict (PDC) List.

The data structure associated with the subject aircraft contains
information on the potential resolution advisories for that
aircraft and their status in terms Of the domino logic. All of
the Potevcial Resolution Advisory Status Variables are
initialized to $NOTPRA (not a potential resolution advisory).
As the Domino Coarse Screen Filter examines the RADS, those
status variables corresponding to RADS that have the potential
to be selected for resolution are set to $DOMNP (domino not yet
processed). Those advisories with status $DOMNP are usse to
determine the domino coarse screen search limits.

As the Domino Detection Filter processes the aircraft on the PDC
List, the status variables having the state $DOMNP transition to
the state $DOMCNC (domino conflict not caused by this resolution
advisory) or $DOMCC (domino conflict ca"usd by this resolution
advisory) as appropriate. Tgen the dimino features are set for
each RADS based on the final state of the status variables.
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The second data structure is associated with each aircraft on
the Potential Domino Conflict List. The data structure points
to the State Vector of the aircraft, where the Domino Object
Projected Positions (DOPP) values are found. These values are
used in the Domino Detection Filter. The data structure dlso
points to the next aircraft on the PDC list.

The data structure for the PDC aircraft contains resolution
advisory status varibles. These variables are initialized to
$NOTTEST (this advisory not tested for causing a domino conflict
with this aircraft). After domino detection is performed
between a subject and object aircraft for a resolution advisory,
the appropriate status variable is set to either $NODOMC (no
domino conflict caused by this advisory with this aircraft) or
T-MC (domino conflict caused by this advisory with this
aircraft).

13.4.2.4.2 Domino Coarse Screen Filter

The Domino Coarse Screen Filter determines a list of potential
domino conflict aircraft for each maneuvered aircraft of the
subject conflict pair. This is done by calculating the
maneuvered aircraft's projected response path to all of the
potential resolution advisories during the duration of the
conflict, and adding to this the maximum immediate separation
threshold distance.

The Domino Coarse Screen Filter performs a forward and backward
search along the X-list or EX-list. The distance to be searched
along the list is a function of the current speed and heading of

the subject aircraft and the potential resolution advisories.
The lists searched are also a function of the subject aircraft
being on the X-list or EX-list. If the subject aircraft is on
the K-list, only the K-list is searched for potential conflict
aircraft. If the subject aircraft is on the EX-list, the
EX-list is searched. The X-list may also be searched if the

aircraft is close to the altitude limit of the X-list or is
projected to be within the altitude limit of the X-list within
the maximum detection time threshold.

After determining which list the subject aircraft is on, the

search limits along that list must be computed. To compute the
search limits, the resolution advisory tau threshold and
immediate range parameters must be chosen. The maximum values
from Table 13-11 are used in the Domino Coarse Screen Filter.
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TABLE 13-11

RESOLUTION ADVISORY THRESHOLD
VARIABLES USED IN DOMINO LOGIC

VARIABLE 1  INDICES VALUE 3

CONTROL ENAT
STATE

DAF C/C2  1 750 ft
2 750 ft
3 750 ft
4 750 ft

C/U 1 750 ft
2 750 ft
3 750 ft
4 750 ft

U/U 1 750 ft
2 750 ft

3 750 ft
4 750 ft

DRCMD2 C/C 1 0.5625 nmi 2

2 0.5625 nm1
2

3 0.5625 nm12

4 0.5625 nmi 2

C/U 1 0.5625 nmi 2

2 0.5625 nmj 2

3 1.0 noi
4 1.0 nm1 2

U/U 1 1.0 nmi 2

2 1.0 nm± 2

3 1.0 nmi 2

4 1.0 nm1 2
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TABLE 13-11
(Continued)

PARAMETER INDICES VALUE
CONTROL ENAT MULT EQUIP NOMINAL MIN MAX
STATE

DTCMDH C/C 1 GT3 E/E4  TCONH-35 60 60 s
E/U TCONH-35 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 30 30 s
E/U TCONH-35 30 30 s

2 GT3 E/E TCONH-35 60 60 s
E/U TCONH-35 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 30 30 s
E/U TCONH-35 30 30 a

3 GT3 E/E TCONH-35 60 60 s
E/U TCONH-35 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 30 30 s
E/U TCONH-35 30 30 s

4 GT3 E/E TCONH-35 38 38 a
E/U TCONH-35 38 38 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-35 38 38 a
E/U TCONH-35 38 38 s

DTCMDH C/U I GT3 E/E TCONH-15 60 60 s
U/E TCONH-15 60 60 a

LE3 E/E TCONH-15 30 45 a
U/E TCONH-15 30 45 a

2 GT3 E/E TCONH-15 60 60 a
U/E TCONH-15 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-15 30 45 a
U/E TCONH-15 30 45 s

3 GT3 E/E TCONH-15 60 60 s
U/E TCONH-15 60 60 a

LE3 E/E TCONH-15 30 45 a
U/E TCONH-15 30 45 s

4 GT3 E/E TCONH-15 60 60 a
U/E TCONH-15 60 60 s

LE3 E/E TCONH-15 38 53 s
U/E TCONH-15 38 53 a
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TABLE 13-11
(Concluded)

PARAMETER INDICES VALUE
CONTROL ENAT UUIND'
STATE

DTC4DH U/U 1 1 30 s
2 38 s

2 1 30 s
2 38 .

3 1 30 .
2 38 s

4 1 38 s
2 38 s

DTCMDV Same as DTa4DH, except TCONH is replaced by TCONV
in the NOMINAL column

1See local variable structure DRAVBL in Section 13.5

2C - Controlled U - Uncontrolled

3The value of TCONH, TCONV is calculated in Routine TAU AND-
PROXIMITY THRESHOLD DETERMINATION.
If the value of DTCRDx after subtracting the offset is not

within the bounds specified by the MINimum and MAXimum columns,
then the value of DTC(Dx is set to the minimum or maximum
value specified.

4E - ATARS Equipped U - Unequipped

5UUIND is defined in Routine DOMINO UNCON UNCON INDEX
DETERMINATION.
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The logic that performed the PSEP calculations also saved
projected positions and velocities in response to potential
resolution advisories in the RAPP Table. To calculate the
coarse screen limits, a TCMDH projection is made from each of
the points along the response paths in the RAPP Table.

Once the minimum and maximum x and y projected positions have
been calculated, a buffer distance (RMAX) must be added to
obtain the actual X-list (EX-list) search limits. The buffer

accounts for the objact aircraft and is equal to the distance
that an aircraft going the maximum speed for the X-list
(EX-list) can travel during the resolution advisory response
projection interval (MANTM + DELAY) and the resolution advisory

detection threshold (TCMDH). The maximum speeds are 240 kts
(XVEL) for aircraft on the X-list and 600 kts (EXVEL) for

aircraft on the EX-list. A maximum vertical maneuver rate of
1000 ft/mmn (CSCREEN.ZFAST) is assumed for aircraft on the
X-list and EX-list.

The altitude limits used in the Domino Coarse Screen Filter are

computed similiarly to the horizontal limits. After the search
limits have been calculated, the Domino Coarse Screen Filter

simply searches along the X-list (EX-list) looking for aircraft
that are contained in the x, y and z search limits. Any
aircraft within these bounds are added to the Potential Domino
Conflict List for the subject aircraft. Any aircraft within the
search limits that are already in conflict with and receiving a
resolution advisory because of the subject aircraft are not
added to the Potential Domino Conflict List.

It is possible for an aircraft to be in more than one conflict

on a scan. If this is the case, then it is possible to compute
a list of potential domino conflict aircraft twice on the same

scan for a particular aircraft. It is best to avoid this
duplicate processing if possible. When a list of potential
domino conflict aircraft is created for a subject aircraft, a
pointer to the head of that list is saved in the Pair Record.
Also in the Pair Record is a field of flags indicating which
maneuvers were considered in the determination of the list. If

an aircraft goes through master resolution and RAER a second
time in the same scan, then it is possible that the same
Potential Domino Conflict List may be used. If the resolution
advisories being considered for the second conflict are the same

or a subset of the resolution advisories considered for the
first conflict, then the same list of potential domino conflict
aircraft may be used. If the other aircraft in the current pair
is on the list of potential domino conflict aircraft, it must be

deleted from the list.
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13.4.2.4.3 Domino Detection Filter

The remainder of the domino logic consists of performing the
detection checks for conflicts requiring resolution advisories
between the subject aircraft and each of the aircraft on the
Potential Domino Conflict List. The detection checks are
performed for each aircraft on the Potential Domino Conflict
List or until a conflict is found, for each potential resolution
advisory for the subject aircraft. The conflict detection
parameters are determined from Table 13-11.

13.4.2.4.3.1 Domino Coarse Detection Filter

To minimize the number of times the Domino Detection Filter is
performed, a coarse detection check is performed first. The
Domino Coarse Detection Filter determines the need for
performing the detailed conflict detection checks at each of the
projected points. First, it determines if the two aircraft will
be in conflict in the vertical dimension at any time during the
domino projection interval. If a conflict in the vertical
dimension is not possible during this interval, then the
detection checks do not have to be performed for this potential
domino conflict aircraft. Otherwise, a coarse check in the
horizontal dimension is performed. The horizontal check is not
passed if the aircraft are diverging and presently separated by
more than the immediate range threshold for a conflict.
However, if the potential domino conflict aircraft is receiving
a positive horizontal resolution advisory, or the potential
resolution advisory to the subject aircraft is a positive
horizontal resolution advisory, then the horizontal coarse
detection check must be performed from all four of the projected
positions. All four checks must fail (indicate a conflict is
not possible) for the horizontal check to fail.

The Domino Coarse Detection Filter should not be confused with
the Domino Coarse Screen Filter. The Domino Coarse Screen
Filter generates a list of aircraft which are in the vicinity of
the pair of aircraft in conflict. The Domino Coarse Detection
Filter is a way to reduce the computations needed to determine
conflicts between aircraft on the Potential Domino Conflict List
and a subject aircraft from the conflict pair.

13.4.2.4.3.2 Domino Resolution Advisory Detection Filter

The Domino Resolution Advisory Detection Filter performs only
those checks necessary to detect a conflict requiring resolution
advisories. Those checks include the tau and immediate range
checks in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions. The
maneuvering target threat check is not performed.
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If the non-mode C option of the domino logic is being performed,
then some of the potential domino conflict aircraft may not have
mode C data. In a pair including a non-mode C aircraft, the
aircraft are assumed to be in conflict in the vertical dimension.

The checks for determining the need for resolution advisories
require the computation of tau values and immediate range
values. The domino detection filter must compute these values
at four points along the projected path of each potential domino
conflict aircraft paired with an aircraft from the subject
pair. In addition, it is possible to repeat the same
calculations twice between the same two aircraft. For example,
if a maneuvered aircraft may receive either a turn left or turn
right advisory, then the domino logic would repeat the vertical
tau and separation talculations against a particular aircraft
when checking each horizontal advisory for causing a conflict.
The number of computations could be reduced by remembering the
outcome of the detection checks between the two aircraft. The
data structure for the Potential Domino Conflict List contains
fields to remember the outcome of the detection checks.

13.4.3 Tie-Breaking Feature

It is possible for two or more PRA sets to have the same
features set after all absolute and relative features are
evaluated. In case of a tie, a final tie-breaking feature is
used to break the tie. This feature checks for the largest
predicted separation after the aircraft respond to the
advisories. If a tie still remains, predicted separation
shortly after the aircraft begin to respond to the advisories
(at QTIME) is checked using the QSEP matrix. This feature is
designed to always break ties.

13.5 Pseudocode for Resolution Advisories Evaluation Routine

The high and low level pseudocode for the Resolution Advisories
Evaluation Routine is included in this section. Most notation
conventions are described in Section 12.4.

Because of the complexity of this logic, the lower level
processes are not all simple routines. In some cases, they are
themselves high level logical routines that have more than one
lower level of subprocess. Tables 13-12 through 13-15 show the
process breakdown of RAER.
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TABLE 13-12

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION
ROUTINE PROCESS HIERARCHY

1. maneuvering AC determination
1

2. potential-resolution advisorysets-selection

o two ACresolutionlogicvertical resolution advisories selection

3. PSEPMATRIX GENERATOR 2

4. POtentialresolutionadvisorysets_culling

o negative resolution advisory determination
- vertical divergencelogic
- one AC maneuvering negative vertical resolution advisorytest
- posTtive t o_negatiVe_resolufion_advi-ory-conversion

" VERTICAL SPEED LIMIT ADVISORYEVALUATION
- converging AC check
- vertical-speed_limit calculation

o absolute features evaluation two AC resolution definition3

5. multiAC resolution

o resolution advisorycompatibility with existing conflicts
- feature maneuvered unmaneuvered conflict multi AC definition

o multi AC conflictpossible resolution advisories
- PSEP MATRIX GENERATOR7

o multi AC resolution logic advisories calculations
- absolute featur-es evaluation mut-ti AC resolution definition

-- feature deliverable . ..
-- feature-dimension available
-- feature-maneuvered unmaneuvered conflict multi AC definition

- mult-i AC vertical maneuvere unmanuevered onflict determination
RESOLUTION ADVISORY MODELING FOR PREDICTED SEPARATION

4

- multi AC horTzontal miineuvered unmaneuvered Zonflict determination
RESOLUTION ADVISORY MODELING-FOR PREDICTED SEPARATION4
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TABLE 13-12
(Concluded)

6. finalresolutionadvisoryselection

o relative features evaluation3

o highestvaluedpotentialresolutionadvisory sets count

o featuredominologic3

o tie_breaker-features evaluation3

o PSEP-model validation values-saved

7. PSEP model validation values-saved

1The capitalization in Tables 13-12 thru 13-14 conforms to that used in the pseudocode.
Process names are in lower case and Task and Routine names are in upper case.

2This process is presented in detail in Table 13-13.
3This process is presented in detail in Table 13-14.
4ThIs routine is presented in detail in Table 13-15.
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TABLE 13-13

PSEP MATRIX GENERATOR ROUTINE HIERARCHY

1. PSEP MATRIX-GENERATOR

" modeling of delay_period
- linear modeling of delay

-- VERTICAL ADVANCEMENT
-- CONTINUE STRAIGHT

-- CONVERGENCE 3D
-- MISS DISTANCE 3D
-- CONVERGENCE HORIZONTAL
-- MISS DISTANCE HORIZONTAL

- nonlinear_modeling of delay
-- nonlineardelay preparations

- FINAL VERTICAL RATE DETERMINATION
- COMPUTATION OF -TURN-CONSTANTS

-- nonlinear advancement
- VERTICAL ADVANCEMENT
- TURN LEFT
- TURN-RIGHT
- CONTINUE STRAIGHT

" vertical level selection
- vertical rate determination

" horizontal_pathselection

" maneuver-time calculation

" maneuvermodeling
- geometry initialization
- COMPUTATION OF TURN CONSTANTS
- incremental advancement

-- VERTICAL ADVANCEMENT
-- CONTINUE STRAIGHT
-- TURN LEFT
-- TURNRIGHT

-- addition to RAPP table

- separation calculations
- collection of minimums

e vertical convergencechecks
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TABLE 13-13
(Concluded)

* horizontalconvergence checks
- CONVERCENCE HORIZONTAL
- MISSDISTANCEHORIZONTAL

" three dimensional convergencechecks
- CONVERGENCE 3D
- MISS DISTANCE 3D
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TABLE 13-14

RAER FEATURES HIERARCHY

1. absolute features evaluation two AC resolution definition

" feature-deliverable

" feature dimension available

" feature maneuvered unmaneuvered conflict two AC definition
- two AC vertical maneuvered-unmaneuve-red-conflict determination
- two"AC-horizontal maneuvered unmaneuvered confli~t determination

2. relative features evaluation

" featurePSEPGESEPI

" feature 'einforce res adv from non connected site or BCAS
- other-sources_resolution.advisorydetermination

" feature-terrain or obstacle alert

" feature aircraft far from radar

* featurenegative resolution advisories.suffice

s feature.negative resolution advisories do not-reverse maneuver

* feature-fast unmaneuvered-slow maneuvered

* feature_unmaneuvered with-large vertical rate

* feature no level off time for verticals

# feature non response topositive resolution advisories detected

o feature_aircraft on_final_approach

* feature _initialresolution.advisoryselection

e feature PSEP GE SEP2

e feature compatible with turn
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TABLE 13-14
(Continued)

o feature big vertical miss distance

o feature big horizontal miss-distance

o same weight_calculations

o featurereinforces_priorresolution advisories

o featurespeedcheck

o feature reinforces turn

3. featuredomino-logic

o domino conflict detection
- potential domino conflict list creation

-- pair record check for exTstingpotential domino conflict-list
- potentiaT domino conflict list copy

potential_domino conflict_list_entry addition

domino coarse screen
- potential resolution advisory status variable determination
- domino search areasubjectAC calculations

domino search area horizontal dimension calculations
NEGATIVE VERTICAL RESOLUTION ADVISORY MODELING

VERTICAL ADVANCEMENT -

vertical only nonlinear modeling of delay
FINAL VERTICAL RATE DETERMINATION

verticalonly modeling -of maneuver_period
VERTICAL ADVANCEMENT

domino search irea vertical dimension calculations

- EX list objectACdomino buffer area calculations
- EX list domino search limits caTculations
- EX-list-dominosearch-

EX list forward domino search
domino coarse-screen-altitude conflict test

potential dimino cionflict lifst entry-addition
EX list backwa-rd domino searcW -
domino" coarse screen altitude conflict test

potential_domino_conflict_lTst_entry:addition
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TABLE 13-14
(Concluded)

- X list object AC domino buffer area calculations
- X-list domino search limits calculations

- X-LISTSIGNPOST ENTRVY CALCULATION
- Xlist-domino search -

X list forward domino search
domino coarse screen altitude conflict test

potential domino conflict list entry_-addition
X list backward domino search-
domino coarse screen altitude conflict test

potential_domino_conflict-list_entry-addition

domino resolution advisory detection filter
-- Tomino detection thresholds

- domino encounter AC multiplicity determination
- ENCOUNTER AREA TYPE-DETERMINATION

FINAL ADPPROACH ZONE DETERMINATION
AREA TYPE DETERMINATION

- AIRCRAFT PAIR EQUIPMENT AND CONTROL STATE DETEF :INATION
- DOMINO TA-U AND PROXIMITY TIESHOLD DETERMINATI(

DOMINO UNCON UNCON INDEX DETERMINATION
-- domino coarse detection checks

- domino course detection vertical dimension che - s
- dominocourse-detection-horizontil dimension ch. cks

-- DOMINO RESOLUTION TAU ANDPROXIMITY COMPARISONS
-- non moe_C_resolutio n--tau-andproximi ty_c ompari sons

o dominofeatures weight addition

4. tie breaker features evaluation

o featurebiggest_separatlon for-negatives

o feature biggest separation forpositives
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TABLE 13-15

RESOLUTION ADVISORY MODELING FOR
PREDICTED SEPARATION ROUTINE HIERARCHY

1. RESOLUTIONADVISORY MODELING FORPREDICTED SEPARATION

o onepathmodeling of delay period
- one path -inear mdeling of delay

-- VERTICAL ADVANCEMENT-

-- CONTINUE-STRAIGHT
-- CONVERGENCE 3D

-- MISSDISTANCE_3D

- one path nonlinear modeling of delay
-- FINA VERTICAL-RATE DET-R/iTNATION
-- COMPUTATION OF-TURN-CONSTANTS
-- nonlinear aavaincement

- VERTICAL ADVANCEMENT
- TURN LEFT
- TUR9-RIGHT
- CONTINUESTRAIGHT

o maneuver time calculation
o FINAL VERTICAZ RATE DETERMINATION
o one path maneuver modeling

- COMPUTATION OF--TURN CONSTANTS
- one-pathincrementaT advancement

- VERTICAL ADVANCEFNT
- TURN LEFT
- TURN-RIGHT
- CONTINUE STRAIGHT

o one path 3D convergence check
- EONVRGENCE 3D
- MISS DISTANCE 3D
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STRU.CT"PE VARPARM

GROUP domino

I_ EIVL <Sax velocity of aC on UX-list>

FLT MIXI? <max immediate altitude separation threshold>

FLT NAXTLI <max controlled AC tau detect threshold for Domino

Detection>

FLT 1KTLV <max uncontrolled AC tan detect threshold for Domino

Detection>

INT XVTL <max velocity of IC on X-list>

GPOUP pointers

PT. BCICRADS <pointer to RIDS with both AC maneuvered>

PT FACARADS <pointer to BIDS with first RC maneuvered>

PTR MOPVRADS <pointer to RIDS for multi-AC resolution logic

with opposite sense vertical Ris to each IC>

PTR nSVVRADS <pointer to RIDS for multi-kC resolution logic with

same sense vertical Rs to each kC>

P'R SACIRADS <pointer to RIDS with second AC maneuvered>

GROUP negativePA

FLT ATIRN <altitude above terrain, below which a Descend must

be changed to a Don't Climb>

FT MRATE <minimum vertical rate required for an AC before a VSL

may be chosen for that IC>

?L' NSVDAT <vertical divergence altitude threshold for negative

RA suffices determination logic>

ILT WSVDPT <vertical divergence projection time for negative RA

suffices determination logic>

G multi-AC

?LT ZCARE <altitude separation, below which opposite sense vertical

Rk's are selected; above which same sense vertical RI's

are selected>

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVILUATION ROUTINE LOCAL PIRINRThRS ------------
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IROOP feature-veight8

LU BIGWGT <weight for big horizontal miss distance feature>

L SITOGVGW (weight for big vertical miss distance feature>

L" 32PNWGT (weight for big separation for negatives>

LT. BSVPPIGT <weight for big separation for positives>

iZ CONITWGT weight for compatible with turn>

LIT DILWGT <weight for deliverable feature>

IT DINITWGT <weight for dimension available feature>

T DORIVOT <weight for one AC caused a domino conflict feature>

LfT ?IRR&AVT <weight for far from radar feature>

Ifl PAZIGT <weight for AC on final approach>

LIT PUCSCIGT <weight for fast unceded/mlow coded>

I UDWUNVWT <weight for negative does not reverse maneuver>

LIn WDONVGT <weight for neither AC caused a domino conflict feature>

INT '!GSPUGT <weight for negative suffices>

UT NOLEVVGT <weight for no level-off time for verticals>

!N!RESPWGT <weight for non-response to positive res adv detected>

INT OT4STWGT <weight for reinforce other sites feature>

UT PSPIOGT <weight for PSEPI G2 SEPI feature>

UT PSTP2GT <weight for PSP2 GI SIP2 feature>

UT REITWGT <weight for reinforces turn>

IUT REPRAWGT <weight for reinforce prior res adv>

U1 SWGLDWGT <weight for logic favoring single dimension res adv>

jN SPDCKVGT <weight for speed checK>

_1T TEROBIGT <weight for terrain or obstacle alert>

111T UCLVRWGT <weight for unceded with large vertical rate>

13T UWMANWGT <weight for maneuvered/unaneuvered conflict feature>

-ISOLOZOI IDVISOuI2S NIALUATZOS ROUTIUR LOCIL PIRKNET2RS
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GRP features

fLT "DHMSQ <horizontal miss distance squared, above which res adv sets with

horiz components are favored, when at least one AC is turning>

MT RDHSQ <horizontal miss distance squared, above which res adv sets with

horiz components are favored, when neither AC is turning>

ILT RDISTR <distance from radar where range-azimuth data becomes unreliable>

FL? SEP21P <SIP2 threshold percentage>

FLT TV <time threshold to allow vertical crossover>

FLT TV2 <time threshold to allow vertival level-off>

FLT TXTHI <lower limi
t 

of track crossing angle for which double

dimension rea adv are prefered>

FLT TXTH2 <upper limit of track crossing angle for which double

dimension res adv are preferred)

FtT VASTSQ <horiz speed for maneuvering AC above which vert

or double dimension res adv are preferred>

?L VRAFIO <ratio of squared speed of uncaded KC to caded AC,

above which double dimension res adv are preferred>

FLT VSLOWSQ <horiz speed for maneuvering kC below which

horiz or double dimension res adv are preferred>

FLT TDTH <vert rate used to determine when an uncmded AC has a

threatening rate. Also, used to determine when neg vert res

adv would be disruptive to a maneuvered AC>

-my misc

ILT DONCRSE <scans of domino coarse detection checks>

UT DONSCANS <scans of domino projection interval after DELAY period>

FLT DOMSRCH <scans of domino coarse detection checks>

fLT TYNULI <projection time for 'eight second rule'>

INDSTRUCVcTZ;

-ESOLUTIO ADVISORIES ZvILUATTO ROUT N LOCAL PARRNZtRS -------------
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STRUCTURE LOGICTABLES

GROUP compatible resadv

BIT COMPA'(11,11) <table of resolution advisory compatibility:

COKPLT(new res adv, previous res adv);

true when compatible>

GROUP reinf-res-adv

PIT RETNF(9,11) <table of resolution advisory reinforcement;

REIMF(new res adv, previous res adv);

true when new reinforces old>

GROUP compat_turnstates

BIT COMPATTS(7,6) <table of horiz turn status compatibility with

res adv: COPATTS (turn status, res adv)

true when compatible>

BIT CONPATZD(3,3) <table of vert velocity compatibility with

res adv: COMPkT7D(ACID.ZO, res adv)

true when compatible>

_RnSTRUC U'.E ;

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROOTINE LOCAL PARA8RTERS
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<*** PARAMETERS USED IN ?SEP MODELING 0? AIRCRAIT ***>

STRUCTUBE MODELING

GROU values

rLT ACCZLC < Upward acceleration rate >

?LT ACC tD < Downward acceleration rate >

FLT BARKA < assumed bank angle for all turns >

FtT DELAY < Length of modeling delay period >

FL DFLINm < Time interval for nonlinear modeling of delay period >

_TT G < Acceleration due to gravity >

LT NTLL < Lover limit on maneuver time >

?L MTSC < Slow-closing value for maneuver time >

FLT 4TUL < Upper limit on maneuver time >

FLT QTIME < Projection time for saving QS!P Matrix >

FLT TCADEL < Time increment for computing maneuver time >

FLT TIMIN' < Time interval for maneuver modeling >

?L' TVPAR < Maneuver time for modeling negative vertical Ras >

FLT TURNAI < Maximum turn angle for one aiicraft >

FL TURWA2 ( Maximum combined turn angle for two aircraft >

FLT vum%2 < Slow-closing vel.ocity threshold >

FL < ( Threshold for 'fast' vs. 'slow' aircraft >

FL vl00O •vertical rate modeled for 1000 ft/sin WSL •

FLT v2000 < Vertical rate modeled for 2000 ft/min VSL >

LT V500 < Vertical rate modeled for 500 ft/mn VSL •

FL? ZDDWN' < Achievable descent rate for a 'fast' aircraft >

iT ZDDWIS < Achievable descent rate for a 'slow' aircraft >

? ZDIPF < Achievable climb rate for a 'fast' aircraft >

fI Z OPS < achievable climb rate for a 'slow' aircraft >

----------- IESOLUTION ADVISORIES VALUATION RoUTlit LOCAL PLAN --TE-S
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STRUgCTUR RXAERVL

GROn logic_path

LU MRNCIP <aster 'esolution called RAIN when true, Conflict Resolution

Data Task called RIR when false>

UZT SNGDIn <single dimension I1's preferred when true, double din, when

false>

GROUP res-adv

nIT ASrP <altitude separation threshold>

BIT FSTUNCZD <set true when ZD of uncmded NC is threatening>

f ML D <threshold for favoring res adv with a horiz component when

large horizontal miss distance is projected>

LU NPRAINS <number of lIDS with all absolute features favored>

UT osmilea <horizontal RA from other site or BCAS>

U OSesW2 <horizontal RA from other site or BCAS>

IfT OSVMI <vertical RI from other site or BCAS>

T OSvMW2 <vertical Rh from other site of BCAS>

jIT RISRLECT <res adv selected this scan for this emir>

IU RSPHDI <AC is to be maneuvered by RAIL, if true>

NIT RSPWD2 <IC is to be maneuvered by ARIL, if t rue>

ILT TRATTO <speed ratio of uncoded AC to coded AC>

1LT TVALOE <temporary value of features>

MI TVLPRT <temporary vertical resolution advisory>

fLT TXTS <track crossing angle>

T VZRTEA1 <vert roe adv selected by 8 sec rule for 1st IC of pair>

u VERTRA2 <vert res adv selected by 8 sec rule for 2nd AC of pair>

Zq 'aSECi <8 sec altitude projection from current time for first AC>

LIT ZSSEC2 <8 sec altitude projection from current time for second AC>

------------ RESOLOTION ADVISOIES EVALOATO OOT112 LOCAL V1AIBLES -------------
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GROUP pointers

lPT ZLENTUr <encounter list entry>

Pl R pIEC <pair record pointer>

lADS <pointer to list of potential RA's for the current pair>

lRA UADSPTR <pointer to selected rem adv>

fl RIPPI <pointer to SiPP Table for first AC in pair>

T A UPP2 <pointer to RAPP Table for second AC in pair>

PTj TRADS <temporary RADS pointer>

GROUP negresadv

nfl DTUS <sq of neg hor res adv thr, may be modified value in some

cases)

iln UiwDIv <neg vert res adv divergence threshold>

FLT TITHU <true horizontal tau>

!UDSIuCrouZ;

- SOLUTION ADVISORZS EVALUATION ROUTINE LOCAL VARIABLES -------------
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STRUCTURE DOnINOVEL

GOUP coarse screen

fLT WITAC <oblect AC being examined on I-El-list by domino logic>

FLT RNEX <max horiz range traversed by intruder during domino interval>

FL TLD <max detection threshold>

FLT XL <lover limit of X direction search>

!L.I 14Al <subject AC max X during domino search interval>

'LT XIIN <subject AC mun I during domino search interval>

?LT XPR(9) <domino coarse screen projection of subject AC>

FLT X0 <upper limit of I direction search>

FLT YL <lover limit of Y direction search>

PLT YMEA <subject AC max Y during domino search interval>

FLT YMIR <subject AC min Y during domino search interval>

?LT YPR(9) <domino coarse screen projections of subject AC>

FLT YU <upper limit of Y direction search>

FL %L <lover limit of Z direction search>

FL._ SVIA <upper vertical extent of subject AC during domino

search interval>

?_LT Z4I <lover vertical extent of subject AC during domino

search interval>

F ZPR(5) <domino coarse screen projections of subject AC>

FLT ZU <upper limit of Z direction search>

------------ RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOCAL ThRIABLES -------------
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GPOUP detection

l AVRZ <absolute value of relative vertical velocity>

FLT DALT <current altitude separation>

1T DCMDFLG <CNDFLG for domino detection logic>

!L. DDOT(A) <domino detection DOT values>

?LT DDSQ <modified horizontal tau distance>

I1. DENAT <encounter area type used in domino logic>

FLT DRANGE2 <range>

ZU DRZ <vertical velocity difference>

FLT DTH <horizontal tau>

rLT DTV <vertical tau>

FLT DVRZ <vertical velocity difference>

lT INFAZ2 <number of AC in final approach zone>

INT MAXVLUE <value of features for WADS with all absolute features favored>

INT SU9PRX <number of RADS tied vith highest value of features favored>

INT PREQ <number of AC to be maneuvered in domino pair>

INT PMCONT <controlled status for domino pair>

INT ZN! <max vertical distance traversed by intruder at

velocity CSCRE!N.ZAST during domino interval>

STFUCTUW! DRAL8

GROUP thresholds

LT OA <current altitude separation threshold for giving RAs>

UZ DRCMD2 <current range separation threshold for giving Wls>

FLT DTC"DH <horizontal tan threshold for giving RAs>

LI DTCNDV <vertical tan threshold for giving Rks>

ENDSTPUCTURE;

-ESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOCAL VARWIBLPS
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STRUCT PE RADS <Rejolution Advisory Data StruCture).

<Refor to Table 13-4 in text for initial values>

<40 of these data struatures are noeded>

GUr pointers

Mlj NXTADV <next 2ADS in list>

GPOuP advisorycomponeUts

tNT HI <horizontal component of AC Its re adv>

In H2 <horizontal component of AC 2's roo adv>

tN vi (vetical component of AC I,8 rea adv)

INT V2 <vertical component of IC 2's roe adv>

GPODP read-only_flags

BIT CD2DoCMDD <advisory et maneuvers both &C>

BIT CIDEDUCiMrD <advisory set saneuvers first AC in pair>

BIT ORoTZ <advisory in horis dimension when true>

BIT SIRGL2 <advisory to one dimension only when true>

BIT UNCNDEDCHDID <advisory maneuvers second AC in pair>

BIT VEPT <advisoy in vertical dimension who true)

G?00 read/vrite_flags

& rBiOW1OOO (descend roe ad? must be changed to negative>

UZ NEGATIVS <negative ree adv Provide sufficient separation>

GROU sep_satrix~indicee

L" INDZI <pe5p 9 RID index for first C's horizontal advisory>

=T IrDR12 <PSP S IDd index for second C's horizontal advisory>

"N IND1x3 <PS3P S YND index for vertical level>

T NATPTW <pointer to separation matrices to be used with

this resolution advisory set>

PtSOLOTIOl &DVISOUZIS ITMLOATION POUT112 LOCAL VA&UZALLS -----
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GROUP other-info

DONTALUI <coaputed value of this advisory's features down to

domino features>

Fj ITS(25) <one bit for each of 25 features>

VALUE <computed relative value of this advisory's features>

2905TRUCTUR?;

-ESOLUTION ADVISOU12S EVALUATION ROUTINE LOCAL V&RIABLES
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STRUCT! I.PPABLI <tssolution advisory Projected Position Table>

GI positions

0 (3,e) <(anever, cean)

(CS, TL, Ti;

CTIR + DILAY + SCANT, CTE! * DELAY 2 * SCANT,

CTIE + DELAY # 3 * SCANT, CTIMZ * DELAY + 4 0 SCANT)>

!L.T Y(3,4)

Z :(5,a} <(CIY, CL, DES, DDES or LDES, DCL or LCL;

CT"MS + DILAY + SCANT, CTTME + 2 0 SCANT.

CMOD! + DELLY + 3 * SCANT, CTIME + DELLY 4+i 4 SCANT)>

1121! velocities

U1 XD (3,4) <(maneuver, sean)>

SYD(3,4)

.U ,(5,4)

<** PITDICTED SEPAiATION iTRICUS s**>

STRUCTU f PSNA. < may need two structures for each AC in the

subject conflict pair>

GROUPJ sinimus

ZI1 8RD2(3,3) < Rorizontal vise distances squared >

FLU PSiP2(3,3,31 < 3-D miss distances squared, vertical weighted >

UT TOYDL(3) < Vertical minimum separation values >

TVDD(3) < Vertical components of PSIP2 for 'straight' paths >

GROUP snapshot

ILl QSP2(3,3,3) < 3-0 separation values QT1NB seconds after delay >

-.....---- ]BSOL@T!ON IDYXSORI]S NIYOALDAO t0OUNTI LOCAL VItXIDLS -
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STRUCTU~r POCLIST <Potuential Domino Conflict list element>

<one entry for each domino object &C>

GROUP pointer

LT INTRAC <pointer to state vector of this PDC aircraft>

ZUl NITINTR <pointer to next element in this PDC list>

GROUP res-adv <three states: SNOTTST, SNODONC, SDOKC>

I CLIMB <climb rem adv>

IT DCLIRS <don't climb or limit climb res adv>

I DDESC <don't descend or limit descend res adv>

I.T O!SC <descend res adv>

117 DLEFTDRIGHT <don't turn left and/or don't turn right>

INT LFT <turn left res adv>

IT LEPTCLIMB <left, climb advisory>

TIN LEFTDrSC <left, descend advisory>

I RIGHT <turn right rea adv>

IN7 FIGHTCLIMB <right, climb advisory>

1 SI 1GHTDZSC <right, descend advisory>

GROUP detection

I17?NTIA <area type this encounter is in based on

current position of both IC>

MOLT <number of RC in conflict cluster, including this AC>

!IDSTSUC ORl;

-ISOLUTION AOVISOIES NYALOATIOW ROUTfIV LOCAL VAIRTABL--...........
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STRUCTUR PRADSVVBL <Potential Resolution Advisory Domino Status Variables

for subject AC>

GOVP acl <four possible states: SOPRIA, DONUP, $DONCUC, SDOMCC>

M CLHB <climb res adv>

l DSC <descend res adv>

L T <turn left res adv >

IU? LPTCLRB <turn left, climb res adv>

I LPTDSC <turn left, descend res adv>

IN? UCMB <don't climb or limit climb res adv>

" r DSC <don't descend or limit descend rem adv>

UWTjj MT <don't turn left or don't turn right>

TRQ <turn right res adv>

RJ T 3G"CLM3 <urn right, climb res adv>

T RGTDSC <turn right, descend res adv>

GROUP ac2

LIK PRADSVVBL.ac1

ENDSTPUCTUM

------------ RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTVIU LOCAL VIZBULES -------------
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<'** VARIABLES USED IN PSEP MODELING OF AIRCRAFT * *>

STRUCTURE9 ODVBL

GROUP miscellaneous

1LIBARTn < Maneuver time >

GROUP relative_geometry

nT RX < Relative I-position >

FLT WY < Relative Y-position >

FLT RZ < Relative Z-position >

ZLI IRI < Relative K-velocitY >

nT TRY < Relative Y-velocity >

FLT TRZ < Relative Z-velocity >

F_? VR2 < Magnitude squared of relative velocity

!IT DOT < Separation * rate-of-change of separation >

PNDSFR UC CF.W

STRUCTP RhATE

GRU acl

VLT CL4 < 'Climb' rate to be achieved >

LT DES < 'Descend' rate to be achieved >

ZL DCLN < 'Don't clib
4 

rate to be achieved >

T DDES C 'Don't descend* rate to be achieved >

ZLI ZDF9 < Final rate to be achieved during delay period >

LL ZDFN(3) < Final rate for each level during maneuver period >

G ac2

IM RAT.acl

?NDST2UCTU2Z*.

------------.. RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOCAL ViADILUS
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<*** VARIABLES USED IN PSEP MODELING OF AIRCRAFT *wn>

STRUCTUR! PTS

GROUP acl

BIT NODEL(3) < Indicates whether each path will be modeled >

G ac2

LIE PATH.acl

EN STRUCTUR E;

STRUCTURE TFRCON < Turn constants >

GSOUP acl

XL! CA

YT A

Wz~ B

GROUP ac2

"M TURCOW.acl

!WDSTRUCTURT;

STITC gR PPEVIOUS

GROG advisories

lUT PlRRI < Previous horizontal Rk for aircraft 1 >

M2 PVRAI < Previous vertical Ri for aircraft 1 >

La PRRA2 < Previous horizontal RA for aircraft 2 >

in PYP2 < Previous vertical IN for aircraft 2 >

ENDSTROCTURE;,

RESOLUTION ADISOR12S EVALOATION ROUTINE LOCAL VARIABLES - -
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<** VARIABLES USED IN PS!P MODELING OF DELAy PERIOD -**>

1T1UT E DELGEOM < Delay geometry >

GROUP horl < Horizontal for aircraft 1 >

=L ID

YD

GROUP hor2 < Horizontal for aircraft 2 >

LIKE DTLGEON.horl

GROUP verl < Vertical for aircraft I >

ZLT ZD

GROq. ver2 < Vertical for alrcraft 2 >

L I _ DFLGEON.verl

GFOUP sinsep

UT PS!P2I < Initial value for PSEP2 >
fLZ RND2I < Initial Value for 8ND2 >

!LT VTrl! < Initial value for VMDA >
I V4DSI < Initial value for VMDB >

INDSTPUCTZU;

-- RESOLUTION ADVISORIRS EVAUATIO ROUTINE LOCAL.VTARIBLES -------------
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<'* VARIABLES USD IN PSEP MODELING OF MANEUYER PERIOD >

STRUCTURE MANGEOM < Maneuver geometry >

GROUP horl(3) < Horizontal paths for aircraft I >

?1,T I

FL__T ID

FLT YD

GROUP hor2(3) < Horizontal paths for aircraft 2 >

LIFE .NGEOM.hor1

GROUP verl(3) < Vertical levels for aircraft I >

FLT Z

,OUP ver2(3) < Vertical levels for aircraft 2 >

LIK.E MNGEOM.verl

GPOUP separation < Current separation matrices >

?LT CURP2(3,3,3)

ELI' CURe2(3,3)

FLT CUV(3)

IDSTPOC'"URE;

------------ RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINZ LOCIL VARIABLES
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<*** VARIABLES USED IN NEGATIVE VERTICAL RESOLUTION ADVISORY MODELING **t>

STRUCTUPE NVG2OM

G ver

FLT Z < Modeled altitude of aircraft >

.LT ZD < Modpled vertical rate of aircraft >

GROUP prevert

INT VRAP < Previous vertical RA for aircraft >

ENUSTRUCTURE;

RSOLUTIOW ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOCAL VIABLES -------------
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I RESOLUTIOU ADVISORIZS EVALUATION_ROUTINE

(encounter list entry, pair record, altitude separation threshold,

single/double dimension flag, calling routine flag)

(pT (nointer to selected set of resolution advisories);

<Select a set of resolution advisories for a conflict pair, identified

in an encounter list entry. This is done by first determining a list

of potential resolution advisories based on which aircraft are maneuvered.

One set of advisories is chosen to resolve the pair from the list of

potential advisories. Each advisory set is modeled and the predicted

separation is calculated. The resolution advisory set chosen nvst meet

certain minimum criteria to be selected. If no advisory sets meet

the minimum criteria, then a null pointer is returned to the calling

routine.

This routine is refered to as BIER throughout the pseudocode.>

P aORN maneuveringAC deterination;

PERFORA potential resolution advisorysetsselection;

CLEAR all fields in two Resolution Idvisory Projected Position tables;

CALL PSZPNITRII GENERATOR;

PERFORS potentialresolution-advisorysets culling;

IF (no potential resolution advisory sets have all absolute features set)

?31N PZRTORN multi_&C resolution!

I (more than one resolution advisory set has all absolute features set)

TIM PERFOR finalresolutionadvisoryselection;

J.LSII (one resolut ion advisory set has all absolute features set)

11 PEFOR PSP_modelvalidationvaluessaved:

gXIf1 : <not able to select BIDS for the conflict pair>

.ESOLOTIONADVISOIIESETALUATIONROUTIUE;

- SOLUTION ADYISONIES ZVkLUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC -
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ROUTINE RESaLUTIoN_&DVISOR1ESE~YLUATIOu-ROaTIu!

11- (FLENTRY, PREC, ASEP. SNGDIM, IRNCAP)

Q~(RADSPTR);

PEPRgjf maneaveringAC deteraination;

PIP'OR potential resolution advisory sets selection;

CLEAR all fields in RAPP tables pointed to by RAPP1 and RAPP2;

CALL PSEPMARIXGEWEAOR

IN (ACID1, ACID2, RSPtID1, RSPYD2, VERTRIl, VEPTRA2)

OUT (RADS.MA'?PTR, RAPPI, RAPP2):,

PERrORM pot ential resolution advisory sets culling;

1F (UPRAIBS !_ 0)

IHE PERFORM uultiAC resolution;

TIRPERFOPM final resolution advisory selection;

ELSEIF (IPRAKBS !2 1);

I PERFORM PS!? model validation values saved;

OTHSUISE; <not able to select RRDS for the conflict Pair>

END RESOLOTXOU ADYISORIESEVALUATIONROUTINE;

-- ------- RSOL.UTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTIE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------
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PROCESS maneuveringAC determination;

<This process determines which aircraft should receive a

resolution advisory (be maneuvered).>

CLEAR maneuvering flags;

LOOp;

Get next AC of subject pair;

EUTIF (done both aircraft);

IF (RAE? called from Master Resolution Task)

IT ((AC is ATARS equipped) AND

((1C is uncontrolled) aJ (pair record flag

indicates controlled AC needs a resolution advisory)))

THE .ST maneuvering flag;

<A pair record may not exist if RAER is called from Conflict

Resolution Data Task.>

EL31 IF ((AC is ATARS equipped) AFD ((AC is uncontrolled).O

(detection flag indicates controlled AC should

receive a resolution advisory) Oa (either AC

is in a conflict receiving resolution advisories)))

I= ST maneuvering flag;

ENDLOO:

jF (first AC is in final approach zone)

If IX (second AC is maneuvered)

LEJJ maneuvering flag for first AC;

RLSEIF (second AC is in final approach zone)

'1 I? T (first AC is maneuvered)

TIMS CLIA maneuvering flag for second AC;

DUD maneuveringAC determination;

-ESOLUTION ADVISORIES IALUATION ROUTINE SIGN-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS maneuvering_&C determination;

iSPY9l - S'&LSE;

RSPND2 - SMlSE;

LOOP;

Get next AC of subject pair;

EIIh (both &C processed);

1(MNCAP = STFO!)

ZMI 11 ((ACID.ATSE Q SUMI!Q) AND

((ACrD.cuffC U SFRLSE) (PREC.PIR $TRUE)))

R SPND =STRtJE;

ELSE;

ELSE jr ((ACID.ATSEQ NESUIEQ) AID

((ACID.Ct3YC N $FALSE) OR

((!LENTRY. IFRELG !EQ STUE) OR

(%CID1.CTPTR ME 54ULL) 21 (hCID2.CTPTR RE SNULLf)))

r9R SPND = ME

EMDOOP;

IF (ACIDt.EAkZ NE SFASO)

1HNI (PSPND2 19 SUE)

IRfLI RSPNDI = SELS!;

ELSEIF (kCID2.?kZ I-, SPAZO)

:11JZ (ISPND1 12 SEI0)

11.11! ISPFD2 - SEALS!;

v~ueuveringlCdetermination;

--------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES FYALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS potential resolution advisorysets selection;

<Select the set of potential resolution advisories from the master

list of RIDS. The potential set of advisories maneuvers only the first AC,

second AC, or both AC as indicated by the maneuvering flags. If both IC are

maneuvered, the direction of the vertical resolution advisory for each AC

must be determined and stored in the RkDS.>

IF (both aircraft are to be maneuvered)

T. EN PERFORM two ACresolutionlogicvertical resolution advisories_

selection;

SET pointer to Resolution Advisory Data Set (RADS) with both

AC maneuvered;

jLEI (first aircraft is maneuvered)

THEY SET pointer to RADS with only first AC maneuvered;

OTHERWISE SET pointer to RADS with only second AC maneuvered:

LOOP;

Get next advisory from list of all possible advisories;

11TIF (no more advisories);

IF ((this advisory set contains a vertical component) AND

(both AC are maneuvered))

THEN fill in vertical resolution advisory values;

ELSE;

I (RADS contains a DESCEND resolution advis,;ty that would

cause a descent below terrain altitlde alert threshold)

THEN S flag indicating positive descend can not be given;

Correct vertical advisories in RADS for flag indicating

DESCEND can not be given, if so indicated;

ENDLOO;

END potentialresolutionadvisorysetsselection;

RESOLOTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE SIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS potential resolutionadvisorysetsselection;

S((RSPYD 12 MUETcY) M~ (fSPN02 _U MOEcY))

f PERFORM tvo-ACresolutionulogicverticalrsoltionadvisories_

selection;

RI&DS - thCHRIDS;

.LSI! (RSPND1 2.2 MTUE)

THE!N RADS -FACREADS;

OTH7RIS! RADS - SACIRADS;

Loop;

Get next advisory from list of all possible advisories:

EXITIF (no more advisories);

(T I(~DS. CHDIDCMDED 12 S UE) AND (TRAPS.VNURT JU STiflE))

THEY T'ADS.V1 - ERTRXl;

TRIDS.V2 -VEiRT12;

ELSE;

ill (either %C has a IDES AN

that AC's altitude is within ATMU of terrain)

THEI TRADS.BELOU1000 - STUE;

Convert SUES to SUCL;

ENDLOOP;

* potentia lresoluti onad visory set.,,select ion;

---------- ESOLUJTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ---- ----
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PROCES potential resolution advisory-sets cullin g

<Determine if the negative sense of any of the advisory sets is sufficient.

If any negative vertical advisories are sufficient, check for Vertical Speed

Limit advisories being sufficient. Eliminate any advisories that

do not meet the minimum criteria for selection. Keep a count of those

RADS that do meet the minimum set of criteria. Keep a pointer to the

advisories that meet the minimum criteria.>

CLEAR pointer to selected resolution advisory set;

CLEAR counter of potential resolution advisories with all absolute features set;

LOOP;

Get next RADS; <Data structure with potential advisory>

EXITIF (looked at every RADS):

I? (this RA set is single dimension advisories)

THLN PERFORM negative resolutionadvisorydeteraination;

IF (negative vertical advisories have been computed)

MHEN CALL VERTICAL SPEEDLINITkDVISORY EVALUATION:

ELSE;

PERFOPM absolutefeaturesevaluation two AC_resolution definition:

IF (all absolute features set)

THEN increment potential resolution advisory counter;

IF (pointer to selected resolution advisory set is null)

Tl j ST pointer to selected resolution advisory get to

point to this resolution advisory set:

X potentialresolution advisorysetsculling;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE SIGN-LEVEL LOGIC
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potential_ resolution advisory _sets culling:

RXDSPTR I NULL;

NPDIDS *0:

Get next BADS; <Data Structure with potential advisory>

KZTZ(looked at every BADS);

U( PADS.SI'.GLE jg MUE)

=!~ PEJJPOJJ negativeresolution advisory determination;

LI((TRADS.IIEcATIVE f& SRE) Mf (?IADS.UDBT Z2 STUE))

gAU TERTICALSPEDLIITIDISORYRVLIIN

n (TRADS, ACIDI, ACID2, PREC)

INOU (TRADS. V1, TRADS. V2);

UROj4 absolute features evaluation two AC resolution definition;

IT ((TRADS.FEhTBvrS(l) X2 MUE0) AUQ (TRADS.FEATITS(2) j~-STRtIE)

fjNPRIAS - NPDAABS + 1;

U(RADSPTR 12 MILL)

I RADSTR -TIADS;

JUpotentialresolutiouadvisory sets culling;

---------- RSOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION B0UTIN! LOW-LUTIL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS multi_AC_resolution;

<This process is called if no advisory sets meet the minimum criteria for

selection. The multi-IC logic determines additional sets of advisories

from which a final set may be selected.

Do not perform the multi IC logic if BARI is called by the Conflict

Resolution Data Task. This is accomplished by setting the deliverable

feature in this process for all resolution advisory sets. The other

two absolute features have already been set.>

I (RAER called from Conflict Resolution Data Task)

THIN SET deliverable feature in all BADS;

Count the number of resolution Advisory Data Sets with all

absolute features set;

L PERFORM resolution-advisorycompatibilityvithexistingconflicts;

xr (any potential resolution advisories have all absolute features set)

MIM; <return to complete evaluation of the features.>

ELSE IL (both %C maneuvered)

TV PERFRQ multilC_conflict_possibleresolution advisories;

U (any new potential resolution advisory sets exits)

=V URP[3 multi_&C-resolutionlogic_advisories_

calculations;

ia;

multi_ Cresolution;

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES !ITLUIflON UOUTIUI *!GU-LZTIL LOGIC -------------
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PROCESS~ multiACresolution:,

S(HUNCkP xg SPTLSE)

Get neXt RIDS;

ZII (no more RIDS);

TRIDS..FPATBITS(11 - StUE!;

NPRViABS a NPRAS + 1;

I PiK POPIf resolution-advisory compatibility with existing conflicts;

S(NPRAIBS 02 1)

flur.; <return to complete evaluation of the features.>

IM SE ((PSPUDI IQ STU) AND (RSPND2 12 $TRUE))

T1HEN PERFPOR11 multi IC conflict possible resolution advisories;

PERORM multiIC resolution logic advisories calculations;

ELSE;

END multi IC resolution;

---------- WSOLUTZON IDY!SOUINS IMIUIYIOU MOITIVE LOW-LIBL LOGIC ------
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fRociss finalresolti on-advisory.salection:

<Select the met of resolution advisories to be given to the conflict

pair from among the sent of advisories witu all the absolute features set.

This is done by first evaluating the relative features (except doinio) for

all the potential resolution advisory sets. If more than one advisory met is

tied for selection, based on the features with higher weights than the domino

feature, then evaluate the domino feature. If the tie is still not broken.

evaluate the tie breaker features.>

1O?23 relative-featuresevaluation;

RUZ2U highestvaluedpotential_resolutionoadvisory_setscount;

X (more than one potential resolution advisory set is tied for highest

value of its features)

MMl Z (B1R called from Easter Resolution Task)

ZUE O feature~doainologic;

1U1OU highestvaluedpotentialresolntionadvisory_

- etsmcounlt*

(%ore than one potential resolution advisory set is tied for

the highest value)

PERFOU2 tiebreakerfeaturesevaluation;

PIflR.j 1SP-1odelvalidation_valueesaved:

finalresolutiou_advisoryselection;

---------- RESOLUTION IDIVSORIB$ lYILUITIOC ROUTINE 8101-LITIL LOGIC ------
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PRISSl. final-resolutio~advisoryselecioa;

PERFOB4 relative-features-evalu1ation;

PRFORM highestvaluedpotentialesolutiouadvisorysetscount;

I?! (NUM!PUA G 1)

THEN If (N1PNCAP 12ME

THEN PERFORU! feature-douinojlogic;

?IPE~OR highest value potential resolution advisory_

Sets-coult,

L! (t4OMqPR GT 1)

TH!" PERFOUM. tie breaker features evaluation;

PFR PSEPamodel-validationvalues~saved;

ENID final resolutionadvisory.selection;

----------- RSOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALURTIOW a00TINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------
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EIOLU P3P.model.validation-valuessaved:

tSave each AC's turn status and the relative vertical velocity. This data vill

be used on sucaeeding scans to determine if the conditions change in such a way

that resolution advisories should be recalculated.>

(RAER called from the Master Resolution Task)

ZUn Lm&I '13P model validation performed' flag in pair record;

Save turn status of each Ac in pair record;

gave vertical velocity difference in pair record;

Save current time in pair record;

PSP_odelvaldationfvaluessaved;

RSOLUY!ON ADVISO2IS VAI.UATZON VOOTZIE SIGH-LZVEL LOGIC
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PROC!SS PSEPumodel-validation~valoes-saved;

Li(SRSCRP 12 STRU)

THEYU PR2C.MVDOWZ - SPILSt;

PREC.MVUL!? = SYSVAR.CTIN!;

PREC.NYYRZ - AC!D2.ZD - ACIDIAD;

PREC.acl.MVT - kCIDI.TURN:

PREC.ac2.MIVT ACID2.TUPN;

END PS!P model validation values saved;

--------- RPSOLUTION ADVISORIES TALUATION 
ROUTINE LO-L2VIL LOGIC --------



PROCESS absolutefeatures-evaluation two_ACresolution definition;

<Evaluate the three absolute features. Evaluate the two-AC resolution logic

definition of the maneuvered unmaneuvered conflict feature. If RXER is

called by the Conflict Resolution Data Task, evaluate only the deliverable

feature; the other two absolute features are set automatically.>

PERFORM featuredeliverable;

IF (RAER called from Master Resolution)

THEN PERFORM feature dimension available;

PERFORM feature maneuvered-unmaneuvered conflict tro AC definition:

.LSE SET dimension available feature;

SIT maneuveredunaaneuvered feature;

END absolute_features evaluation two AC resolution definition;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PPOCESS absolute-featares-evaluation-tvo-AC-resolntion definition;

PflFR~ feature deliverable;.

IF(HRYCAP JU SRU!)

I~!PItFORS feature disension available;

PERIPOP8 feat re-uaneuvered-anmanveracoafllCt tmo AC definition;

ELSE TRADS.PEATBITS(2) -= U-

T'RADS.?EKTBITS(3) - STRUU;

'!VD absolute-features-evaluation tvo-AC-resolution definition;

- -------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALURTIOI ROUTINE LOV-LEVIL LOGIC -------



PROCUSS absolute-features eyaluation multiAC resolution-definition:

<Evaluate the three absolute features for the additional potential resolution

advisory sets determined by the multi-AC resolution logic. Use the multi-AC

resolution Logic definition of the mameuverdeduumameuvered conflict feature.>

111123. feature-deliverable:

11.1191 feature disensionavailable;

PET~PO1' feature-maneuveredauanl redconflict..ulti.AC.efinitiol;

12absolute.features.evaluation..ult..AC.resolution.definitiofl;

--------- RSOLUTION ADVIS0212S EVALUATION tOUTIh! HIOI-LIVUL LOGIC ------



PROCESS absolute-features evaluation-multi-£C-resolntion definition:

P21PORM teaturedeliverable;

P3BrOU feature dimension available;

PERJORN feature-maneuvered-uamaneuveredconflictmaulti_&Cdeinition;

END absolutefeaturesevaiuationeuitiACresolution4efiition;

------- RESOLUTION ADVISOIES 2VLUATIOU 
ROUTINE LOI-LEVZL LOGIC-------



PROCESS domino-coarse-detection-checks;

<Perform coarse detection checks to determine if the aircraft may be in

conflict. If they my, then the detailed detection checks most be performe&.

The vertical dimension check is linear. Therefore, the vertical coarse

detection check can be performed from the first domino projected position.

The horizontal dimension check is linear only if no positive horizontal

resolution advisory is being examined. ill calculations are from the domino

projected positions in the RIPP table and DOPP section of the state vector.>

CLEAR domino resolution advisory flag;

mroas dominocoarse-detection-verticaldisensionachecks;

I (vertical conflict possible)

t CLZIR domino resolution advisory flag;

MAN all domino DOT variables;

Get next domino projected position;

PERTOfM domino coarse detectionhorizontal_dimension checks;

L (all projected positions processed 2l domino conflict possible

Qj horizontal resolution advisory is linear);

INDLOOP;

rD dosinocoarsedetectionachecks;

----------- RESOLUTIOI ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTI HIGE-LIVIL LOGIC
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PROCESS lomi-.1o coarse de#!ection checks:

DCM9DLG - SFALSE:

PERFORMI domino coarse detection vertical dimension chocks;

IF (DCMDFLG XQ SRUE)

THEY DCMDFLG = TFALSE;

!DOT(*) = SUNRU;O

LOOP;

Get next domino projected position;

PERFORM domino coarse detection-horizontaldi men sioncbecks;

EXITIF ((checked all domino projected positions) 2R

(possible domino conflict has already been detected) 21

(TRADS.HORir SPALSE) OR(TRADS.NEGATIVE gro STRUE))*

ENDLOOP;

ELSE;

E!4U domino coarse detections checks;

---------- ESOLuZox ADVISOprEs EVALUATION ROUTINE LOU-LEVEL LOGIC-------
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PROCESS domino coarse-detection-horizontal-dimension checks;

<Perform coarse detection checks in the horizontal dimension. A conflict is

possible if the horizontal tan threshold or if the immediate range threshold

will be violated within the domino projection interval.>

Compute DOT;

Compute horizontal tau:

I (zero LT horizontal tau 1, horizontal tau threshold)

THE §M flag for possible conflict;

E (AC are diverging horizontally)

ID!I U (AC currently within immediate horizontal

range threshold)

THEN SUT flag for possible conflict;

ELSE compute time to separation of immediate

range threshold;

IF (time to threshold violation is within the horizontal

tau threshold)

THEN M flag for possible conflict;

END domino-coarse-detection horizontal-dimension-checks;

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC --------
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PIIOcISS d oiq± n CoarseA6det 01Lonhor~bofta 1Ai aeulnch.OkU 1

FLT TWO <local constants 2.0>

Inl (TI, T2, DTI1)

000T = ((ACID.! - PDCLXST.ITIAC.XPIJ(fl)) 0

(ACID. ID - PDCLZST. ZITEAC. IDPRJ (SI I

((ACTO.! - PDCL!ST.INTRAC.YPIJ(TII) *

(ACID.!D - ?OC_ LIST. ITR&C.TDPWJ (n)));

DDSg = D?TPA1RL SOOT * (DETPAUN.&DUT * (ACID.1SQ + PDC..LIUY.XVIUC.YUQ)ll

DRANGE22 (1RAPP.X(subjSct maneisver~i) - PDCLI3T.IV1hC.XP2J(1))**2

(EAPP.! (subject maneuver,i) - PDCL!U!.IVTR&C.!13(1))**21

DTH = -(DRAUIG22 - DDSQ) / DDOTs

J? (0 !T DTH) inj (0!! kT DTCHON))

dfM1 DCMDPLG a STID;

ELSf IF (DT8 11 0)

nnl ZI (DRANOI2 ij DICM92)

MM1 DCRDFLG aSTIUZI

1I1TI a -(DRANG2 DDS0 - DICED?;

T- TI * (TWO *DpSD
2I;

DT1 a MNI/n~O!T2/DDO?) I

IMK DCHDPLG - STROll,

END doaino~coarse.A~tectioD..hori~t'uta l~d1,.nson~chckU;

----------- ESOLUTION ADVISORIES 2TILUATION POUTINI LOW-LIYIL LOGIC---
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PR2~t§ domino-coarsedetectionverticaldimension checks;

<Perform coarse detection checks in the vertical dimension. A conflict is

possible if the vertical tan threshold or the immediate altitude threshold

will be violated within the domino projection interval.>

Calculate vertical tau;

IF (vertical tan IT vertical tau threshold within next 3 scans)

THEN SET flag for possible conflict;

I7I, U (AC are diverging vertically)

T319 n (AC within immediate altitude separation threshold)

szE flag for possible conflict:

2"11;

ELSE compute time to vertical separation of immediate

altitude separation threshold;

I! (time to threshold violation is within 3 scans)

THEU 1 flag for possible conflict;

END dominocoarsedetection vertical dimension checks;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PRM oaino-coarse-dettction-vertical-dianmsonchecks;

Z=Z (TI, T2. DTI)'

DOZ a 3h3P.Z(aubj~ct maneuver,l) - PDC.LIST.1uTuAC.ZPuJcll:,

*VR a RPP.ZD(sublect maneaver~i) - PDCLIST.INTR&C.ZD;

DV - -Dit / DVRZ;

VALT a ASS(RAPP.Z(subject uaneilver,lj PDCLIST.INTRAC.ZPRJ(I));

U(DTV Ij 0)

IM U (D&LT Ll DAY)

2M1 DCMDFLG - TUEl;

JJTI - -DILT - DAY:

T2 - -DALT + DR?;

DT1 a NlIN(Tl/DVlZ.T2/DVtRZ);

I!(DTI Ij (DOMC'.SE * SYSTEH.SCANT))

SDCHIFLG a STROZ;

mdoutnocoarsedoetectionyverticaldisonsionchecks;

---------- ISOLUTION ADVISOIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOU-LEVEL LOGIC-------
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PROCESS dominocoarsescreen:

<Calculate the Domino coarse screen search limits for the subjec4 aircraft and

compile a list of those aircraft on the X-list and/or ET-list within the

search limits. The search limits consist of the area covered by the subject

AC during the domino project ion interval plus a buffer to allow for the maximum

area covered by a domino object AC during the domino projection interval.>

PERFORM ootential resolution advisorystatus variable determination;

IF (suhject AC on Er-list)

T N SET maximum detection threshold parameter to the appropriate value;

?EPPORM domino search area subject ACcalculations;

PE02M EX_listobjectAC-domino buffer area calculations;

PERORM EX list-domino search limits calculations:

DERFORM EX list domino search:

If (subject AC within altitude range of X-list)

THEN PERFOE Xlist_objectAC domino buffer area calculations:

PEEFORM X listdomino search limitscalculations:

CALL X_LIST_STGNPOST_ TRY_CALCULATTO

I (I position of subject AC)

OUT (signpost entry);

Use signpost entry as qubject AC:

PERFORM [-list domino search;

PLSR IF (subject AC controlled)

TH'_N SE' maximum threshold parameter to aporopriate IrR value;

ELSE SET maximum *hreshold parameter to appropriate VFR value:

MFORM domino-searchareasubject AC calculations:

PRFO3N X_IlistobjectACdominobuffer area calcula+iofts:

PFlf2J X_listdominosearchlimits-calculations:

!EO X_11 t_dominosearch;

yJp domino coarse screen:

RESOLUTION ADVTSORI'S EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PRO~CESS domino coarse screen;

PFRMpoteitim I resoluj~ion-advisorystatusvariable.deteminatiofl;

IF (ACID.E!vLG U ST!ROE)

TH!~I rTD = nAXTLI;

PPFOFM domino-search_area subjectAC..calculations:

PLIPORN -?llist object..AC..dominobuffer_area_calculations;

P!RFORMl !X-list-domino-search limits calculations;

PERFOPI ?X _list _domino_ se-arch;

LF (ACID.Z LT (CSCRfF.N.ALO + !MAXAF)

IH14 PEFOP.M X_ list_ob jeCt AC domino-buffer-area-calculations;

PERF0P4 X list domino search limits calculations;

CALL I LISTSIGNPOSTE!ITRYCALCULATTON

11(ACID. X)

Q21 (SIGNPOST);

Use signpost entry as subjec4 AC:

PERFORM X_ listdomino _search;

EIS7?;

ELSE 1F (ACTD.CUNC ?. $T!RO!)

TR! M TLD = , AXTLI;

ELS!! 'LD = MAXTLV;

PFPFORM ldomino search_area sub jec-tAc calculations;

DERFOPM TI ist_obiect_-AC-domino-buffer-area-calculations:

P!REFOP~I_ -list-domino-search-limits calculat.ions;

pPRORM I li-st domino-search;

!'M domino-coarse-screen;

---------- PFSOLU7ION AD7ISOFIES EVALtJATTON ROUTINE LOV-L!VV!L LOGIC-------
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PROCE.SS domino coarsescreenaltitude conflicttest;

<This process checks for IC on the I and/or El-list within the Domino Coarse

Screen altitude limits. If the object AC has altitude data, then the IC must

either be within the Domino Coarse Screen altitude limits or, if it has a

vertical velocity greater than the assumed vertical velocity, the two AC must

be co-altitude within the detection tan threshold. If the object IC does not

have altitude data, it is considered within the altitude limits.>

t (next &C has altitude data)

THEN Ia (next AC Z posi
t
ion within Z search limits)

Lq_4 PERFORM potentialdomino conflict listentryaddition;

ILSE R (next AC Z velocity 22 assumed maximum 2 velocity)

THEN I (next AC and subject AC will be co-altitude

within maximum detection threshold)

TjI PERrORM potentialdominoconflictlist_

entryaddition;

ELSE;

ELSE:

ELSE (non-mode C domino processing flag is set)

THEYPE.,tFl potential domino conflictlistentryaddition;

END douino-coarsescreen altitudeconflicttest;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUTION ROUTINE SIGU-LSVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS domino-coarse-screen-altitude-conflict tes
t
;

j~(XCID.IICFLG n- MTUE)

THEN If ((ZL U 4CID.Z) IND (ACID.Z IT ZU))

THEN PERFORM potentialdoulino-conflict-list entry addition;

ZJSE I (ACID.ZD GT CSCPEEN~.ZF&ST)

TFES U (ACrD.Z - !IXTAC.Z),'(NXTRC.ZD - &CrD.ZD))

IL ELD)

IHN PrRPOEH potential domino conflict-

list en try addition;

ELSE:

ELSE;

ELSE ?(SYSTElM.DOMNOC M, STRU!)

T'HEN PERFORM potentialdominoconflict list entry addition;

ELSE;

!ND domino-coarse-screen altitude conflict test;

---------- ESOLUTION KDVISOR12S EVALUATION RoDi-IE LOV-LZVEL LOGIC-------
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PROCESS domino conflict detection;

<Determine a list of potential domino conflict AC for the subject AC.

Using the subject AC's modeled response path to each potential resolution

advisory and the object AC's proj~icted path, perform resolution advisory

detection checks between the subject aircraft and each AC on the Potential

Domino Conflict List, until a conflict requiring resolution advisories is

detected or every AC on the Potential Domino Conflict List has been processed.>

I (potential domino conflict list pointer in pair record for subject AC

is null)

T PERFO potential-domino-conflict-list-creation:

ZLSE; <Potential Domino Conflict List already determined>

IF (this advisory has not been checked for causing a domino conflict)

TrHL LOOP;

Get next AC on the potential domino conflict list:

ZXITIF (no more AC OR potential resolution advisory status variable

indicates this potential resolution advisory has already

been checked and it causes a domino conflict),.

PERFORM domino-resolution-advisorydetection_filter:

I? (conflict requiring a resolution advisory is detected)

flT jpotential resolution advisory domino status

variable to indicate domino conflict detected:

I! (potential resolution advisory domino status variable does not

indicate a domino conflict has been detected)

Si T ~ potential resolution advisory domino status variable to

indicate no domino conflict detected;

!I domino conflict_detection;

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PROCESS domino conflict detection;

<Using the subject IC's modeled response path to each potential resolution

advisory, perform 11 detection checks between the subject IC

and each AC on the Potential Domino Conflict List, until a conflict requiring

PIS is detected or every IC on the Potential Domino Conflict

List has been processed.>

Ir(PREC. I TF 12 SNULL)

T.flPZRPOPH potentialdoinoconflictlist_creation;

I (potential resolution advisory status variable .1 SDO NP)

Get next AC on the potential domino conflict list:

E ((no more AC) gR (potential RA status variable 2 SORCC))

PERFOM domino resolutionadvisory detection_filter:

(DCMDLG U STRUE)

f potential RA domino status variable SDOMCC;

1111;

I. (potential PA domino status variable U 9DOMCC)

TjJN SLIT potential 1A domino status variable = SDOCUC;

ILM

EN domino conflictdetection;

-RSOLUTIOW ADVISORIES ?VALUATION ROUTIE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PROCESS dosizo detection thresholds;

<Determine the detection thresholds to be used for the subject AC and the object

AC from the Potential Domino Conflict List. The determining factors are the

controlled/uncontrolled, equipped/unequipped status of each IC, the number of

AC in the conflict cluster, and the encounter area type. The area type of the

intruder IC must be determined if it is not already known.>

(encounter multiplicity is not known)

TgEN P!RFORM domino-encounterAC multiplicitydetermination:

I. (encounter area type is not known for subject AC, object IC pair)

= CALL ENCOUTE6_AAEA_TYPEDETIRNIlTIO;

Calculate the absolute value of the relative vertical velocity:

CALL ARC!.ATPAIR_EQUIPNENT_ AD CONTROL STATE_D!T!RfIITIOU;

CALL DOIO_TIAU_ANDPOIRITY_THESROLD_DTTRINITION;

VID dominodetection_thresholds;

RESOLUTION ADViSORUIS SVALVATAOP ROUTIND BIGR-LE V1 LOGIC
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PROCES domino detectioi *hresholds;

(Determine the detection thresholds to be used for the subject IC and the object

AC from the Potential Domino Conflict List. The determining factors are the

controlled/uncoutrolled and equipped/unequipped status of each AC. Also, the

area type of the intruder KC east be determined if it is not already known.>

S(PlDCLIST. MOYLT 12 0)

Z1 ?2AOVH dominoencounterAICulioicityjdetermination;

L(P)CLIST.ZN3T IQ SUAT)

?TRE ChL !NCO0NTR_12IATTPE-D1ITElUATTO3

HJ (ACIDi. ACID2)

Ml! (D!U AT. IUVAZ2)

PDCLIST.WAT aD2WXT;

AYNZ 0ABS(DVUZ);

gAU1 IINCRAP?Ah3!Q!PU?ADCOTOLSTATD2UUNXUATXOU

LI(ACID1, ACID2)

OU? (PRCONT. igig);

£&LDONINOTAURDPOXIR!TY_.T!SOLDDTUfl!UATT

F ~U (ATIZ, PDCLZST.IIAT, PDC-Lrsf.RULT, P3!Q, PICON?, DD0?)

2X(fl1!Uflhi DUATBL):

Mlf domino~detectiounthresholds;

---------- lRSOLUTIONIADTISOI2 IMAUMiTOI ROUTINE tOl-LEVEL LOGIC-------
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PROCESS domino-encounter_&C_multiplicityeterminaton;

<This process determines the total number of AC involved in the conflict

cluster including the domino object AC.>

IF (domino object AC is not in any conflict table)

THEN multiplicity is number of AC in subject AC conflict table plus

one for domino object AC;

ELSPIF (domino object AC is not in the same conflict table as

the subject AC)

multiplicity is sum of number of AC in each conflict table:

OTHERWISE multiplicity is number of AC in subject AC conflict table;

_ID domino_encounterAC multiplicitydeterination;

RESOLUTION ADYISORIES EYALUATION ROUTINE BIGU-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCSS Jomino-encounter_&Cmultiplicitydeteraination;

<"*his process determines the total number of &C, including the domino object RC

involved in the conflict cluster with which the subject pair is associated.>

I? (PDCLIST.IVTRAC.CTPTUt 12 SlLL)

TH1 PDC-LISTAUILT =ACItD.CTPTR.1AC + 1;

ELSEIP (PDCLIST.ITREAC RE ACID.CTPTE)

'!PDCLrSr.MOULT = ACID.C'P".NAC + PDC-LIS'?.I1TPAC.CTPTS.NAC:

OTRVRW1IS! PDC LIS?.NPILT = ACrO.CrPTR.?fAC:

?VD do2ino~encounter_.AC~ultiplicity..detecuination:

----------- ROLUTION ADVZSONIEs 2VALUATION ROUTIN2 LOU-LE!?t LOGIC-------
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PROCESS douinofeaturesweightaddition;

<Idd the weight of any domino features set to that BIDS total value.>

Get next RIDS;

IIf (no more BIDS);

XL ('neither AC causes a domino conflict' feature is set)

I= add this feature's weight to t his BIDS total value;

!LS1I? ('one IC causes a domino conflic"' feature is set)

= add this feature's weight to this BIDS total value:

OTHEEWu S

END add dominofeaturesweight;

----------- RDSOOTOU IO!SORX3S 3VILVITOIO ROUTZI'TZNI4-LIYL LOGIC
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P domino-features veigbtaddition;

Get next RIDS;

ILZZZ (no more BADS);

(TRIDS.fEIT1ITS(7) 12 STUt)

IM ?RADS.VALUU - TRADS.VALUZ * NDONWGT:

ELSZIF (TR&DS.FEATBrTS(B) JU STRUD)

TFEEN TRADS.VALULP = TRADS.VALUE 4 DOMIhGT;

31IDLOO ;

END domino featureswveightadditiou;

---------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUIATTO ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -
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PROMES domino-resolutionadvisorydetection~filter;

<This routine checks for a domino conflict between the subject AC and object AC

caused by a potential resolution advisory. The resolution advisory detection

thresholds must first be determined. Then the coarse detection checks are

performed. If a domino conflict is possible, then the detection logic is

performed. The non-sode C detection logic is performed if the object IC does

not have mods C data.>

CLZR resolution advisory detection flag;

PERFORM dominodetection thresholds;

M1FORM domino coarse-detection chects;

11, (conflict still possible)

THEN LOOP;

Get index of next domino projected position in RAPP Table and

DOPP Table';

EXITIF (all projected positions have already been tested 2R

flag indicating necessity for resolution advisory

is set);

J. (mode C data available for oblect 1C)

TflJ CAJL DOMINO_RESOLOTIONTia_ D_PROIITY_

COPARISONS;

IPIRFOR2 non-nodeC_resolution tau and

proximitycomparisons;

Za dosinoresolutionadvisory_detection filter;

- ------ RESOLOTION ADVISORIVS EVALOATION ROUTINE IIGH-LVRML LOGIC
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PFOCTS domino-resolutionadvisorydetectionfilter:

<This is the detection logic for detersining the setting of the potential

RI status variables from the value of the DCUDPLG. Only au0 flag, DCMDFLG,

is processed. If both RC are controlled, the values of DTCHDU, V are actually

TIfBM, V. If both AC are uncontrolled, then the DCHDFLG in the only flag that

should be processed. And if one AC is controlled and one AC is uncontrolled,

it is sufficient to process only the more sensitive (larger) thresholds.>

DCHDLG - SALSE;

PERFORM domino detection thresholds;

PrpFoU domino coarse detection checks;

1.! (DCYDLG J $TUE)

THE DCHDPLG = SWALSE;

Get index of next domino projected position in RAPP Table n

DOPP Table;

21ITIF (all projected positions have already been tested 21

DCMDFLG Ug TTRO!) ;

1T (ACID.RCPLG n STRUD)

TML-MU gA" DOHINO_ USOLUTIOI_TAU_D _P1XOlIITY_

COPMRISONS

II (IST!2UC DRABVL)

QfT (DCHDPLG);

LM P1ROR non mod*_C resolutiontau and

proximity comparisons;

Jd dominoresolutionadvisorydetection_filter;

-RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -
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PROCESS dominosearchareahorizontal dimension calculations;

<Determine t he extent of the subject AC during the dopipo interval in the

horizontal dimension. For the 'continue straight' path, the projection is

linear and may be made from the first domino projected -osition. ror the

turning paths, a projection must be made from each of +he domino proiected

positions during the interval.>

CLEAR all horizontal projection values:

IF (negative horizontal advisory is a potential resolution advisory OR

any vertical only advisory is a potential resolution advisory)

TFIN project subject AC ahead on the continue straight path from the first

RAPP Table entry for 3 * scan time + max horizontal tau

detection threshold:

IF (turn left advisor, is a potential resolution advisory)

PN project subject AC ahead on the turn left path from all four entries

in the RAPP Table for max hor!z tau detection threshold;

E!s;

IF (turn right is a potential resolution advisory)

IHFN project subject AC ahead on the turn right path from all four entries

in the RAPP Table for max horiz tau delection threshold:

FND domino search areahorizontal dimensioncalculations:

----------- OESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEV7L LOGIC
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PROMS doutnosearch.area)orizofltal.diOflsiof-cflculatiols;

XPRt(o) asuppos;

T1R(*) - seUpos;

S((NL?IP1G? Y& SIORIP) 21 (CLMB Z2 SDOHIIP) OR (DSC 12 SDORNP) 9

(NCLMB 1 J1OMNP) 21 (IWDSC _W SflORNP) 21 (YSL T& $DORMW)

Xf PK(1) - RAPP.1(1.1) + RAPP.10(l,l) * (DQNS1RCH * S!STEfl.SCINT + TLD):

YP9(1) - RIPP.Y(1,1) + RAPP.TDl,l) * (DONSICH 0 SYSTEN.SCItUT + TID);

ZZ ((LF- 12 IDOUNP) 23 (LPTCLRB .Ig SDORIP) 21 (LFlDSC M2 SDOMNPI)

11. PU(2) - u&VP.I(2,1) + RAPP.ID(2,I) *TLD;

YPfl(2) - RIPP.Y(2,I) + RAPP.YD(2,1) *TLD;

I(PR(3) - hPP.X(2,2) '4 RAPP.XD(2,2) *TLD;

YPt(3) -RA.PP.1(2,2) + IRAPP.YD(2,2) * TLD;

XPR(&) - RAPP.1(2,31 + RAPP.XD(2,3) * TLD;

YPfl(W - RAIP.Y(2,3) + EAPP.YD(2,3) * TLD:.

!PR(5) - RAPP.X(2,S) + RAPP.ZD(2,4) * TLD;

YPR(5) - RAP.Y(2,4) + RAPP.YD(2,4) * TLD;.

1! ((RG? Y& IDONUP) gj (9GTCLMS 12 51)081W) 21 (iGTDSC LQ SDONP))

II! PR(6) - RAPP.Z(3,11 + HIPP. ID (3, 1) - TL D;

YPRl(6) a RIPP.T(3,1) + llIP1.Y1D(3,l) * TD

XPV(7) - PAPP.1(3,2) + IRAPP.ZD(3,2) * TLD;

7 PR(7) - PPP. T (3,2) + RIPP.YD (3,2) * TLD;

XPt (8) - il&PP.1(3.3) + PIPP.XD(3,3) * TD

YPI(8) - RAPP.Y(3,3) 6 RIPP.YD(3,3) * TLD;

I PP (9) - UAPP. Z(3,4) 4 RAPP. ID (3,4) * TLD;

!PR(9) a APP.1(3,U) 4 ltIPP.YD(3.U) 4 TLD;

Ml doaino-ceerch-a.ra-.bori2o1t1.iUsioncalcultions.

---------- RSOLUJTIONf ADVISORIES ?VALUATION ROUJTINE LOW-LBVIL LOGIC-----------
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(Calcula+(p +ho ex+(n 4 ot +h( stlbiec4 AC on thro X/FX-li-I horizon~ally and

vcr-i c-,Alv tar-cd on 'r(-PoTVo lo -he po-n- ial res-olu- on idvi-,or Ps

and thco m~aximnum -rsolu ion i lvi -orv 1trcio hr-hd.)

Cl.?AP nro~rc~ed X, Y and 7 vallur,:

12 OR~ dom mo_ sea rch _arra hor izonAl I dimr n-ion_ ca tcula~ ions;;

<Check to -eE it meiiovrcl vsre u7t bp rodoled fo- lae(r

lomino IC'e(7' 10 Drro'-ln3.>

IF (siub1rcl AC ha-, i vrrical sr-llimil alvisory or a n- alivc vertical

-esolui on +dior hat has not yet+ br-en modpled)

T4F1N CALL N~rATlV VflTT1CAL- PS SOI.JTTOn AtnVTSORY_ MODFITNG;

ISFF)P do~mino-s arch-area-verti-cal_ 1imeniofon-calcula-ions;:

lomino erch areo subir-cl _AC _calculations;

---------- nSinl,,iTnn ADVISOPIFS ':VALUAlION ROUTT NF HTGH-T.EVEL LOGIC ------
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OPOCSS domino search_area sublect _ C_calculations:

<Calculate th domino area on *he 1,FX-list. around the sub-iec' AC based on

response o0 the potential PAS (in 'he RAPP Table) and the

maximum RA detection thresholds.

SET all XPR, YPR, 7PP to SONPOS:

PROR11 !omino searcb-areihorizontal-djmEnsion_ calculi'on,;:

<DeterminE if negaliVC 7ertical ilviso-iet3 iust be inolplei for la,7r

domino delecjon processing.',

IF (((VSL "2 SDOMNP) 2F. (INCLMB E!Q 3DON4P) OR (MDSC E.Q SDOiNP))

44D ((RSP4Dl n SPALSY) OR (FSP4D2 E2 $PALS'!)))

"'IRN CALL NE2-ATIVE VEIRTICAL_ RESOLOTION_ ADVISORYMNODELINIG

IN (ACID-, VEWRA)

El SE:OUT (RAP?):

P1E7FORII do!!j-no sea-jch area vertical dimen:3ion calculations;

XL. = 111(v

YL = 114N (I??(*

Z 1 = I AX (ER()

7L =41 (:P

END dA.mino s-earch area subjec RCca lculations;

---------- RESOLITION ADVISORIES EVAL9ATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LO1IC -------
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ZMOU domino search areavertical-dimension calculations;

<Determine the extent of the subject AC during the domino interval in the

vertical dimension. Since all paths are linear, the projections may be made

from t he first domino projected position for each path.>

I (any horiontal-only advisories are potential resolution advisories)

P.l project subject XC ahead on current vertical path from the

first RAPP Table entry for 3 * scan time * max vert tau

detection threshold%

(climb is a potential resolution advisory)

.THEN project first entry in RAPP Table ahead 3 = scan time C max

vertical tau detection threshold:

( (descend is a potential resolution advisory)

ZAU project first entry in RAPP Table ahead 3 C scan time *

max vertical tau detection threshold;

I (a don't descend or limit descend is a potential resolution advisory)

LM project first entry in RAPP table ahead 3 * scan time C

max vertical tau detection threshold;

I (a don'+ climb or limit climb is a potential resolution advisory)

MY . project first entry in PAPP tahle ahead 3 * scan time +

max vertical tan detection threshold;

J12 doainosearcharea_vertical_diteneloncalculations;

-ISOLUTION ADVISORIRS ?VALUATION BO0T112 HZI -LEVYL LOGIC
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PROCISS lomino search area verticaldimnsiou..clculatiols;

IF ((LFT _U SDOINP) 21 (EGT :_ $00f10P)- 21 (ULFfU3GT U SDOMUP))

THEYZ! ?(l) = RILPP.Z(1,1) + RkPP.Zt(1,1) * (DOMSRCH * STS'TZf.SCkWT 4- TiDfl,

IF ((CLMB 12 IDORNP) UR (LFTCLMB 12 SDOF UP) 21 (RGTCLMD flM IDOMNP))

THEN ZPR(2) =R&PP.Z(2,1) + RAPP.ZDC2,1) * (DONSRCH * SYST3".SCkVT + TLD):.

S((2DSC 12 UDOUMP) 2B (LFTDSC 12 IDOIP) 2! (RGTDSC Z2 SDOBUP))

THV ZPR(3) =RAPP.Z(3,1) +RAPP.ZD(3,1) a (DOMSRCH * SYSTES.SCAIT + TLD);

THE SPE (4) = RAPP.Z(4.1) + I4LPP. (4,1) * (DOHSRCH * SYSTEM. SCAhIT + TLDIl

IF (NCLUB EQ SDOM1UP)

THEN ZPR(5) = RAPP.Z(5,1) + B&PP.ZD(5,1) *(DORSRCH SYSTER.SCIINT + TLD);

W)f domino-sear-harea-ericaldiaflsiof.calculatiofls;

--------- RESOLUTION AovisoBIrzS EALUATrow ROUTINE LOW-L2VIL LOGIC-------
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PROCESS 2IlistbackvardAdomiuo ssarch;

<Search backwards (decreasing I valueur on the RI-list until the lover domino

search limit in reached or there are no more AC. Do not include state vectors

that are signposts or &C that are currently in conflict with the subject IC.

Also, don't include AC in a final approach zone if the subject AC is also

in a final approach sone.1

Get next AC in direction of decreasing X on EI-list;

ZIlU ((to more ACI 21 (I position of next AC 12 lower I limit));

JZ ((next AC not in a conflict. pair with the subject 1C) jLU

(next state vector is not a signpost) M
(both AC are not in final approach zones))

IMl Z (next AC Y position within T search limits)

:I =11 Zfl dominocoarsesceenaltitudeconflicttest;

112L291;
INDLooP;

M__ E_listbackwarddomino search;

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISONINS NVALVITAOX ROUTINE U1GI-LITIL LOGIC
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PVOCESS PPjlist-backvnrd douino search;

Loop:

Get next AC in direction of decreasing I on El-list;

ZITI? ((no sore AC) U1 (I position of next AC 11 lower I limit));

I. ((next AC not in a conflict pair with the subject AC) Jl

(WT&C.SPIDFG 12 SFALSE). M2

(both AC are not in a final approach zone))

THUE U ((TL LJ NITAC.T) jLJ (NITAC. L TV))

XfFZ Ff domino coarse screenaltitude conflict test;

1L 1:

ENDLOOP:

!ND E Xlist-backward domino search;

------- SOLUTIO ADVISOUI2S EVALUATION IUOUTI LOW-LZVZL LOGIC -------------
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P~octsS Exlist~oino.search:.

<This procedure performs the search of the EX-list around the

subject AC vithin the domino coarse screen search limits.>

P1RFOR1 SX-Iist.forvard..Aosino-soorch;

PIO1RI EX-list-backward-domino search;

END El-li sltdomino search*;

--------- RSOLUION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE SIGN-LEVEL LOGIC ------
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PROM~S ERIliq-tominoseach;

PIPFOR9 Ellistforvard_4ominosearch;-

1111211 ET-lit-.backward..ouino-search;

END EXlistdoainosarcb;

--------- RTSOIAJYIOU ADVISOIES uVA::::zOu ROUT!I LOW-LZVII. LOGIC-------



PPOCFSS 'X_ li';_ lomino searchlimits_calculations:

<CilIculmle *h EX-list domino search limits by adding the n-list object AC

domino buffer area 4o the subject AC domino area.>

Add maximum horizon+al range for object AC to upper X r Y values of subject AC

domino area;

Suhbrac+ maximum horizontal range for object AC from lower X & Y valuer ot

sublec, AC domino area;

Add miximum vertical range for object AC to upper 7 value o subject AC Momino

area;

Sub+rac' maximum vertical range from lower Z value of subject AC domino area;

END Ellist _dominosearchlimits calculations;

- SOLUTTON ADVISORIES VTALATITOW POUTIw RIGR-LEVFt LOGrC
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XUJ *XNIX + RMAX:

TU = THAI + iRHAI;

ZEI - AI * ZNX!:

Tt - XMIN - MI

t = T'IN - 1R5AX;

7L= ZMIN - ZMX:

ID EX list domino se _hlimits calculations;

------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUINE~ LOO-LEZUL LOGIC -------
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POC3m 21listforvard-doaino search;

<Search forward (increasing I values) on the lI-list until the upper domino

search limit is reached or there are no more AC. Do not include state vectors

that are signposts or AC that are currently in conflict with the subject 1C.

Also, don't include &C in a final approach zone if the subject AC is also

in a final approach zone.>

L.21;

Get next AC in direction of increasing I on 31-list;

ILU (no more IC 21 I position of next AC 2T upper I limit);

11 ((net AC not in a conflict pair with the subject AC) &U

(next state vector is not a signpost) LDI

(both AC are not in final approach zones))

iI ~1 (next AC T pnsitton within Y search limits)

IM P111OR1 dominocoarse screen-altitude conflict test;

=1 EX_ls t forwarddomino search;

- SOLUZION ADVISOIES EVALUATAON ROUTINE EICH-LIVYL LOGIC -------------
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PROCESS El-list-forward domino_searchl

Get next AC in direction of increasing I on EX-list;

E!Xrt (no more AC a I position of next IC 2 upper I limit);

I ((next AC not in a conflict pair with the subject AC) AND

tWITAC.SPID!G :22 SPALSE) AND

(both AC are not in a final approach zone))

TI _ ( (TL kT NITAC. T) AND (NIT&C. Y LT Y))

THN PgEFORM domino coarse screen altitude conflict test;

VVDLOOP;

END EXlist- forward domino-search:

-ESOLUTION ADVISORIES rVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PiOCSS 'T list object_AC domino bufferareacalculations;

<Calculate the maximum dislance that an NC on the FX-list can travel

during the dominc projection interval. This distance is based on

the maximum sveed of an AC on the EX-list, an assumed vertical

velocity and the maximum detection thresholA values. The max immpAiate

range threshold must be added to the horizontal range.>

Calculae the maximum horizontal range as: max TX-List speed limit *

(modeling delay period * 4 * scan time + max detectiin threshold) +

max immediate range hreshold;

Calculate aaximum vertical range as: max vertical speed limi*

(modeling delay period + 4 * scan time + mar *eection threshold);

END El_listobject AC domino_bufferarea-calculations;

RESOLUTION ADYISORTES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGI-LVEL LOGIC
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PIOCZSS 2X!lst-object-Aouino..butfrare.calculations;

2MhZ ZIVEL -(DILLY + DONSCASS * SYTI!N.SCAU? + TLD) 4 PDYIL.tCOlTR(3)*

29X CSCREEV.ZPIS? * (D2L&Y + DONSCARS 0 STSTIN.SC&U? 14 TLD);

!1D12 Ellist objectAC dosino bufferaroa ca~culations;

--------- wvqoL7?!1 AUZSOI!IS TVhLUAT!OR IOUYIVI LOW-LIulL LOGIC ---------
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P80ES feature aircraft farjfromradar;

<If either AC is 'far' from the radar, -azimuth data becomes less reliable.

Therefore, attempt to resolve the conflict using vertical-only advisories.>

i (either AC is far from 
t
he radar)

Get next resolution advisory data set;

EXITIF (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

IF (this is a verti.cal dimension only resolution advisory set)

TM SET this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this RADS total value;

- ME:
I ID LOOP;

?ND featureaircraftfar froradar;

RESOLUTIOW ADVISORIES EIALUATIOW ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PU2S33 feature aircraft far from radar:

S(((&CZD1.ie*2 * &CXDI.5*02) §1 lDISTR)

(ICTD**2 * kCID2.T**2) J1 ID!STR))

Get the next resolution advisory data set:.

ZhUTI (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

L~(Tu&DS.HOUIZ J2 SMLSE)

lID?3DS.FZ&TSITS(9) a STEVE;

TRLDS.VALIUZ TRADS.V&LUE + FAIUGT;

flU:

Ufeature aircraft far from radar;

---------- IISOLWJT!OU ADVISON12S EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL. LOGIC -------



?, 7 tea t
u r(,_arcrt Ion tind laproach;

<1 f either maneuvered AC is in a final approach zone and is slov, attempt to

:,solve the contlict using horizontal-only advisories.>

T_[ (Pither AC is in a final approach zone AND that IC is maneuvered

AND that AC has a velocity that is not fast)

Ge* -he next resolution advisory data set;

XTIF (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

IF (this is a horizontal dimension only set)

TH?4 SFT this feature:

Add this feature's weight to this RADS total value;

7N)LOOP:

- t'; . I+:'r ircraft on final_ approach;

----------- RESOtUTION ADVISORIES LVAL13ATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCES feature-aircra ft_on_fiualapproach;

ZZ M(ACIDI.?&Z fl SPAZO) M2l (ISPNDI 12 STRUI) Anf (&CIDI.VSQ Ll VFASTSQ))

21 ((ACID2. PAZ Bl SFAZO) Inf (23PYDZ y& STjuD) L12

(ACID2.VSQ &T YPASTSQ)))

Got the next resolution advisory data set;

EXTI (all resolution advisory data sets processed):

ZZ (TRADS.V!TPT 12 $FALSE)

ThEN TRADS.FEA'rEITS(16) -STUD;

TEADS.VALUE TRADS.VAL3E + FAZUGTj

TL SE2:

NDt feature aircraft on final aoproach;

---------- ESOLUTION ADVISON12S EVALUATION ROUI LOU-LBZL LOGIC ------
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PROCIS feature_big_horzontal iiss distance;

<If an advisory set with a horizontal component is projected to provide a

large horizontal separation, attempt to use that advisory set to resolve the

conflict. The separation threshold used is larger if either of the &C are

sensed to be turning by the tracker.>

If (neither IC is turning)

THE use default separation threshold;

use larger separation threshold;

1ees;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

11111! (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

1! (there is a horizontal component to this set)

TJ J IF (modeled horizontal separation J2 threshold)

SI T ~ this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this BIDS total value;

ILh~;

VIDLOOP:

Ej featurebighorizontalsiss distance;

- SOLUTIOV IDVISOIEIS 2VILVATTn" POOTrI UI1G-LvYn LOGIC -------------
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PIOCISS feature big horizontal miss distance;

S((ACID1.TURYU SSTtIGLFT) M2 (ICIDI.TOU Ui SSTIUGEGT) Mi

(AC!02.TURN iJ SSTRNGLF?) %.VD (kCID2.TUDI U~ ISTRNGR-.T))

m4 HUHN - 1DHSQ;

JW 1DHM - MDHRSQ;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

EXITI? (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

If (TRADS.HOPIZ 2 $ TRUE)

THEN IF (HND2(TRRDS.INDEX1,TRIDS.IUDEX2) gTIDM

STRIDS.PFETBITS(21) - STRO!;

TEADS. VALUE =TEADS.VALUF + BIGHWGT;

ELSE;

ENDLOOP;

BID feature big horizontal miss distance;

---------- RSOLUTION ADVIS0O12S IVILUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS feature big verticalmissdistance;

<If an advisory set with a vertical component is projected to provide a large

vertical separation, attempt to use that advisory set to resolve the

conflict.>

LooP;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

!XITIF (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

L. (there is a vertical component to this set)

~lII (modeled vertical separation JZ threshold)

Tj1J ME this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this RADS total value;

INDLOOP;

PRO featurebigvertical miss distance;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES IVALGATION ROUTINE *IGH-LRVYL LOGIC
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PRQCMS feature-big vertical siss distance;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

ZZITIP (all. resolution advisory data sets processed);

ZIP (TRADS.IEI? 12 ST292)

UI!j (VMD(TRADS.INDZI3) 9T ISEP-2)

111TRIDS.FE&TBITS(20) -SIP

TRADS.WR1LUE = 1RIVS.YALUT * IGVVGT;

END feature big vertical iss _distance;

---------- B2OLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION 900TIN3 LOU-LZYIL LOGIC -------
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PROCISS feaure-biggest separation fornegatives;

<This feature breaks ties among potential resolution advisories with NEGATYVE

se+ by detersining which advisory set exceeds its 'negative suffices'

threshold by the largest factor. QSEP values are used as a final tie-breaker

if necessary. >

Maximum ratio = 0;

Maximum QSEP = 0;

LOOP; < Repeat for each maximum-value RA in IRDS list. >

jF (this RA is horizontal)

IM ratio = appropriate separation value from HMD matrix /

horizontal 'negative suffices' threshold;

ELSE < RA is vertical. >

Ratio = (appropriate separation value from VMDl matrix /

vertical 'negative suffices' threshold)**2;

I (ratio for this RA GT maximum ratio)

THEN Set best-Rh pointer to point to this RA;

maximum ratio = ratio for this RA;

Maximum QSEP = QSEP value for this RA;

ELSEI (ratio for this RA "g maximum ratio)

THEN IF (QSEP value for this Rh _U maximum QSEP)

THEN Set best-Rh pointer to point to this Rk;

Maximum QSEP = QSEP value for this RI;

OTHERWISE;

Uhf! (all maximum-value RAS examined);

Uj this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this RIDS total value;

.JD featurebiggestseparation for-negatives;

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATIOW ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROM!SS featarebigqestseparationfornegatives;

flu (RATIO, YSEP, MAIRATIO, NAXQSIP)

51I1ATIO -0;

9AXQSIP 0;

LOOP; < Repeat for each uarimum-valuo 21 in RIDS list. >

U(TRADS.BOPIT J STRUT)

:JUZN RATIO -RRD2(TRADS.IRDZI1, TRADS.110E12) / DTHM;

IMU 1.1 (RSPIIi J STRUT jJn RSPWD2 "g STUI)

T SEP - NDA(SLEV3),.

~JJVSEP a VMDA(TRADS.INDEZ3):
RATIO - (VS2P / ASEP) CC?

IF (RATIO GT N9AITIO)

=Wj Set RADSPTIR to point to this RA;

NAXRATIO =RATIO;

MAZOSEP =QSrP2(TRADS.IWD1!XI, TRIDS.1110E12, TRADS.110E13);

ELSE!?F (RATIO 19 MAXPATIO)

IU (QStP2(TRADS.IWDZX1, TIRS.INDZX2, T~k0S.IWDEI3) J1 MAXQSIP)

ZW RADSPTR - ?RIDS;

MAXQSZP - QSEP2(TRADS.INDEX1, TRIDS.INDpr2, TRIDS.INDE13);

2TH111hz

EXITIF (all maximum-valu. Rks examined);

PADSPTF.?EATBXTS(25) - STRUT;;

RIDSPTV.VALUE - 1AOSPTI.VAL01 + BSEPIUGT;

fl fatur*_biqqet~sparatioa~eor.neqatives;

----------- oLuTiow ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTIN2 LOW-LEVEL L091C -------
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PROM featurebiggest-separation-for-positives;

(This feature breaks ties among potential resolution advisories with NEGATIVE

not set by choosing the advisory net with the largest PSIP value.

QSZP values are used as a final tie-breaker if necessary. >

taximus PSEP = 0;

maximum QSEP a 0;

L22.; < Repeat for each maximum-value RA in BADS list. >

J] (PSIP value for this RI U maximum PSIP)

IM Set best-Ri pointer to point to this R:

Nazimum PSIP - PSIP value for this Ii:

Naximum QSIP = QS2P value for this RI;

ZLAI (PSEP value for this DA Ng maximum PSEP)

Z3 tQSMP value for this Di g2 maximum QS2P)

TfIM So best-ti pointer to point to this I&;

maximum QSXV = QS21 value for this 21;

n(all aximum-value Ris examined);

ifl this feature;

add this feature's weight to this BIDS total value;

U2D feature_biggestseparationforpositives;

22SOLUTIOI ADYISOVIIS hV&LUATION ROUTINE EGR-LUVUL LOGIC
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PIOC? S feature biggest separation for positives;

S(MAIPP, HAXQS);

MIPSEP - 0:

"1XOSrP - 0;

&20R: < Repeat for each iaximus-value 11 in RIDS list. >

UP (ps2P2(TRADS.INDEX1, T~ADS.INDBX2, TRADS.ZUDL!!3) j1 MIIPSEP)

MM IADSPTN - TRIOS:

MKIPSIP - PSEP2(TIRDS.1UU1021,3RD.1fl312, YRIDS.IUD213);

MIIQSEP -QSEP2(TRIDS.IUDZI. TUIDS.IND212, TRIDS.110113) ;

-931f IF (QSEP2(TRADS.INDEX1, TUADS.IIIDEZ2, TPXDS.INDNZ3) J1 flIZQSZPI

TM!I RADSPTR - ?IAS;

MIIQSEP -QS2P2(TRIDS.INDI, TRkDS.1110112,

TRIDS.INDZ13) ;

OTH21RIS!

EXITIP (all maximum-value ills examined);

!lynoop;

PA £DSPTR.V!IT3ITS(2S) =TROR:

RIDSP!R.VILUE RIDSPTI..VILUZ + BIPPUGT;

"D featurebiggestseparationforpositives;

--------- *?SOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUAION ROUTINE LOW-LIVIL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS featurecospatiblewithturn;

<If this advisory set has a horizontal component, a
t tempt to use it to resolve

the conflict if the horizontal maneuver is compatible with the tracker sensed

horizontal turn status of each AC.)

Uoo1:

Get the next resolution advisory data set:

ITL! (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

It (there is a horizontal component to this advisory set)

jF (horizontal maneuvers in this set are compatible with

turn status for each maneuvered AC)

ZUR SfT this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this BADS total value:

IWLU

IDLOOP;

Z featurecompatiblewithturn;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC --------------
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PROCESS feature coupatible witb turn;

LOOP:

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

X=m (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

_XF (TRADS.HORIZ Ug STRgE)

TRZ U ((CO!MPATTS(ACIDI.TUEU.TRADS.e1) ng STPUS-)

"D~ (COMPATTS (1CI02.TURN, TRADS.H2) MQ $TRUE))

STRADS.FEATBITS(19) -STRIE;

TRADS.VALUE =TPADS.VALUE + COMWTWGT;

!NID feature compatible wit hturn:

---------- RSOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUITIOW ROUTINE LOV-LEVL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS feature-deliverable;

<If this is the first time advisories are being selected for this pair, then

this advisory set may be considered for selection only if it contains negative

advisories or if it provides greater separation than if the AC were to receive

no advisories.>

IF (this is the first time resolution advisories are being selected for

this pair)

THEN LOOP;

Get the next resolution advisor! data set:

EXTF(all resolution advisory data sets processed);

S((Separation obtained by responding to this resolution

advisory set j~projected separation for neither AC

maneuvering) O (negative resolution advisories are

sufficient))

TH~EN SET this feature:

Add this feature's weight to this BADS total value:

Add this feature's weight to this BADS value used

for domino logic processing;

ENDLOOP;

ELSE LOOP;

Get the next BADS;

EXITIF (done all BADS);

SET this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this RADS total value:

Add this feature's weight to this BADS value used for domino

logic processing;

ENDLOO:

END feature-deliverable;

--------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVLUITION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC-------
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PROV!SS feature deliverable:

I!((Pt!C.aci.PHflAN LQ SNULLE'!S) MJ (PREC.ac1.PVMAW 12 SNULL22S) jf"

(P1RC.ac2.PHMAM 12 SNULLIES) An (PRC.ac2.PVNAU 1U SNULLRES))

THEN LOOP:

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

EXVII (all resolution advisory data sets processed):

JI ((PS-,P2(TRADS.INDEX1.TRADS.INDEr2,TRADS.INDT13 2

PSEP2(2,2, 1)) OR (TRADS.NEGATIVP 12 STPUIP))

THEN~ TRuDS.?EATBITS(l) - STRUZ;

T'RkS.YALOE - TRADS.VALUE + DELUGT:

TRIDS.DOBVFILUE = TEADS.DOHVY&LUE + DELVGT;

ENDLOOP;

VISE LOOP;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

EXITIF (all resolution advisory data sets processed):

TRADS.FEATBITS(1) =STPUE;

TRADS.VAIU? = 'RADS.VALUE + DELWGT;

TRADS.DOIMVALUE =TRADS.'DONVALU? + DELWGT;

?IOTOOP;

!40 feature deliverable;

---------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEV.L LOGIC-------
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PROCESS feature_dimension-available;

<Consider this advisory set for selection only if all of its components are

comoatible with the resolution advisories currently being sent to each AC.>

LOOP:

Get the next RADS;

K.II! (done all RADS) ;

M_ dimension available fea~ure;

Get next AC of subject pair;

EXITIP (done both aircraft 2j dimension available feature not set)

. ((the horizontal resolution advisory in this resolution

advisory set is compatible with the resolution

advisory in the conflict table entry) A1.

(t he vertical resolution advisory in this

resolution advisory set is compatible with the

resolution advisory in the conflict table entry))

ELSE CLEAR dimension available feature;

ENDLOOP;

I? (this feature is set)

T add this feature's weight to this RADS total value:

Add this feature's weight to this RIDS value used for domino

logic processing;

ENDLOOP;

END feature-dimensiou_available;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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POESfeature-dimension-available;

Got the next BADS;

11TI (done all BIDS);

T3IDS.PU&?IS(2) - STIVE;

Got next %C of subject pair;

2~XII (done both aircraft 0 fRIDS.PRITR!TS(2) - SYALSE)

ZZ ((COMPAT(T3ADS.a.AcID.CT.HAN) M STIWI)

MJ, (COftPAT(TRAOS.VACID.CTE.YNAI) 12 SALSE))

MMI TRIDS.flfTSITS(2) - SPALSE;

L(TADS.F1!kTDXTS(2) J2 MTUE)

T RADS.VILUE a TADS.VILUT + DIM&VVGT;

TRkDS.DO11YILU2 TRIDS.DONYALUZ + DIMIVWGT;

J~feature dimension available;

---------- 2SOLUTIOI ADVISOR12S EVALUITION nOOurru LOW-LZYTL LOGIC-------
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PROCISS feature-doaino-logic;

<Determine if an advisory to an AC causes that AC to come in conflict with

another AC. ?valuate only those advisories tied for selection based on

features with higher priority than the domino features. Two features

are used to evaluate the domino logic: one feature is set if this

advisory causes a domino conflict for neither subject IC; the other is met

if a domino conflict is caused for only one of the subject AC.>

Loop:

Get next AC of subject pair;

IZI (both AC have been processed);

XI (this AC is maneuvered)

Get next potential resolution advisory from BIDS;

ITZ? (no more potential resolution advisories left);

XI (value of features down to domino) Z2 (value of

maximus valued potential resolution advisory))

T (neither of the domino features is set)

ZU ~I m 'neither AC domino' feature;

pnragm dominoconflictdetection;

Z11 (domino conflict detected)

ThZ! 1! ('domino conflict created for one AC'

feature is set)

~CLEAR 'domino conflict created

for one AC' feature;

SLS CLEAR 'domino conflict created

for neither AC' feature;

'IT 'domino conflict created

for one AC' feature;

MM;

PERrORM doinofeatures veight addition;

2NDLOOP;

3n feature domino_logic;

RESOLUTION IDTISORIES BVALOATION ROUTINE BIGI-LUVEL LOGIC -
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PROCESS featuredomino logic:

Get next AC of subject pair;

.uz1uIr (both AC have been processed);

S(RSPND - SIRIG)

Get next potential RA from RADS;

ITI1 (no more potential RkS left);

j~(TPADS. DOJIVALIJI _U MAXVALUE)

nlZ ((TRADS.FEUTBXTS(7) $PSALS?) Afflj

(TRADS.PZITBITS(8) JU SrLtsE))

111TRIOS. PZATITS(7) =STRUE;

PERFORM domino conflict_4etect ion;

I~(potential RA domino status variable 12 SDOMCC)

nZ ~(THADS.P!ATBIrS(S) :2 STRU?)
~JJTRADS.PEATBITS(8) = PALSE;

XLXTRIDS.UIATBITS(7) - SMASE;

TRRDS.PEA'rsITs(S) - STRO;

1111211 domino-features weight addition;

11 eatlare..domiojlogic;

-------- RSOL.UTION 1011911ORIISRALU&TXON ROUTIVP LOU-LEVIL LOGIC -------
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PROES featurefast unmaneuvered slowaneuvered;

(If one AC is unmaneuvered, and that AC has a large vert ical velocity, its

speed is such greater than the speed of the maneuvered &C, and t he AC are

approximately head-on, then attempt to resolve this conflict with a double

dimension advisory set.>

I (either AC is not maneuvered)

!iU compute track crossing angle:

Calculate ratio of squared speed of uncmded AC to squared

speed of coded AC;

((uncuded AC has a dangerous vertical velocity) hID

(speed ratio j a threshold) in

(track crossing angle is between certain limits

approximately head-on))

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

XXITIF (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

U (this is a double dimension resolution advisory

set)

•fl _ f this feature;

Add this feature's veiqht to this RADS total

value;

ENDL22P:

flf featurefast unmaneuvered slownaneuvered;

- - RSOLOTION ADVISOVIES EVALUATIOW ROUTIN? HIGI-LTVEL LOGIC
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PPOC!SS feature fast unhaneuvered slov maneuvered;

~f((RSPND1 .12 SFXLSEI 2.1 (fSPY02 12 MPLSE))

1.1compute track crossing angle; <TITH>

THEN TRATIO - ACIDI.VSQ / ICTD2.VSQ;

U (ACIDI.ZD GT ZDTW)

THE!N FSTUNCZD - STRUE;

ZI&. FSTDNCZD - $FALSZ:

ELSE TIATIO = ACID2.VSQ / ?CIDt.VSQ;

J1(ACID2.ZD GT ZDT4)

fIMl PSUCZD = STRUIZ;

31IiI PSTIJNCZD = SPILSE;

_ ((FSTIJWCZD 12 STRUE) AND (TRATIO V TATIO) AND

((TXT111 LT TITH) AND (T!TH TXTH2)))

THE" LOOP;

Get the next resolution advisory data set:

3XITI? (all resolution advisory data sets processed):

IF (TRADS.S!UGLE U SPALSE)

"21i TRADS.PEATBITS(12) - MM.O

TPADS.VALUYE TRADS.VALUZ FIICSCIGT;

INDLOOP:

rfl feature-fast-anmaneuvered slow maneuvered;

---------- ESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LUW-LIV3L LOGIC -------
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PROCISS featureinitialrosolution-advisoryselection;

<If the calling task requested single dimension advisories, attempt to select

single dimension advisories.>

(single dimension resolution advisories are requested by calling routine)

got the nezt resolution advisory data set;

Zu (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

(this resolution advisory set is single dimension)

Till iZT this feature:

ldd this fuature' eight to this ReADS total value;

END feature-initialresolutionadvisory_silecton;

----------- RISOLUTION MDYTUORXIS IY&LUMOT IOOTIlI HIGH-LEZL LOGIC
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£i2OLiS feature-initial resolution advisory selectioD:

S(SYGOIN 12 STRUE)

Get the nezt resolution advisory data sot;

!XT~ (all resolution advisory data sots nrocessmd).

S(TPADS. SINGLE U1 STRU)

THEN TRADS.P!ITBITS(17) aSTflUE:

TPADS.VALUE TRADS.VALJE *SYGLDVG':

1"D feature ±nitial resolution advisor, selection;

---------- 3SOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATIlON wouIE! LOV-LZVEL LOGrC -------
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PROCESS feature maneuvered unaneuvered conflict multi AC definition;

<An aircraft in the current conflict pair is in another conflict pair, for

which it was modeled as unmaneuvered. Calculate the separation achieved

for the previous conflict pair, based on the subject AC being maneuvered.>

SET maneuvered unmaneuvered conflict feature;

LOOP:

Get next AC from the subject pair);

EXITI? (both AC processed 21 maneuveredunmaneuvered conflict feature not set);

IF (this AC is maneuvered)

THEN IF (this is a double dimension resolution advisory)

THEN PERFOn multi AC vertical maneuvered unmaneuvered

conflict determination;

IF (maneuveredunmaneuvered conflict feature set)

TfN PERFOIJ multi AC horizontalmaneuvered_

unaneuvered-conflict determination:

E F (vertical resolution advisory in this resolution

advisory set)

TIIJ jffORIS ulti-AC verticalaneuvered_

unmanevered-conflict determination:

ZkI !II multiAC_horizontalmaneuvered_

unmaneuvered-conflict-determination;

ENDLOO:

IF (this feature is set)

TIEN add this feature's weight to this RADS total value;

Ad4 this feature's weight to this RADS value used for domino logic

processing;

featuremsaneuvered unmaneuvered conflictaultiIC definition;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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?ROCISS feat re-maneuve red -nma neavered coof lict~umultiAC def in ition;

T!RtDS.F!ATBITS(3) - STRU;

Get next AC frou the subject pair);

EXITI? (both AC processed 21. (TRIADS. FZATrTS(3) I& SFLSE)),.

IF (RSPID ~gSTIUP)

THEN (TRADS.SINGLE Qg STALS)

P111R U121 ultiAC~vertica1_maneuvereA_

onnaneuv~red-conflict-determiuetion;

<for the verticlc portion of the WA

ZZ (TRADS.FIATDITs(3) 12 STRUE)

TJ.! PER12FR multi&Chorizoutalmaa~mvsred_

unmaneuvered-conflict-determination;

<for hori: portion of the 21>

ELSE (TRADS.VERT 12 STU)

THEN PZJlOiN uultiAkqverticalmaeuvered_

unman~nyeredconflictdeteripation;

PigJJojfl ultiAChorionta~aaneuvered_

unaaneuv~redcoflict.determination:

EUD LOOP;

IP (TRADS.P!ATBITS(3) 12 STU)

ZLEN T'RADS.YALUE - TRADS.YALUE + UNNANUT;

TRADS.DONVALU! - TRADS.DONVILLD + UNNIVGT;

!ND feaure maneuvered unmaneuwered conflict multiAC definition:.

---------- RESOLUTION ADVISORISS BlALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LIVIL LOGIC ------
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P featuretmaneuvered unmaneuvered_conflicttwo.ACdefinition;

<The ?wo-aircraft Resolution logic definition of the maneuveroed unmaneuvered

conflict feature checks for previous conflict pairs in which the currently

maneuvered subject IC was modeled as unmaneuvered. For the current conflict,

do not use advisories in the dimension that was used to resolve the

previous conflict.>

Loop;

Get the next BADS;

1 (done alt BADS);

SET maneuveredunmaneuvered conflict feature;

LOOP;

Get next AC of subject pair;

?XITIY (both AC processed Uj maneuvered-unmateuvered conflict feature not

set);

I! (this AC is maneuvered)

T (there is a vertical component to this advisory set)

f two_AC_verticalmaneuveredunnaneuvered_

conflict-determination;

(maneuvered unmaneuvered conflict feature favored M2f

there is a horizontal component to this resolution

advisory)

IM MrU o twoAChorizontalmuneuveared_

unmaneuvered conflictdetermination;

IF (this feature is set)

TE add this feature's weiqht to this BADS total value;

Add this f eatures weight to this RDS value used for domino

logic processing;

EDO~OP:

fl featuremaneuveredunmaaeveredconftict_toAC_deftinition;

---------- RESOLUTION ADVISORZ S EVALUATION ROUTINE 118-LNEYL LOGIC ------
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PROCES feature maneuvered unmaneuvered conflict~twoAcdefinition;

(The Two-aircraft Resolution logic definition of the maneuveredunmaneuvered

conflict feature checks for previous conflict pairs in which the currently

maneuvered subject AC is unmaneuvered. If this condition exists, this

feature is not set.>

Get next RIDS:

=.MI (done all RIDS);

TRADS.?ZATBITS(3) STUtJ;

Get next AC of subject pair:

1XTI (both IC processed aj TtADS.P!ATBITS(3) 12 11PLSM)

i~(ISPUD U TRE

ZUI 1ZORM twolkCverti caluaneuveredunmaneuvered_

conflict-determination;

ZZ ((T1ADS.?IUIY(3) J2 ITill) Mjf (TRADS.RORIZ Z2 STRULP)

PE FORM~ twoAChorxontalaftetvered_

unnaneuwredconflict..aeteruination;

IZ (TRADS.FZATI!TS(3) j~STU)

U!TSIDS.VALUE TIRDS.TAL92 + UNEAUUGT;

TIADS.DONYILUU u TUADS.DOUVALUR 0 UUAUIGT*;

f!oteure..auuvered unmaneuvered conflict twoAC definition:

---------- RSOLUITION &DTISOIIS I,&LUAUIOU ROUTINE LOW-LEY! LOGIC -----
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112G=l feature negative resolution advisories do not reverse aaneuver;

<Attempt to select negative horizontal advisories that are compatible with the

tracker sensed turn status or negative vertical advisories that are compatible

with the vertical velocity direction of the AC.>

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

1 (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

L (negative resolution advisories are selected)

I j~(there is a horizontal component to this set)

TIJW (each maneuvered AC's horizontal turn status is

compatible with this resolution advisory

set)

_Tqf M this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this R&DS total

value;

ILil jF (each maneuvered C's vertical velocity is

compatible with this resolution

advisory set)

TJJ SET this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this

RIDS total value;

Ili feature negative resolution advisories donot reversemaneuver;

------ RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGS-LEVEL LOGIC
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PSOCISS teaurenegative-resolution advisories do not reverse saneuver;

let the next resolution advisory data set:

LIITI (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

IF(T.ADS.N6YGXIVE = STIRUE)

ThUE_ I ((COMPITTS(iCIOI.T0UR,TPIDS.91) 12 MUE) ANDt

(CONPA rS (ACIt,2.TUU,TUADS. N2) 12 STRUE))

IZj2 TRIDS.FIATBITS(11) - $TRUE;!

TPIbDS.VALUE = TEADS.71L03 + 9 RVT

IL S 1;

(COMPATZD (ACID2.ZD, TiADS. V2) STI)

STRADS.FATBITS(11) -=TM

TRADS.YALUE TilADS.VALUE + NDNRNWGT:

ImSE:

!Notoop.

?40 fea'irenegative :esoltion advisoriesdo not reverse maneuver:

---------- ESOLUTION ADVISORiIES !VALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LMVL LOGIC -------
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PROCZS fea'ire negative resolution advisories suffice;

<Attempt to use negative resolution advisories to resolve the conflict.>

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

BT? (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

L (negative resolution advisories are sufficient)

IM M this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this BADS total value;

11.D feature_negativeresoltion-advisoriessuffice:

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGI-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS featurenegativeremolltionuadvjusore*~fficg2

3et the next resolution advisory data met:

EXITI? (all resolution advisory data sots processed);

TF (!IADS.N2GATIVE JM STNUI)

TBEU TRADS.FLPITS!TS(1O) m STION;

TU&IDS.?IL02 = YR&DS.V&LUS + ISOTt

FDfeature neast±Te..resolotion advisories suffJic.:

---------- RISOT.UTION AD113021US IILUOIOU IOM Il LON-LZYT.t L002C ---- -
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PR'f.. feature.nojlevel.off.tiiSeforvorticals:

<If the RC do not have time to level-off vertically before they cross altitude,

attempt to use an advisory set with a horizontal component to resolve this

conflict.>

I ((vertical tau 21 time to vertical crossover) inf

(vertical tau 1T time to level-off)}

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

UXITF (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

UF (there is a horizontal component to this resolution advisory)

T fl this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this TADS total value;

U-sI:

INDLOO:

I featureno_levelofftime_forverticals;

SOLUTION IDYISORIUS UTALUATIQI ROUTINE HISR-LUTIL LOGIC
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POESfeature-no level oft time _for verticals;

Got tbP Dext resolution advisory data set;

fZZ= (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

It (TUIDS.90Z IM STEVE)

UnTt&bS.1flT3ITS(t4) STE:

TRIDS.VALV3 - TRADS.flLVI + NOLBVi§T;

~fleature no level off tise for verticals;

12SOLT1ON &DVORIIS ITALOlATZON ROIT12 LON-LEVEL L031ZC ---- -



PROCISS featurenonresponsetopositiveresolutionadvisoriesdetected;

<If the Master Resolution Task has detected that the AC are not responding to

single dimension positive advisories, attempt to resolve the conflict with

double dimension (positive) advisories.>

IF (double dimension resolution advisories are requested by calling routine)

THIN km;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

NXITIJ (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

I (this is a double dimension resolution advisory set)

=N M this feature;

Idd this feature's weight to this RADS total value;

ENDLOOP;

LWD featurenonresponse topositive resolutionadvisoriesdetected;

-ISOLUTION IDTISO2IS ZYILUATIOU ROOTI3 l1G8-LBV L LOGIC
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POISfeature nos response to positive resolution advisoriesdetected;

S(SIUIR Z& SPALS!)

Get ths next resolution advisory data set;

ZIT. (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

U (TDADS.SINGLE 12 SPALSE)

1IIYADS.FRATBITS(IS) - STROU;

TR&OS.Y&LUE a TI&DS.VALUI + Wl!SPWGY;

M~ featurenonresponsetopositive resolution advisories detected:

--------- RSOLUTION ADVISORIES TvILUATION 'ROUTINE LOW-LIulL LOGIC-------
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PO Sfeature PSEP-GESEPI;

<Attespt to use advisories that provide at least a minimum amount of

separation.>

Get the next resolution advisory data set:

EUTI (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

I (predicted separation for response to this resolution advisory set jU

separation threshold)

T fl this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this RADS total value;

Add this feature's veight to this DADS value used for domino

logic processing;

9.D featurePSEPGZSZP;

RESOLUTION AD!VS'It?!S EVALUATION ROUTIl EIG-LITVI LOWZc
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PROCESS featarePSPGESEPI;

LOOP:

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

!xjfl? (all resolution advisory data sets processed),

1? (PSEP? ( &DS. INDEX , TRDS. INDE12,TR&DS. INDEX3) GLZ RESILDT.SEP1)

ThUR1ADS.FBATBITS(a) -=Rt

TRADS.Y&LUZ = TI&DS.Y&LUE + PSBPIVGT2;

TI&DS.DOMVkLUE TRADS.DORVALJ! PSEPIWG?:.

ELSE:

?NDf feaire_?SEPG!_SP1;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------
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- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

PROCESS featurePSEPGESEP2;

maximum separation for single dimension advisory sets;

CLEA maximum separation for double dimension advisory sets;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

M (all reslution advisory data sets processed);

F (all absolute features are set for this RADS)

T111 jF (this is a single dimension RIDS)

THEN save matimun of this RIDS predicted separation and

previously saved maximum for single dimension

advisory sets;

ES save maximum of this RIDS predicted separation and

previously saved maximum for double dimension

advisory sets;

EUDLOOP;

St? separation threshold for single dimension advisories to maximum of

minimum acceptable threshold and a percentage of the maximum

separation saved for single dimension advisory sets;

SIT separation threshold for double dimension advisories to maximum of

siniume acceptable threshold and a percentage of the eaxiaus

separation saved for double dimension advisory sets;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

fXITU (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

IF (predicted separation for response to this resolution advisory set J

separation threshold)

= this feature:

Add this feature's weight +o this RIDS total value;

featurePSRGZ_SVP2;

- SOLDTIO IDYISOUU2S EVILUITION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCES featurePSBPGESP2;

ZL. (NIXSEPS. NAMKSPO, SMPS, SZP20);

ISEPS =0;

RAISMP 0;

LOOP;

Get the next BADS;

rYITI' (all RIDS processed);

U((THIDS.PEATBITS(l) 12 ST202) In~ (TRADS..PUJTBITS(2) X2 $TRE) J

(TRADS.MTITS(3) f& STU))

:MLV I (TRIDS.SIYGLE .1 SU)

THlEY ISEPS = NIQIAIS!PS.PSZP2 (TRIOS. INOEX1,?RIDS. IND!12,

TRIDS.INUOU3));

ELSE MhXSEPO = NII(NIXSEPD.PSEP2 (T"UDS.IUVDEX1,TRIDS.I1lD!12,

THRADS. IND? X3))

ENOLOOP;

SMPS = STP2XP RAISEPS;

SEP20 = SEP2%P * SkISEPO;

SEP25 = 1LX(RESkDV.SEP1,SEP2S);

SP20 - MAR(RESkDV.SEP1,S2P2D):,

LOOP;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

MrTI? (all resolution advisorT data sets processed);

L~(TRADS. SINGLE U2 SERE)

TMl (PSEP2(TRIDS.INDEXI.ThIDS.IUDEX2.TUIDS.IND13) jSEPS)

MMlJ ?UIDS.F21T9TTS(18) - STRGE:

TRIDS.VALUE - TRIDS.YILUE + PS2P2UGT;

ELSE j~(PSEP2 (TRIDS. IND311, ?BADS. IIDE12,TRIDS. IND213) G2 SIM2)

~1!TRIDS.FERTBITS(18) - STU;

TRADS.7ALIE =TRADS. VALUE + PSEP2VGE:

feeturePSEPGESEP2;

-------- ESOLU.TION ADVISORIES EVALUAION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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PRCZESS feature reinforce resady from non connected site or BCIS;

<Determine if either maneuvered AC has a resolution advisory from another ATARS

site or from BCAS. If so, attempt to use an advisory set that reinforces the

advisories from the-other source.>

!L21 othersourcesresolutionadvisorydeteruination;

I (either AC is receiving a resolution advisory from a non-connected site 21

BCaS)

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

EXI (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

IF (the resolution advisories in this set reinforce the

resolution advisories from the other source)

Tall = this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this BADS total value;

Add this feature's weight to this BADS value used

for domino logic processing;

EW2LO2P;

IND feature reinforce resadvfromnon connected site or-BCAS;

RESOLTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE DIGI-LEVEL LOGIC
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POCESS feature-reinforce-res-adv-from non-connected-site-orBCAS:

P!P.FO~n other-sources-resolution advisory determination;

J~ (f05NRANt M! SWULLR2S) 2P (OSNN&N2 "~ SMULLRES)

01(OSYMAIl M! SNULLRES) 2 (oSVNPM2 aj INULLRES)~

'"HEY IM

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

2XZIL (all resolution advisory data sets processed):

Ir (BEN?(R1INPTU&S.OSSHNII2)_ STUE OTIR)

(R3INP(Tl&DS.T1 ,OSNA12) 12 MUEO) Pa

(lt!ZN?(TR1DS.V1,0?SVHAM12J 2 STUEl))P

THEN TRADS.FEATBITS(5) -= E

TRADS.VAL12 = TE&DS.V&LUE + 0T1HSTWGT;

TRLDS.DOMVILOE - T1ADS.DOHVALUE + OTHSTVGT;

~1TM0P;

!ND fealure-rein force res ad, from non connected-site_orSCAS;

---------- ESOLUTION &DVISORIES ETILIJITION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------
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PIOC23 featurqereinforces_prior_resolutionadvisorien;

<ttempt to use an advisory set that reinforces the advisories selected

previously for this pair.>

LOOP:

Goet the next resolution advisory data set;

ULZUTI (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

ZZ (any resolution advisory in this set reinforces a resolution

advisory in the pair record))

=W In this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this RIDS total value;

ENDLOOP:

IND feature reinforcesprior-resolution-advisories:

WISOLUwION ADVISOIUS ZVALUAIZON IOTIE HlIOW-LITIL LOGIC
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P2ICZ1S fe*at are-reioforce s prior re so lutiou advisor ies;

Get the next resolution advisory data sot;

!111? (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

IF((TR!IF(TRtDS.HlPREC.ac1.PohA3) Xg 5730!) 21
(l!INV(2IDS.H2,P2ZC.ac2.p~HHI) t2 STlO!) 23
(t!IUF(T2XDS.V1,P22C.ac.PV&1) 12 SMUE) 21

(111Y (?IDS. V2,*PRIC. ac2. PYHN) IM 3153)))

!3ITRADS.PZAUI?5(22) a 3115;

TRIDS.YILUZ - !IDS.VALUZ # REPIIT:

MULOOP

M~ feature reinforces prior resolution advisories;

---------- RSOLvIOI MrVsourZs ?VALUATION 305111! LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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P feature reinforces turn:

<Attempt to select an advisory set with a horizontal component that reinforces

a tracker sensed turn.>

LooP;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

1ITF (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

Ll (there are horizontal components to this set)

T91Y U (any horizontal resolution advisory reinforces a tracker

sensed turn)

§=T this feature:

Add this feature's weight to this RADS total value;

ELSE;

ELSE;

ENDLOOP;

END featurereinforcesturn;

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATIOW ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC -----------
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PIROCTSS feature reinforces turn;

Get the next resolution advisory data set:

=.UI (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

i(TRIDS.HORUZ 12 Snt)

TIN (((kCID1. ,URu 1 SSTRtVoRGT) %NO

(nT&DS. El 12 wit)~ ) g

((ACIDI.TIEI AQ SSTINGLT) 1ID

((kCID2.TURN 12 SSTRWUGRGT) IND

(TRIDS. 82 12 STRI) OR

((kCID2.TtYRN 12 SSTRYGLFT) AND

(TRADS.82 12 STL) ))

T91Ik3DS.FEITBITS(24) = TPE

T3&DS.V&LU? TR&DS.VLr, + FETITVGr;

ENDLOOP;

~1ND feature reinforces turn;

----------- OLIO &VVISORrS EVALU&TZON ROUTI2Nt LOU-LSVEL LOGIC -------
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PROC!SS featurespeedcheck:

<I! a maneuvered AC has a large velocity, attempt to resolve the conflict with

an advisory set containing a vertical component. Otherwise, if all

maneuvering AC have a small velocity, attempt to use an advisory set with a

horizontal component.>

I (a maneuvered AC has a horizontal velocity that is considered fast)

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

EXITIF (all resolution advisory data sets processed):

IF (this resolution advisory set has a vertical component)

T __R St! this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this RADS total value:

ELSE;

INDLOOP;

TLSE IF (all maneuvering AC have a horizontal velocity that is

considered slow)

THEN LOO.P:

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

!XITI? (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

IF (this resolution advisory set has a horizontal

component)

=fl th:s feature;

Add this fekture's weight 
t
o this RIDS total

value;

INDLOOP

~Dfeature speed~check:

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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f eaturespeed check;

((flSPID2Z2 3S !O) M (&CID2.VSQ J1 VY&STSQf))

THEM tofOP;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

!IIP (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

il(TRADS.2T IMl $? SRUB)

fjTRADS.PZATD!?S(23) - MTUE;

TIDS.Y&LUE - TRADS.VALUZ + SPDCKUGT;

VID LOOP;

aLI (((RSPNDI 12 SPALSE) Uj (ACID2.YSQ 11 VSLOVSQ)) AND

((RSPUD2 J2 SPALSE) U (RCID2.VSQ I: VSLOWSQflj

TRER 12u;

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

!.11.1 (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

I!(TtADS.RORI2 n STRUE)

!ITtADS.FZATBITS(23) - STUD;

TRADS.VLUE TU&DS.VALJ! + SPDCXVGT;

TI featurespeedcbeck;

---------- PSOLUTION ADVISORIES EUILUMYOI ROUTINE LOU-LEVZL LOGIC -------
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PEOCES featureterrain-or-obstacle-alert;

<If either AC is receiving a terrain or obs
t
acle alert, attempt to resolve the

conflict with horizontal-only advisories.>

I? (a terrain or obstacle avoidance warning is being given)

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

. (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

U (this is a horizontal dimension only resolution advisory set)

MZL SfT this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this RIDS total value;

Add this feature's weight to this RADS value used

for domino logic processing;

ENDLOOP;

!ND feature terrain or obstacle alert;

--------- RSOLUTION ADVISORIES IVALUATION ROUTINE NIGH-LEVEL LOGIC

13-P130
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PROCISS feature-terrainorobstaclealert;

(either AC is receiving a terrain or obstacle alert)

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

L (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

((?PRDS.SINGLE 12 STRUEt) An (TRADS.8OuIZ 12 STRUE))

IM TRADS.YBATUITS(6) - STRUE;

TRADS.VALUE - TRADS. VALUZ * TZOBWGT:

TRADS.DONVALOR ThADS.DONVALDN + TEROBIGT;

M feature_*errain_or obstacle alert;

RESOLUTION ADYISORIES EVALUATIO ROUTINE LOI-LIYIL LOGIC
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I I i i-- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

P feature- naaneuvered with largevertical rate;

<If an unmaneuvered AC has a dangerous (large) vertical velocity, attempt to

resolve the conflict with an advisory set that has a horizontal compomeit.>

(an uncaded KC has a large vertical rate)

Get the nezt resolution advisory data not;

EXITI (all resolution advisory data sats processed);

Z (this resolution advisory set has a horizontal component)

Sf ~ this feature;

Add this feature's weight to this BADS total value:

INDLOOR

END featureunuaneuvered_vith large verticalrate:

- ---------- RSOLUTION ADVISO12S EVALUATION ROUTINE RIGU-LVRI LOGIC ---
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paocZfl feat ureuznsane uvredwvith..larg*Yerticakrate:

S(((USPVflI 12 SUSU) Jf (ID1.ZD 21 ZD W)) 21l

((UsPUD2 Zg SFILSZ) MU (IC!D2.%D J2 ZDTN)I)

Get the next resolution advisory data set;

21111Z (all resolution advisory data sets processed);

S(TAIDS.NRU1 12 Sf111!)

TRAIDS.7!LUUTS(13) a STUM!

TRXDS.Y&LVE a TIADS.YIL02 + IOCiT1WOT;

12feature mnsaneuvrered..With..large.vrtical~rate;

--------- RESOLUITON ROISORIS ?YLLOATICI ROOTIU tWU-L2!1. LOGIC -------
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PROES highestvaluedpotentialreolutionadvloryeetcount;

(Determine the maximum value of those BiDS with all absolute features

set. Only the features with higher priority than the domino features are

considered. also, count the number of RIDS whose value is equal to the

maximum value.>

fl value of highest valued lIDS to Serom

n number of maximum valued 1DS to sore:

£5 pointer to selected RIDS to mUll;

Get next BADS;

II? (processed every BIDS);

(all absolute features set for thin BADS)

UD UF (value of features down to domino

value of maximum Valued BADS)

£51 f value of Maximum valued BlDS to the value

of this RIDS features down to domino;

5knumber of maximum valued BIDS to one;

55 selected resolution advisory pointer to this BADS;

~ (value of features down to domino j

value of highest valued RIDS)

increment number of maximum valued BADS;

Ul hlgheatvaluedpotential_resolutionadvisorysetscount;

----------- RISOLOTfOI ADVZSOIZIS EVALUITION ROOTIN 510-LIVEL LOGIC ------
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PROC25S highestvaluedpotentialresoluti-nadvisory~sets~count;

!UXVALIE -0;

N *PR 0;

RADSPTR $NULL;

LOOP;

Get next potential RlA set from the RIDS;

EXITIF (processed every potential RA set);

IF ((TRAOS.FEftTBtTS(l) ;2 MTUE) AND (TRADS.FZATBITS(2) X2 STE!JE)

AND (TRADS.PtATBITS(3) X2 STROKE)

T~! !(TRADS.DOMVILUE G- LIAXVALIJE)

THIEN MAXVALaE = TRADS.DOMVALJE;

NUIMPEA =1:

RADSPTQ THADS;

?tZI (TPADS.OVALUE 2 MIAXV&LUZ)

THEN I !UPRA = NUMPRA + 1;

OTHlERWISE;

EL SE;

ENiDLOOP;

M higheslvalue dpotent ia lresoluti onadvisorysetsconnt;

---------- RSOLMOI ADV!soI!s EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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Ligu smlt1.AC.ooflctposible_esolutiouadvisoris;

0Detersiue the possible resolution advisories for the subject conflict pair.

if the AC are close in altitude, choose opposite sense vertical advisories.

Othervile choose sap* sense vertical advisories.>

Calculate the vertical separation of the pair after 8 seconds;

ZZ (vertical leparation is close)

select vertical resolution advisories for both AC opposite to

those selected by the two-AC resolution logic:

Zui select CLIMB for both AC;

(san sense vertical resolution advisories selected for both AC)

3 select DESCEND for both &C;

CILPSRP-,.ITRIXGBNERITOR;

1.2 sulti_lCconflict.poesible resolution advisories;

------..---- IRSOLU7ZON ADVIOUIUS IALUITZNO VOUTTIN RXGt-LEV L LOGIC
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PROC!SS 031iiC-Conflict possible resolution advisories;

78S!C1 - CID1.2 * ACIflt.29 TVTI3LZ;

Z8S2C2 - ACID2.7 f &CID2.2D TVPTJLE;

I!((18SECl - 28SEC2) Ij ZCARZ)

TRE TVLPRT = 'RiflAl:

YU!TI1~ - ERTUA2:.

?!1TR12 - VIT

!,S VIFTRA1 - SCL;

=ZTk SCL;

CALL PSEP-0AT4IKG1W?3ATORt

S(ACID1, RCTfl2, PSPND1* RSPWD2, ERTRAI, VE1T7RA2)

OUT (T.RkDS.I!ATPTr!, RAPPI, PAPP2);

T912N VIlRTRAI = SDES;

VERTRA2- I;

g3JlT PSZPHITRIIGZW2EATOP

S(ACIDI, RC1D2, RSPWD1U RSPID2. VERTRI. VSRTRA2)

0UT (TRADS.N1A?PTR, RAPPI, RAPP2);

?,.D *ultiACconflictpossiblereso2tionadvsories;

--------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROTINE LOW-LEVTL LOGIC-------
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PROCISS multi AC_horizontalmaneuveredunuaneuvered conflict-determination:

<If an AC that is maneuvered for the current conflict is unmaneuvered in

another conflict that is being resolved using a horizontal advisory, then

evaluate how the horizontal advisory for the current conflict will affect

the previous conflicts' resolution. If the predicted separation for the

previous conflict is projected to be less than a minimum acceptable

separation, do not use this advisory set for the current conflict.>

IF (a maneuvered AC is unmaneuvered in another conflict 4WD

resolution for the previous conflict is in the same

dimension as this potential resolution advisory)

save horizontal resolution advisory from the RADS for the subject AC;

Save pointers to subject AC and AC in previous conflict with

subject AC:

CALL RESOLUTIONADVISOTHODELINGFOBPREDICTEDS5PARATIO;

IF (predicted 3-0 separation for previous conflict LT

minimum acceptable 3-D separation threshold)

THEN CLEAR maneuveredunmaneuvered conflict feature;

ELSE:

ELSE;

END multi_ AChorizontal maneuvered unnaneuvered conflict determination;

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES !VALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PROCESS multiAC horitzontal_uaneuvereduananeuveredconflictdeternisatioa:

FLT PSEP:

1! (a maneuvered AC is unmaneuvered in another conflict jfl

resolution for the previous conflict is in the horizontal dimension)

?.E save horizontal It from the BIDS for the subject AC;

Save pointers to subject AC and AC in previous conflict with

subject &C;

AL.LL RESOLUTION kDVISOUY_ NOD!LINgrOD_PREDICTED_ SEPAR IO

. (Pis for tvo AC, AC state vectors)

OUT (PSZP!).

IF (PSEP _ 'TESADV.SEPI)

2MN T.RDS.FEATBITS(3) = SPALSE;

EELSE:

END multi AC horizontal-maneuvered unaaneuvered-conflict-deteraination:

----- ISOLUTION ADVISORIES TVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC

13-PI39



P90CESS muli-AC-resolutionlogicadvisoriescalcuations;

<9valuate the absolute features for the new advisory se's. using tbe

uulti-AC: logic definition of the features.>

LOOP;

Get nex+ PADS;

.111f (all RADS processed);

PFRFOPM aboaefatrsea ainoliAC resolution definition:

1W(all absolute features set)

"'Il! increment count of PADS with all absolate features set;

I?(pointer to selected PADS is null)

~HIT save a pointer to the selecte4 advisory set;

?UW) mul tAC resolut ioulogic advisoriescalculation a;

--------- ?SOtUTIOff ADYISORTt!S IVALUATIOH RUT~INE HIGH-LIVF LOGIC -------
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PRCS multi ICraolutionloqcadvisrescalcultioDU;

£SL PSP-1?2X1GZWEITOR

I (CID1, &CID2, WSPWDI, USPND2, VRPTRAl, VE3TRA2)

O" (AADS.MATPTI, RAPPI, RIM1);

I((V !R911 MQ SCL) Ln (VZBTP&2 .12 SCL))

VZYUTRAI a $DES;

V22TRA2 - Sf31;

JJsPSIPNATRix-GEZIAOR

S(ICIDi. kCID2, RSPRDI, I51102, RIUTI&I, VIRTUA2)

Get next PADS;

fXIT-U (all BIDS processed);

P!RrOPN absollt..featurel...evluation~u..EtLAC.resolatiou..deflflition;

(TRADS.P!ATU!TS(2) 12 STUD!) M1~ (TRADS.rU&TBITS(3) 12 MTUE))

=y~ NP13111 - IPRADS * 1;

Ir (RADSPTI .12 IUDLL)

~jRADIPT! a TRADS;

END U ulti_)C.reoltiolqic..dvisor.U.calcuIatioIIC;

--- ----- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALU3ATION ROUT112tOU-LEIL LOGIC -------



P3O3fl multiIC vertical_aaneuvered uneaneuvered-conflict determination;

<If an AC that is maneuvered for the current conflict is unmaneuvered in

another conflict that is being resolved using a vertical advisory, then

evaluate how the vertical advisory will affect the previous conflict. If

the predicted separation for the previous conflict is projected to be

les than a minimum acceptable separation, do not use this advisory set

for the current conflict.>

(a maneuvered IC is unmaneuvered in another conflict jN

resolution for the previous conflict is in the vert dimension)

Ssave vertical resolution advisory from the RIDS for subject AC;

Save pointer to subject IC and IC in previous conflict with

subject AC;

kRESOLUTIO?_IDYISORY_MODhLING_POR_PREDTC7!DSEPRKTIOW;

ZU (predicted 3-D separation for previous conflict LT

minimum acceptable separation threshold)

TZ CLILR maneuveredunumaneuvered conflict feature;

rM multi_IC_vertical_naneuvered unmaneuvered conflict determination;

RSOLOTT01 ADVTSORIES SALUITOW ROUTINE SIGH-LEVEL LOGIC -------------

13-P12



PROCESS multi-ACvertical-m.aneuerednmaneuveredconflct-dterinatiofl;

FLT PST?;:

~(a maneuvered AC is unuaneavered in another conflict AID resolution for the

previous conflict is in the vert dimension)

THIN save vertical 21 from the RADS for subject AC;

Save pointer to subject AK and AC in previous conflict vith

subject AC;

CALL PESOLUTION aDvisoRYRODELINGFORPREDICTEDSEPARATION

Iff (RAs for both AC. AC state vectors)

OUT (PSEP);

ill (?SEP LT RESAD.SL!P )

THIN TRADS.PEArSITS(3) = ALS!:

ELSE:

!YD multiAC vertical-maaeuvered-unaneuvered-conflict-deterliation;

---------- RESOLUTION DVISORIES VALUTION ROUTINE LO-LEVZL LOGIC-------

13- P143



PROCESS negative-resolution~advisorydeterination;

_F (either AC is turninug

L add a buffer to the normal horizontal negative resolution advisory

threshold;

LIJI use the normal horizontal negative resolution advisory threshold;

_EJYRf vertical divergence-logic;

IX (this advisory has a horizontal component)

~In (horizontal separation for both &C maneuvering and neither AC

maneuvering 1T negative horizontal resolution advisory

threshold)

T2 (both AC maneuvered)

THEN ((horizontal separation for first IC only

maneuvering 1 negative separation

threshold) In horizontal separation for

second AC only maneuvering 2 separation

threshold))

L l S!T flag to indicate negative resolution

advisories are sufficient;

ELS! f flag to indicate negative resolution

advisories are sufficient;

ELSEIP (both aircraft are maneuvered) <with vertical advisories>

I IF (the vertical separation achieved by modeling negatives UI vertical

negative resolution advisory threshold)

TH. U1 flag indicating negative res adv are sufficient;

1m1;
OTHE!ISE P!UOI onelCmaneveringegativevertical-resolutionadvisorytest;

IF (negative resolution advisories are sufficient)

?E!PORM ositive_to_negativeresotionadvisorvconversion;

FNj negativeresolutionadvisory detersination;

RESOLUTION ADVISOIRES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LIVEL LOGIC

13-PI4 4



PBjCPS negativeresolutionaadisorydetriatiou:

IT ((&LCTD1.TURN 12 SSTIUGLFT) 21 (&CID .T92I jl IUTIOT) 21

(XCIV2.TVII Jg SSTINGLYT) 21 (kID2.T81U 12 UIRGT))

jf-? fDTHN RStSADV.NDTHNSQ;

PEIPORM vertical-d.ivergee3.ogicl

(R~ADS.HOUIZ X2 SIUN)

1=1 ~ ((HND2(YIADS.!tDuZ1,TUADS.rID212) 92 ND'2IU) An9

(UU1D2(2o2 j U DTRN)

S(T1ADS.CNDNDCNDID 39 STION)

IM9 ?UADS.h!GATZVI a ITRU~t

JLU:

ILSL!IF (TRADS.C3DZDC1DD 19 UN) (with vertical advisories>

Iff j (TRDA(ILIV3) 21 £5P-2)

LUTRADS.URG1I!Y = ST02;

OTBQIIIL PM233 oneACuanuvingogatiT...YOtical reuoLution0falwl..orytes';

~I(TRIDS.W.IGATryz 12 murg)

im PUxzaz pouitivetomegat,...rosol'ationadviuoryconerio:

ZknegatiY6.resolution~adigiry~ettsiution;

------ IESO!.0TI01 &DSOIS 1?ftLUMOU 3001111 LOl-TITIL LOGIC -------



PROCrS non-.odeC_resolutiontauand_proxiity_comparisons;

<The domino object hC does not have mode C data. Only the horizontal range

and tan are checked for violating thresholds to determine if a domino

conflict is predicted.>

(current range Z immediate range threshold) U1

(zero kJ horizontal tan LT horizontal tan thbreshold))

TJ1 domino resolution advisory flag;

EiD nonumodeCresolutiontaandproximitycoparsons;

-------- RSOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALOITION ROUTIE HIGH-tEVEL LOGIC

13-P146



P2ROCS non-aO86.Ctreolutiotaua4.Jrozuty.couparisons:

S((DRI1g2 Ij DICR02) 21 ((0 Ll DTI) inf (DYE 11 DYCUD)))

fll on~odeCreoltioatau.andproximitycoparisoas;

---- -- -- IISOLMYON ADVISORIES SYILVATIOU ROUYZI! LOW-IJYIL LOGIC -------

13-0147
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PROCISS one&C_maneuvering negativevertical resolution advisory *est;

<Determine if a negative vertical resolution aavisory is acceptable for

resolution when only one AC is maneuvered. If the positive sense of

the maneuver is away from the'unsaneuvered AC, the unuaneuvered IC does

not have a dangerous vertical velocity and the projected separation for

the positive sense of the advisory is greater than the vertical

positive/negative advisory threshold, then the negative sense of the

vertical advisory is acceptable.>

j? (resolution advisory is CLIBS An

maneuvered AC is lover than unmaneuvered aC)

THEN; <"doik't descend" von't do>

.LSUF (resolution advisory is DESCEND M.D

maneuvered AC is higher than unmaneuvered AC)

THEY;

(LSEIP funmaneuvered &C is converging at a high rate)

TrilE; <negative dangerous>

ELSEIF (the vertical miss distance for maneuvered AC modeled as responding

to the positive vertical resolution advisory LT

negative vertical resolution advisory separation threshold)

oTHZRISZ Mj flag in RADS indicating negative resolution advisories sufficient;

EN one-lCmanetweringnegativeverticalresolutionadvisorytesb:

-------- 32SOtUTON IDTISORlIS SVALI&TION ROOTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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f.2=l oneAC maneuvering neqativeverticalresolutionadvisorytest;

<?or this process only, ACIDI is the maneuvering KC and

ACrD2 is the non-manteuvering AC)

If ((TR*DS.V _U -SCL) Mf (*CIDI.Z JX ACID2ZZj

TM;J <"don't descend" won't do>

EL.ULZ ((?RADS.T JU SUES) U2l (ACIDI.: U~ ACID2.ZJ)

]MR~ (AcrDZ.ZD _q_ ZO1H)

ILI; <negative dangerous>

ffS~ (VHD(TRADS.IWDE13) LT ASEP--2)

2IUfS1 TRRDS.NEGATIVE- TRE

Sone-ACmaaneuvering~neqative~ertica lresolationadvisorytest;

---------- 2SOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION SOUTh!2 LOI-LSV2L LOGIC-------

1 3-PI49



It%= other sourcesresolutionadvisorydetermination;

<If the subject IC is maneuvered in the current conflict and is involved

in more than one conflict pair, then check if the AC is receiving

resolution advisories from another TLRS site or BCAS. Save the effective

horizontal and vertical resolution advisories (if any) from the other

sources.>

C219 temporary values of resolution advisories from other sources

1M.92

Get next AC of subject pair;

EXIT!? (done both 1C);

((this AC is receiving resolution advisories from more than one

&TARS source or from SCAS) M2

(this 1C is maneuvered in the current conflict))

Get the next pair record for this conflict table;

ITI (no sore pair records);

I (the resolution advisories in this pair record are from

DCAS OR from a non-connected TRAS site)

THEN save the resolution advisories from this source;

END LOOP;

EL SE;

1E42LOOP;,

3JO othersources resolutionadvisorydetermination;

-ESOLUTION LOVISORIES EVALUATZON ROUTINE HIGI-LEYL LOGIC -------------
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POESotersourcesresolutionadvisorydeteraination:

OSHMN1~ - *NULL1RPS:

OSUP5AN2 - SWULLOBS:

OSTRAM1 - SWVLL!RZS:

OSVfl&12 = SWULLRES;

I=g;

Get next AC of subject pair;

EXITIF (done both AC);

S((ACI!).CTE.NCON (31 1) JN2 (lSPID L2g SrRu?))

THE~N LOOP;

Get next pair record for this conflict table;

1XITI? (no more pair records);

;F ((TPREC.ATSID 12 SBCAS) 22.

(TPREC.ATS!D A2 non-connected site))

THE (ACID.CE 12 TPREC.acl.PAC)

THE OSHMN = E?FHA(OSIMAN,TPC.ac.PHHAY);

OSV!MAN - ZFVRA(OSV!!AW,TPREC.ac.PVlAN);

?YDLOP;

12othersources.resolution~.advisorydeteraiflatioU:

---------- FSOLUTIOY ADVISORIES EVALUATION PIUMINI LOW-LZVEi LOGIC -------
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P pat _recordcheck for_existingpotential_domino-conflictlist;

<Check thru other pair records that the subject aC is in

to determine if a list of potential domino conflict C

has been determined for this RC on this current cycle.>

LOOP;

Get next pair record amsocieted with this conflict table;

1XIT.! (no more pair records Oa potential domino conflict list already found):

I (this pair record not the subject pair record)

j (the subject AC is in this pair record AUD a list of potential

domino conflict AC exists in the pair record)

F (the resolution advisories for the current conflict

are a subset of those used for the potential

domino conflict list created for the other

conflict)

T.J PERORM potentialdominoconflict list copy:

LIDLOOP:

XND pair_recordcheck_forexistingpotential dominoconfl.ct list;

-ESOLUTION &DVTSORMX! EMALUITION ROUTINE RIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS pairrecordcheckfor_existiag_potentialioinocoflictlist:

<Check thru other pair records that the subject AC is in

to determine if a list of potential domino conflict AC

has been determined for this IC on this current cycle.>

LooP:

Get next pair record associated with this conflict table;

ULL? (no sore pair records UJ potential domino conflict list already found):

I.T 'rinc j~l naso

r121 IF (((TrEC.acl. PAC. ACID n ACID) 01

(TPRIEC.ac2.PAC.ACID 2 ACID)) M

(pointer to list of potential domino conflict AC

for subject AC in this PI is not null))

I (PRZC.ACID.CNDFL is a subset of TPRZC.ac.CIDTL)

TPZ? U11 potnetialdomino conflictlist copy:

LINDLOOP;

UD paiirecord checkfor_existingpotential dominoconflictlist;

------------ RESOLUTIOW ADVISORIES IYALOATIOS ROUTINE LOW-LIVEL LOGIC -------
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PIOCES positivetonegativereolutionadvisoryconversion;

<The 'negative suffices# flag is set for a resolution advisory set. Convert

the positive resolution advisories to negative resolution advisories in

this BADS. Only single dimension RADS are checked for negative.>

Convert horizontal or vertical resolution advisories to their negatives;

END positiveto-neqativeresolutioadvisoryconversioa;

RSOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTIl U!GI-LIVIL LOGIC

13-P154



~f(T3&DS.BOUIZ 12 STUE)

IU I(?RADS.81 Z2 STi.)

imJ TSADS.91 a SDT!.:

yUZ (RIDS.H 12 !!.)

MM! T3&1S.81 * SDTL:

!LX(T13D.82 g T)

!USZ (TS.H a SE)l

OTHIPI'S

IWiI a (TIADS.V 12 J SC!.)

T!IDS.Yi a SDOOS:

Itflf ?SIos.v1 = SOC!.;

111TSIDS.T2 a 5001;

ILJ(TRAS.V2 1SONS

TLZII (TAS.2 12 MS)d

--------- 12SOLUTIOU ADORIE3!S-tV&LUAZON tOOTN LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ------



UQ0CES potentialdominoconflict list copy;

<It has been determined that the same list of potential domino conflict AC may

be used for this subject IC In the current conflict pair as vat used for the

subject IC in another conflict pair processed this scan. This routine makes a

copy of a potential domino conflict list, clearing the values of encounter area

type, multiplicity and the resolution advisory conflict status variables

in the copied list.>

Get next potential domino conflict pointer from previous pair record;

X (no more potential domino conflict entries);

(IC in potential domino conflict list entry U

other subject IC of current pair)

TIPERFO R potentialdouinoconflict_listentryaddition;

Copy state vector pointer from existing POC List entry to new

Potential Domino Conglict List entry;

CLFI encounter area type and multiplicity;

ILil;

flf potentialdosino conflict_listcopy;

RISOLUTION 1011SG01RS IYILUITION tOUTIVI RIGI-LIVL LOGIC-------------
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P1OCISS potentialdomino..conflictlist~copy;

Got~ next potential domino conflict pointer from previous. pair record;

ZITI (no sore potential domino conflict ent~ries);

J~(TDCLflT.ITR&C.PIC..ACID fl Other AC of current mubect pair)

I izRJ poteatial~dohino_.Conflictlisteatry.addition:

PDVjLST.!UTRIC a TPDCL!ST.Il!UIC;

PDCL1S?.21%T = MIlT:

PDCL!S?.NUI. = 0;

Spotential-douno-conflictlistcopy:

22SOLUYZOf ADVISON129S IALGUION MO~TIVE LOW-ilTli LOGIC-------------
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PROCESS potential dominoconflictlist creation;

<this process determines a list of potential domino conflict AC which are

within the Domino Coarse Screen search limits of the subject AC.>

LE (this subject &C is in any other conflict pairs)

TM FERMI pairrecordcheckfor*existingpotentialdomino conflict list;

I (list of potential domino conflict AC must be determined)

3 IRPOP dominocoarsescreen;

<list of potential domino conflict AC obtained

from another pair record>

E potentialdominoconflictlistcreation;

-------- SOLOT!OW ADVISOW!S RVALUATIOW ROU'WE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC

13-Pi66



potential~fioaino~conf21ictlistcreation;

S(ACID.CTE.NCOY 11 1)

I=U PEZZORN pairrecordcheckfor~ezistingpotentialdoino-con tlict.list;

~[(PRZC.ac.IU!R Y& SULL)

PERY1228 doainocoarseacroen;

<list of potential domino conflict RC obtained

from another pair record>

END potential domino conflict list~creation;

-------- 2S5l.5TON &DY!SOVUS EVALUATIXON BOUTIN? LOW-LETILt~OG!C-------
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j"2Spotentialdominocouflictlitenty.adition I

<144 an entry to the Potential Domino Conflict List.)

Link in a new potential domino conflict list entry to the current Potential

Domino Conflict List;

3lpotentialdomiuo-cotflictlist. ntryeddition;

---- USOLUT!ON 4Dh!SORIES TY1LVATIOV ROUTINE lf!GH-LIVIL LOGIC -------
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PROES potential.dosino conflict lis entry ad4ition;

Link in a new potential dovino conflict list entry to the current Potential

Domino Conflict List;

LID potentialdoinoconflct_liatentryaddition;

- SOLUTION ADVISORIES ?TRLOITION IOUTIN LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -
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PROCISS potential resolution-advsory_statusvariabledetermination;

<This process sets the potential resolution advisory status variables,

which indicate for which resolution advisories the domino coarse

screen search must account.>

.Z . potential resolution advisory domino status variables;

Get next resolution advisory pair from the BADS:

U11 (no potential resolution advisory sets remain);

((this potential resolution advisory sets' high-order features value is

tied for maximum value) jn

(all .absolute features are set))

T S appropriate potential resolution advisory domino status

variables;

!WDLOOP:

END potn ialresolution advisory statusvariable deteraination;

32SOLUTION ADVISOR2S eYALUaTION ROUTINE RIGH-LZY!L LOGIC
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PROM potentialresolutionadvisorystatusvariabledeterinatio;

potential i domino status variables to SNOPRA;

Get next R1 pair from the BIDS;

Z (no potential RA sets remain);

I ((this potential Rk sets' high-order features value is

tied for maximum value) Mfl (all absolute features are set))

JS appropriate potential BA domino status variable to SDONIP;

.12 poteutialresolution_advisorystatusvariabledetermination;

-- SOLOTTON ADVISORIES ?VALUATION ROUTINE LOW-L?V!L LOGIC

13-P163
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!32O1IS relative features-evaluation:

<'hese features are called relative, because their function is to order the set

of potential resolution advisories relative to each other. It is not aecessary

for any of the3e features to be set for the potential resolution advisory that

is ultimately selected to resolve the conflict.>

<absolute features are first)

1111211 featurePSMPGZSEPI;

~y(RIR not called from Conflict Resolution Data Task)

=1I PE11211 feature reinforce res adv from non connected site orBAdS;

P?!.YORM feature-terrain-or-obstacle alert:

<Domino features are here.>

PMORM feature,-aircraft-far-from radar;

PZR?!2Pf feature negative resolution advisories suffice:

M!FORM tealur-enegative resolution advisories do not reverse maneuver;

n!~j teeturefastunnmaneuvered slovmaneuvered;

PER?ORfl feature-unmaneuvered with large vertical rate;

PERFORM feature-no-level-off-tine-for verticals;

ZZROI feature non response to positive res olution-advisories detected;

PERFORMl feature-aircraft-on-final approach:

PER1OPM feature-initial-resolution advisory selection;

1Z11211 featurePSEPGES!P2;

P3RQORl feature compatible with turn;

P111211 featurebigvertical miss distance;

111121! feature..big...orizonta1 miss distance;

1121.! same...eight calculations: <give bigYHD and bigBND the same weight>

S(RAR not called from Conflict Resolution Data Task)

UnJ PER11 fee turere inforcesprior resolut ion-advisories;.

1111211 feature speed check;

121feature reinforces turn:

<tie-breaking feati-e is last>

J~relative featuresevaluation;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE NIGH-LEVEL LOGIC ------
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PROMZ1 relative-features-evaluation;

<These features are called relative, because their function is to order the set

of potential RAS relative to each other. It is not necessary for any of these

features to be set for the potential 11 that is selected for resolution.>

(absolute features are first>

PRflIME featurePS1PG2SlP1;

PEI UhZ2J feature reinforceresadv from non connected site orBCIS;

PZP?11 feature-terr aln-.or.obstaclealert;

<Domino features are here.>

?!IFOP3 feature-aircraft-far from radarI

PMlOfl feature negative resolution advisories suffice:

PINFOO4 feature negative resolution advisories -do -not reverse maneuver;

0*9?Q2fl feature fast-unmaneuvered-slow-maneuvered;

P!OR featureinmaneuveredvwi hjargeverticalrate;

!I!2I9 feature no level off time for ver t icals;

PERFOR3 feature nonresponse topositiveresolution advisories detected;

UII2If feature-aircrafton~finalappreach:

PERPORMj feature-imit ial-resolution..advisoryselection;

P2RrF3 featurePSEP_92SEP2;

!ZU2UR featurecospatibleywith~turn;

PZIT29Hl featurebigqverticalmaiss distance;

~MrOlh featurebighborizontalmissdistance;

PRlOgu sameveightcalculations:

XX (MINCh ]m STul)

?217013U~ featarerei nf orcespriorreso lut ionadvi soriem;

PERPORM feature ioeed check;

MPORM feature :einforces-turn;

<tie-breaking feature is last>

flrelative features evaluation;

---------- RESOLTION ADVIS0212S EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LMTL LOGIC-------



P20CISSl resolution advisory compatibility-Oith-oiting-coufLcts;

zrf no resolution advisory sets have all absolute features set after

evaluating the two-AC definition of the features, evaluate the multi-AC

definition of the maneuvered-unmanouvered conflict feature.>

got next potential resolution advisory sets;

11TI (no more potential resolution advisories sets)..

L(all absolute features other than meureunauvrdare set)

MWl L3gfl feature maneuvered-unaaneuered.conflict~multtiCk;

definition:

UUI:
S(all absolute features set)

IMf-increuent counter of BADS with all absolute features-set;

M1. remaltionadisry..copatibilityoith~ezistinqconflicts:

-------- RISOLUYZOI ADVISOVIS IY&LUATUON lODT1I ZGU-LZYIL LOGIC ----------
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PRCIS resolaio~advisorycopatibilty.vit.existingconfliets;

got next potential RA Sets;

EXITI (no more potential RI sets);

AnR (TRADS.FRATBITS(3) I& SFALSE))

ZWf UIRJJ feature..uanenvere8.unmaneiweredconflctuultiAC.

definition;

LI(f'lIDS.7!ATBITS(1) T& MTUE) Mjf (TRADS.FEAIT~IS(2) MOE~iU)

jfl (TRDS.FZ1?SITS(3) Xg STRII!))

TIEEM !NPPAABS - NPPUI3S + 1;.

F~NLOOP;

EN resolutionadvisorvcospatibilityvitheisingcon1±ots:

--------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUAION ROUTNE LOI-LITIL LOGIC ------
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Z3OCU same veigbt calculations;

<The effect of this process is to give 'large horizontal miss distance' and

'large vertical miss distance' the sane weight.>

Got the next BADS;

Z1lU (no more lADS);

I (large vertical imne distance feature set)

I (large horizontal miss distance feature not set)

SjJ 3large horizontal miss distance feature:

Add this feature's weight to the RADS total value;

ZW1 (large horizontal miss distance feature is set)

ZIZI LIZ large vertical miss distance feature;

Add this feature's weight to this BADS total value;

:U same_weightcalculations;

RESOLITZON ADVIUOIS NVILUATZOU 5OV TIh! SIGN-LVIL LOGIC
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P~cs same...eightcalcn3lations;

Get the next Rhos;

U12_U (no more BADS);

IF (T.ADS.PEATBITS(20) 12 SUU!)

TRIN ZF (?UADS.FLIXDZTS(21) a $FALSE;

mi ?ADS.PU?3!ITS(21) a SRT

TRADS.TALtlZ - TRADS.,ALDE + arGUwGT;

i~IT (T~tDS.FR&TBITS(21) X2ME

TRJJADS.FhtTBITS(20) a Mot;!

TRADS.YILUE -?IRDS.VALUZ + BIGYIGT;

M3 samewveight..calculations;

---------- PSOLUTIOS ADVISOI125S !YLOATION 100Th!E LOI-LEIL L091C ------
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PROCESS tie-breaker featuresevauation;

<This process is performed whenever two or more potential resolution advisory

sets are found to be equal in value after the relative features have been

evaluated. This process compares predicted separation ;alues to select a

single resolution advisory set as the best.>

F (count of maximua-value resolution advisories U 11

THEN I (negative suffices for aziaun-value resolution advisories)

LLEN IRPO11 feature_biggestseparation_forneatives;

ELE P O feature biggestseparationforpositives;

ES; < no tie >

!1D tie breaker-features-evaluation;

RESOLTIOU ADVISORIES 1VkLUATION ROUTINE HZCI-L2VEL LOGIC -------------
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ZRCS -iebreakrfeatre...valuatio03

lip (N1PR 1)

THENU (1RDSP2.52ORT!IZ 12 STRUB)

THEN1 PERrOR1M teat ure..bgqest.sS parati onfornegati vest

111v E 1hJQ91 festure.bigg*U+....UparatLoS..tor.positivos;

fltie _breaker.features..valuation;

---------- INOLI.O ADVISORIES EVALUAION tOUTZ11 LOW-LEYU. LOGIC ------
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PROZSS'tvo -C-horizontal-aaneuver*4 uaneuver. conflict-detoruiuatiou

<If a aaneuverd AC in the subject pair is unuaneuvered in another pair

that is being resolved using a horizontal resolution advisory, then

this BIDS say not be used to resolve this conflict.>

Get next pair record associated with this conflict table;

Zf= (no more pair records);

JZ (subject IC in this pair record il this is not the subject pair record)

TMll 11'(subject IC has no horizontal resolution advisory and other

KC has a horizontal resolution advisory)

2M CLM maneuvereduumaneuvered conflict feature;

ZWDLO0 ;

ILD two_ C_horizontal maneuveredunuaneuveredconflictdeteruination;

22SOtOTIOI IDISOU2$ IIL.UIflOl DOGYIUE EIGH-LMVIL LOGIC
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PROCESS vo IChorizout alaeuvereduaneuvered4cou fl ictdete rainati on;

Get next pair record associated vith this coaflict table:

311TIF (no ore pair records):

Lt ((&CID X2 ?TF1C.acl.P1C.hCID) 2X (WCD ?t,!C.ac2. PkC. ACID)

U1 (TN1C I PNCt))

%M Il (TYPUC.PAC.IUv 12 91023S)

211 ?UILDS.I&ATSITS(3) a SPISl;

!TD tvo_&C_hori:zonalaaneuverod_unmaneuveredcoflictdetorinatio;

- -RSOLUTION ADVISORIES iVALUiTION tOayZI LOW-LIVIL LOGIC

13-P173
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jPJLOlf twoiCresolutioaloqicverticalresolutiosadvisoriesselection:

(This in the 'eight second rule* described in the text. This logic

selects opposite mese vertical resolution advisories for each AC.>

IU (tilt called from Conflict Resolution Data Task)

<a pair record may not exist if called from Conflict Resolution Data Task>

T31 project altitude of each IC ahead eight (8) seconds;

LZ (projected altitude of first AC U projected altitude of second KC)

TI vertical resolution advisory for first AC is Climb;

Vertical resolution advisory for second IC is Descend;

ILli vertical resolution advisory for second AC is Climb;

Vertical resolution advisory for first AC is Descend;

E (a vertical resolution advisory is in the pair record)

T~ save the vertical resolution advisories in the pair record

as the selected vertical resolution advisories;

( (either AC does not have a vert res adv)

MMEI U vert res adv tor that AC to vert res adv

opposite to that of other AC;

IM project altitude of each AC ahead eight seconds;

ZZ (altitude of first AC I

projected altitude of second AC)

Zh= vertical resolution advisory for first AC is

climb;

Vertical resolution advisory for second kC is

descend;

fJW vertical resolution advisory for first AC is

descend;

vertical resolution advisory for second AC is

climb;

ff *vo'ACresolution_loqic .vertical resolution advisoriesselection;

I2SOLUTIOE ADV!SONIRS tYkLUATION ROOTIUR IGI-LEVIL LOGIC
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PRCI voAC resolution loqic vertical resolutionadvisoriesselection:

S(MUECIP U2 SPALST)

JB!! ZBSECI ACID1.Z + kCIDI.ZD * TTRULZ;

ZSC2 - ACID2.2 + &CID2.L1D * VUZ

1!F (Z8SECi u 28SEC2)

MfJ UTRAI - SCL;

VTNTA2 - SDES;

XLI ERT3A2 -SCL;

VEPTRAI - $DES;

SIF ((PPEC.acl.PVNAN 12 SNULLRES) Pj (PREC.acl.PVMAN 12 SNORES) OF~

(PEEC.ac2.PVMAN M2 SWI3LLRES) 93 (?EEC.ac2.PVIAN ZO SN0RES))

THEN VSRTEAI = PREC.aci.?VKAN;

VIRTRA2 - PRlEC.ac2.PVMAN;

.j? (VUIRTIMl _U SNORES)

JjlVERTRIt~ = opposite vertical Rh to V31!TR&2;

ELSE _ZI (VIRTR12 n SN0RES)

TRZ VZRTRA2 =opposite vertical RA to

VENTRII;

ZB ESECI - ACIDI.Z + ACIDI.ZD * ?VPOLZ;

ZBSEC2 - ACID2.Z + ACID2.ZV TYROLE;

LI (ESECi jj ZSSEC2)

Ill VEW2TI& - SCL;

VIRTIA2 - $DES;

ZILU VERTRAl - $DES;

VERTRA2 - ICL;

Z2 tvoACresolut ion logic~vertica lresolutionladvisor iesse lection:

---------- 1SOLUTIOV &DVISOIRS EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVE!, LOGIC -------
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PjDfl tvo-tC-vertical-maneuvered-unsaneuvered-conflict-deterinatio;

<If a maneuvered AC in the subject pair is unnaneuvered in another pair

that is being resolved using a vertical resolution advisory, then

this RIDS say not be used to resolve this conflict.>

Get next pair record associated with this conflict table;

1 (no more pair records),

(subject &C in this pair record M this is not the subject pair record)

THEN a (subject AC has no vertical resolution advisory and other AC

has a vertical resolution advisory)

MW CLUB maneuvered unmaneuvered conflict feature;

_3 tvo_ICYertical-maneuveredunsaneuvered conflict deteraination;

RISOLWEZOw iDYsOvirs IYALUITION BOTIME HIGH-LMV L LOGIC

13-P176
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------ ----- ----_----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----__-----_-_- ----- ----- -* -____ _ - --

P IRES ..vo-C-erticalmanuveredunmaneuyretlconflictdeterainatioa;

Get next pair record associated with this conflict table;

EUITI~ (no more pair records);

LF ((ACID 12 TPt!C.acl.PhC.&CID) 21 (XCID Ug TPtEC.ac2.PIC. ACID)

jJu (?PRC Ul mRC))

IMI (TPIIC.VfkU Z2 310213)

j~J TRADS.rElYDITS(3) -STILIN;

!WD LOOP

EN two-&C-vertical aneuvered inmaneaveted conflict_4dtermination;

---------- tSotgYIOI hoTSOII!S SALVATION tOUTh!2 LOW-LMYL LOGIC ------
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PROCESS vertical divergence logic;

Compute true horizontal tau;

(&C are converging vertically)

E (relative altitude difference LI

negative vertical resolution advisory threshold)

I (AC are diverging horizontally)

ZU!;
CTIgZPS determine the look-ahead time as the minimum of true tau, and a

parameter:

Comoute relative altitude separation at the look-ahead time;

(relative altitude separation G

negative vertical resolution advisory threshold)

THEY SrT values in VIDA array for IC maneuvering vertically to

relative altitude separation at look-ahead time:

__ vertical divergence logic;

-RE... UESOLUTION AOVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCES vertialI.div~rgenc*_Logic;

TH aBIUTUT. 3AUG2 / ZLBVTR!.DO?;

U(EtENTUY.TY il 0)

RLURI! (BLUUUIT.ILT I ISYOLT)

:jn;
IL21 (TPTHU aI 0)

OWFUIWIS! Tol H N(?RTHUUISYDT )

TZ1 AC!D1.Z * (AC!D1.ZD * To);

T%2 -ACID2.2 + (IC!D2.ZD * To);

TVND I DS (T2 - TI

MM VHDA(2) - TVND"*2;

YNDI(3) = TVRV**2;

OYD verticaldiverqgflcejloqic:

--------- RESOLOTIOV IDVISOVUUS ZILUAT!OI I00TINP LOV-tEVEL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS Ilist-backward_4osinosearch;

<Search backwards (decreasing I values) on the I-list until the lower domino

search limit is reached or there are no more IC. Do not include state vectors

that are signposts or AC that are currently in conflict with the subject AC.

Also, don't include AC in a final approach zone if the subject AC is also

in a final approach zone.>

1OP;

Get next IC in direction of decreasing I on I-list;

II:I' (no more AC 21 1 position of next IC K 1 lower limit);

1! ((next AC not in a conflict pair with the subject AC) AND

(next state vector is not a signpost) kaI

(both AC are not in a final approach zone))

f (next IC Y position within Y search limits)

p3J ~ doinocoarse_sreen altitudeconflict test:

!WDLOOP

X_ ist-backward dominosearch;'

-------- SOLUTION ADVYISOI2S EVALUATION 2OUTE HIGR-LIE!L LOGIC -------------
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!3,2., I listbactward- domino search;

Get next AC in direction of decreasinq I on I-list;

?_'_I? (no sore AC Q1 I position of next IC LT I lower linit);

_ ((next IC not in a conflict pair with the subject IC) AND

(WITAC.SP1DPG 12 SPLSZ) A12

(both IC are not in a final approach zone))

ZMZ ((YL I& BITAC. Y) M (WITAC. T I& T) )

PZPURB domino coarse screen altitude conflict tent;

M2 Xlistbackvard doino_search;

----- ESOLUTION AVYISOEI!S EYVLURTION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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PSUS ZListdomino search;

(This procedure performs the search of the K-tist around the

subject RC within the domino coarse screen search limits.>

PZPFOU!I I list forward domino search;

PERFORI Xlist-backward amvino search;

END X_ Ustdomino searchi

------- RESOLMTOU kDflSOR123 ITILUATION ROUT!IlE NKGU-LIRKLiOGIC -------
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PRM I-istdominosearch;

PEP~tORMI list foriuard domino search;

PTPOPA I-ist-backyard domino search:

END 1_listdominosearcb:

---------- RSOLUTION6 ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOV-LEVTL LOGIC-------
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PROCFSS XIistdomino search limits calculations:

<Calcula'e the X-list search limitq by adding the X-lis' doAmino buffer area

to the subject AC domino area.>

Add maximum horizontal range t3 upuer X F, Y values of subject AC domino area;

Subtract maximum horizontal range from lower I & Y values of subject AC

domino area:

Add maximum vertical range to upper I value of subjec* AC domino area;

Subtract maximum vertical range from lower 7 value of subject AC domino area;

E!D X list domino search limitscalculations;

RSOLUTION ADVISORIES IVRLLUA"OU ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCsI list_ oainosearch_liaits-calculaions;

KU = XMIX + Rlkx;

YU= v4&I + 9!IhI;

IL u IN - MIX;

%L = %IN - HI;

IND X_list domino searc'h limits calculations,

------------ RESOLUTION ADVISORIES !VIL04TIO ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PROCESS I-list-forwarddomino search;

<Search forward (increasing I values) on the X-list until the upper domino

search limit is reached or there are no more AC. Do not include state vectors

that are signposts or AC that are currently in conflict with the subject AC.

Also, don't include AC in a final approach zone if the subject AC is also

in a final approach zone.>

LOop;

Get next AC in direction of increasing I on I-list;

EIZ! (no more AC 2J 1 position of next AC J1 uoper I limit):

I! ( AC not in a conflict pair with the subject AC) AD (next

(next state vector is not a signpost) %ND

(both AC are not in a final approach zone))

THN IF (next AC Y position within Y search limits)

THEN PERFORM domino coarse screenaltitude conflict test:

?ND I- list forward-domino-search;

RSOLOTION ADVISORIES EVALOUATION ROTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC ------
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PR2M X_list_forvard_romino search;

Get next AC in direction of increasing I on %-list;

=I! (no sore AC 2_ WIT"C.! G' 10):

L? ((next IC not in a conflict pair with the subject AC) AND

(WTIC.SPIDPG j S?.LSE) AVID

(both AC are not in a final apntroach zone))

/J ~((YL U WITAC.?) AND (NITIC.Y JJ YU))

XLU PLEFOR9 dominaocoarse screen altitude confl.icttest:

EN.D IListforvarddosinosearch;

RESOLUION ADVISORI2S EVALUATIOW ROUTINE LOW-LEVL. LOGIC
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PROMS Ilist_object_AC_doninobuffer area calculations;

<Calculate the max distance that an AC on t he X-list can

travel during the domino projection interval. This distance

is based on the max speed of an AC on the X-list, an assumed

vertical velocity and the maximum detec t ion threshold values.>

Calculate the maximu, horizontal rangeas: maximum X-lis' velocity *

(modeling delay period * 4 * scan time + maximum detec+ threshold) +

max immediate range separation threshold;

Calculate the maximum vertical range as: maximum vertical velocity -

(modeling delay period + 4 * scan time + maximum detection threshold);

?RD X list objectAC domino buffer-area-calculations;

- SOLUOIOU ADVISORINS EVILUATION ROUTIh HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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IS Ijist_ ob jectC_4oanobuffe_aeacalculations;

<Calculate the max distance that an AC on the I-list can

travel during the domino projection interval. This distance

is based on the max speed of an hC on the 1-list, an assumed

ver
t
ical velocity and the maximum detection threshold values.>

8a1 I-I. * (DELAY + DONSCINS * STSTI.SC&UT + TLD) + PDVBL..DCOUTH(3);

MD! - CSCRIf. ZFIST * (DELAY * DONSCANS 0 SYSTZH.SCINT + TLD);

D X_lis*_ob ectaCdoa nobufferarea calcu lations ;

--SOTDITO1 ADTISOU!S ETALUATIOW ROUTINE tOW-LV*.L LOGIC -------------
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BOUTIN CONPUTITIONOF_TURCONSTANTS

114 (Horizontal velocity of aircraft, time interval)

OUT (Turn constants);

< This routine computes the constants used to model a turn. >

Compute turn rate in radians/sec, assuming a bank angle of B&fKa;

Compute turn constants from turn rate and time interval;

END COPqTXTIOW_OFTUlPCONSTRITS:

RESOLOTION &DVISOIES ZVALUATION ROUTINE NVJH-LEVEL LOGIC
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BOUTINE COMPVTIT!oU~o7_TSNC1SThSTS

2i (Mu22! TURCON.ac)

V G * TAN(BANKA) /SQRT(IFSQ)

S- S13(V 0 TINT);

Ch COS(W -TINT);

0 ( CA),':

B SA V:U

VID COIPUTATIOIOFTgOffCONSTAUTS:

--------- ?EsoLaTION ADYISOUITS IMAUATION ROflTTWE LOW-LEVLIL LOGIC -------
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ROUTIN CONTINUE_STRAIG

IN (Projection time)

INOUT X,T components of position and velocity);

< This routine projects an aircraft straight ahead horizontally. >

Compute new 1,Y positional coordinates for the specified

velocity and projection time interval;

END CONTI1VE STR&IGRT;

-ESOLUTION XDVISORIES EVALURTION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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IOTlI COETY UE_STArIGT

11 (TINT)

INOUT (gO_. G2OM.hor)

GZOR.X = GEON.I # GEOR.ZD * TINT;

GEO.T = GOM.! + GlOM.YD 0 TINT;

END CONTINO!STRMIGHT;

SOLUTION RDVISONUZS TVALUTION BOUTI? LOW-LVEL'LOGIC -
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ROUTINE COWVTRGrNCEHORIZONTAL

11 (Horizontal positions and velocities of two aircraft)

OUT (Horizontal relative positions and velocities,

indication of horizontal convergence or iivergencel

< This routine determines horizontal convergence. >

Compute horizontal position of aircraft 2 relative to aircraft 1;

Compute horizontal velocity of aircraft 2 relative to aircraft 1:

Compute horizontal DOT: < range * range rate >

!ND C0'1VERGNC?_HORIONTAL;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LIVEL LOGIC
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ROlJTITU COVIGEVCIHOBIONTAL

11 (G0 GPOH.horl, rio G-OM.hor2)

20- (jGOUP %OfVL.rlative.~geometry);

= Gton.o2.1 - G01.horl.1;

lY - G904.hor2.Y - tGEOfl.horl.T:.

R a GlOI.hor2.ID - GIO~hor1.KD;

TRY a GOfl.hor2.Y3 - GEOM.hor1.!D;

Y12 - V1102 * YY92-

nO -IR * RX * WT * RY:

?FD C0WVYltWC1_90RIORTL:

--------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION 
200TINI LOW-L!L LOGIC-------
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BOUTZTZ CONV!IGZNCE_3D

U (Positions and velocities of two aircraft)

OUT (elt~ive positions and velocities (vertical weighted),

indication of convergence or divergence);

< This routine determines 3-0 convergence. Vertical is weighted by VgZTGRT:I. >

Compute position of aircraft 2 relative to aircraft 1;

compete velocity of aircraft 2 relative to aircraft 1;

Compute 3-D DOT; < slant range * rate-of-change of slant range >

END COVERGWC2_3D:

ESOLUTION XDTISOR12S IYALU:T:ON ROUTINE SIGN-L!Y!L'LOGC
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i(GRUP SII.borl, GROUP1 GION.Yorl, GROU (310H.hor2, GRU 91ON.ver2)

fl(3GRjU ROflV8L.relative.geometry):.

It - QON.hor2.1 - G20a.borl.1:

IT - QEONl.bor2.Y - G2IR.borl.Y;

32 - fGRNO.ver2.Z -GRIN.verl.Z) 0 VWIIGRT;

VTI - GROW.bor2.KD -GZO.hoi.ID;

TIT a GIO.bor2.TD -G20O.borl.TD:

M2 - (G2O.ver2.ZD -GEO.vori.ZD) * VWUIGUY;

V12 w VhX'02 + VAY*02 * VUZ*02:

DTaRX 0i *R BY * TRY + N2 0 VIZ;

ZW CONV!NG2UCE_3D;

--------- ISOLUYZOU ADVISO2129S 3ILUO WOU TOYIl LOW-LIT~ILOG!C ------
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3OUT2Z1 DONMhOB3ISOLUTOU TagiczD PROlxzuxy copAlasoS

ZJ (resolution advisory thresholds)

(resolc.tion advisory flag);

(Determines if resolution advisory flag is set for the subject AC-domino

object &C pair.>

ZZ (IC violating horizontal resolution anvelope)

Zl indicate aorizontal proximity;

TLSLZ? (AC will violate horizontal resolution envolope soon)

OTHERLUSI failed horizontal tests;

(AC violat.ng:vertical resolution envelope presently)

T=I. indicate vertical proximity;

jj2 (IC sill be coaltitude soon)

OTHIRW!SE failed vertical tests;

F (all tests passed)

1 l output flag;

DOHTIO_RESOLTON_TAUIUJD_PROINZTY_CONPIRISONS;

URSO!AJT!OU ADY!UORUS UTALU&flOU ROUT! 1 EXGt-LITII LOO!C
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JOTNDOfINORSOLUIOUAOANDPO1IIYCOlPAISOUS

OUT (VC.I!DFLG)

MIORES - $FALSE;

1_1 (D2&W.GE2 LT DRCHD2 * MPAR4.BZP2)

'THEM:

QTHPWISf MORES =TUE

ILF (DALT LT DAF *RAPARN.BZP)

H !tS=j? ((DTV GE 0) AND (OTV LE OTCMDV))

OmgEPWTS~ BORES =STRUE;

I(?NORS nQ $FALSE)

T9EN DCHDFLG = SE

ELSE DCIDFLG = SPALS?;

END DONINO_ SOLUTION TAD ANDPlROXIITT _CONPARISONS;

--------- ISOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION RiOUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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ROUTINE DOI01U0_O.IID.POIZINTY_TR SRoLD_DLTERUBINTu O

L (absolute value of relative vertical velocity, encounter area type,

conflict multiplicity, pair equipmenot and control status,

and convergeoe/divergence rate)

(resolution advisory detection thresholds);

I (there is a controlled IC in the pair)

IM calculate the horisontal controller alert tan threshold;

Caloulate the vertical controller alert tau threshold:

Set resolution advisory thresholds based on controller alert thresholds;

Z DON IOUNCO 1_NCON_DZIITIIN AT ION;

Set resolution advisory thresholds based on number of KC in the conflict;

!DtOIOTAUNDPR0!INZT!?NISOLDDTRNhkTIO;

----------- HRSOLUTIO1 &DISOMIUS EVALUATZON IOOTZI RIN-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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ROUJTINE DOMINO TAO AND PNOXI MITT T91ESHOLD DETERMINATION

U(YRZA,EUAT,MULT1 PREQ,PRCoWT,DOT)

OQT (GROUPk DRAYEL)

PLT (VRZA, DO?);

IT (ENAT, MOLT, PREQ. PPCONT);

IF (PRCOTIT ME SNOCONT)

THEN! TC0IH = PDVBL.TVARW - ((PDVBL.PCONTH * R) / DOT;

VRX 1IN(YE!A, THRSPAIRT.VR7CON)

'!CO!IV = PDVBL.TWARIV - (PDVBL.ACOR H /VRZA);

SPT GROUP DRAVEL.thresholds as defined in Table 13-11;

ELSS CALL. DOMINO tUCONOUNCOt4_INDEXDETEPMINATION

IN (MOLT)

OUT (UUIND);

SIET ',?OUR IDRAVt.thrpsholds using Table 13-11-,

END DOMINOTAO AND PROXIMITY TRRTSROLDDET!RMINA"PION;

---------- rSOLUTION kDVISO!IES TVALUATION ROWPINT LOV-LMVL LOGIC-------
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ROUTIN DOMINOUNCONOUCoNIUDEX_?E:rnxlaNTION

fl1 (NJL T)

(number of AC in this conflict cluster G 1)

MM St? index to 2;

ILSEIF (neither or both ATARS-equipped)

ThuV §Mf index to 1;.
OTHERWISE JF (ratio of equipped AC's speed to unequipped AC's speed IT

threshold)

IRM MT index to 2:

ELSE SET index to 1;

?NbD DOMI!O_ONCONUCONINDEXDETER INaTIO;

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES VIALUATIOK ROUTINE SIGR-LEVEL LOGIC ......---....
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POUTI11 OONIUNO-U ICOUN.UCOINDEXDuTRHnITIO,

Ill (MU2')

OUT (UINO);

IIT (!IULT, UUIlqD);

INT MU0LTXAC; (number of IC in mUltiple AC conflict (4)>

STWO; <local constant: 2>

S(!'7LT 3? HULTIAC)

Z9Mi tY14 - TWO;

?LSEIr (neither or both ATARS-equipped)

0T4?PUISE V RAT VSQ(equipped_&C) / VSQ(unequipped AC);

If (VRAT _ PDPRRM.VRATR);

fTHEN UIND - TWO;

BLS'! UND - 1;

?YD DOMIIOUCON-UNCON-INORX-Dr~TRINAION:.

---------- 1SOLUTIO ADVISONZ29 EALURTION YOUT!NI LOU-LUTZ?. LOGIC-------
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BOUIN? FINL_VERTICALRTT tDTXNIATIO

I! (Current vertical rate and horizontal velocity for an aircraft,

vertical resolution advisory to be modeled)

OUT (Final vertical rate to be achieved);

< This routine determines the final vertical rate to be modeled for

an aircraft for a specified vertical resolution advisory. >

I (resolution advisory 1 'climb')

THU I_ (this is a 'fast' aircraft)

Sminimum vertical rate a ZDUPF;

S minimum vertical rate - ZDUPS;

maximum vertical rate = large positive value;

EtSEZ? (resolution advisory 12 'descend')

'r.I YF (this is a 'fast' aircraft)

I maximum vertical rate - -ZDDNP;

L maximum vertical rate - -ZDDIS;

minimum vertical rate = large negative value;

OTHERWISE If (resolution advisory contains 'don't climb or 'limit climb')

I select maximum vertical rate from ZDMAX table;

j1 SZ maximum vertical rate - large positive value;

(resolution advisory contains 'don't descend' or 'limit descent')

TUJ select minimum vertical rate from %DHIN table;

|Iminimum vertical rate - large negative value;

LE (current vertical rate LT minimum vertical rate)

w final vertical rate a minimum vertical rate;

LS21 (current vertical rate gT maximum vertical rate)

Iflil final vertical rate - maximum vertical rate:

ITH!WIS final vertical rate - current vertical rate:

FIAL_V ETICL_R&TZOETEttSIITUOU

--------- SOLUTION ADVISOI12S tVALUATION BOUTINl !IGN-L2VU. LOGIC
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ROUTIE rl3&L-YUNICILRATEDTTRNUATION

11 (SD, VSQ, WERTfA)

I=l (ZD11IU. ZDuIZ);

M (VISTRI .12 SCL)

ZL 11 (YSQ U TTSQ)

JJ ZDHN - ZOOM?

I1W ZDHIW - SOUPS;

SOI! large positive value;

L921 (TTRTRA SDIS)

-HEY IF (T90 gT VTHSQ)

MEI ZDA! -SUDUNS;

70111N - large negative value;

OTFT1WIS5 U. (V29TRA contains 'don't cli mb' or 'limit Climb*)

MfLJ, select ZOMk! from ZDMAX table; < Table 13-6 >

JIMZ ZDJ!AI a large positive value;

S(V2RTWA contains 'don't descend' or 'limit descent')

~fJselect SUE!! from SOHN! table; < Table 13-6 >

U ~ .~~13DN!U largo negative value;

ZlU D 20SU111

OT1ftU!S ZV -D % D;

' P TNIL TRICALRAT! D!TIUE!!IT!ON:

---------- RSOLUTI!ON ADY!SORXES 'VALVAT!ON IOUTIUS L0U-LIM! LOGIC -------
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I HISS DISTAYCI HOIZOBTAL

N (Rorizontal relative positions and velocities of two aircraft)

QfT (Horizontal miss distance);

< This routine computes horizontal miss distance, assuming straight flight. >

il (magnitude of relative horizontal velocity is very small)

MW horizontal miss distance - current range;

JJLS compute horizontal miss distance from relative position and velocity:

M HISSDISTANCEHORIZOTAL:

---------- ISOLTUTIO IDISORIES STAtIATION 200TIUR SIGH-LEVYL LOGIC
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ROUTINE flSSDTSTANCPHORIZONTAL

Ui (9201P !ODYEL.relative geometry)

001 (Mt02):

*I= FD2 = RX'w2 + By**2:

TLSE !ID2 = (!RI * VRY - Y voTR) **2 / Y2:

?N1D 3ISS-ISANCflORZONTftL;

--------- RESOLUTIONv ADYISORITS !VALUITTOR ROlTrxf LOW-LEVt! LOGIC -------
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ROU 4ISSDISTAWCP_30

1, (Relative positions and velocities of two aircraft,

indication of whether vertical component is to be calculated)

O (3-D miss distance (vertical weighted),

unweighted vertical component of 3-D miss distance);

< This routine computes 3-D miss distance, assuming straight flight. >

(magnitude of relative velocity is very small)

TU4 3-D miss distance = current slant range;

I. (vertical component is to be calculated)

THEN vertical component - current vertical separation:

! Compute 3-D miss distance from relative position and velocity;

0 (vertical component is to be calculated)

I= Compute unveighted vertical component of 3-D miss distance;

END !ISs _ISTANC?_3D;

RESOLOTION ADVISORIES ZYILU TIOW ROUTINE RIGR-LEVEL LOGC-
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FO0'18! nISSDISTAWC2_3D

If (GROUP MODV~t.relativ*_geometry, V!ITCOMPI

OUT (ND2, TCMD);

!1! (1, B, C, TOCk);

1~(Y82 LT VRT?2)

THlIN S02 -RX**2 + RY**2 + RS**2t

S(Y!NCONP 12 STRON)

TfJ C3D a ADS(l~t) / MW1GHT1

SVCHD u 0;

!LS- .i BY1 * VIZ - PI * VTRY

9 - it * Vvy - RI * T211

C - RX * TRY - it * V121

ND? - (1**2 + B*02 + C*02) / 122:

S(YRUTCOMP 12 T)

ff TOCI a -DOT / '12;

VC4D a &IS(RZ * IZ 0 lOCkL) / IGZIE

l SS_0ISTANC?_3Dj

---------- OSOLUT!OW ADVISOVIES ITAkiTION tOOTIVE LOS-LulIL LOGIC -------
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ROUTIN NEGATIYV!VRTICILRESOLOTIONADVISORYODELING

1 (Pointer to aircraft state vector, vertical resolution advisory to be modeled)

I (RAPP table)*

< This routine models a negative vertical resolution advisory for one aircraft,

and stores the resulting projections in the RAPP table. >

Access aircraft state vector;

Access conflict table entry via pointer in state vector;

Obtain previous vertical RA (if any) from conflict table entry;

Initialize altitude and vertical rate to current values;

< Model the delay period. >

(aircraft has a previous vertical resolution advisory)

THEN < aircraft is in linear vertical flight. >

QU&L VERTICALADYVACE RT: < Use current vertical rate. >

< aircraft may be in nonlinear vertical flight. >

ZPERPOR verticalonlyTnolinearmodeling-of-delay;

< Model the maneuver period. >

P!?eOR9 werticalonlymodelilng_of_maneuver_period;

D UEGATIVE_T!TIC&LRESOLUTIOkDISORY_ODELIG:

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE BIGff-LEVEL LOGIC
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ROUINEI UZG TI 1YMVICAL- SOtTI ON-DI SORT_ ODLI NG

INO (RIPP table);

Access STECT via ACID:

S(SVECT.CTE Mj MVLL)

=I! TIP - SVRCT.CTV->CT3W?UY.WNfAVD;

Z"J TRAP - SNORES:

Z SV!CT.Z;

ZD SVTCT. ZnD:

:-- 2AJJ VERICILIDACIrW

IYOUT (IVGEO.ver);

PXi R ?i!23 vert ic loynouliearuodeing.of.Aelay;

Pgfl~ ver, icalonlynodelingotuaneuverperiod;

NEUGTI?! YflTICAL U ESOLUTr!oUIDIISORT~aoDELIUG;

-------- 219019*OI ADVISORS2 IALUTAION ROUTYINE LOW-LEVIL LOGIC ------



PROCESS vertical onlynonlinearmodelingof delay:

< This process models the vertical profile of an aircraft during the delay

period when a previous vertical resolution advisory is being displayed. >

fkT TINE; < local variable >

Q" !WNIL VnTICILR?TEDETERKIN&TXO; < Use previous displayed vertical I& >

TIME - 0:

REPEAT UNTIL (TIME U DELAY);

< Advance aircraft by DELINT seconds. >

I? (last half of delay period)

< respond to any previous vertical advisories. >

gj." YEPTICALADVINCESENT:

• < advance at current vertical rate. >

CjJLL YENtICAL_&DVICENET;

TIME - TIME + DELINT;

!-WDREPEAT ;

vertical oulynonlinearaodeling_ofdelay;

22SGLOTION IDVISOI1S EVILUATION ROOTTVU HIGl-LIVIL LOGIC
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MPWCS3 vortict1only-nonlinearumodelinqot~dlay;

IJl (?I112ZO?

11 (ZD. SVlC?.VSQ, hA&P)

gm (Zo?)

TIN2 - 0:

S(TIM! '32 D!LA!/2)

T VRT!CILDVAIICEMNT

.U (%D?, ORLIUT)

IWUt1 (NTGtOM.ver)

J~l ALLVERTICALADTANC!NRUNT

LI(tD, DELINT)

11211 (NV92O.ver);

TIN! TIMM + DELIW";

w1 vrtical only non llnear..aodelinq~ofdlay;

--------- RESOLUTION ADVISOUI!S EVALUATION IOU'rINt LOU-L!YVt. LOGIC -------
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PROCES verticalonlymodeingofaaneuver_period;

< This process models the vertical profile of an aircraft responding to a

specified vertical resolution advisory and stores the results in the RAPP

table for the aircraft. >

!i TIE; < local variable >

C ?INaL_VERTICAL_RTR_DETERNIUITION; < Use vertical 2A to be modeled. >

TIME= TIBINT / 2; < Use time at middle of each interval. >

L??Z1HIL (TIME 1 TNYRAM):

< Advance aircraft by TIMINT seconds. >

CALL vEITICAL_ADVANCEENuT: < Use final rate for modeled vertical RA. >

< Store data in RAPP tablet if appropriate. >

(it is time for an entry in the RAPP table)

fstore vertical position and velocity in RAPP table entry

for 'negatives' level;

TINE - TIRE + TIMINT;

vertical only modelinq of naneuver period;

----- DBSOLONTXo ADVISORIZS EYLUATION aOoTINw lZeO-LIVI LOoIC
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PROCSS vertical_onlymodelingofmaneuverperiod;

FLT (TIME, ZDF);

CALL FIILVERTICAL_RATE..ETEZRINATION

I1.4 (ZD, SV2CT.VSQ, VRTRA)

OUT (ZOF);

TIME - TIMINT / 2; <Use time at. middle of each interval. >

REPEAT VHILE (TIME LE TWVR.AM);

CALL VE.-!CAL ADVANCEMENT

LW(ZDF, DELINT)

1'10fy (MYGEOM.ver);

I (i is time for an entry in the RAPP table)

TZH store vertical position and velocity in RAPP table entry

for 'negatives' level:

T111= TIE +TIIT:

?NO verticalonly_eodeliog_ofmaneuver period:

---- ESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOg-LEVEL LOGIC
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ROUTINE PSEP-RATRIXGEYEUATOR

1!(State vectors for two aircraft,

indication of which aircraft are to be maneuvered,

directional sense of vertical resolution advisories if both

aircraft are to be maneuvered)

OUI (Pointer to predicted separation matrices.

RAPP table for each aircraft to be maneuvered);

< This routine generates the predicted separation matrices and RAPP table

entries for a conflict by modeling the horizontal and vertical flight paths of

the two aircraft. >

Access predicted separation matrices;

Access conflict table entries (if any) for both aircraft

via pointers in state vectors:

Obtain previous resolution advisores (if any) for both aircraft

from conflict table entries;

Initialize positions and velocities to current values:

PIRORMf modelingofdelayperiod:

=21 vertical level selection;

PMR horizontalpathselection;

LMMQZ maneuvertimecalculation;

U21.IE maneuver~modeling;

flflMIf vertical convergence checksi

ZUIL.U horizontalconverqencechecks;

jMflfl three-dimensional-convergencekcheckm;

!NqD PSEP1&TRIX1EA~TOU:

INSOLOTTOW ADVISOlRZS TVACUATZOW ROUTIhE RION-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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ROUTI! PSEP-MATRIXGBMRATOR

11 (STECTI, STECT2, BSPWDI1, RSPND2, VERTR&1. VERTRA2)

OUT (MATPTR, R&PPI, AP)

Access PSHAT via MATPTP;

LOOP, < Repeat for each aircraft. >

1!(SVECT.CTE "N SNULL for this aircraft)

ZMl P921 for this aircraft - SV0CT.CTE->CTNWY.MANP

PYRA for this aircraft - SVECT.CTl->CTWTT.V~AUD,

jjLt PHRA for this aircraft a SNORES;

PVPA for this aircraft aSNORES:

!XTI (both aircraft processed).

04OLOO;

Ini~tialize DELGEOM from state vectors;

PT'RTOl~l horizontal..path...election;

PEP!UO1 maneuver-time calculation;

Zly!2nf saneuver-m.odeliflg:

PZRPORI vertical convergenc...chocks;

?21?OvMM horizotal.COflv~rgeflcO.checks;

PERFORM thredimsLxofalcODvrgflcC.checks;

-10 PSrP!ATPI!..UERATOR:

---------- IESOLUTIOW %DYISOUI1S EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS modeLig of delayperiod:

< This process models the flight paths of two aircraft during the delay period.

The aircraft may be modeled in either linear or nonlinear flight, depending on

turn status and any previous resolution advisories which may be in effect. >

IF (neither aircraft has a strongly-sensed turn AND

neither aircraft has a previous vertical resolution advisory jJ

neither aircraft has a previous T2 or TL advisory)

T N < both aircraft are in linear flight. >

PEPOR linear_modeling of delay;

ELSE < one aircraft may be in nonlinear flight. >

PERPOPM nonlinear modeling of delay:

Initialize each element of PS!P2 matrix to PSEP21;

Initialize each element of aHD2 matrix to HMD21;

Initialize each element of VMDA matrix to TfDAI;

Initialize each element of VYD8 matrix to VHDBI;

END modeling of_1elaygeriod:

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE RIOW-LEYEL LOGIC
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PPOC!SS modelinq~ofjdelayperiod;

S((SVECT.TURM HE ISTRYGLFT XND SVECT.TURY ff SSTNNGRT for both AC) A"D

(PVk 12 SNIRES 2_B PYRA 12 SNULLflS for both AC) AND

(PREA 'WE STR AND PHRA NE STL for both hCj)

THEY PERFORM linear modeling~ofdelay;

~jj~?ORI nonlinear modelingqofdelay:

Initialize each element of PSIP2 to PSEP21;

Initialize each element of HMD2 to IND21:

Initialize each element of VRDA to VMDAI:

Initialize each element of VMDS to VRDBI;

?4ID modelingofidelayperiod;

------------I UYTIoN ADVISOVT!S IVALUATION ROTIXIN LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ------
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PROC!SS vertical levelselection;

< This process determines the vertical levels to be modeled for two aircraft

during the maneuver period by determining the vertical rate to be achieved by

each aircraft for each level. >

LOOP; < Repeat for each aircraft. >

< Determine final vertical rate for each type of vertical maneuver. >

PIRORII vertical-rate-deteraination;

< Select the vertical levels according to which aircraft are

to be maneuvered. >

Select 'maintain vert ical rate' for level 1;

Xf (both aircraft are to be maneuvered)

TIfI It (sense of vertical advisories is 'climb' for this aircraft)

Z Select @climb' for level 2:

Select 'don't descend' for level 3;

I Select 'descend' for level 2;

Select 'don't climb' for level 3;

ZLI < only one aircraft is to be maneuvered. >

II (this aircraft is the one to be maneuvered)

SSelect 'descend' for Level 2;

Select 'climb' for level 3;

ELjj Select 'maintain vertical rate' for level 2;

Select 'maintain vertical rate' for level 3;

UITI! (both aircraft have been processed);

VIDLO2l;

L vertical level selection:

--------- RESOLD*I03 IDVISORIS 9-!ILOATIOU ROUTNZN HIGR-tVEL LOGIC ------
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I!2OJLS vertical level selection:

12M; < Repeat for each aircraft. >

PIR?O .1 verticalrat..detorsination;

Zt~V!SL!Y) * LtcZOf.ZD;

S(RSPVDi J STRUT JU RSPUD2 I& STUT)

TMf j (VERTRA 12 SC!. for this aircraft)

ZUI S(SLZY2) a PATLCLO:

ZDU(SLEY3) a RATE.DD2S:

SZOPH(ILEV2) - RIY'!.DL!S:

'FDOff(9LEY3) a RITEDCL;

!LkSZ 'l (RSPWD Ug STI.UL for this aircraft)

SZDPM($LZ12) a BATE.DES;

ZDU(SLE53) a UATZ.CL;

~.gZDPH(SLEV2) -DELGUON.ZD;

ZDl!tL2V3) *DILGRuM.ZD;

TIM (bots aircraft have been processed);

!Dvertical~levol..seleCtion:

----------- OLUTION ADYISORIUS IVILU?&?IOY RUTINE LOV-itt!!. LOGIC-------
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PROCES horizontal_path selection;

< This process determines which horizontal maneuvers will be modeled for each

aircraft during the maneuver period. >

LOOP; < Repeat tor each aircraft. >

The 'continue straight' path will be modeled;

I (this aircraft is to be maneuvered)

THEN IF (this aircraft has a previous TL advisory)

IN only the 'turn left' path will be modeled;

ELSMI? (this aircraft has a previous TR advisory)

T only the 'turn right$ path will be modeled;

OTBERIISE both the 'turn left' and 'turn right' paths

will be modeled;

ELS ; < no other horizontal paths will be modeled. >

I1I? (both aircraft have been processed)-.

ENDLO0 P

END horizontalpath selection;

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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flOCISS horizontalpath.selecion;

LOP < epeat for each aircraft. >

SET PXTH. MODEL (SCSP);

I? (RSPND $ TRUE for this aircraft)

____ (PHRA Y& 5?!.)

THE SET PRTH.MOfEL(STLP);

CLEAR PATH. MODEL (STRP):

CLSE!? (PHFA ! ITR)

SETR j~PTH.I ODEL(SrRP):

CLEAR PATH. JODEL (STIP)

OTHERIS! SET PATH.MODEL($T!qP);

SET PATS.MODEL(STLP)-

ELSE CLEAR PRTH.qODEL(STEP);

CLEAR PT1. ODEL (ITLP);

5XVII? (boh aircraft have been processed):

ENIDhOOP

"ED horizontalpatb..selection;

RESOLTITIOW IOV!SORIES EVALUATIOR 5O!JTtNE LOW-LEVEtLor LO ------C
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PROCESS maneuver time-calculation;

< This process determines the length of time to model each aircraft during the

maneuver period. >

Compute position of aircraft 2 relative to aircraft 1 (vertical

weighted) after delay:

Compute velocity of aircraft 2 relative to aircraft I (vertical

weighted) after delay:

IF (magnitude of relative velocity is very small)

TMN < use slow-closing value. >

Mlaneuver time = 4TSC/nusber of aircraft being maneuvered:

LSE Compute time to 3-0 closest approach (vertical weighted)

after delay, using relative position and velocity;

naneuver time = time to closest approach + TCADMt;

Apply a lower limit of HTLL to maneuver time:

Apply an upper limit of MTUL to maneuver time;

Compute time to turn the slowest maneuvered aircraft through an angle of

1UPNA1 and apply as an upper limit to maneuver time;

I? (both aircraft are to be maneuvezed)

TULN compute time to turn both aircraft through a combined angle of

TURN12 and apply as an upper limit to maneuver time;

END maneuvertiae_calculation;

-ESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROOTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCES maneuver-tiue-calculation;

_W (TCA, V2, U);

RX -DELGEON.acZ.X - DEPLGLEON.acl.l:

RT = DILGEOMq.ac2.Y - DILGEOI.acl.Y;

Pa (DELGZOM.ac2.Z -DELGEON.acl.2) * TWEIGHT;

VI'! - DELGtOn.ac2.XD - DILGION.acl.XD;

VP - DLGZWN.ac2.!D - DELGEON.&Cl.YD;

VR? (DELGZOM.ac2.ZD - DELGEON.acl.ZD) * MIIGHT;

VR2 - IX**2 + VRT**2 + VIZ**2;

THI!N MANI - TSC/number of aircraft being vaneaivered;

STCA -(RI VRP.! R * I VI? + HZ * VZ)/ VIZ;

94 = TCA + TCAD2L;

tM&wrH = flI(NANT1N. nTUL);

TH!j T2 - HII(SVICTI.YSQ, SVECT2.VSQ);

ILII V2 - SVRCT1.VSQ;

=111~ V2 - SVZCT2.VSQ*;

=G - TAN(HARFAI / SQHT(VSQ):,

111TM = !I1h(HNTl, (TURNAl / W));

IX (VSPNDl 12 5710'! Mf lIPWD2 12 STI1J

:3.0 '- I ' * (lkAlA * (1 / SQPT(SVCT1.VSQ) + 1I SQRT(SVC-2.VSQ)):

IA a 1IN(Plh1TM, (701112 / V));

12ianeuver-timscalculation:

---------- IRSOLUTIONI DTSORIS IVXLUATION 1013711! LOU-LEM1 LOGIC -------
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PROCESS maneuver modeling;

< This process models two aircraft during the maneuver period by performing a

fast-time simulation. >

F TIME; < local variable >

PERFORM geometryinitialization: < Start with post-delay values. >

CALL COMPUTITION_O? TURU CONSTANTS; < for aircraft 1 >

CALL COPUTATION_OPTURN_CONSTANTS: < for aircraft 2 >

TIME - TIMINT/2; < Use time at middle of each interval. >

REPTAT WHILE (TIME LE maneuver tise):

< Advance each aircraft by TIMINT seconds, and store data in

RAPP table, if appropriate. >

PERFORM incremental advancement;

< Determine minimum separation for each combination of flight paths. >

?ERFORM separation calculations:

PERFORM collection ofminimums;

< Save the 'quick separation' matrix at the appropriate time. >

TIME = TIME + TIMINT;

(QTINE has just been reached)

TZ save current separation values in QSZP2 matrix;

M maneuver modeling;

----------- RESOLOTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE aIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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p UcS man**vr.mod~linq;

STINE;

U QLAG;

ZI23go g~ouetry..itnitiajj2&tjonfl

Q.LL CONPOTLIOW_.O? _ TVT!U..COVSTANTS UJ (STECT .YSQ. TIRZNT)

20~ (TUCOacl) ;

gML CoflPUTA~Xo#O?TURNCOVSAINTS UJ (SVEC?2.ISQ, TIMINT)

OUT (TURfCO.ac2);

TIME -= IT2

CLA Q?LAG:.

N.1tP1A WHILE (TIME U AANTH):

PllrON incremental&4,ancesent;

PERFORMN separaiofl..calculatiols;

22fR collect ioa ofmifti2UIs*

TIE= TINE + TININT";

JZ (QFLIG 12 SALSE 1ND TINIE GE QTIMZ)

~!UQSZP2 sCURP2;

In QFLAG;

U2i san*eiytriodeling;

---------- 173OLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LZT! LOGIC-------
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P20CS vertical convergencechecka;

, This process modifies the calculated vertical miss distance for any vertical

level where convergence is indicated at the end of the maneuver period. >

LOOP; < Repeat for each vertical level. >

Determine vertical convergence for this level;

(aircraft are converging vettically)

TM VnDA a 0 for this level;

L; < to change

J (all vertical levels examined};

verticalconvergence-checks:

RESOLUTION ADVISOMRS !TVLOATION ROOTZNV UZGENY-L L LOGZC
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PROCES1 vertical convergeacecb~cks;

1 : < Itepeat for each vertical level. >

32 R AWGO.ver2(L2VZL).Z - 11&3GO-vr1(LZYRL).Z:,

YUZ R AGOfl.vr2(LVL).%D - MhIQlO%.veri(LUYZL).ZD;

(DOT 0)* i

Zjyl VUD&(LRVEL) - 0;

ILU snochange >

.n.X (all vertical levels examined);

XIv~rtical converqence checks;

--------- I1SO?.UTIOW LDYXSOIX3ISTILV&?!Oi tOUT1U! LOW-TiMit L*GIC--------------
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ROESS horizonta lconvergencechects;

< This process modifles the calculated horizontal size distance for any

combination of horizontal flight paths where convergence is indicated at the

end of the maneuver period. )

LWOP; < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 1. >

LOZ; < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 2. >

< Determine horizontal convergence for this combination of

horizontal flight paths. >

CAlh CONVERGECE BORNZOTIL;

U (aircraft are converging at maneuver time)

ZU!W U (horizontal combination is 'straight/straight')

< use horizontal ais-distance formula

to compute HHD2. >

U" SISS.D!STINCIUORIZOXTAL;

j HHD2 - 0 for this horizontal combination;

1: < no change >

J (all horizontal paths ezained for aircraft 2);

IULooR:

2ZI (all horizontal paths examined for aircraft 1);

mNLOO

JU horizontal convergeucechecks;

.......... RESOLUTION IDVISOR!3S 2VILUITXOU ROUINR EZIO-LzvII, LOGZC ------
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PROCESS horizontal-convergencechecks;

1!! (HPATU1, HPATH2);

J&QP; < Pepeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 1. >

OOP: < Peoeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 2. >

CALL CONVERGENCEHORIZONTAL

Lit (HANGEO.horl (HPAT91), NANGO1ohOr2(HPATH2))

IO (MODIL.relativegeometry)-.

IF(DOT LT 0)

THEN J_ (HPATH A ICSP IND HPITH2 M SCSP)

THEN CA%_ IISS DISTANCE NORIZONTAL

IN (NODVBL. relativegeouetry)

OUT (HND2(HPITH1, VHPLT92));

ELSE HND2(HPATHI, HPATH2) = 0;

ELSE < no change >

TXITIF (all horizontal paths examined for aircraft 2);

_NDLOOP;

(all horizontal paths examined for aircraft 1);

EN DL OP,

END horizontalcovergencechecks:

-ESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PROCES three-dimensional convergence checks;

< This procems modifies the calculated 3-0 miss distance for any combination

of flight paths where 3-D convergence is indicated at the end of the

maneuver period. >

kW; < epeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 1. >

LM; < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 2. >

< Repeat for each vertical level. >

< Deterzine 3-D convergence for this combination of

flight paths. >

SCONVYRGEICE_3D;

LU (aircraft are converging at maneuver time)

MU U (horizontal combination is 'straight/straight')

< use 3-D miss-distance formula

to compute PSEP2. >

&L.L .1SS_ DISTACE_3D;

VOD for this vertical level =

vertical component of PSP2:

ILSZ PSEP2 = 0;

VOD for this vertical level = 0;

ZLI : < no change >

!XI (all vertical levels ezamined);

ZZL (all horizontal paths examined for aircraft 2):

7XL!I (all horizontal paths examined for aircraft 1);

un three dimensional convergence check.:
------------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIRS IVILOITION WOUTINI HIGN-LVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS threediuensionalconvergencechecks;

IM (!PATH1, NPLTR2, LEVEL);

LMOP; < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 1. >

LOOP: < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 2. >

LMP; < Repeat for each vertical level. >

CA CONYERGrNCE_3D

(MING2ON.horl(HPATHI), RINGEON.verl(LEVZL),

fINGEOR.hor2(HPATH2), NAUGEOM.ver2(LEV3L))

OUT (MODVBL.relative geometry);

j (DOT T 0)

J X(HPLTHi M SCSP jfl SP&7Tl2 12 SCSP)

THEY ZAL MISSDISTANCE_3D

a (MODVBL.relativegeometry,STRU)

OUT (PSEP2 (HPkT81,8PATH2,LEVZL) ,

VDB (LEVEL)

L PSEP2(HPATHI, HPkTH2, LEVEL) 0;

V7D8(LZVEL) = 0:

: < no change >

!IIZ (all vertical levels examined);

I (all horizontal pa-hs examined for aircraft 2):

(tall horizontal paths e xaained for aircraft 2;

U2 th ree_ iesional_convergencechecks;

------------ RESOLUTION kDVISOBI2S tVALOATION tOUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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P"OCESS addition toRAPP_table;

< 'his process stores projected positions and velocities in the RAPP table for

each aircraft. >

LOOP; < Repeat for each vertical level. >

Store vertical position and velocity for this level in RAPP table entry:

EXITI? (all vertical levels selected);

LOOP: < Reneat for each horizontal path modeled for this aircraft. >

Store horizontal position and velocity for this path in RAPP table entry;

txTirF (all horizontal paths selected for this aircraft)

ENDLOOP:

END addition toRAPPtable;

----------- RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION vOUThVE HIGS-tEVEL LOGIC--------------
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PROCESS addit ion toRiP _table;

LOOP; < Repeat for each vertical level. >

Store vertical position and velocity for this level in RAPP table entry;

UI"l (all vertical levels selected);

LOO%)-, < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for this aircraft. >

Store horizontal position and velocity for this path in RAPP table entry;

MXITIF (all horizontal paths selected for this aircraft);

!NDLOOP;

SID addit iontoPhPP-table;

-PESOLOTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOU-LEVEL LOGIC .......---...
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P E collectionof-minimuse;

< This process is performed at each time step during the maneuver period to

save the minimum separatiob values. >

LW; < Repeat for each vertical Level. >

U (current vertical separation for this level &I previous minleam)

MM save current separation as nev minimum in TYDI;

ITIr (all vertical levels processed);

LOOP; < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 1. >

Lw: < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 2. >

UZ (current range for this horizontal combination LZ

previous minimum)

I save current range as nev minimum in END2;

LOOPZ: < Iepeat for each vertical level. >

JZ (curreat slant range for this combination of

flight paths Ll previous minimum)

ZM Save current slant range as nev minimum in

3-0 PS1P2 array;

U (horizontal combination is *straight/straight')

"J save current vertical separation

in TRDI for this level;

(all vertical Levels processed);

ZID002o;

JXTI (all horizontal paths processed for aircraft 2);

! (all horizontal paths ?rocessed !or aircrat 1);

lU collectionof minimums;

R29OLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE SIGN-LEVEL LOGIC .......
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PROCESS coilection-ofoninaue;

lNT (HPATRI, RPATh2, LEVEL);

LOM: < Vepeat for each vertical level. >

Z (CURV (LEVEL) T VDa (LEVEL)

I= VRUD(LEVEL) - CUUR(L2VIL);

E (all vertical levels proceaed);

JULOO:

LOOP; < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 1. >

k2UQ: < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 2. >

UP (CURH2(HPakT, UP&TH2) jT RND2(EPkTU1, RPATIH2))

7M IND2(PITR1, HPITZ2) a CU1U2(NPITh1o RPMT92);

LOOP; < Repeat for each vertical level. >

(CUP2(HPITh1, P1T32, LEVEL) T

PSEP2(U?1TR1, EPATE2, LEVEL))

UU PS2P2(3PATR1v RPATI2, LEVEL)

CUEP2(BPITU1, .hPITr2, LEVEL);

LL (EPITHI 12 SCSP LU EPTE2 " SCSP)

Z= VNDB(LEVEL) a CURV(LEVEL);

LLITI (all vertical levels procese );

EWDLOOP:

!XIU (all horizontal path@ processed for aircraft 2);

"M? (all horizontal paths processed for aircraft 1);

JU collectionotainiauss;

RESOLUTION &DVISOUI2S EVALUTalOW ROUTINE LOI-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROMS! goetryinitialization;

< ?his process initializes the position and velocity variables for each aircraft

prior to the modeling of the maneuver period.

k < Repeat for each aircraft. >

kM Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for this aircraft. >

Initial horizontal position and velocity for this path -projected

horizontal position and velocity at end of delay period;

3IT1L (each horizontal path has been selected);

XUD1OO i

k=2: < l.epeat for each vertical level. >

Initial altitude and vertical rate for this level = projected

altitude and vertical rate at end of delay period;

3IZU (each-vsrtical level has been selected);

lIDLOOP;

2I.lIr (both aircraft have been processed);

BILOOP;

Zngeometry~initialization;

--------- VSOLU!ION ADVIS0211S EVALUATION ROUINE BIGH-LrIEL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS geoet ry_initialization;

IT (HPATH, LEVEL);

LOOP; < Repeat for each aircraft. >

LOOP; < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for this aircraft. >

NAGEON.hor(RPITH) = DELGEOl.hor:

RITT (each horizontal path has been selected);

END LOOP;

LOOP; < Repeat for each vertical level. >

MANGEOR.ver(LEVEL) - DELGEOM.ver:

!XlTI? (each vertical level has been selected);

!EiDLOOP;

EXITI? (both aircraft have been processed);

EBDLOOP:

!!_D geometryinitialization;

-----------. RESOLUITTON ADVISORIES EVALghTION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS incremental advancenent:

< This process advances each aircraft incrementally 
at each time step during the

modeling of the maneuver period. >

< Repeat for each aircraft. >

< Advance aircraft vertically. >

LM:; < Repeat for each vertical level. >

g= VBTICIL..tDYA1C2H2T:

!XII Call vertical levels processed):

3NDLOO :

< Advance aircraft horizontally. >

CONINOCSTRAIGRT; < #Straight' path always nodeled. >

('turn left' is being modeled for this aircraft)

l & TURN L!PT;

I ('turn right' is being modeled for this aircraft)

THEN gj TURNRIGHT;

< Add data to RAPP table at the appropriate time. >

Lt (this aircraft is beinq maneuvered in

it is time for an entry in the RAlPP table)

TI!.1F1.2 addition toRAPPtable;

IITIU (both aircraft processed);

incrementaladvancement:

--------- RESOLOTION ADVISORIES EVALOATION ROUTINE BIGH-LETM LOGIC
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PROCESS incrementaladvanceaent;

U (ffPATf, LEVEL)

LOOP; < Repeat for each aircraft. >

LOOP; < Repeat for each vertical level. >

jIL VRUTICAL_ADV&NCNBINIT U5 (thl.zDFN(LIVIL), T1311T)

LYOUT (nH1GZOU.ver(LZVL))

.ITIi (all vertical levels processed):

SRD LOOP;

£&1_L CONYINUESTRRIGHT Uj (TIMINT)

ZIN2T (iNAGION.hor(SCSP)) :

I! (PTHT. nODEL(STLP) n0 STUD!)

flI! CLLL TUIN_L2?? 1 (TURCON)

INOUT (taRWGOH.hor(STLP) ;

It (PLT! 0.FOL(STIP) 2 STRUI)

TEN q"L TURN RIGHT Ij (TURCON)

IYOUT (HAGZOK.hor(ST2P)):

1. (RSPND 3D ST.RU! for this aircraft AUj

it is time for an entry in the RAPP table)

1111 U2 additi onto_wAppI

311Tlr (both aircraft processed);

END incrementaladvancemnat;

RUSOLUTIOW ADVZSORIES ?VALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LIVL LOGIC -------------
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PRCSlinear modelingofdelay;

< This process models the delay period by projecting each aircraft saight for

DELAY seconds. >

LOOP; < Repeat for each aircraft. >

A, VERTICAL ADVANCRENT; < Ose current Vertical rate. >

2M CONTIIUISTRAIGHr;

ElI? (both aircraft processed);

GALL COUV2R2ENC! 3D;

.J (aircraft are converging in 3-D after delay)

?SEP21 = 3-0 separation after delay;

VDBI = vertical separation after delay;

< use 3-0 miss-distance formula to compute PSEP2I. >

QMIL MISS DISTANCE 3D;

V"DB1 = vertical component of PSEP21;

CALL CONVERGENCZRORIZONTAL;

(aircraft are converging in range after delay)

TH.U RND21 - range after delay;

J < use horizontal miss-distance formula to compute RMD2I. >

.kLL TISS_DZST&UCEHORIZONTIL;

(aircraft are diverging vertically before delay)

M MDAI - vertical separation before delay;

ELSZIL (aircraft are not diverging verticallw after delay)

= VUDAI a vertical separation after delay;

OTHERISE VHDRI - 0:

14D linear_modelinq ofdelay;

RESOLOTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE NIGR-LEVEL LOGIC
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PROCESS linear sodeling of delay:

LOOP; < Pepeat for each aircraft. >

UUj V21TICALADV&lICNZNT UJ (DELGOl.ZD for this AC, DELAY)

IWOUT (DELGEON.Yer for this AC);

CALL CONTIU!STRAIGHT Ij (DELAY)

IYOUT (DELGEOU.hor for this IC);

211TI (both aircraft processed),,

CUDLOO;

MLCOMR!GEVC!.JD ~j(DILGION.horl, M!G20O.verl, DELGZON.hor2, DELGEON.ver2)

9fl (ODYL.rlativegeove t ry);

U! (DOT 1,- 0)

SPSIP21 910*~2 + VY'02 + RZ**2:

PHDR! ABS(DLGZOM.wsr2.Z - D1LGZONl.verl.Z):

ILU£&.Z~MISSD!STINCE3D

~J(HODY!L. relative geometry, STRio)

CALCOVRGECRHOPUONTL ~J(DZLGRON. hor, DELG2ON. hor2)

gj(HODYL.relativsegeovetry);

I~l] HIN!3DSTAUCERUOIZONhL

Uj (SODVUL. relativegometry)

ZZ (DOT U 0)

TJJ HDA! ASS(SV!CT2.Z - SVUCT.2);

IIIU DOT - 32 *V22;

;~(DOTL 0)

TUI VHDl! 183M3);

Im II VDA! 0;

Ulliuear.modeling..of_4elay;

--------- !SOLJT!O1 LOVSO312S EVALUATION tOUT112 LOI-LZVZL LOGIC ------
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!IS nonlinear advancement;

< This process advances each aircraft incrementally at each tine step duriug

nonlinear modeling of the delay period.'>

LOP < Repeat for each aircraft. >

< Advance aircraft vertically. >

I (last half of delay period)

< respond to any previous vertical advisories. >

vqMALIVTICCLDIYVIC3VT:

< advance at current vertical rate. >

AL.L VERTICALAOVANCEMENT;

< Advance aircraft horizontally. >

I (first half of delay)

< model any sensed turns. >

(strong left turn sensed for aircraft)

CILL TBNJ_LEPT;

ELS3I (strong right turn sensed for aircraft)

rilJ TUUU_1XGHT;

UOT!ERUS ILS COITIVIESTRAIGET;

< model response to any previous resolution advisories. >

L (previous TL advisory)

T.UI_L2??;

XL=Z (previous TV advisory)

TflJ 2M T033_21GHT;

OTHERVIS MI CONTINUE_STRAIGT

!UTTY (both aircraft advanced);

!ND LOOP;

Mlf aonlinearadvancsment:

-SOLUTION ADVISORI S EVALUATION IOUTIU IGI-LEVIL LOGIC
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EO23nonlinear-advancement;

LM < Repeat for each aircraft. >

U. (TIME U3 DELAY/2)

111 ~jJ~VERrICAL_&DVAUICEINET 1I (RATLUZDED, T)ELINT)

IYOUT (DELGEON. ver)

ILU q=IL VERTICALADVAUCIUEUT 11 (DILt3EOM.ZD, DELINT)

1100? (DELGEON. ver);

ILI (TTIVE U DELAY/2)

THEN jZ (SVECT.TURN A2 ISTRYGLF?)

THEN CALL TUSLZ?T a (TURCON)

ELSEF (SECT.tJRN INOUT (DELGEOM.hor);

______ TET.UR S ST RI GEGT)

Tii! CAL TURWRIGHT 14 (TURCON)

.I!2AI (DELGEOM.hor)

OTNUISE CALL CONINEST91IGHT IN (DELINT)

2YU (DELGZON.hor);

ELSE Z~ (PHRI nl STL)

CAI! T 'URNLPP? 11 (TURCON)

1100? (DELGEON.hor) :

flEjF (PBRA 12 STI)

THEN g=d TURN-RIGHT 11 (URCON)

11011 (DELGEOR.hor);

2THEPWI ga"d CONTINUZESlTAIGHT 11 (DELZIT)

INOUT (DILG2ON.horl:

!XITIP (both aircraft advanced)i

Snonlinear advancement;

---------- UISOLUTJION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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PPOC!SS nonlinear delaypreparations;

< This process computes the turn constants and final vertical rates for each

aircraft in preparation for nonlinear modeling of the delay period. >

L oP; < Repeat for each aircraft. >

< Compute final vertical rate for delay period. >

FINAL_VRTICAL_R]T ET3BMINATION;

< Compute turn constants for delay period. >

CALL COMPUTATIONOF TUBRCONSTINTS;

nITI (both aircraft processed);

INDLonp;

EWO onlinear_pzeparations;

-- !SOLUTION ADVISOPTES EVYLUITION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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PSOCESS nonlinear delay preparations:

FLT (ZDMfl1, ZUIMAX);

LOOP; < Repeat for each aircraft. >

CALL TINALVERTXCALBAT! DETEBMINATION

11 (SVZCT.ZD, SUECT.VSQ, PVRA)

OT(RAT!. TOFD for this aircraft);

CALL COMPUTATIOWOPTURNCONSTAOTS

I'l (SVECT.VSQ, DELINT)

OUT ZTURCON for this aircraft);

EXITIF (both aircraft processe4);

!!VD nonlinear preparations;

---------- RESOLUION0 ADVTSORT2S 2VILUATIO1 2OOT!'JE LOU-L2VTL LOGIC-------
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PRO~tSS nonlinear modelingofdelay;

< This process models the delay period nonlinearly by performing a

fast-time simulation. >

LT TINE; < local variable >

UPROr3 nonlinearelaypreparations;

PSP2r 3-0 separation (vertical weighted) before delay;

HBD2I = range before delay;

VMDAT * vertical separation before delay;

VIDBI vertical separation before delay;

TIM 0;

REPEATINTIL (TIME U9 DELAY);

< Advance each aircraft by DELINT seconds. >

P2PPORS nonlinear advancement;

< Save minimum separation values. >

Compute current 3-D, horizontal, and vertical separation;

F (current vertical-veighted 3-0 separation Ja PSEP2I)

Zj j PSEP21 - current vertical-weighted 3-0 separation:

VYDBI - current vertical separation (unveighted);

PHD21 - UIN(ND21, current range);

EIDIl - nIW(VMDiI, current vertical separation);

STIME" TINE + 021INT:

InD nonlinearmodelinq_of delay:

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES ITALOATIOW ROUTINE NIGH-LEVeL LOGIC
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PROCES non~inear-modling of delay:

P23Flfl nonlintardelay preparations;

H21-(STUCT2.1 - SRCT1.11002 * (SUICT2.! ST2CT.Y)*02;

marI - ABS(SVRCT2.Z - SVEC?1.Z):

VMB INDI!;

PS2P21 8R1D21 + (VHDl! * VINIGNT)0e2;,

TIN 0;

REjM UNTIL (TIME U~ DELAY);

PRrfl oolinear-advancoment;

R2 - (DELGIO4.hor2.1 - DELGEO.hor.1)*2 +

(DELGEOR. hor2. Y -D2LGEO5. hor2. T) **2;

V kBAS(D!LGEON.ver2.Z - ELGEO.Yerl.2);

P2 92* (V * VVEIGHT)**2;

U(P2 J~PREP21)

TRIP PS2P1 - P2;

VMD9I -=

9RD21 H IN(BRD21, 12);

TMII NI1(VMDAI, V);.

TIME aTIME + DULINT;

3Qnoniiearumodeling of delay:

-------- RESOLUTION ADYISOR12S EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVL LOGIC -------
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P M separation-calculations;

< This process computes the vertical, horizontal, and 3-D separation values at

time s
t
ep during the maneuver period. >

LOOP: < Repeat for each vertical level. >

Compute and save vertical separation for this level;

PTIP (all vertical levels processed);

ENDLOOP;

LOOP; < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 1. >

LOOP; < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 2. >

Compute and save horizontal separation (range) for this

combination of horizontal paths;

LOOP; < Repeat for each vertical level. >

Compute and save 3-D separation (slant range, vertical

weighted) for this combination of flight paths;

EXI! (all vertical levels processed);

ENDLOOP;

EXIT!? (all horizontal paths processed for aircraft 2);

ENDLOOP;

EXIT[ (all horizontal paths processed for aircraft 1);

separation calculations;

-ESOLOTION ADVISORIES EVILUATION ROUTINE SIGR-LEVZL LOGIC
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PROCIS separationcalculat.ons:

LOOP; < Repeat for each vertical level. >

CURY(LFTLFL) - &BS(RANGOH.ver2(L?!VL) .1 - flNG2OM.verl (LEVEL) .Z),

!1171? (all vertical levels processed);

INDLOOP;

LOOP; < Repeat for each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 1. >

LOOP; < Reoeat tor each horizontal path modeled for aircraft 2. >

CUR!12(ZIPATRI, HPATfl2)

(tqlNGZOM.hor2(HP&T12) .I - AffGEOM.hor1(!1PAT11I).r)**2+

(MhWGE0fl.hor2(RPAITI2).Y - !IAGZO1.horl(HPkTf1) .Y)%*2;

LOOP; C Repeat for each vertical level. >

CUP2(EPITH1, RPATH2, LEVZL) - CU1E2(HPATRI, HPATH2)

S(CORV(LEVEL) C VgIGHT)**2;

111"FI (all vertical levels processed);

INDLOOP;

PXITIV (all horizontal paths processed for aircraft 2):

!iDLOO ;

ZXTI (all horizontal paths processed for aircraft 1);

"D separation~calculations:

M!OLUION ADVISORIES tVhLURT!OW ROUTINE LOV-LEVTL LOGIC ------
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PI2CISS verticalrate-determination;

< This process determines the final vertical rate to be achieved by an aircraft

in response to each vertical resolution advisory which say be modeled during

the maneuver period. >

< Select the required rates. >

? (this is a 'fast' aircraft)

t'Climb' ri
t
e = ZDUPr:

'Descend' rate = -ZDDWNP;

L < this is a $slow' aircraft. >

'Climb' rate - !DUPS;

'Descend' rate = -ZDDWNS;

< Use the delayed vertical rate if it already exceeds the required rate. >

'Climb' rate - 411('climb' rate, vertical rate after delay);

'Don't descend' rate - flAI(O vertical rate after delay);

'Descend' rate - 11N('Descend' rate, vertical rate after delay);

'Don't climb' rate - 11IN(0, vertical rate after delay);

< Change 'descend' to 'don't climb' if aircraft is too low. >

JF (current altitude U terrain altitude from state vector ITERN)

IM 'Descend' rate = 'don't climb' rate;

vertical rate determination;

---------- RESOLU'ION LDVISOITS TVLOATION ROUTINE HIGH-LVL LOGIC -- -
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PROCESS vertical-rate determination;

(SVLPC.VSQ 9. THSQ)

T RATE.CLM for this aircraft = ZDOP?:

SATM.DES for this aircraft = -ZOD9WU;

ELSE RTE.CLM for this aircraft = ZDUPS;

RAIT.O!S for this aircraft = -ZDDWS;

RhT2.CLM = NIU(RKTE.CLR, DELGEOM.ZD);

IATE..ODS - .AI(O, DELGOS.ZD):

RATP.DS = MIR(RITE.DES, DLLGEOM.ZD):

RATE. CL = 4INI(O, DELGEOR.ZD)

IF (SV!CT.Z Z_? SVECT.ERALT - ATERY)

TR FATZ. DES = RATS. DCL:

?ND verlical-rate determination:

RI!SOLTIOU ADVISORIES TVALOATIOV ROUTINE LU-LEVYL LOGIC
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ROIIIN RSOtITONADVISORT_8ODFLING_?O PREDICTED SEPARATION

IN (Resolution advisories for two aircraft, aircraft state vectors)

OUT (Closes4 3-D separation for the pair);

< This routine models one set of resolution advisories for a pair of aircraft to

determine the 3-D miss distance which those advisories will produce. %

Access conflict table entries for both aircraft via pointers

in stale vectors;

Obtain previous resolutions advisories for both aircraft from

conflict table entries;

Ini~ialize oositions and velocities to crrent values;

PERFORM one path_modelinq_of_delayperiod;

PTRFORM maneuver time calculation; < Same as in PSP-MATPIXGENRATOR >

lOOP; < Pepeat for each aircraft. >

CALL PINALVERTICAL_RATE_DETERMINATION; < Use vertical RA to be modeled >

mII I (both aircraft processed)

EWDtOOp!

PERPOPM onepa+h_maneuver modeling;

PFRFOPM onepath 3D convergence check;

ND RFSOLUrIO_ADVISORYMODELING "OR PREDICCYDSFPARATION;

RESOLUTION ADVISOPYES FVALURTION ROUT14T HIG9-tEVMt LOGIC
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BOT~II 1RSOLOUANDISOUTNODEL!UG-POPDICTE SEPIRAION

11- (MlI, VRIi HIA2, V112, SVECTI, SVECT2)

20U (PSZP2X) ;

S < Repeat for each aircraft. >

L~(SVTCT.CT2 U SNULt for this aircraft)

JJPGEL for this aircraft - SVSCT.CTE->CT!iT3T.HMAYD;

PYii for this aircraft a SVECT.CTE->CETNYR. IfkED;

I~lPHRL for this aircraft - SNORES;

PIA for this aircraft - SNORES;

Initialize position and velocity components in DELGEON to values

in SVECT for this aircraft.

XTITJ? (both aircraft processed);

INDLOOD;

MPERE onepathmodelingofdelayperiod;

PER7OR4 maneuvert12ecalculation: < Same as in P-MA"IXGUENERAOR

kM2; < repeat for each aircraft. >

QLlINALVERTICALRITE_ OEURNATION

11 (DZLGEOR.ZD, SVECT.VSQ, IA)

O2T (EATE.ZDFD for this aircraft);

11IZZ (both aircraft processed);

PegOg,. onepathusaneuveruodeiing;

PEIFrORM onepath_3Oconvrgencecheck;

- ----- RrSOLU'!ION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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!I2S1 one pathmodelingof delayoperiod:

< This process models the flight paths of two aircraft during the delay period,

prior to their responding to a single set of resolution advisories.

The aircraft may be modeled in linear or nonlinear flight during

the delay period. >

I (neither aircraft has a strongly-sensed turn IR

neither aircraft has a previous vertical resolution advisory jI

neither aircraft has a previous TR or TL advisory)

Till, < both aircraft are in linear flight. >

UIt2Ifl one pathlinear sodeling ofdelay;

•< one aircraft may be in nonlinear flight. >

PEFR onepathnonoinearmodelig_of-delay;

?ND onepathmsodeling of delayperiod;

ENSOLUTION AoYiSOarIS SY&LUA&TrO IOUTIE ICGH-LZVZL LOGIC--------
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PO Sonpathaodelinq~ofdelayporiod;

Ir ((SV!C?.UM Uj 3STINGLFT inl SV!CT.TfU Ui SSTRKGUGf, for both aircraft) U2l
PYRA 12 MROES for both aircraft

(PHRL H SIT? AID PHRA U STL for both aircraft))

PERFORMzgJ onepathliuearaodelinqofdelay;

Uil U312UR on. path nonlinear notleling of delay;

!_4 onepatmodeliniofdelayperiod;

---------- RSOLUI~TOR kDVISO112S 3ILUAI'EO3 ROUTINE LOP-LMYL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS oneoathmaneuvermodeling;

< This process models two aircraft as responding to a single set of resolution

advisories during the maaeuver period, by performing a fast-time simulation. >

FLT TIME; < local variable >

IF (resolution advisory to be modeled for aircraft I includes TL or TR)

THEN CALL COMPUTITIONO?_TURN_CONSTINTS; < for aircraft 1 >

I? (resolution advisory to be modeled for aircraft 2 includes TL or TR)

THENl. CALL COMPUTATIONOFTURN_CONSTANTS; < for aircraft 2 >

TTIE = TIMINT / 2; < Ise time at middle of each interval. >

NEPSAT VHILf (TIME LE maneuver time);

< advance each aircraft by TIINT seconds. >

?ENFORM onepath incremental advancement;

< Determine minimum separation. >

Compu
t
e 3-D separation (slant range, vertical weighted);

Save minimum 3-D separation;

TIME = TIME + TININT;

ENDREPEAT;

!ND one_oathmaneuvermodeling:

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES 9TILUITION ROUTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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PROMi ou*_patb mauenver..modelinq;

2fl (TIMEU P2)

JZ (HRR2 Z2 STL 91 HtA2 Z& STR)

ZM gA COEPUATIO..0F.TURNCOSTAS

UQ (SVLPCT2.VSQ, TININrr)

2= (rURCO!n. ac2)

TIM? a TIMTNT / 2; < Use time at middle of each interval. >

P11IOORM onepathincrementaladancement:

P- (DELI3ZOR.hor2.I - DELGEOR.horl.X)**2

" (DZLG2OM.hor2.Y DLULGOM.hor1.Y)**2

" ((D2LG2OPI.ver2.Z -DELGLEON.verl.Z) *VW!IGHT)6*2;

PSZP21 - HNR(PSEP21, P2);

TIME TIME *TININT;

---------- RISOLVTtON ADVISORERS EVALUATION ROUTINE LOW-LEVBL LOGIC -------
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PROCESS one path_3flconvergencecheck;

< This process modifies the calculated 3-fl separation of two aircraft,

responding to a single set of resolution advisories, if 3-D convergence is

indicated at the end of the maneuver period. >

CILi CONVERtGENCE_3D;

JL (aircraft are converging at maneuver time)

___ j (resolution advisory does not contain TR or ?TI for either aircraft)

THENI < use 3-D miss-distance formula. >

£ALL MISSDISTANCE_3l;

ELSE minimum 3-Dl separation 0;,

TS; < no change >

END one_path_3Dconvergencecheck:

--------- URSOLUTION hDWISORIS 1VkiLlkTxoW ROUTINE HIGH-L2Y!L LOGIC-------
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PROCZS ouepat_3DConvrg~uc. check;

flu VCDUHMT;

SA.LU CONVIGINCE-3D

:L' (1D!GEOH.horl, DELGEOfl.vert,

DELGEOM. hor2, DgLGEOM. ver2)

g (MODYUL.relativeqgeometry)*;

S(DOT 0)

S(RNA U STN AND RNA 1: STL for both aircraft)

IM CALL HISSDISTANCE_3D

UI (MOOTBL. reat iveg omet ry, SPALSE)

OUT (PSEP21, VCDtJNNY) ;

EL.SE PSEP2X 0;

<__ no change >

!ND one oath_3D convergence check;

-------- RESOLUTION ADISORIES SVALUATIOW ROUINE LOW-LEVEL LOGIC-------
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PROCESS oaepath_iacrtementaladvanceseat;

< This process advances each aircraft incrementally at each time etep during

the maneuver period, where only one set of resolution advisories is

being modeled. >

O < Repeat for each aircraft. >

< advance aircraft vertically. >

U VERTICALADVANCEREMZT;

< ldvance aircraft horizontally. )

I (RI being modeled for this aircraft contains 'turn left')

:M SLU . TURI_LIPT;

E (I being modeled for this aircraft contains 'turn right')

OTHEISE L CONTINUZSTRIGET;

=JT (both aircraft processed);

12LOO1;

onepathincreneatal_advancement;

-ESOOTIO3 iDVISORIZS !VILOGTION ROUOTIt 1ZI-LSVIL LOGZC
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PROM~S osepathincremental-awancouen';

LOOP; < Repent for each aircraft. >

QAiVE'TICALADTANCLZN!N?

Tjl (RAT?.ZD?0 for this aircraft, TIMINT)

1100T (DEtGEON.verl

THE CALL ?OINLE?T IN (TURlCON)

1300? (DELG2ON.hor);

'H! Y1 CALL TURN NIGH- ! (TURCOE)

IIIOUT (DELGOONhbt);

lmitF1SE CALL CONTINUESTRAIGHT jj (TIMINT)

.UOUT (DELGI~ll.hor);

!X11 (both aircraft processed);

!NDLOOP;

IND ouepath incremental advancesent;

---------- RS0LUTTOW ADYISOIrS EVALURTI0U ROUTIN! LOW-LEY! LOGIC-------
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PB2CAS oaejpatbhlinearmodeling_ofdelay

< This process models the delay period, prior to the aircraft responding

to a single not of advisories, by projecting each aircraft straight for

DELLY seconds. )

LOW; < Impoet for each aircraft. ?

T1ITIC&L_%DVAICHNZT; < Use current vertical rate. >

SCONTN0sSTRAIGUT;

UZZ.U (both aircraft processed);

< Perform convergence check. >

CALL CONVERGENCE_3D;

I (aircraft are converging in 3-D after delay)

T minimum 3-D separation so far = separation after delay:

< use 3-D miss-distance formula to compute minimum separation. >

SNISS_DISTINC2_3DI

END onepath_linearmodelingofdelay;

- SOLUYION IDVSORIS SYALUITION IOUTINl E19-LIVEL LOGIC
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PIOCIl one path linearuodelingof.,delay

=T YtCDUHY1

LfOP; < Repeat for each aircraft. >

Ij (DIL9lO3.2D for this aircraft, DELAY)

11Mn (DZLGZO.ver for this aircraft);

kX1 COWUZORY31GST

21 (DZiAT)

INGOT (DEiGtON.bor for this aircraft);

EXTI (both aircraft processed);

siLCOWTvRGENCZ_3D

L(DILGNON.horl DELGEO.erl,

DlLG2O.hor2. DlLGEO.wer2)

op.(3ODYL.rlaiVaqeoaery);

j~(DOT 0)

PJJ SIP21 a lX**2 + RY**2 +*02

ZLU .&&LNISS_0!!T13CZ3D
l(MoDv9Z. relatlve geomtry, RunLS)

S(718MP2X VCDUEU);

U2 oaa..patblinearmodeliag.of...Glay;

2ISOLUYYON ROVISORTIS 2TILO&TIOW 2095Th! LOU-LIL LOGIC-------
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P onepath nonlinear modelingofdelay;

< This process models the delay period nonlinearly, prior to the aircraft

responding to a single set of resolution advisories, by performing a

fast-tise simulation. >

FLT TIME; < local variable >

LOOP; < Repeat for each aircraft. >

CALL FINALVERTICL_RyAT_DETRtMINATION: < Use previous vertical Rk. >

CALL COMPUTATIONO?_TURUCONSTANTS: < Use DELIWT time interval. >

EXITI? (both aircraft processed);

ENDLOOP;

Minimum 3-D separation = slant range (vertical weighted) before delay;

TI4? = 0;

REPEA UNTIL (TIME .t DELAY);

< Advance each aircraft by DELINT seconds. >

PER!n onlinear advanceent; < Same as in PSEP_3ATRIZ_GEWZUITO2 >

Compute current 3-D separation (slant range, vertical weigh ted);

Save minimus slant range;

TIME = TIME 4 DELINT;

!IDREPEAT;

END one pakh nonlinear sodelinaofJelay;

-ESOLOTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTINE SIGH-LEVEL LOGIC
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- - - - - - - - - -

PROCESS onepath.nonlinear modelingof delay;

FLT (TI4E, P2);

1OO0_; < Repeat for each aircraft. >

CALL !INUL VERTICAL_RATE DET hINATIOU

I (SVECT.ZD1 SYECT.VSQ, PVRI)

QT (RI&T.ZDFD for this aircraft);

CALL COMPUTATIOUOFTURCOWSTAINTS

aj (SVICT.VSQ, DELINT)

OT (TURCON for this aircraft):

EXITI? (both aircraft processed);

ETILOOP;

PSEP21 = (SVECT2.X - SVECTI.z)*e2 + (SVECT2.Y - SV2CTI.?)**2

+ ((S71CT2.Z - SVECTI.Z) - VW2IGHT)**2;

TIME = 0;

REPEAT UNTIL (TIME GE DELAY);

PIPORM nonlinear-advancement; < Same as in PSEP ATRIX GENERATOR >

P2 = (DELGEOR.hor2.1 - DELGEON.hor1.I)**2

+ (DELGEON.hor2.Y - DELGEOM.hor1.Y)**2

+ ((DELGEOM.ver2.Z - DELGEON.verl.Z) * VVIIGHT)**2;

PSZP2X - HIP(PSEP21, P2);

TIME = TIME + DELINT;

!NDBUPnAT;

U2 onepathnolinear_modelingofdelay;

------------ RESOLUTION ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROOTINE LOg-LEVEL LOGIC
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BOUTINE TURW_LEFT

I1 (Turn constants)

IYOUT (X.Y components of position and velocity);

< This routine models an aircraft incrementally through a left turn. >

Compute new I,! positional coordinates for incremental left turn;

Compute new IY components of velocity for incremental left turn;

EMD TURNLEFT:

RSOLUT!ON ADVISOR12S 2VRLUiT!OI ROUTIUN *!GI-LrL LOGtIC
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ROUTIN TURNL!?T

a1 (GIUI 1UUCO.ac)

TO (GROUP GEOM. hot)

PIT r!NP_!D;

tG!Ofl. I GROH.I - (GROHl.YD K ) + (GION. ID * 9).

9108. - GZoH.! + (GEOB.XD 1 ) + (13109.YD 0 3);

-?Px GEOH.ID;

GEMX (GEOS.ID * CA) - (GION.TD * Sk)

GEOMI.YD =(GEOfl.YD* CA) + (TIIMPXD SI);

74D TURNLEF!;

---------- RESLUTION 10M!SOUTIS TVILVA!ZOI ROMP!IR LOI-LIVEL LOGIC -------
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ROUIN TUN-IGHT

1 (Turn constants)

O (XY components of position and velocity)-.

< This routine models an aircraft incrementally through a right turn. )

Compute new KT positional coordinates for incremental right turn;

Compute new 1.T components of velocity for incremental right turn;

END T01N VIGNT$

22SOLUTOI ADVISOIU1S 2YILUITIOI IOgTIut UIG-LITTL LOGIC
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ROTNTURW_RIGHT

1. (GROU TURCOW.ac)

INOUT (GROUP GBOS.hor)

fLT TEMP_XD;

GEOM.X = GEON.1 + (GEOM.YD * A) + (GEOMoXD * B);

G!OM.Y = GEOS.Y - (G2OM.XD * A) * (GEOM.YD * B);

TTMPXD = GtOM.XD;

GEOM.XD = (GEOM.XD CA) + (GEON.YD * S);

GEOM.YD = (GEON.YD * CA) - (TEP_XD * SA):

?MID TUPI_IGH";

RESOLUTION IDVISORIRS EVALUATION ROUTINE LOV-LEVMt LOGIC
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RonsTITICIL &DTiNC31117

1 (ircraft final vertical rate, time interval)

ZIOUT (Current aircraft altitude and vertical rate$:

< This routine models an aircraft ahead vertically for a specified interval

of time. >

U (current vertical rate LZ final vertical ratel

I accelerate aircraft upwards using an acceleration rate of ACCULC;

Z13 (current vertical rate VZ final vertical rate)

~vj1 accelerate aircraft downwards using an acceleration rate of ACC2LD:
OTRZRWIU : < fincl vertical rate already achieved. >

Increase or decrease altitude according to vertical rate and time interval;

VERTIC&LADVAICSREIT;

- SOLOTIOV IDYISORITS RVALOA&TON SOUTIVU UIG-L1Y!L LOGIC ------
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POUfl11 -ENTICAL&DVA MC2SEffT

11 (ZDP. Tihm

IfJ (gPOUP GZOM.ver) -

Zfl_ (ZDIP, TINT);

IF (GEON.ZD LT ZDP)

au GEOH.2D a MIl (EDF. (03OE. ED * ACC2LC * TINT))l

MESI (GLNOR,.ZD 11 ZDF)

T929 GEOPN.ZD - MA!(2D?, (02003.!D - kCCZLD * TINT))';

OTRERVIS! < final vertical rate already achieved. >

GEOM.7 - GTON.7 + G!OR.ZD *TINT,,

!N VWRTICILADVANCZNZNT;

------- 'R!SOLU!OV OISOVIIS IYALOATION NOUTIlI LOW-LITIL LOOIC ------
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IJ VZ V!RTCLSPEfDLnITADVISORTVLUrTIONl

11 (pointer to a RIOS, &C state vectors, pair record pointer)

UT (vertical speed limit advisories in RIDS);

If (the aircraft are diverging horizontally)

!Ml; <do nothing>

Get next aircraft in pairt

? (done both aircraft);

!fl2P converging AC check;

(IC are converging such that the IC may receive a VSL)

TN (vertical resolution advisory for subject IC is not

opposite in sense to the vertical velocity of

subject kC)

TZI1 PERfORM vertical speedliuit-calculation;

D VERTICALSPEEDLIMITADVSOREVLUATION:

RESOLUTION ADVISORIES IVILOATION ROUTI! iIGR-LEVEL LOGIC -------------
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RUINE VITZCAL_SPBND_LIXIDV!$OYVALOTITO

U (RADSPTt, ACIDI, ACID2, PRNC)

INOUT (RADSPT|.V1, RADSPT.V2)*

UT TSLCOMP <Compute VSL for AC if VSLCOHP is true>

(the aircraft are divering horizontally)

IM ; <do nothing>

Get next aircraft in pair;

IIIJIF (done both aircraft);

!kRZ2U convergingAC_check;

U (VSLCOMP l $TR)

U (vertical resolution advisory for subject AC is not

opposite in sense to the vertical velocity

of the subject &C)

TE PRFORM verticl_ape_lisit_calculation%

ZWDLOOP;

D V!TCAL_SPED_LI T DISOIRATlLUT!OU;

- SOLUYZOf ADVISORIES EVALUATION ROUTIN LOW-LEV2L LOGIC -------------
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PtOCISS converqingACcheck;

IF ((subject &C approaching other AC vertically) Jn

(subject AC's vertical rate 7J minimum vertical speed limit

advisory rate) LID (this IC is maneuvered))

tRE7- flag indicating that AC are converging such that the carrent

subject &C is eligibleto receive a TSL;

EIND convergingAC check;

---------- RIESOLUTIOV IDYISOIIS BZILUITOU ROOTTI!t SGH-LEV!L LOGIC
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PROCESS conwergia qACchock;

.2 ((subject AC aporoaching other AC vertically) 3JY

(subject AC'a vertical rate ~jminimum vertical speed limit

advisory rate) M1

PSPWD Ug $TRUE))

TREYN VSLCOMP - SNE

I.L.U VSLCOMP - SPALSE;

PRO con vergingACceck;

---------- 9SOLUITTON RDYISORIBS ISALIJITON ROUTINE LOU-LETZi LOGIC -------
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PROCES vertical speed iit ca clculatLou;

Compute time to closest horizontal approach;

Compute delay time sntil response to IS is expected;

I (delay *iee is 21 time to closest approach)

I compute vertical speed limit;

Truncate computo vertical speed limit to next lover

display ISL limit;

E.D vertical speedlimitcalculation:

%tSOLUTIOV 1bI!SOU1US IVILUAI!ON VOUTZI1 E169-LITIL LOOC
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PSOCIS verticalspeed limitcalculation:

Compute time to closest horizontal approach;

Compute delay time until response to VSL is expected;

1 (delay time is 0 time to closest approach)

TRUj compute vertical speed limit;

Truncate computed vertical speed limit to next lower limit;

END vertical speed_lisi' calculation:

RSOLUTION ADVTOPiTg !VALUITION ROUTINE LO-LEVL LOGIC -------------

13-P279
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ROUTINE K_LIS?_SIGNPOSTEWTPYCALCUTION

(I position)

OO (signpost entry on the I-List);

(This process calculates the signpost entry point to the K-list.

It may be used by a number of other processes. It is being

used here to find the entry point on the I-list for a search of

the -list from an AC on the I-list for the Domino Coarse Screen

Routine.>

Calculate signpost - IWTZGER(subject AC I position/signpost spacing);

IN XLIST SIGNPOSTWrTT YCALCULTION;

RSOLUTIOW IDTISOIIES MPOLDAT!ON ROOTINE HIGH-LEVEL LOGIC -------
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-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- --- --- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- --- --- ---

l XLIST SIGUPOST INTUT CALCULATION

Tv (1)

OUT (XSGIPOST)

<This process c.,culates the signpost entry point to the X-list.

It may be used by a tuber of other processes. It is being

used here to find the entry point on the %-list for a search of

the -list from an AC on the UK-list for the Domino Coarse Screen

Routine.>

ISCRPOST INTEGER (Z / SKDP);

Eno T_LIST_SIPST_ENTYCALC LTIOw;

------------ RESOLUTION ADVISOVIS ETMLURTIOA ROUTINE LOW-L!Y!L LOGIC . ..-

13-P281
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14. MULTI-SITE RESOLUTION PROCESSING

This section describes intersite ATARS communication and the
protocol involved. Communication among sites is required when
aircraft are in conflict in regions serviced by more than one
ATARS. The protocol involves the messages exchanged and house-
keeping actions required to maintain an accurate data base.

When aircraft are in regions covered by adjacent sites, these
sites coordinate to assure continuity and non-duplication of
resolution service. Two means of coordination are provided in
this design. Conflict Tables are exchanged using ground
communication lines, where a network connection exists between
two sites. This is described in Section 14.1. Elsewhere, the
coordination is performed through the aircraft transponders
using the Resolution Advisory Register (EAR) required for all
ATARS-equipped aircraft. This register also enables coordi-
nation between ATARS and BCAS. This coordination Is described
in Section 14.2. See Reference 9, paragraph 3.3.2.3.1 for the
detailed format of the information contained in the RAR.

The ATARS site responsiblefor a conflict is indicated by the
ATSID variable in the Conflict Table Pair Record. This variable
may also indicate that BCAS is responsible.

14.1 Conflict Table Exchange Using Ground Lines

The primary means of multi-site coordination uses ground lines,
wherever these are installed. This method provides ATARS a
complete and current copy of the neighboring site's Conflict
Tables so that seam conflicts may be recognized and correctly
resolved.

Whenever the Seam Pair Task (Section 10) recognizes a conflict
containing an aircraft in a seam, it marks the pair Encounter
List entry for delayed resolution. The Request and Process
Remote Conflict Tables Task initiates a message through the DABS
ground line network to all neighboring sites covering any part
of the conflict. The request (see Table 5-3) identifies the
pair of aircraft that own-site intends to resolve. This task

then becomes dormant until a reply is received. The sector
processing executive has the responsibility to terminate the
task prematurely when it is time to begin the Master Resolution
(Delayed) Task. The neighboring site returns a message to the
requesting site containing zero, one, or two Conflict Tables
(see Table 5-3). Two tables would be returned if the site had
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the two subject aircraft in unconnected conflicts. This routine
then merges these Conflict Tables, so that requests on
subsequent scans should always receive one Conflict Table in the
reply.

When the requesting site receives each reply from a neighboring
site, it performs conflict table reply processing. This process
updates, adds or deletes Pair Records whose ATSID is or was set
to the neighboring site's ID. This routine nust be executed
even if the reply contains no Conflict Table, as Pair Records
may exist in own-site's copy of the Conflict Table. However, if
no ground line connection exists, or If the reply Is not
received by the time the sector processing executive determines
processing must continue, this routine is not executed. In this
case the latest RAR processing update (Section 5.2) gives
Information on the neighboring sites' actions.

When a site receives a request for Conflict Tables, that site
executes the Incoming Seam Pair Request Processing and Reply
Task. This task generates the reply message and sets ATSID in
the Pair Record to the requesting site's ID, unless the pair is
already being resolved by own-site. it is essential that the
reply message be sent as quickly as possible, so that the
requesting site may process the reply before it chooses
resolution advisories.

The ATCRBS aircraft which appears in an exchanged Conflict Table
must be subjected to a correlation procedure by the receiving
site when that ATCRBS aircraft first appears. It is necessary

to perform this correlation procedure to prevent two adjacent
sites from creating separate Conflict Table Entries for the same
aircraft.

The site which sends a Conflict Table containing an ATCRBS
aircraft will identify that aircraft with a unique ID. The
receiving sites need perform the correlation only once.

Thereafter, a cross-reference will link that ID to the local
State Vector. The ID selected for this purpose must be one that
cannot be duplicated by another remote site. For this reason,
the ID is constructed by concatenating the local CTS slot number
with the ID of the local site.

This cross-reference will contain entries for all ATCRBS aircraft
within the local ATARS mask which the local ATARS function
currently has In Conflict Tables that are being exchanged. It
is identified as CREFX and is entirely unrelated to the CREFA
cross-reference used in report processing. Each entry in CREFX
consists of an ATCRBS ID (created by either a local or remote
ATARS) and a pointer to the State Vector of this aircraft in the
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local CTS. For ATCRBS aircraft, the pointer in the State Vector
designated ATCREF will be used as a return pointer to this entry

in CREFX. Only those ATCRBS aircraft which are in seam Conflict

Tables will have an entry in CREFX and have a non-null value for

ATCREF.

The ATCRBS correlation procedure consists of a proximity test

plus ATCRBS code check. An ATCRBS "report" is always

transmitted with an ATCRBS aircraft ID in a Conflict Table.

This report consists only of the current predicted range,
azimuth, and altitude coordinates and the ATCRBS code. In the

ATCRBS correlation, the remote range and azimuth are converted

to local coordinates. The correlation procedure consists of
using the X/EX-lfst in much the same way as in coarse

screening. The proper location of the ATCRBS report in the

X/EX-list is found. A search along the X/EX-list in both

directions to x limits is made. All aircraft encountered are

tested against y and z limits and against the ATCRBS code. The

correlation procedure is successful if one and only one ATCRBS

aircraft is found satisfying the requirements.

Correlation should be attempted every scan until a successful

correlation occurs. Hence, the failure to correlate on the

first appearance of a new ATCRBS aircraft is not fatal. An

entry in REMA Is created and used until a successful correlation

occurs.

Two other new data structures, besides CREFX, are used to

provide cross-referencing during the processing of exchanged

Conflict Tables. These are the remote DABS (REMD) and remote

ATCRBS (REMA) lists. A single entry on one of these lists

applies to a single aircraft. The entry is a subset of the

aircraft State Vector. An entry on these lists is accessed

either directly with a pointer or through a cross-reference with

an aircraft ID (Pither a DABS code or the same type of ATCRBS ID

used with CREFX).

It may happen that a remote ATARS will pass a seam Conflict

Table that includes one or more aircraft which are not within

the local data base. The local ATARS must retain these aircraft

in the Conflict Tables as place-keepers so that, when the local

ATARS is required to perform conflict resolution on an aircraft

in this Conflict Table which is in the local data base, an
accurate Conflict Table exists. The local ATARS is not required

to process these remote aircraft in any other way. Hence, the

entries in REMD and REMA serve essentially as abbreviated State

Vectors.

14-3
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The REMFLG in the Conflict Table entry registers the current
remote status of the aircraft to which that entry refers. If
REMFLG is set, the ACID field in that Conflict Table entry points
to an entry in REMD or REMA instead of to a State Vector. REMFLG
is not transmitted in the Conflict Table message because each
ATARS must determine for itself if a particular aircraft is
remote.

The local ATARS determines the value to be used for NAC in the
Conflict Table head of a received Conflict Table by counting the
number of Conflict Table entries. This field is not transmitted
in the Conflict Table Exchange Message.

14.2 Conflict Table Exchange Using RAR

Since all ATARS-equipped aircraft have a RAR, the information
contained therein is always used to update and exchange conflict
information. This data exchange is primary for purposes of

coordination with BCAS, and for confirming that own ATARS
resolution advisories were received (see Section 5.2 for both of
these); and for determining the current multi-site seam status
of the aircraft in geographical processing (see Section 6.2.2).
When ground communication lines are installed and operating, the
RAR exchange is secondary for multi-site ATARS. When no ground
lines are available, the RAR becomes the primary method of
coordination.

All resolution advisories sent to an aircraft are stored in the
RAR (unless rejected for incompatibility). The RAR is read
every scan by every ATARS site providing service to the
aircraft. In this way, one site can learn of another site's
action affecting aircraft in the seam. Although the conflict
information exchanged this way (see Table 5-2) is less detailed
than that exchanged over ground lines, it contains sufficient
information to ensure selection of compatible advisories.

Every RAR column indicates the system responsible for its
resolution advisories. Normally, when adjacent sites are
connected, the ATARS site originally resolving a conflict
continues the resolution to the conflict end. This is true even
when the pair flies into a seam area where another site would
normally have higher priority. However, when an aircraft leaves
a site's service area, that site must release it for pairs
involving this aircraft. This action is called a "handoff" in
this document but is unrelated to ATC handoffs. The site
releasing it sends a message to any connected neighboring sites
indicated in the aircraft GEOG variable. This action gives the
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neighboring sites an opportunity to immediately assume
responsibility for the pair. If the ground line is not
available, a neighboring site takes responsibility using the
rules listed in Section 10.

14.3 Pseudocode for Multi-site Resolution Processing

The pseudocode for Multi-site Resolution Processing contains two
tasks: the Request and Process Remote Conflict Tables Task, and
the Incoming Sean Pair Request Processing and Reply Task. These
two tasks are concerned with the exchange and updating of
information In the Conflict Table data structure. This
pseudocode does not provide the full details of Pair Record
creation, deletion or updating. These should conform to the
treatment of Conflict Tables elsewhere in the document, except
where otherwise specified.
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Ps!OD OCODE TABL! Of COWTKWTS

RQ!V!S9 &NO PROCESS REMOTE CORTLICT TABLES TASK LOU-LEV?t LOGIC . . t ... 1-P3

TASK REQO!S? 130 PROCESSRENOTrCOWflICTTLBL2S . * 4?

PROCESS eonfliCttabler~rplyprocssing . . iS-PS

POUTINE AlECR TPhPAIR IDENTIPICATION .* lcl-PP

INCOMNG~l S!Aq PAIR RTQUEST PROCESSING AND REPLY TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC . * 4P

PPOCSS tablefind merge . .... .... ....



TfS.F REQUEST?&NDPROC!SSUE9OTE_CORFLICTTBLES

T.4 (Encounter list)

OTT (messages to remote sites)

TIOUT (conflict tables);

<For pairs requiring resolution, request conflict tables from

connected sites that see either aircraft.>

..__ WI.E (more vairs on Encoun t er List indicating Delayed Resolution);

Select pair;

Determine all connected sites that see either aircraft;

Send CONFLICT TABLE RQO"ST message for pair to these sites;

P'27. r lIL (all such siles reply): <executive will leruina~e

loop when time is up>

wait for a reply to process;

? PORM conflict table replyprocessing;

<Pair can now go to Delayed Resolution>

ENID PEQ'IST~kND Oc!SSEOTO?LICTTALS;

- QnST AND PROCESS tEMOTE CONylICT ALS TASF nIGH-t!V!L -G-C
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flK Rr!gQSTAwDPROCISSaffOT?_COWLZCAPBLS;

(!ncounter list)

2= (messaqes to remote sites)

1I.2 (conflict tables):

& WEI&! (more pairs with ELMRTT.DrLtQ set);

Select pair-

Determine all connected sites in ICIDI->SVZC.GZOG 21 kCID2->SVICT.GEOG;

Send COILICT TBLE R!QOST 82SSAGE for pair to these sitesi

R U (all such sites reply); <executive will terminate

loop when time is up>

Wait for a COWFLICT ;IBL? REPLY HESSAG? to process;

PE ?Ojf couflicttablereply.processing;

!NDBEPIAT

INDR;PERA

! EQUTST_AN PROC!SSR !OT!_COULICTT tALSS;

-------- PQUS"T kD PROCESS REMOTE COMLICT TXBLES TISK LOW-LVEL LOGIC ----------
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-I I |I ! -----

P conflict tablereplyprocessing;

<xamine conflict tables in reply and update own data base.>

FZPER WRI! (any more pair records in reply);

Select next pair record;

. (pair record shows replying site in control)

TiJJJkLU A!RCRAFTPIR_ID2WT!?ICRIO:

ZZ (both aircraft not remote)

!iZY Create or update pair record in own conflict table:

Set ATSID= replying site:

Update track numbers:

ILS!I' (pair record shows a non-connected site in control)

T"_N CALL AI!CPAFTPAIRriwTIFICRTaOI:

( (both aircraft no4 reoe)

9 Create or update pair record in own conflict table;

Se
4 

hTSID= site shown in 2essage;

Update track numbers:

O_!EUIS': <don't update if own site shown>

Delete any pair records for this site containing unknown AC:

Ipdate conflict table head data:

!ND conflicl~tablereplyprocessing;

REQUS- ANO PROCTSS RFROTT CONFLICT TRMLES TASX HIGR-LVEt 1 -------
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PROCESS~ conflict tablereplv processing:

R"I!RT WEILL' (any sore pair records in reply);

Select next PPEC;

S(PIRIC.&TSID-replying site)

gII "L AIflCRATPKIRIDZN TIICATION

S(PRZC.ACI.PAC, PIC.Ac2.PAC)

g (C!R!FI, RENA, REND, Cf?A, CREFDJ;

S(both aircraft SVECT.N?t. not set)

TMI Create or update pair rec. in own conflict table;

PRC.ATSID- replying site:

CLKE PR!C.SEND1.2;

Update PREC.ACI."KID and PREC.AC2.TRKID;

?L2?IF (PREC. ATS!D- a non-connected site)

= S AIPCPA TPhtE tDZVTIICATIOW

I~ (PREC.AC.PRIC. PRLC.AkC2.PAC)

OUT (CREE?. 1121A. 1UEO, CREFA, CRED);

I!(both aircraft SVUCT.R'IFL not set)

fljCreate or update pair-rec. in own conflict table;

PE!C.&TSID- site shown in asg:

£1111 PRtC.SE!WD ,2;

Update PIZC.ACl.TRXID and PREC.IC2.TRKIO:

Q??WIWt; <don't update if own site shown>

I[URIMAX

R3PIT WJJt (any pair records with PU!C.ATSID=replying site and containing

a PNTC. PAC-SUNK):

Select next such pair record;

.LLPA!! UTCOUD-DELETION

11- (PREC.PAC1. P!UC.PAC2, pointer to PREC)

:30qT (conflict tables, CTS);

Update C'"SKAD data:

!2contlicttableretlyprocessing;

----- - P!QU-ST AND PUociss v'HoTT cownlicT TABES TASW LOW-LSIUL LOGIC -----
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J1, (RC identifiers)

22 (Cl!FX cross-reference table);

<Relate other site's identification to own data base.>

tI OR (both aircraf
t 

processed):

zr (aircraft described as 'unknown')

[LsZI (aircraft is DABS)

. (D&S ID found in CUZD)

Tb!U; <CRID points to state vector or M0O entry>

USJ Create REND entry and enter in CRED;

OTHEWISE ! (XCRBS reference no. is in CIEF! file)

T.?.; <CSEF! points to correct state vector>

L Convert position data to local coordinates:

Use ATCRBS position and code data to search X/EZ list

for sufficiently close match;

. (latching ATCBS found on I/IX list)

ICreate CRIP! entry linking other site's

&rCIBS reference number to own state vector%

Create or update RENA entry for aircraft;

Select next aircraft;

X AKCI PA_P,.R_IDEWT!?!CATIOW;

-------- RfQUIST &NO PROC239 IRINOT? CO lICT ? %L2S TAS! IS-L!VIL LOGIC
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----. .... 
- -

2OMIN6 AICRAFT PkIRIDENTIFICATION

IN (PS!C.C1.AC, PR LOC. AC2.PAC)

OUT (CREPI, OEHI, PEMU. CAEV%, C?F)j

<relate other site's identification to own data base>

eLTAT TIL (both aircraft processed)*

t!(PF!C.PAC -M UK

(LStET PRC.?C is DABS tTpe)

___ J! (DABS ID found in CRED)

T11...1; <CkEF0 points to state vector or PRM0 entry>

ELSE Create REND entry and enter in CRED:

OTherWISP j (ATCPBS reference no. is in CREX file)

TH_.; <CREX points to correct state vector>

ELSE Convert position data to Local coordinates:

Use '"TCPS position and code data to search X/?I list

for sufficiently close match:

IF (Matching ATCRBS found on /EX list)

IM Create CP.ZX entry linking o+her site's

ATCR1S reference number to own state vector:

ILSE Create or update RVIX entrT for aircraft:

Select next aircraft;

I -EZT;

ED AIrCRAP.nAIRIDtWTIICITION:

-'-- 2ST AD PsOCESS RWPOT? CONFLICT TABLES T&SK LO-L!1!L LOGIC ----------
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rJJ ZCOU!1611.3yiR.. IBQOST.PROCSSU.AUIW PLT

(message nming pair, requesting site ID)

<3sg can be conflict table request, claim sq, deletion maq, handoff aog.>

OU (messages to remote site)

119(conflict tables);

9 AINCRPTP&!_ IDNT CIT ICAIOW:

1z (DILITIOW sengsae)

= 2 p i. P11113COID3LITION:

LIZZZ (CLAI message)

1zE Z (pair record exists with own *it in control UJ nvn_D 2T

reques'ing site_rD)

Z1.; <ignoe claim>

Ika Zr2EJ table.finduorqe:

Update pair record to show requesting site in charge;

?LS I? (BNDOPP message)

T_q_ U (pair record exists showing sending site in charge)

____ ST handoff bit in pair record;

OoIVRuISr Reply with c6nflict table requested:

qD INCONtnG_SIA M_P.lRIIQUEST_PROCISSING_AND REPLY;

. C3RING Sil8 Pill 320923T PROCISSIV AND q1PLT T9Sw sTGR-LVIL LOGIC
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fL!L INCOIl1N3 S!1NPkillQUUSTPtOCESSINIANDRPL T

LI (%essage naming pair. requesting site, ID)

<sag can be conf. table request, claim sag, deletion mug, handoft sag>

2=l (messages to remote sitvs,

S(PRPC)

2=T (CREPK. liii, 2,130, CRII, CRED);

I!(DELtION message)

Jf SI Pi111lLC01DO1LZTIOW

a (ICIDI. &CID2, SWUYIL pointer)

1I0V (conflict tables, CTS);

!LI.!.t (CLAIM message)

S(pair record exists vith P22C.&TSTD-SYSTER.OlUID ~
SYS !H.OWWID U requesting aitejDo)

vqrl: <ignore claim>
iLI !121 tablejfindmergej

PPIC. ATS!Dreq nesting site;

GLER? PIC.RDOPP;

ILSII? (!itO?? message)

=WL (pair record exists and Pu1C.&TSID-sendinq site)

111llP1!C.IIDo~TT

OT322113 Send CORPLICT TiBL. IPLY message containing conflict table requested;

U2l IUCOHUNGStiliI!!RQ!STPOCSSWGAWDUPLT:

---- IC0~1O SiT!W Pill R2QUlS? 92OC23SSI &NO lRlLf TAST LOW-LZVRL LOGIC ----
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tROCESS table-find_merge:

I! (aircraft in separate conflict tables) <Unknown AC always considered disinct'>

TRf' 9erge tables;

Create new pair recorl for this pair;

ELU (aircraft in sane conflict table bat no pair record 2R only

one aircraft in a conflict table)

TREI Create new pair record for pair;

ELS!IV (neither aircraft is in a conflict table)

M_14 Create new conflict 'able;

Crea~e pair record for pair:

OTherWISE: <Dair record already exists>

?ND table find_merge;

14CONTIG SEAR PAIR 2 0QST ?ROCRS IRG AND IMY TASK RIG!?-L!VL LOGIC -------
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PROC!SS table-jind~verge-:

IF! (RCI SVI!CT.CTPTP H! hC2 SV!CT.CTPTR)

TREI Merge tables;

create new pair record for this pair;

!1LSEIF (ACI SVECT.CTPTI !E IC2 SVICT.CTPTR bat no pair record 0!only

one aircraft SV!CT.CTPTP non-null)

Tfh-U Create new pair record for pair;

rtsrirF (both RC Sv!CT.CTrP?!s null)

~!MY Create new conflict table:

Create pair record for pair;

OtTRIS?,: <Dair rec. already exists>

upadate CT9L!AD data;

ENID table-findumerge;

---- UICOMNG STAM ?All UfOQTf!? PIROCESSIUG 4WD REPt! ?IS!r LOW-LITTi t0G!C -~-
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15. PAIR AND TRACK REMOVAL PROCESSING

The Resolution Deletion Task and the Conflict Pair Cleanup Task
ensure that each conflict resolved by the local site is closed
out in the proper manner when the conflict is over and that
conflict data stored in the Pair Records is deleted when it is
no longer needed. The State Vector Deletion Task removes
aircraft from the Central Track Store when they leave the
ATARS/Domino Surveillance Area or when they are no longer being
adequately tracked.

15.1 Resolution Deletion Task

The Resolution Deletion Task examines the Encounter List for
conflict pairs no longer requiring resolution advisories. For
each such pair, this task calls the Conflict Closeout Routine to
determine whether the Pair Record can be deleted. If so, the
Pair Record Deletion Routine is called. If not, the PWISF flag
is set in the Pair Record to Indicate that the pair has been
processed on the current scan.

The Conflict Closeout Routine checks for two basic conditions:
(1) an aircraft has just flown out of the coverage area of the
local site, and or (2) the local site has assumed responsibility
for the pair, but is no longer calling for resolution
advisories. When an aircraft is discovered to have flown out of
coverage of the local site, all resolution advisory information
pertaining to that aircraft can be cleared out of the Conflict
Table; this may mean that a Pair Record involving that aircraft
can be deleted Immediately. For a local-responsibility conflict
where resolution advisories are no longer needed, the Conflict
Closeout Routine will normally place null resolution advisories
in the Conflict Table. In some exceptional cases (e.g.,
positive advisories have not been up long enough), however, the
Pair Record will be left unchanged as long as necessary. Once
the aircraft have received null advisories for a conflict, the
Conflict Closeout Routine will permit the Pair Record to be
deleted. In instances where initial resolution advisories have
not yet been selected for a conflict but the detection logic is
not calling for resolution on the current scan, the Conflict
Closeout Routine implements part of the two-out-of-three logic
by updating POSCMD and deleting the Pair Record if appropriate.

The job of deleting a Pair Record is always performed by the
Pair Record Deletion Routine. This routine is called by the
Resolution Deletion and Conflict Pair Cleanup Tasks, as well as
by the RAR Processing Task, the Request and Process Remote
Conflict Tables Task, and the Backup Mode Initiation Process.
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When a Pair Record is deleted, the Conflict Table entry for each
aircraft may be simplified or deleted. It is possible at this
point for a multi-aircraft Conflict Table to split into two
separate Conflict Tables. It then becomes necessary to
determine which aircraft belong in each of the resultant
tables. This is accomplished by examining the remaining Pair
Records and Conflict Table entries. This process is described
conceptually in the pseudocode as the creation of three new
lists (A, B, and C - lists). However, the same effect can be
achieved by the manipulation of pointers, rather than by the
actual creation of separate lists of aircraft and conflict pairs.

15.2 Conflict Pair Cleanup Task

The Conflict Pair Cleanup Task performs a function equivalent to
the Resolution Deletion Task. The Conflict Closeout Routine and
the Pair Record Deletion Routine are the primary routines called
by this task. The Conflict Pair Cleanup Task serves primarily
as a backup to the Resolution Deletion Task to ensure that no
conflict pairs are overlooked and fail to be deleted when the
data is no longer needed. This task night be needed, for
instance, if a pair for which own site Is responsible
unexpectedly failed to pass through the coarse screen filter.
Unlike the Resolution Deletion Task, the Conflict Pair Cleanup
Task searches through the Pair Records for the current ATARS
sector, looking for pairs which have not been processed on the
current scan.

15.3 State Vector Deletion Task

This task processes aircraft on the Deletion List (not to be
confused with "resolution deletion" entries on the Encounter
List) and removes each aircraft State Vector from the Central
Track Store if appropriate. An aircraft may be put on the
Deletion List In three ways:

1. By the Track Update Process if DABS has lost
surveillance contact with the aircraft.

2. By the Track Update Process if missed reports have
caused the ATARS track firmness to drop below the
level needed to qualify for ATARS service.

3. By the Report Processing Task if the track is seen to
have left the ATARS/Domino Surveillanci Area.

If the aircraft is still contained in a Conflict Table, a REMA

or RE4D entry is created at the time the State Vector is
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deleted. If ATARS has some unfinished business with the
aircraft, such as a null advisory to be sent, State Vector
deletion is delayed.

15.4 Pseudocode for Pair and Track Removal Processing

The pseudocode for pair and track removal is presented in this
section. It 6hould be noted that the Resolution Deletion Task
and the Conflict Pair Cleanup Task call the same set of
routines, which are presented once, following the Resolution
Deletion Task. Also note that in the Conflict Closeout Routine,
pointer (PTR) variables are used to indicate variable GROUP
names; this convention does not adhere strictly to the
established rules for pseudocode.
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PSUODOCOOR TAHL! O! CONTITS

YA21

PARI XND TIACI ""NOVAL LOCAL PRAIUET2R ....... . . . . . ...... . . 15-P3

RESOLUTION DELwTION TASK LOW-LEV!L LOGIC ................... 15-P5

ASK R!SO121TOuDLTOIOW . . ..- PS

ROD"IN! CONIFC" CLOSOUT . . . . . . 15-p

PROCESS both aircraftvisible . 15-p9

?POC!"S one aircraft-visible ........... . .... . .... -

ROTTT1! 'AIR_1?COUD_3LTIOY .......... . ..... . . . . . . . 15-P13

?!OCT S searchforpairrecord ........ . . . .... . . . . . 15-P15

D"OCESS deletion_notification . . ... 15-P17

?POCrss C'"r deletion ....... . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . 5 9

PRCCT1S C-E simplification .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15-P21

?ROCSS *est o.conflict tablesplit . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 15-723

'OqTI!'v SEAMFLAGIPDATZ .......... * . . . . .. . . . .... 15-P25

RODTINE PDAT!S!CTO2_ID ..... . . . . . . ..... . . . .... 15-P27

CONMLICT PAI CLEAINUP TASIK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC . . . . . . . . ......... 15-P29

TASK COWLICTPAIRCLIWUP ........................ 15-P29

STATE VCTOU DvLtTION mASK LOW-L!V2L LOGIC ................. 15-P31

"ASIK STA"'1 V?"O? LtTIO ............................ 15-P31
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PAPRRE IRS 9S3D IN UDDAT_SBC'OR_ ID ROUTTW E*,>

GROU values

In? NlER1 < Limit of "nearness* for two sectors >

INT WEAR2 < Alternate limit of "nearness" >

in SALFSEC < flailf of total sectors >

ENDSTRUCTUR;

RJLChEhiI G PAZ BLAV.-NOT FIIJ"D

-------------------- PRIP 1 TRACK WINOV L LOCAL PA II ?TPS ----------------------
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ASK RTSOLgwTONDLETION

r fPncoaner list, cen
t
ral track store)

TIOU. (t4nked list of conflict tables);

< This task examines the encounter list for conflict pairs no longer requiring

resolution advisories from the local site. It then ensures that each such

conflict is closed out in the proper manner. >

PPA? UqIL! (there are more entries in the encouner list to be examined);

3et noxt en
t
ry from encounter list;

Ir (entry tvoe :n 'resolution deletion')

79!1 Find conflict 'able and pair record for -his conflict:

C CONFLICT CLOSIUT;

If (okay to delete pair record)

= PkIR NECOWD _0LTIOW:

Its? Indicate in pair record that this pair

has been Processed on current scan:

Set pointer to list of potential domino conflict

aircraft to null for both aircraft;

1LSE < do not process this entry. >

END PESOLUtIONDLTOI:

RESOLUTION DILETION TASK RIGE-LEEL LOGIC ---------------------
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:All R-SOLIT!OW_9?t7TIOI

a (Pncounter lis*, central t rack store)

Iy9.- (Linked list of conflict tables);

U1PP!YW

REPM T11Lt (there are more entries in the encounter list to be eminedl;

let next entrv from encounter list;

Z!(ELENTRY.RDREQ _MSRT

Tr-3 Find Conflict table and pair record for this conflict;

< as verformei in PROCESS s~arch for pair record

in ROUI5'T PhAv!ITPC09D DELETIOW

SALL COU?LICTCLOSEOT

a (ACTDI, 1kC102. conflict table, pair record)

2.UI (PRDELOW)

( PWDELOW !Q '32 E

SCALL PIIRECORDDEL2r!ON

j I (ICDIl, SC102, pointer to oair record)

14079 (Conflict tables, :entral *rkclk store)*

ELSE 13T PRI!C.PISF*:

PIEC.&ci.!WTl - ML

PREC.ac2.TWT'f = TRULL:

ELSEV < do not process this entry. >

31DMrn;

M 22SOiUTIOWDELEf!ON;

---------------- ESOLUION OILMTOW TASF LOW-LEVEL Loorc -----------
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VOVYIW CO'LICT CLOSOUT

11 (State vectors, conflict table, and pair record for a conflict)

9M (Indication that pair record can be deleted):

< This routine closes out conflicts when either (1) the local site is

responsible and is no longer calling for resolution advisories or (2) an

aircraft in conflict has flown out of coverage. >

i (both aircraft are visible to own site)

M, n IP2FO3j both-aircraftvisible;

ML T -'? (one aircraft is visible to own site)

:_f PIPrP oneaircraftvisible;

fPUIj? indicate that pair record can be deleted;

1 COWFtICTCLOSOUT:

- - RESOLUTIOW DELETZOI TASK I!GR-LgVEL LOa3C ---------------------
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?OOTl!I! CONPLICTCLOSZOUT

IN (ACI!)1, ACID2, conflict table, pair recori)

P P (SVtPCTV, acy, acnv);

L? (StUCT1.1REMYLG 12 SFRLSE &1OI

(SY!C-I.kTSS 12 SI'WP OR SVECT1.Dt&TS 12SPY)

PUSET MIISE1:

SVECTV = SVECTI;

acv = ad:;

ELS! CL7RR VISMPL1-:

acnv = acl:

I? (SVIC T2.P!!MPLG S2 S?&LSE MPf

(SVEC2.ITSS U STRP OF SVECT2.DPAS STRY)

SVCTV -SVTCT2;

acv = ac2l

SLS! CLrAF VTSIPL?2;

acnv ac2;

U (VISISL21 2 STRIM AND V!SIBLE2 STE)

On I PPPOIN both aircraft visible:

!LS!IP (flSIPLtl 1P2 STRUP P VISIBLE2 M "f

IV~ jEF?OPN one aircraft visible;

OTHERWISE SIT PPOELOK;

!PD COR?!.C!CLOS-.OUT:

---------------- RSOLTI ON 9?L?*TO1 TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC -----------



P both aircraftvisible;

< This process handles the closeou
t 

of a conflict when both aircraft are

still visible. >

17 (the uplink of resolution advisory messages is being attempted

to either aircraft for this conflict)

1U" UPD1T_SICO_D:

If (handoff to another ITAIS site is not being attempted ND

resolution advisory not null for at leasnt one aircraft %WD

(incompatible advisories wore detected on last uplink .

positive resolution advisories were not selected 2

positive advisories have been up long enough))

THTW clear resolution advisory in conflict table

for both aircraft;

:LSTI! (own site is responsible for resolving this conflict UJ

initial resolution advisories have not yet been selectedl

THTU Update counter to indicate a 'miss' on this scan;

i? (too many scans vithout any 'hits')

flJJ indicate that pair record can be deleted;

OT2HgIISI < take no further action. >

END both_aircraft_viuible:

----------------- RNSOLT5ION DELZMON TISK RNIW-LVTIL LOGIC---------------
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Uf bothamirCraft- isible-.

j!(PPvC.acl.SEND ?.2 S-RUZ 21 PV1EC.ac2.SEWD LQ MUI)

Tl~W .&L lPDTSECTOV1D

IYU (ACIiII, ACID2, conflict table, *air record):.

U(PIEC. HDOPP r& SVALSI Ln

PREC.11AN or PREC.RflIU not null for at least one aircraft jf

(PIMCPOSCHD Z2 any of SUCNSIG, SIDBL, SlUG,

MCU, or $DOULE~i 21

(PREC. ?OSC30 ra 57OS Anl

SYSVRN.CTIN! GT 'ttC.TSTRI + TSCNDf)

ZIII clear resolution advisorv in conflict table

for bot h aircraft;

!LS1! (Pl!C.ATSID 12 OWUI1D)

!1U~ (P2EC.OSCID A2 SONIH!?)

fl11l PUEC.POSCHD = blN"S:

'LST!IU (PREC.POSCiqD !- SOWNRS)

THEN~f PRDELOF:

211 :IS < take no further action. >

Sbofhbaircraft.visibl*:,

----------------------- WESOLUTION DttTXOY TASK LOW-LUWI LOGIC -----------
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II I I I I I - - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -- -

PROCSS one-aircraft_visible:

< 'his process handles 
t
he closeout of a conflict when only one of the

aircraft is still visible. >

Clear resolution advisory in conflict table for non-visible aircraft;

Indicate in pair record that uplink of resolution advisories to non-visible

aircraft will no longer be attempted;

F (uplink of resolution advisories to visible aircraft is still being

attempted for this conflict)

?9? Sector ID in pair record = sector of visible aircraft:

I (resolution advisory j! null for visible aircraft AND

handoff to another &TARS site is not being attempted)

IF (incompatible advisories vere detected on last uplink)

'__.N clear resolution advisory in conflict table

for visible aircraft;

ELSETI (visible aircraft is SCAS-equipped)

'"HEN indicate in pair record that uplink of resolution

advisories to visible aircraft will no

longer be attempted for this con'lict;

ELSEIF (positive advisories vere not selected OR

positive advisories have been up long enough)

IUZI clear resolution advisory in conflict table

for visible aircraft;

OTHERWISE ; < take no further action.

ILS ZI (resolution advisory is null for visible aircraft)

THEN indicate that pair record can be deleted:

MD one-aircraft_visible;

RESOLUTION DELETIOW TASK NIoR-LEVEL LOGIC
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oneIS Of*aircraft visible;

Clear resolution advisory in conflict table for non-visible aircraft:

CLII PIRZC. aCnV. SPID

1!(?ItLC.acv.S!WflD 12 STRULD)

II.PILPC.SCTID - STECTV.SYSID;

S(PREC.VNLY Or PREC.RRAW not null for visible aircraft M~

PEC.HDOrP 12 SYILSI)

T ZIJ (P 2EC. Pas C D !E SRCMSNG 09 PI!C. 9OSCHD =2 MNC09L)

Sclear resolution advisory in conflict table

for visible aircraft:

MST (STCTV-ATS-g Q 12 SEQ)

THE gIZ!1 "REC.acv.SEND;

r2 5 21 (PNEC.POSCNW N!t Spas a~

SYSVAR.CTINE 21 PR!SC.TSTART + ?SCMD)

?W!Ul clear resolution advisory in conflict table

for visible aircraft:

OTIEUVISE ; < take no further action. >

( resolution advisory is null for visible aircraft)

SHM P202LOK;

~oueaircraft visible;

----------------- ISOLD?!OW ,INUTON ?TISK L09-tEVEL LOGIC -----------



PO~II P&TV_ fCOt1_DELETTOW

IN (TDs of two aircraft, pointer to pair record)

rwOU (Conflict tables, central track store);

L. (pointer to pair record 12 null)

TY__ PEROt search-for-pair-record;

(f (pair record exists)

TS.. PLU'OFM deletionnotificalion:

Save aircraft IDs and pointer to pair record:

Inlink pair record;

tOOP: < Repeat for each 'known' aircraft in pair. >

Reduce the number of conflicts for this aircraf, by 1;

IF (there are no more conflicts involving this aircraft)

THEY PERFODN CTdeletion;

IL.U P'P!O_.. CTSsimplification:

!IVP (all 'known' aircraft in pair have been processed);

owotoop;

Dele t e pair record:

I? (no more aircraft remain in conflict table)

= unlink and delete entire conflict table:

!LIj (number of aircraft remaining in conflict table 4)

I < conflict table cannot have split. )

OTHERWISE FfOR test for conflicttablesplit;

: < take no action. >

Z PARPCORDDZL2TTO;

------------------- RESOLUTION DELETION TASK 91GH-LETZI LOGIC
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fiOUT13W PAIR_ B!COPDDELETION

JU (ACIDI * ACID2, PRP'YR)

IVOUr (Conflict lables, central track store);

I!(PRPTR !_ SRILL)

11111 PWO'P4 search for pair record;

1_ (PtPTR ILI $NULL)

?EPRFORM deletion-notification:

Save PREC.acl.Pac, PRIC.ac2.?AC, aind PPPTR;

']nlink oair record:

Loop; < Rene&#! for each 'known' aircraft in pair. >

CTI!RyR.NCON CrT3TY.NCON - 1;

I- (CTTITIT.WCON K2 0)

?!WPFRP P4 CTT_dele4:ion:,

T1,31 PEROR CTE_siulificationi

TXIT!? (all 'known$ aircraft in pair have been nrocessed);

'NDLOOP;

Delete oair record;

jf(CqrfD.,.AC U2 0)

I-ULN unlink and delete entire conflict table:

ILS!IP (CTHEXD.NA nc 4)

ZLII! CALL STA4_?LAGUDfATT U (Central track store)

1100T (Conflict table);

OTHEPIS! PEPORN test for conflict table avlit:

e take no action. >

---------------- RLSOLO?!OW DELI?1OW T&SK LOW-LEVEL LOGTC -----------
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PROCM searchforpairrecord:

< This process searches for a pair record, given the pointers to the state

vectors of two aircraft (at least one of which must be available). >

I? (aircraft 1 is unknown)

:an I.? (aircraft 2 is not involved in any conflicts)

IM no common conflict table exists;

IWE common conflict table - conflict table of aircraft 2;

?LSEIP (aircraf
t 

2 is unknown)

..HW If (aircraft 1 is not involved in any conflicts)

11_ no common conflict table exists;

ELSE common conflict table = conflict table of aircraft 1:

ELSEI' (either aircrafl is not involved in any conflicts)

T.!f_' no common conflict table exists;

t (aircraft 1 and aircraft 2 are in different conflict tablesl

"R?3 no common conflict table exists;

OTW!RWISP < both aircraft are in the same conflict table. >

Common conflict table a conflict table of either aircraft;

If (no common conflict table exists)

TIEN common pair record does not exist;

' _S < search conflict table for common pair record. >

JO0.O; < Repeat for each pair record in common conflict table. >

( (both aircraft are in this pair record)

T=l common pair record = this pair record;

U__ ; < common pair record not yet found. >

E (comnon pair record found OR all pair records examined);

liDLOOP;

L.r (no common pair record found)

I comeon pair record does not exist:

search_!or pairrecord;

------------------- RESOLUTION 9!LTI-TOW PSK RGR-LEVEL LOGTC
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fl2O.[S search for pair record;

PPPTR - INULL;

__ (SY!PCT2.CTPTR = $NOLL)

IUIf! CONMONC? - SWULL:

= CONONC? SY!CT2.CTP1R:

LS 71 (ACID2 _U SUNK)

!HEN a !SV2CTI.CTPTV !- IUL )

T~UCOMMON CT = $NULL;

~L~CORMOqCT = SVEC?1.CTPTP;

'tSZU (SV-C?1I.CTPTu !-2 $NOLL O-R SVECT2.CTnDTP SWULL)

4 COMMoWcT - -9UULLI

LI to (SVI!C 1.CTPTR U!E SVECT2.CTPT!)

THIPH cO'IW0 CT = SWULt;

O'11!SWIS! COM509 C'. = SVEC?1.CTPTR;

j~(COMMON CT SWULL)

ILUn LOOP:, < Reveat for each pair record in common conflict table. >

~!(PRIC-acl.PAC 12 SVECTI.C?! AND PS!C.ac2.P&C f-2 SVECT2.C?!)

THE set PIPTR to point to this pair record:

I ( common pair record not yet found. >

?!KITZP (PRP-P V! $NULL OR all pair records examined);

!WDLOOP

Ssearch for pair record;

---------------- RSOLUTTOI ULtITION TASK LOW-tEVTL L0TIC ----------
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POCSS deletiobnotification:

< "his process notifies appropriate remote sites of the deletion of a pair

record for which the local site was responsible. >

IT (own si
t
e is responsible for this pair IND

either aircraft is in a sean with a connected site)

TIU Create a conflict table request sessaqe with REPLY field = 0

and BEL field - 1;

Send message to other connected sites indicated by

GtOG fields in state vectors of both aircraft;

IM deletion-notification;

RSOLJTIOV D2Lv-TfOW ?ASW qIGN-LZ!L LOGIC ---------------------
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P3OCV,c deletion notification:

J_ (P9 LPC.ATSID Y& OWRID AN (SVECTI.GEOG U OWNID UJ SVTCT2.GLPOG NJ O'WIDI)

THPM Create a conflict table request message with PEPLY field D

and DEL field - 1:

Send message to other connected sites indicated by

SVC'rl.G2OG and SUECT2.G1O(;;

M1 d*letiou-notification;

----------------- OLUTION OPLfTOW 'TSK LOW-LEVEL LOGrc ----------
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PROCSS CTf deletion;

STis process deletes an aircraft's conflict table entry. >

Set CTPTR and CTf = null in this aircraft 's rtate vector;

Reduce coun t of aircraft in conflict table b- 1;

I? (this aircraft is remote)

TR__ I (CPEF entrT exists for this aircraft

= delete CPrP entry;

Onlink and delete reuote list entry;

Unlink and delete conflict table entry for this aircraft:

LID CTF deletion:

------------------- RSOLUTONO 02PtOW T&SK HIGR-LEVEL LOGIC
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PIOCZhI CTU..doletion:.

Sv'C'.CTPTR a MULL;

SVTCT. CT M WLL;

CW!&D.PIC *CT1!!D.11C -1

11-1 (Cvr?1 entry exists for this aircraft)

=3 delete C12PX entry:

Unlink and delete RINI or REND en1try:

Unlink and delete conflict table entry for this aircraft:

U2 CY?_deletion;

---------------- RSOUTON DELETION TASK LOW-LEYI1 LOGIC -----------
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PRISCT _simnlification;

< This process updates an aircraf*'s conflict table entry after a pair record

involvinq *he aircraft is deleted. >

11 (pair record to be deleted contains horizontal RA for this aircraft)

~~D ecrement count of horizontal resolution advisories:

J! (count 12 0)

T_Y set ACIDR v null:

ILS! Search through remaining pair records for those

containing horizontal VRs for this aircraft;

Set %CIDR to point to one such pair record:

Save composite horizontal resolution advisory in INR:

I (pair record to be deleted contains vertical Ph for this aircraft)

HI Decrement count of vertical resolution advisories:

I (count 12 0)

= set ACIDv = null;

ILS? Search through remaining pair records for those

containing vertical RAs for this aircraft:

Set RCID to point to one such pair record;

Save composite vertical resolution advisory in VAY:

?YD CT2_simplification;

-RSOLUTION DR !IO TASK trGR-LZTRL LOGrC ---------------------
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PRM CT?_siaplification;

? (PREC.094PN not null for this aircraft in pair record to be deleted)

tS!U CTENTPY.NULTW = CTENWTT.MULTR - 1;

11 (CTENTRY.IULTH r2l 0)

SCTENTRY.&CIDR = SWULL;

Search through remaining pair records for those

containing horizontal Ris for this aircraft:

Set ACIDS to point to one such pair record;

Save composite horizontal RA in CTENTRY.RNRA:

T' (OQ'C.'T'iA not null for this aircraft in pair record to be deleted)

I.Il C-ENTRY.MULTT = CTNTPY.MULTV - 1

I- (CTUTPY.MULTV U 0)

: CT2NTRY.ACIDV - IAULL:

iSearch through resaining pair records for those

containing vertical RAs for this aircraft:

Set ACID? to point to one such pair record:

Save composite vertical RA in CTZWTRT. VAtI;

jD CTT-sisplification:

-ESOLUTTOW DELTION TRSF LOW-LEVEL LOIC- ---------------------
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PPOCSS test_for_conflict_table_split;

< This process tests for a split in a conflict table after a pair record Is

deleted. If the table has split, it then determines which aircraft pairs

belong in each new table. >

Create a linked list (list A) of all pair records remaining in conflict table;

Select aircraft ID froe first conflict table entry and place in list 8;

V UWTIL (list & is anty 21 list B in empty);

Select next aircraft ID from list 3; < subject aircraft •

I2.!; < Repeat for each oair in lisa k. >

( (subject aircraft is in this pair)

=1.1 Remove this pair from list A;

Add this pair to list C;

Adl ID of other aircraft in this pair to bottom of list B;

1XITI? (all pairs in list A examined);

j? (list A is empty)

a < no conflict table split has occurred. >

gjjj, SNANJLAGUPDAR;

I < conflict table has split. >

Divide conflic+ table into two conflict tables -- aircraft on

list 9 and pairs on list C form first table, shi reminminq

aircraft and pairs on list A form second table;

9211 U L&GOPDT?, ( for first conflict table >

SE1M_?LAG_UPDATE; < for second conflict table >

Stes*_for conflicttable_split;

------------------- RESOLOTION DILPTION TkSK RION-LEVIL tOGIC ---------------------
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%OZStest for_conflict_table_split.;

PR PACs,

Create a linked list (list A) of all pair records remaining in conflict table:

Place pointer to first conflict table entry in list 9:

RETIA! 2jM (list A is empty 2R list B is eMpt?):

PACS = next aircraft ID from list 3; ( subject aircraft >

LOOP: < Repeat for each pair in list A. >

I! (PACS !2 P32C.acl.?AC U_ PACS M. PREC.ac2.PC for this oair)

TRN Remove 'his pair from list A:

Ad this pair to list C:

Aldd PAC of other aircraft in this pair to bot-o of list 9;

TII! (all pairs in list A examined);

- DLoo____P:

I (list A is eMptT)

ISM C1 SEA[qFLAG_UOPDATT L. (Central track store)

INOUT (Conflict table);

_ Divide conflict table into two conflict tables -- aircraft on

list 8 and pairs on list C form first table, while remaining

aircraft and pairs on list A form second table;

GALL STAR FLAGUPDATE 1 (Central track store)

IJ (First conflict table);

SEAMFLAGUPDITT I (Central track store)

i (Second conflict table):

!ND test -or confl~ct tablesplit;

-------- SOLGTION DELETION TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC ---------------------
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1,1 (Central track store)

INOZT (Conflict table)

< This rout ine determines the setting of the seas flao !or a conflict table. >

CLZM seas flag in conflict table;

LQ2.!: < Repeat for each aircraft in conflict table. •

(bit got in 'OG field for any connected site)

= ." seas flag:

'!I. (seas flag set 21 all aircraft in conflict table have been selected);

LfNDLO P:

F?%4 v!5tAG l7?DAT2:

------------------- 22SOLUT? OU DILM''ZO ?ISK ZW1R-L!Y!L LOGIC ---------------------
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I I i I - -

I (Central tracit store)

110'? (Cof lict table)

CLEAR CTUAD. SEAN;

I=Ol; < teOPat for each aircraft I Conflict table. >

j (SVTCT.0o0 . STSYU.OWVTO)

iX~t~ (C-TWD.31 1 12 "PIZ U all aircraft in Conflict table selected);

SEANPLAG "?DiATE;

- -SOLTIOI D2ST.ZOI fISW LOI-LZVIL LO -c - -
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100TI YPDAT?_SSCTORID

TIi (Sate vectors, conflict table, and vair record for a conflict):

< This rout ine updates the sector ID in a pair record. >

IF (either aircraft is remote)

THU sector ID = sector of non-remote aircraft:

ELS!I' (both aircraft in same sector)

=1E1 sector ID = common aircraft sector;

1S'Ir (aircraft are less than three sectors apart)

T _ sector !D sector swept first by radar beam;

OTMER_I._ sector I = aircraft sector swept last by radar beam:

'!3D IPDATESECTOR_ID;

------------------- PESOLW"ION DELETIOW TASK NIGE-LEVEL LOGIC ---------------------
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Twu (ACIDI, ICID2. conflict table, pair record);

Ur tCTE1IYRT.RPMPLG ng MUEO for either aircraft)

Tm2 PREC.SECTIO STECT.SVSrD Of non-remote aircraft;

]kLU1! tSVZC?1.SSID jf2 SYRC?2.SVSIh)

1flEJ P3EC.SEC?!D aSVBCTI.SVSXD:

OTIVIS~ DELTA = ADS(SVrCT2.SSX1D - SYRCI.SYSZD);

U (DELTA 11 NEWl 21
(DELT ?I GThLYSEC La DELTA &I SEAN))

=1! PvPC.SBCTID = M!N(ST1CTl.3SSD, STNCT2.SVS!D);

ASE! PREC.S'!CTID - IX(SV2CTI.SVSZD1 STECT2.StSZD);

MI UPD&-%SCOR1tD

---------------- !1SOLU!?OW DELEION TASK LOW-Tt f.OfSC-----------
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Tsw COmLIrT PAIRCLURUP

11 (Central track store, ID of current sector)

IWOO' (Linked list of conflict tables);

< This task serves as a backup to the Resolution Deletion Task to ensure that

conflicts are closed out in the proper manner. It searches the linked list

of conflict tables for a sector to find conflict pairs not processed on the

current scan. >

RMl WHIt! (there are sore conflict tables to be examined);

Select next conflict table:

.PMA WHILE (there are more pair records to be examined);

Select next pair record;

(sector ID in pair record 12 current sector RYD

this pair has not been processed on current scan)

Tjfl CA1L COWFLICTCLOSBOUT;

Z (okay to delete pair record)

1 gQMjJL PAIR-RCORD_!LETIOR;

flfl CLUE flag which indicates pair has been processed;

Set pointer to list of potential domino conflict

aircraft to null for both aircraft;

S; < do not process this pair. >

?NDRPIAT

!10 COFtLIC?AIRCLA1VP:

-------------COLiCT PAI Ctl.NP T&SW 1IGH-LEMT LOGIC
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TASK COWLrcTPTCLPANUP

_1 (Central track store, ID of current sector)

TWOU (Linked list of conflict tables);

AZT PRDELOK;

P.RP21T WRL2 (there are more conflict tables to be examined);

Select next conflict table:

3rPnA WHILE (there are more pair records to be examined);

Select next pair record:

I-F (PRPC.S!CID 12 current sector jf2

PRC. PIIS? 12 SPALST)

THUw, S COULIC?_CLOSMOT

(ACID1, ACID2, conflict t
able, pair record)

O.. (PADTLOK)

IF (PIDU2LOK 12 SPUE)

~U ~PAIR_ ECORDDELLETION

I (ACIDI, ICID2, pointer to pair record)

ZIOUT (Conflict tables, cen
t
ral track store);

ZLZ LZ&I PU!C.PWISP;

PRIC.aci.INR a $NULL;

PRLC.ac2.TTR - INULL;

ZLSU ; < do not process this pair. >

---- -I-- - -------- IO:: C' P112 CLlAWQP TASw LOW-LVI? LOOIC --------------------
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(Deletiou list, linked list of conflict tables)

ZVOU (Central track store);

< This task is responsible for deleting the state vector of an aircraft which

has left the &TlRS/domino service area or which is no longer being

adequately tracked. )

REP'& W!ILE (there are nore entries in the deletion list);

Select next aircraft from deletion list;

(there is so conflict table for this aircraft)

=ll the state vector is to be deleted:

IL1 (there are no conflicts involving this aircraft for which the

uplink of resolution advisorv messages is still being attemp
t
ed)

Ta The state vector is to be 6eleted;

Create an entrv in 1111 or RID for this aircraft:

OTIZUS the state vector is not to be deleted:

(the state vector is to be deleted)

=,-V frase CPf or C12?D enry;

!this aircraft has an entry in CtIrl)

! delete C4IrT entry;

Unlink from sector thread;

Delete the state vector:

.....- S'"ITT YCT-Oi 02LIIO TASK hIGR-t VL,. LOGIC ---------------------
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TASV STAT!_VECTO _DLLTIOU

11 (Deletion list, linked list of conflict tables)

TWOOr (Central track store):

P? ACID:

BIT OFDEL:

R!PZA.T r (there are more entries in the deletion list);

ACID = ID of next aircraft on deletion list:

Access SVECT for this aircraft via ACID;

IF' (SV!CT.CTPTR M SVULL)

EN SET OKDEL;

? (P.REC.SMND not set in any pair records involving this aircraft)

Create an entry in PEIIA or RH1) for this aircraft:

QT4-!?VS1P CtA? OKDmt;

1? (OIKD~t :-

r5!! ?rase CREPA. or CREPD entry:

L (STTCT.ATCRfF E SNUIL)

THEN delete CREFX entry for this aircraft:

Unlink from sector thread:

De'ate the state vector:

M STAT'_?CTOPDELETIOn;

------------------- STATE VCTOR DT2TIOU TASK LOW-LUVTL LgGT7 --------------------
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16. MESSAGE UPLINK PROCESSING

This section discusses the construction of the uplink messages
to equipped aircraft. These messages are defined in the ATARS
National Aviation Standard (Reference 9). All the messages
discussed in this section are sent in the MA field of a DABS
Comm-A message. Reference 9 provides complete details of these
messages, their signal formats, and their coding.

16.1 Classes of ATARS Service

Reference 9 currently defines three classes of ATARS Service,
denoted as Class 0, Class 1, and Class 2. This document
contains the logic to service only these classes, although more
may be defined in the future. The classes represent alternative
levels of information. Messages from one of these classes are
sent to an aircraft according to its airborne processing
capabilities. The message sets are designed to minimize the
processing required by the simplest user, and thus minimize his
avionics cost; and to minimize the ATARS message load on the
DABS channel by not sending certain information to those
aircraft not equipped to process it.

Certain message types, namely the ATARS Resolution and the
ATCRBS Track Block Messages, are common to all three classes of
Service. These are described in the seCtion for Class 0
service. Certain other types are also common to Classes 1 and
2. These are described in the section for Class 1 Service. A
summary of all message types appears in Reference 9 and is
repeated herein as Table 16-1.

16.1.1 Ass 0 Service

Class 0 Service is in~ended for an aircraft with simple ATARS
avionics. The avionics is assumed not to store traffic advisory
data in a "track file," as described below for higher classes of
service. The avionics may only display position data for one
traffic advisory at a time, or it may be capable of displaying
several traffic advisories. To allow for this limited
capability, traffic advisories are ordered in decreasing order
of "importance" so that the pilot will be shown the most urgent
one(s). The following sections define the messages for Class 0
ervice.

1. 1 ATARS Resolution Message

eisage is the same for all classes of service. It
• 14-bit COL field, which is the column to be written
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TAILE 16-1

MA SUIPIELD STRUCTURE Of ATARS MESSAGES

ATARS CLASS Of ATAIS
MESSAGE NAME SERVICE SURFIELD STRUCTURE Of MA

Bit33-- BIt40 bit i8

(ADS1:4) (ADS2:4)

ATARS Reolutioo 0.1,2 -3 -0 ( COL:14 )( T 1A:i9 )(T )(S-T:)

Not Assigned - 3 "1-15

Six Advisories 0 -1 -0 ( 1" (1 )(SIX:6-)(S3-1:6 )( Y ) ("TT-)

Three Advisories 0 1 -1 (1T1 )( *:l8 )( '*:12

Not Assigned - -1 -2

ATCRBS Track 0,1,2 -1 -3 Note: Defined in Ref. 11: 3.3.2.3.2 and is
Block sent only to BCAS equipped aircraft.

Not Assigned *i .1 -4-6

Auxiliary When RST-
Advisories 1,2 -i -7 (-TER: )(CYTi )( RST:i )(-OBT-1 )(0B-OB- .I

When RST-i
'TER;S )( )( RST:i)( )C D:26

3.wn Plus 2 -1 -8 0DS:2'.4 AEC:24
Altitude Echo

OYwn Plus 2 -1 -9 ODS:24 )( PDT:24
Proximity

Start/End 2 .1 o10 POT:24 )( SED:24
Encounter

Dual Proximity 1,2 .1 -11 C DT:24 )( PDT:24

Proximity Plus 1,2 1 -12 ( PDT:24 AEC:24
Altitude Echo

Start Threat 2 .1 -13 ( 0D:24 )( STD:24

Threat 1,2 -1 -14 ( POT:24 )( TRD:24

Not Assigned - .1 15-

(C*.) can be either (TPA-i'), (WA'IT") (0 .'A17) OR (-1), or a Null Advisory

(*--**i.) can be either (TP_I_), ( -. F__), (TI T) (OAE:IT)-7,OR (RAE:18), or a Null Advisory

Note: (XII:N) denotes a subfield designated "MM" which is assigned N bits.
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into the aircraft RAR column designated by the SIT field. The
COL field represents the composite of all resolutions the site
is sending the aircraft for all conflict pairs. The site
repeats the message each scan during the conflict, and sends
this message again with COL containing all zeros, once at the
end of the conflict to remove its advisories from the RAR. SIT
corresponds to the ID of the site originating the advisories.
It is normally set to own-ID. In the backup-master mode, it may
contain the failed site's ID. When performing remote uplink, it
contains the requesting site's ID.

This message contains the TRA subfield which describes the
threat or proximate aircraft causing the resolution advisory.
In the case of a multi-aircraft encounter, the most cri*1cal
threat is used. A resolution advisory should always be caused
by an aircraft whose Encounter List entry is a Threat type.
However, on the scan when the final (zero) COL field is sent,
the only traffic remaining may have entries with Proximity type.

The resolution message also contains a 12-bit subfield. This
may contain another threat or proximity advisory, or a terrain,
airspace, or obstacle advisory.

16.1.1.2 ATCRBS Track Block Message

This message is sent only to BCAS-equipped aircraft. Its
generation (Section 8.1) is dependent upon BCAS logic, and is
independent of any ATARS traffic and/or resolution advisories to
BCAS for the same ATCRBS traffic. Up to eight such messages may
be sent to each BCAS aircraft, depending upon the number of
qualifying ATCRBS tracks. The message contains a SIT field as
in the ATARS Resolution Message, and a track number to aid BCAS
in associating messages with the same track on subsequent
scans. The track data contains range, range rate, altitude,
altitude rate, and bearing. ATARS tracked data is predicted
ahead one scan to the time of transmission of the message.

16.1.1.3 Three Advisories Message

If no ATARS Resolution Message is constructed, this message is
used to send up to three advisories. The first two advisories
are contained in 18-bit subfields, and the third in a 12-bit
subfield as described above for the ATARS Resolution Message.
The 18-bit subfields may contain any of the following: a threat
or proximity advisory, which is like that of the 12-bit subfield
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with additional data for range and fine altitude; terrain,
airspace or obstacle advisories containing the same data as for
the 12-bit subfield; or an altitude echo. If there are at least
two traffic advisories, these will use the 18-bit subfields and
any altitude echo in the PWILST will not be sent. If there are
less than two traffic advisories, an altitude echo will always
be sent in an 18-bit subfield, unless sending the altitude echo
creates a need for an extra message.

16.1.1.4 Six Advisories Message

If more advisories remain to be sent after either the ATARS
Resolution or the Three Advisories Messages are constructed, up
to six additional advisories may be sent in this message. These
are limited to fewer bits than those preceding but would
correspond to less important advisories. Any remaining
advisories after these six would not be sent to the aircraft
this scan.

The first two advisories use the same 12-bit subfield described
above. The remaining four advisories are contained in 6-bit
subfields. These subfields may only contain proximity or threat
advisories. Thus, if the proximity and threat advisories on the
PWILST have not all been sent before reaching the 6-bit
subfields, any terrain, airspace, or obstacle advisories will
not be sent. This only happens when there are at least five
traffic advisories, or at least four traffic advisories and a
resolution advisory.

16.1.2 Class I qervice

Class I Service will support a graphic display and is intended
for aircraft capable of displaying larger quantities of data
than the Class 0 aircraft. In most cases, more messages will be
sent to such aircraft to uplink the same number of advisories.
The ATARS Resolution Message and the ATCRBS Track Block Message
are as described in Sections 16.1.1.1 and 16.1.1.2. However,
any traffic advisory data contained in the ATARS Resolution
MesF., is repeated using the messages below.

16.1.2.1 Dual Proximity Message

This message contains position data for two proximity
advisories. Each advisory is sent in a Position Data Subfield,
which contains clock and fine bearing, altitude zone and fine
altitude, range, the heading of the traffic, and the control
state and ATARS equipage of the traffic. A first-time
transmitted bit is sent to denote new traffic.
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16.1.2.2 Threat Message

This message contains one threat advisory. It consists of a
Position Data Subfield as above, plus a Threat Data Subfield
containing an altitude extension, fine heading, horizontal miss
distance, turn type, vertical speed of the threat, and an
indication as to whether the threat is causing a resolution
advisory to be sent to own aircraft.

16.1.2.3 Proximity Plus Altitude Echo Message

This message combines one proximity advisory with altitude echo
data. It contains the last (i.e. least important) proximity
advisory. If no single proximity advisory remains after all
Dual Proximity Messages are built (if any), and an altitude echo
is required, a null Position Data Subfield will be inserted to
complete this message.

16.1.2.4 Auxiliary Advisories Message

This message contains terrain, obstacle, and airspace
advisories. Its format contains a terrain warning (if needed),
an obstacle advisory (if needed), and either an airspace
advisory or up to two additional obstacle advisories. Bath its
obstacle and airspace advisories include specific identification
data not provided in the Class 0 formats. A first-time
transmitted bit is sent to denote each new advisory.

16.1.3 Class 2 Service

Class 2 Service is intended for aircraft with sophisticated
avionics capable of tracking traffic from scan to scan. Class 2
messages include the entire set of Class 1 messages plus
additional types intended to aid such avionics. These
additional messages are described below.

16.1.3.1 Start/End Encounter Message

This message helps the avionics start a track by assigning a
track number to the traffic. The message contains a Position
Data Subfield and a Start/End Subfield. The latter indicates
whether to begin or end the track, assigns the track number, and
contains the groundspeed, climb performance, and abbreviated
identification data for the traffic. Up to eight unique track
numbers may be assigned to tracks fc'r an aircraft's traffic
advisories. The End Encounter Message is normally sent at the
conclusion of traffic advisory status. However, if more than
eight tracks qualify simultaneously, ATARS sends a Start
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Encounter Message when a new track is chosen to replace an old
one with the same number, and this implies the end of the old
track.

16.1.3.2 Own Plus Proximity Message

This message combines a single proximity advisory with
own-aircraft data. The own-aircraft data allows the avionics to
more accurately relate advisory data to own aircraft's heading,
speed and turn rate. It also confirms the class of ATARS
service in use. A bit indicates the initiation or handoff of

ATARS service, to indicate to the avionics possible track number
discontinuities if sensors change ATARS responsibility during an
encounter.

16.1.3.3 Own Plus Altitude Echo Message

This message combines own-aircraft data with altitude echo data
and is uplinked when both of these types are required.

16.1.3.4 Start Threat Message

This message combines own-aircraft data with a Start Threat Data
Subfield. The latter is the same as a Start Encounter Message,
except the Start/End bit is replaced by a bit indicating whether
the threat is a new track or is an upgrade of an existing
proximity advisory to a threat.

16.2 Data Link Message Construction Task

The Data Link Message Construction (DLMC) Task assembles
messages for uplink to each equipped aircraft in the ATARS
service area. The following sections describe the functions
performed by this task.

16.2.1 Ranking PWILST Entries

The uplink messages are eventually constructed from the entries
on the aircraft's PWILST. These entries are created in the
order that pairs on the Encounter List are processed. However,
the desired order of their uplink is determined by factors
independent of this original ordering. The ranking procedurp
reorders the list, enabling the subsequent procedures to travel
through the list and assemble messages in the desired order.

16-6
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Assuming all types are present, the Entry Ranking Process
produces the ordering of entries shown in Table 16-2. The
groups numbered 2, 4, and 9 are selected using only the TYPE of
the entry. For all TA PROX or TA THREAT entries, the Entry
Ranking Process calculites the current value of each entry's
RANKTYP field according to the criteria shown in the "Meaning"
column of Table 16-2.

Within each group containing traffic advisory entries, the
entries are ordered according to additional rank data. The
formats of these fields are also shown in Table 16-2. The
Traffic Advisory Task (Section 9) computes the "tau" and
"weighted range" fields each scan, using data from the encounter
list entry. The DLMC Task assigns the RANKTYP. Both tau and
weighted range are stored in two's complement form. These
fields are concatenated and then interpreted as a single
unsigned integer. This interpretation causes entries with the
smallest positive values of tau and range (i.e. shortest tau and
closest range) to receive the highest ranking within each
group. Both tasks update their respective data each scan that
the entry is refreshed. Within groups 1 and 3 (separately), the
ranking procedure orders entries by tau and weighted range.
Within groups 5 through 8 (separately), this procedure orders
proximities with mode C altitude reports ahead of non-mode C
proximities, and within each group, orders entries by weighted
range. Within groups 2, 4, and 10, the order is immaterial.
Group 9 can have only one entry. This ranking orders the
entries by importance, and avoids problems in class 2 message
construction, in which advisories in a Start/End Encounter
Message use a full message, while proximities may be paired
together or paired with ALEC or Own-aircraft data. The only
adverse impact of this ranking for Class 0 or 1 users is minor:
a new proximity advisory may precede another for closer traffic
on one scan.

There are no OWN entries on the PWILST, as all the logic to
generate Own-aircraft data subfields is handled locally within
the DLMC Task. Also, group 10 entries (END Threat or Prox) are
only kept for class 2 ATARS users.

16.2.2 Altitude Echo

Altitude Echo (ALEC) PWILST entries are created for any of
several reasons:

16-7
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TABLE 16-2

RANKING ENTRIES ON THE PWILST

ENTRY RANKTYP
GROUP TYPE FIELD MEANING OF RANKTYP FIELD

1. TA_THREAT 1100 SVECT.CTPTR non-null

2. ATCRBS TB - -

3. TATHREAT 1000 SVECT.CTPTR null and

TA THREAT.END not set

4. TERRAIN

AIRSPACE,
OBSTACLE

5. TAPROX 0101 SVECT. MCFLG set and
TA PROX.OLD TYPE - "none"

6. TAPROX 0100 SVECT.MCFLG not set and
TA PROX.OLD TYPE - "none"

7. TAPROX 0011 SVECT.MCFLG set
and TA PROX.OLD TYPE not "none"
and TA-PROX.END-not set

8. TAPROX 0010 SVECT.MCFLG not set

and TA PROX.OLD TYPE not "none"
and TAPROX.END--not set

9. ALEC - -

10. TA_PROX, 0000 END set

TATHREAT
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TABLE 16-2
(Concluded)

-Tau Field

Set to zero for TA PROX types.
For TA THREAT types, two's complement of "Tau" (stored by
Traffic Advisory Task)

-Weighted Range Field

Two's complement of weighted range (stored by Traffic Advisory
Task)

Note: The -Tau and -Weighted Range fields are concatenated and
interpreted as a single binary unsigned integer in the ranking
process.
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a. When a pilot sends an ALEC request (received in a DABS
surveillance report), the Report Processing Task
(Section 4.4) creates an ALEC entry.

b. When an equipped aircraft enters ATARS service, the
DLMC Task notes that ALECT in the State Vector is
uninitialized, and creates an ALEC entry.

c. When sufficient time has elapsed since ALECT, the time
of the last ALEC message to the aircraft, the nLMC Task
creates an ALEC entry.

d. When an ALEC uplink fails, the uplink delivery notice
process in Non-surveillance Message Processing Task
(Section 5.1) resets ALECT to an uninitialized value to
force an immediate retry as in b. above.

As stated in Section 16.1, in periods of heavy traffic, the low
priority assigned ALEC may cause this message not to be assigned
a field if the user is ATARS Class 0, or to not be delivered if

many uplinks are scheduled, for other user classes. In all
cases, ALEC will be retried as soon as traffic becomes light
enough.

16.2.3 Construction of Uplink Messages

After ordering PWILST entries and assigning track numbers, the
DLMC Task constructs as many uplink message MA fields (see
References 9, 10) as required to send ATARS advisories to each
equipped aircraft. The pseudocode specifies the fields that are
to be built within each message. The detailed coding of these

fields is in Reference 9. For Class I and 2 users, every 48-bit
MA field contains two 24-bit fields, as shown in Table 16-1.
The pseudocode uses a local variable SUBFIELDNO to indicate
whether the first or second of these in an uplink mesage is next
to be filled. The ADS code is added to indicate the type of
message and define the subfields that follow. All completed
messages are sent as uplinks, as specified in Section 3.2.

16.2.4 Deleting PWILST Entries

The various types of PWILST entries are removed in different
ways. Some types are sent only once; others are dropped when
not refreshed; and some need an end message uplinked.
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TA types (THREAT and PROX) contain an END item which is set by
uplink delivery notice processing after they are successfully
delivered. If an entry again qualifies for TA status, the
Traffic Advisory Task resets END. If not, the DLMC Task Entry
Ranking Process deletes these entries if the user is Class 0 or
1, as an end message is not sent to these users. If the user is
Class 2, the DLMC Task builds an End Encounter Message and then
immediately deletes the PWILST entry.

An ALEC entry is deleted by the DLMC Task immediately after the
message is built.

Terrain, Airspace, and Obstacle types also contain an END item
which is set by uplink delivery notice processing after
successful delivery. The T/A/O Task resets END each scan that
the alert continues. When the alert ends, END is not reset and
the DLMC Task Entry Ranking Process deletes the entry.

ATCRBS Track Blocks likewise contain END. A single attempt to
send an End Track Block is made for these types. The DLMC Task
sets END when the ATCRBS Track Block Message is constructed. If
the Traffic Advisory Task does not reset END on the next scan,
the DLMC Task sends an End Track Block and deletes the PWILST
entry.

16.3 Pseudocode for Message Uplink Processing

The following comments will clarify the implementation of the
Data Link Message Construction Task. The pseudocode repeatedly
refers to PWILST entries of a particular TYPE. While TYPE is
not a field in the entry, the definitions of PWILST entries in
Section 3 pseudocode identify the TYPE for each.

The Entry Ranking Process makes several passes through an
aircraft's PWILST. These passes include the RANKTYP assignment
and reordering discussed in Section 16.2.1, and the assignment
of track numbers. It is suggested that temporary lists be kept
of unused track numbers and of ATCRBS Track Block track numbers.

The various message generation processes primarily look down an
aircraft's PWILST to find the next entry which has not been
marked SENT. An exception is the Auxiliary Advisories Message
Generation Process, which builds the Auxiliary Advisories
Message from all T/A/O entries on the PWILST and marks them all
SENT.

As uplink messages are built, the pseudocode assigns an ADS

code. These are shown as the appropriate ATARS Message name.
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See Table 16-1 for the corresponding numerical values. The
priority bit included with each message is not uplinked to the

aircraft, and thus is not contained in the formats shown in
Table 16-1. This bit is used by the DABS sensor in its message
scheduling (Reference 1). The phrase "move to uplink buffer"
means "build the complete message format as shown in References
1 and 8". If SVECT.REMRAR is set to a positive value, the
uplink messages should be routed to the remote sensor
indicated. In all other cases, the local sensor performs the
uplink.

As each message is moved to the uplink buffer, a copy is linked
to a list kept for the aircraft. This list, which is discarded
and created anew each scan, is pointed to by SVECT.UPMES.
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ST1ROC"U~t DLMCPARM

GUOI cbangethresbolds

INT hLCI <time to generat~e new ILnC entry>

FL OWNDt-LHDG <heading change requiring Own Message>

FAEOiD4 PAw3 BLANK-NOT FILO&iD

---------- DATA LINK !!SSAPLG CONST~tUCTION 'ASK LOCAL PXPMTPS --------
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STRUCTUP DLRCVUL

GiOU miscellaneous

LIT OWN_1QD <own Message in required>

INT PeOXIIO (counter for first/second traffic

advisory in message>

I SU ?rLDWO <counter for subfield in message>

U1 RESSENT <Resolution message sent>

tVJDSTRUC",UT1;

t -..... t

MECIND G PA(Z BLZA -NOT FILG=

-------------- 'jTI LINK ntSsaGP CONSTRUCTtON TASK LOCAL VRYIBLES ----------------
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Z&SK SATALINW__2SSGECOWSTR0CT!ON

14 (Sector list of aircraf+, state vectors)

OUT (messages to uplink buffer)

ITOUT (PWTLST's);

<Mer7e all uplinks to aircraft into message structure.>

PEPEAT VRIL (more aircraft on list);

Select next aircraft:

IF (ATXRS equipped 4WD in ATARS service)

gT i p Fopn altitudeechotest: <determine if al
t . echo message required>

DWDFOj entryranking; <reorder entries on PWILST>

I (aircraft is in a conflict table MN own site giving resolution)

? PERFORM resolution message generation;

<build remaining messages according to class of ATARS service>

T (Tk class U 0)

Tf!W ?FORW classO_DLIC;

L STI! (TAClass 12 1)

Th.1 P 2 classtIDLNC;

OTHBRUI2E PERFOR class_2_DLMC;

Link set of uplink messages to state vector;

nlo DATALIW fZSSAGECOSTIUCTION;

DATA LIWK SESSAGE CONSTPUCTION TASK 9IGR-LVnL LOGIC ---------------
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---- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ------- ------- ------- -----

U1S DiIaj.!UR SSAGRCOISTUUCYOW

(Sector list of aircraft. state vectors)

2OU (megsages to uplink buffer)

IU (PWIL ST 18):

<merge all uplinks to aircraft into message structure>

REPhA !IL (more aircraft on sector list);

Select next aircraft;

Z (Sv2CT.ITSEQ 33 SE11Q M S1RCT..ITSS Z& STUZ})

32 32025 altitude echo-test; <determine if att. echo message required>

PIPO23 entryranking; <reorler entries on PWTLS?>

C131 VISSINT:

I (SY!CT.CTTR not null jD pair rec found for AC vith PSEC.SEWD set)

3.1 3.ORj resolutiou_sessagegeneration:

<build remaining messages according to class of &ARS service>

IT (ST!CT.CLASS 12 SCLO)

TE 212 classODLHC;

fl2F (SVCT.RCLASS 12 ICLI)

= PERFOR class)_iLNC;

OTHUITS2 P22rO1 class_2_DLNC;

Link STICT.VU3S to set of uplink messages:

11. O1_LIUM2SSAGCOWSTWUCIOW;

-DT LINK 9hSSIG2 CONSTRUCTION TASK LO-L!EVL LOGIC
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POE altitude echo-test;

<See if required to generate ALEC entry, even if no

pilot request. If no ALEC sent recently, send one now.>

UZ (n2 ALEC entry on PwrLS)

TIIL U (ALEC? uninitialized 21 sufficient time since ALINC)

11 Create ALEC entry and link to bottom of PgrLST;

Update ALECT with current time;

L altitude echo test:

--------------. DATA LINK INSSaGE COSPUOCTON TAS! WI!R-LEVL LOGIC
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PPCS sltitudVecho itest;

<see if required to generate AL!Cf entry, even if noC

pilot request. If no UNC sent recently, send one now>

.!(no 1LvC entry an PWlLST)

Til~ (STICT.kLEC? ninitialized Uj S!STIN.CT1112-SYCT.ALEC? j ALECTIS)

TilCreate ALEC entry and link to bottom of PWlLS?;

SYUCE. ILRCTSYSYAU1.C?l!U;*

Saltitude echo *est;

----------- DAT& LIW?' 99SA92 COUSUflCTIOW TASK L.OW-LEYEL LOGIC ----- --------



PROCISS entry ranking:

INPUT WHIL (PWILST contains more Prow or Threat entries);
' U.class LT 2 U END set)

J Delete entry: <don't send lID sag to class 0 or 1)

l Determine and store rank type;

3flAj WEIL! (PILST contains note entries)

Sort all entries into descending rank order;

CLEAR SRT flag for each entry:

S('"&_class U 0)

=1 Delete all prox or threat entries after first 9;

: Delete all prow or threat entries after first 8;

h -h hIL? (any remaining have uninitialized Track~no);

ssiqn lowest unused ?rack.no:

ZUU: !MJ (any Ilerrain, Airspace, Obstacle entries);

( CRND set) <entry not updated this scan>

T=. Delete ent ry; <don't send END ag for these types>

REP?% WHLE (any IACRBS T rack Block entries);

. (1TCPnSTrackno uninitialized)

lAssign lowest unused ITCRBS_Trackno;

(this ATCRSrackno UL 7)

1J3 / (any ACIBS_? entry found with END status AIR next

entry does not have same ICS_Trackno)

yove subject entry after one with 119 status%

Assign subject entry same ITCISS_?rackno

as entry with 210 status;

Delete subject entry- etoo many ?rack Blocks>

I0 entryrankinq;

......------- DATA LINK NISSAG1 CONSTRUCTION ?ASK E RG-L!YRL LOGIC
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PPOCrSS entryrankinq;

ltPA RI (PW!LST contains more ?A_PROX or TITNPAT entries);

L-. (SVC'P.aCLASS JX SCL2 AND FWD set)

THE Delete entry; <don't send END osg to class 0 or 1>

:In Determine and store WAWXTYP; (see Table 16-2 for details>

FIPIAT WILE (PWILST contains more entries);

Sort all entries into descending rank order;

CLj SrXT flag for each entry;

T W E P A T :I

i (SVICT.ACLASS 1 $CLO)

:21 Delete all prox or threat entries after first 9;

.LI Delete all prox or threat entries after first 8;

RPTA !M1L (any remaining have uninitialized T".CWYO):

TACKIWO = lowest unused value;

rNDRIPAT;

RIPIT !IfL (any TRIRAIN, AIRSPACe, OBSTkCL entries);

If (?WD set ) <entry not updated this scan>

Delete entry: <don't send RND msg for these types>

RIDRPR T?

ZPPT TH (any ATCRPSTB entries);

I! (ATCS_TRACK W0 uninitialized)

I ATCRBS_TRACWNO-lowest unused value;

I (this XTCVBS TRICK 10 2 7)

T (any &TCRSISTB entry found with END set j. next

entry does not have same &TC13STRAC1 K0)

ZM Move subject entry after one with END set;

Assign subject entry same ITCPSSTRACK_RO

as entry with ZND set:

UU Delete 3ubject entry:

entry_ranking;

DATA LIVK MESSIGI CONSTRUCTION TASK LOW-LYtIL LOGIC ----------------
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PR2UU !tt@esel uion.u~msage~geOeration;

<Geierat Resolution Advisory and otbhe*r fields in Resolution message.>

Build COL field from own site's resolution(s) for IC:

Set SIT field to Indloate own site;

Select higbest ranking traffic advisory entry:

muild T11 field: (full field if no entry found>

emty7 SIIT%

3 Subfield_12_bitqeneration:

ADSuesolution$

Priority bit in message:

move t*o uplink buffer:

resolutionessaqe.generatiou:

-------------- DATA LINN 3lSIt l CONSTI O ?IS% R!GI-LYVL LQGIC ---------------
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P20CESS resolution-.essage generation;

<generate Resolution Advisory and other fields in Resolution message>

COt field=zeroes:

?21919,7L (all pair records for AC processed);

Select next PUIC;

L (PIEC.sID 5g ITt!

jJCOL-loqical aJ of COL field with PNNC.PU1AU.PVHAW for &C;

<both SNOtS, SNULLRIS treated as zeroes>

If (Sv!C?.CBWT? set)

?gII STT field=SYSVAR.PAILED;<send failed site's tD in Backup-master mode>

EM SIT field=SYS!l.OUNID;

Select highest ranking Tk_?URITT or T&_PROX entry;

Build TRA field;<null field if no such entry found>

entry SENT;

?SBTO?3 Subfield_12_bitgenration:

ADSeso lut ion;

Sv.! Priority bit in message;

Nove to uplink buffer;

111 P2SS'S?:

resolution message_gueration;

-DATA LINK 2SSlG1 CONSTIUCTION TASK tOW-LVnL LOGIC
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PROC!SS !lass-O-O~LMC,

<Generate any asgs required for class 0 &AR9S user.>

".PEAr WRIL!P (PVlLST contains more ATCRBS Track Block entries);

Selec4 next ATCPBS 'rack Block entry;

PR?ORI %TCRBS~trackblocknuplink;

Tv (Resoltiion message was not sent MRP any entries on PWILIR? not yet sent)

'-9!! PBBORI three advisories message generation:

TF (more PVTL13T entries not sent)

-M~q PPPORII six-adviso riesmessagegeneration;

ND classI-VI_

------------ DATA LTYK NTSSAG2 CONSTPUCION ?I5W MIGH-LUY' LOGIC --------
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PROCIS classODLC;

<generate any usgs required for class 0 TIRS user>

REP!&'4 (PWILS? contains sore ATCRBSTB entries);

Select next ACPBS_TB entry;

kPFPP ATCtBS_trackblock_uplink;

. (RSS IT g StLS1 AND any entries on PWILST with SENT 12 SPtSE)
:H,94 jTVR hreeadvisoriesmessage-qeneration;

I? (more P9ILST entries with SENT X9 SALSE)

:9!!N PPH six_advisories aessage generation;

,,D class_0 _Df C:

-------------- OAT% LIUK MESSAGE CONSTPOCTION TASK LOW-LEIVL LOGIC ----------------
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PROCESS Class_I_DL3C; <Generate msegs required for class I RTRPS user.>

CLAR SENT flags on threat entries:

<if Resolulion message sent, need separate threat asgs for class-1 service>

SUPrILDNO=1; <keep track of first or second subfield in .sg>

E!!AT WHILE (more PWILST entries not sent);

Select next entry not sent:

IF (TTPE-Threat)

TREW build position data subfield, FTAT, threat data subfield:

ADS-Threat:

SET Priority bit in message;

Move to uplink buffer:

_U entry SENT;

?LSIT (Type = ATCRBS Track Block)

THY !211 ATCRBS_track blockuplink:

FLSEIT (Type = Terrain 21 Airspace 21 Obstacle)

TNEW !P.I. auxiliaryadvisories_essage_generaion:

<send all T/1/O entries>

ILS!!f (Tvpe = Prox)

* build position data iubfield, ?TAT; <"TP-Pror>

_XT entry STUT;

IF (SUBFI!LDNO-2)

Combine vith saved subfield;

ADS-Dual Proximity:

CLEA Priority bit in message;

Move to uplink buffer:

SU8PvLDWO-1:

1LS SUPFTELDNO-2;

Save first subfield;

2T5!NWISZ; <don't process ALEC entry yet>

PwtOS! classl_altitude echogeneration:

class_ ILMC:

DATA LIMP 43S3AGI COWSTIOCTTON TASW MIGR-L1TrL LOGIC
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PROC3SS classI_DLNC; <generate mugs required for class I IItS user>

CA SEN flaqs on threat entries;

<if Resolution message sent. need separate threat osgs for class1 service>

suB3rrLDWO=-I <keep track of first or second subfield in ssa>

REPEAT W sL (more PVILST entries with SENT 1. STLST!;

Select next such entry;

IL (TYPE-T&_TERET)

I build position data subfield, ??IT, threat data subfield;

ADS-Threat:

5I! Priority bit in messaqe:

Move to uplink buffer;

_..entry SPW?;

I (TYPE = ?C-EBSB)

ZU_1 P!21 ITCVBStrackblock uplink;

T (TYPE TaEUWAIN 21 IlSPICE 02 OBSTACLE)

IER PERFO1 M auxiliaryadvisories_uessagegeneration;

<send all T/A/O entries>

.S (TYPE - PROZ)

TREY build position data subfield, PTA?;

entry SIW;

. (SUSPIELfWO=2)

7 Combine with saved subfield;

IDS-Dual Proximity;

CLEAIR Priority bit in message;

Move to uplink buffer;

SIBPJIPLDWO= 1;

ISUBFELDNO=2;

Save first subfield;

OTHERWISE; <don't process ALEC entry yet>

PU.FO1 class_1 atitudeechogeueration;

ctass_)_DLC;

-------------- DATA LINK MESSAGE CONSTUCTION TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC
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!I2ZI class_2_DLNC: <Generate messages for class 2 &TARS user.

U_21213 ovnmessaqe~requiresenttest;

CLA SENT flags on threats; <need separate sas for class 2>

PROXWO=I.,

REPE VRILl (sore entries not sent);

Select next entry not sent:

(TYPE=Threat) AWD (2ID not set)

ThI !ZFM. class2.threatgeneration:

<say create own data, start threat subfields>

!iSU (Type = ATCHBS Track Block)

PrPOR3 hTCP9Itrackblock uplink;

-!j!I. (Type = Terrain _.R Airspace OR Obstacle)

TH!% FP3 auxiliary advisories messagegeneration:

<send all T/A/O entries>

ISTI ((Mype * Prox or Threat) M (OLD_TYPE=none 21 ?WD set))

<start or end prox or end threat entry>

9Build nosition data subfield, ?TAT, start/end subfield:

ADS=Start/tnd Encounter;

C Priority bit in message-

Move to uplink buffer;

(OLD_TYP-Unone) <start prox type>

IN IM entry SWNT;

L Delete entry; <end sent>

ILSEI? (Type - Prom)

MTOPH continuinqproxzclassification;

OThIRWIS; <don't process ALEC entry yet>

(Own message required and not sent yet)

Tj W Build own data subfield;

godate own ssg time and lata; <OWUT, OWNIDG, OWNIIN-

CLZAN Own sessage required indication;

PIROO.I class_2altiude echogeneration:

Delete any ALEC entry;

JIM class_2_DLNC:

-------------- DATA LINK S9SA02 CONSTIOCTION TASK HIag-LEL LOGIC
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PROCM.. class_2DLNIC: <generate messages for class 2 ATAIS user>

PPFONN own message requirement test;

CLA SENT flags on threats; <need separate nsgs for class 2>

PROINO 1;

REPEAT WHIL~ (more entries with SENT 12 SrALSE);

Select next such entry;

If (TYPE-TREAT) %ND (TATRR21T. ED j2 SPALSE)

THE PZRrORM, class_2_threatgneration;

ELSEIP (TYPE = ATCRBSTBI

THEN PERFfP. ATCStrackblockuplink:

?tS!IP (TYPE = TERRAIN OR AIRSPACE OR OBSTACLE)

T9EN P!RrORM auxiliary advisoriesumessagegenerati on:

<send all T/A/O entries)

121SEI- ((-YPF = PROX or THUEATj AND (OLDTYPEnone 09 END set))

<start or end prox or end threat entry>

'"H'N Build position data subfield, PTA?, start/end subfield:

ADS=Start/tEnd Encounter;

CLEAR Priority bit in message;

Move to uplink buffer:

I(TAPROX.OLD-TYPLEInone) <start prox type>

THEY SET TA_ PNOX.SNT;

ELSE Delete entry; (end sent>

gLSI1 (TYPE = PROX)

IR!1E PTRF RM continingproxclassificat ion;

OTM-ERWIS ; <don't. process ALEC entry yet>

END NE PI&I:

I? (OWNBEQD 12 STUE)

THINJ Build own data subfield;

SYECT. OWNT-SYSVAP. CCIE;

Opdate SVPCT.OUB'IDG, ST!C'.OWWTW;

JIA! OWNRTQD;

PERFORM class-2altiude~echogneration;

Delete: any ALEC en*ry:.

T12 class2DLC:

------------ DATA LINK MESSAGE CONSTN'IC?10N TASK LOW-LEVTEL LOGIC --------
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PROCESS iTCAStrack_bock.Uplink;

Select next XTCRBS Track Block entry;

kDSmXCIBS Track Block:

Priority bit in message;

S.T entry SENT:

qove to uplink buffer;

f (EWD field set)

L.r delete PWILS? entry;

<only make one try to send ID sag for this type>

! Y 2WD field;

<if Detect task doesn't update this entry next scan,

the 21D field signals need for an BID Track block tsg>

!WD ATCBS track_blockmplink;

DAITR t.11 93SS10G CONSTRUCTION TISW *IG-LITL tOGC ---------------
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POCSS ATRSrack_blokuplink;

Select next AX1RBSTB entry:

&DS-RTCRBS Track Block;

S". Priori
t
y bit in message;

SIT ATCPSTB. S!UT;

Move 'o unlink buffer;

i (ITCtS_TB.EID U ST IU)

delete ITCRS_TB entry;

<only make one try to mend ND mug for this typo)

'LS? SET ATCRBSTB.EYD;

<it Detect task doesn't update this entry next scan,

the END field signals need for an IND Track Block mug>

FN. %TCRBS-track block_uolink;

-------------- DATA L.1 HISSIAG COWSTYiCr::I TASK LOW-LtVIL LOIC
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PIOCSS aunt iarv advisories message generation;

<Search for T/h/O entries and build luxiliary Advisories message.>

S(Terrain advisory entry on POILS'T)

fljBuild terrain advisory subfield:

1.2- entry S~w~;

IL!Build null terrain advisory subfield;

PEPOR4 obstructiousubfieldgeneratiou:

S(Bestricted hirspace entry found)

IM! SV PST bit subfield;

Build Pestricted airspace advisory subfield;

S!'entry SEWr:

=wU CtE~AP BST bit subfield:

PEPPOR~ obstructioansubfieldgeneration;

PP~Ol obstructionsubfieldgeneration; <yes, tvo times>

<message format includes either one Airspace subfield

or else two more obs~ruction subfields>

ATlSRauxiliary Advisories;

STTY Prioritv bit in message;

love to uplink buffer:

112 auxiliaryadvisories message generation:

------------ DTA tINK ISSkG? CONSTIOUCTION TASX HIGR-LEVEL LOGrC -------
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PPO2S1U auxiliary..aduisoriessesmagegenerationI

(search for T/A,'O entries and build Auxiliarv Advisories message>

LX (TERRAIN entry on PWILS?)

BI1 uild terrain advisory subfield;

0,2_2 Build null terrain advisory subfield;

PTPrORR obstructionsubfieldgeneration;

J~(A!SPICE entry found)

:iiil 2Z RS? bit subfield;

Build Restricted airspace advisory subfield:

j~ATRSPACE.S21T;

L R RJj S? bit subfield;

PM~ORM obstruction subfield generation;

PLKXIQU obstructionsubfieldgeneration; <yes, two times>V (message format includes either one Airspace subfield

or else two more obs4ruction subfields>

AOSulailiary advisories-,

flPriority bit in message:

move to uplink buffer!

390 auxiliary.advisoriesmnessaqgeeeration;

------------ DATA U.11 R23SA0U COUS?1UC?!ON TASK iOU1-LEV~t LOOIC --------
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PROCESS classlaltitude echogeneration;

<Tind most efficient way +o send Altitude Echo message.>

Till. n (ALEC entry on PWlLS?)

T!.! Use data from ALEC entry;

JLMJ Generate ALEC data;

Store current time in ALEC?;

Build altitude echo subfield;

Combine with saved subfield:

aDS=Proximity plus Altitude Echo;

CLAR Priority bit in message:

Move to uplink buffer:

Delete ALEC entry (if any);

?LS!I' (ALrC entry on PRILST) <need another maj to -sed ALEC alone>

"WEU luild null Position subfield:

Build alttitude echo subfield;

ADS=Proximi
t
y plus altitude echo;

CLPA Priority bit in message;

Move to uplink buffer;

lelete ALEC entry;

TH2Ph : <no prox. or ALEC>

END class_l_altitude echogeneration;

-------------- DATA LINK NESSAGI COWSTUCTIOU *ASK 5IR-LTZtL LOGIC---------------
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PROCESS class 1 altitude echo generat ion;

<find most efficient way to send Altitude Echo message>

j~(SUFIELO2)

IJ I(ALEC entry on PWuLSE)
EDENI. Use data from ALEC entry:

IMi generate ALIC.adv eota:

ST2C?. ALEC?-SYSVII.CTIIE;

Build altitude echo subfield;

Combine with saved subfield;

ADS-Proximity P1us Altitude Echo:

Cj?1AE Priority bit in message-,

Move to up link buffer:

Delete ALEC entry (if any);

LELSEIF (ALEC entry on PWILST) <need another msq to send AtVC alone>

:MY Build null Position subfield;

Build altitude echo subfield;

ADS-Proximity plus altitude echo;

CLEAR Priority bit in message;

Move to uplink buffer;

Delete ALEC entry;

gfL1Z <no prox. or kLEC*>

Jjlclass).altitwde..echo~generation;

---------- DATA LINK 92SS191 CONSTRUCTION TASK LOU-LrEE LOGIC --------
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PROMS class_2_altitudeechogeneration;

<Try to combine Own and ALEC subfields.>

U (ALEC entry on PWlLST and not sent)

Y1.! Build altitude echo subfield;

ADS-Own Plus Altitude Echo:

fLju (no ALEC entry on PWILST)

!IU Generate ALtC data;

Store current ties in ALEC?:

Build altitude echo subfield;

ADS=Own Plus Altitude Echo;

ONYWIS? Build null Position subfietd; <ALEC already sent combined with Pro:>

ADS-Own Plus Prox:

CLEA Priority bit in message:

love to aplink buffer:

IND class_2_altitudeecho_generation;

----- DATA LI W ISSAE COISTIOCTIOI TASK HIG-LEVIL LOGIC ---------------
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VROCESS class_2_altitude_echo_generation;

<try to combine own and ALEC subfields>

I7 (ALEC entry on PWILST MR ALEC.SZWT 12 SPALSE)

u oBuild altitude echo subfield;

ADS-On Plus Altitude Echo;

ILUZU (no ALEC entry on PIlLST)

TEN Generate AtEC.advdata;

SVPEC?.ALCr-S SvA2.C?IBE;

Build altitude echo subfield:

ADS-Own Plus Altitude !cho:

0TEEISIE Build null Position subfield; <ALEC already sent combined with Prox>

ADS-Own Plus Prow;

CLEAB Priority bit in message;

Move to uplink buffer;

IND classaltitude_echo generaton;

-------------- OaT& LIVK MESSaE CONSTRUCTION TASR LOS-LEV3L LOGIC ----------------
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PSOCESS class 2 threat generation;

<Crea
t
e one or two messages as required for Threat Xdvisory.>

1_? (entry has not already been sent as Threat type)

=3! Build own data subfield; <required for new Threats>

CLEAR Own message required indication;

<don't also have to send separate Own message>

Build S
t
art Threat subfield;

ADS-Start Threat;

§ Priority bit in message;

love to unlink buffer;

Build position data subfield, ?TRT, threa
t 

data subfield;

IF (threat causing resolution advisory) <found in ranking orocess>

:M.u T resolution advisory bit*

! CL?! resolution advisory bit;

ADS-Threa+;

?riorit, bit in message;

love to uplink buffer;

,T entry SENT:

T class_2tbhreatgeneration:

-------------- DATA LINN 42SSA0 CONSTUUCTION TASF fBIG-L2V t TO*QIC
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PI2O1fl class-2threat generation:

<Create one or two messages as required for Threat Advisor!>

IF_ (T_T I ~.OLDTYPZ U THBEIT)

Tif 0ill own data subfield; <required for new Threats>

CL!AR OUWfl!QO;

<don't also have to send separate own message>

Build Start Threat subfield;

IDS-Start Threat:

Mf ?riority bit in 2essage:

Move to uplink buffer:

'Oili oosition data subfield, ?TIT, threat data subfield;

IF (~T_ !A.ET.l.Ak~lK!P-Threat canlsing resolution advisor,)

SS resolution advisory bit;

SCL!AR resolution advisory bit:

W.RTrea;

s Priority bit in message;

Mov. to uplink buffer;

SIT TXTHRAT.S1T

1=1 class2_threatge nerati on:

------------ DAT% LINK IESS&G? CONST~UOCT!lw TASK LOW-L2V~T LOGIC --------
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PROCESS conuinuingprox classification:

<Build msgs with Prox entries which are not start or end types (hence 'continuing').>

Build nosition data subfield, PThT;

SET entry SENT:

IF(PR0190=2)

T9EI Combine with saved subfield:

ADS=Dual Proximity;

CLEAR Priority bit in message:

move to unlink buffer-

VROXO=1;

9tSvIP (more pros entries not yet sent) <not counting start,end types>

Save subfield:

?LSvI? (AT"C entry on PWILST)

"H7N Ruild altitude echo subfield;

A S=Droxisity Plus Altitude Echo:

CLEAR Priority bit in message:

love to uplink buffer:

SE ALEC entry SENT:

FL13IF (Own message required and not yet sent)

TRN build own data subfield:

Iodate own message time and data: <OWWT, OUUHDG, OW"RN>

CLEAR Own message requirement indication:

ADS=Ovn Plus Proximity:

CLEAR Priorit y bit in message:

love to uplink buffer*

OTFIEPWII Create ALEC entry in PWILST:

S13 entry SINT;

Store current time in ALTCT:

Build altitude echo subfield:

ADS=ProXimity ?1us Altitude ?cho;

CLAP Prioritv bit in message:

love to uplink buffer:

contiouinqprowclassification:

3ATA LINT 4TSSRG? CONSTRUCTION TASK HIGR-LEVrL LOGIC
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!2O.I.U continuinqproxzclassification;

Build voition data subfield, PT&T:

S(PROrNO-2)

TR!N Combine with saved subfield:

ADS-Dual Proximity;

CLIAR Priority bit in message;

Rove to uplink buffer;

PPOINO1:

v!&IZP (more TIPWOZ with (TA PHOI.SZIT ;. STALST) AID

(rAPUOX.END M_ SPALS!) AID (TA_ PBI.OLDTYPE none))

FT PROXWO-2:

Save subfield:

jLSEj (ALC entry on PWILST)

'!flY Puild altitude echo subfield:

ADS-Proximity Plus 4ltitude Echo;

CLEAR Priority bit in message:

Move to uplink buffer;

SALEC.SENT;

LLSL!? (OWWREQD % $TRUE)

TH!N build own data subfield;

SYL!CT.OVNRT-SYS!AR. CT!!!:

7pdate SVECT.OIWWfDG, SV!CT.OWUTRY:

CLEAR OCNRFIQO;

LOS-Own Plus Proximity;

CLZAN Priority bit in message:

Roy* to uoliuk buffer;

OTIRWIU Create ALEC entry in PILST;

Mf ALEC.SENT;

SV!CT. AL2C?*T-SS V.CTl NE:

Build altitude echo subfield:

IDS-Proximity Plus Altitude Echo;

CLEAR Priority bit in message;

Move to oolink buffer,.

f coutiauigproxciaauification:

------------- TA LINK MISSIGI CONSTRUC?!ON TASK LOW-LEVEL LOGIC --------
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PROCS. obstructionsubfieldgeneration;

IF (Obstacle entry found ROD not SENT)

rB!wL Build 13-bit Obstacle advisory subfield;

SIT entry SENT:

ELS! Build null Obstacle advisory subfield:

MU obstruction~sabfieldg~neration;

------------ ORT LINF ITSSIG2 CONSTPUCTION TRSI! RIG-tEV!L 
LOGIC--------
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PROCISS obstruction subfield generation;

S(OBSrICLV entry found KND OBSTICLE.SEWT 12 SPILSI)

THVN Build 13-bit obstacle advisory subfield;

S?,T OBSTICLE. SEUT:

:LS! Build null Obstacle advisory subfield;

MD obstruction subfield generation:

------------- I L119 NSSG2 CONSTRUCTION TSW LOW-L1V!L 
LOGIC --------
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PRCSown messaqe requirevent test,

<Ise time. heading to see if own message required.>

JF (OWNS uninitialized) <AC just entered coverage 03 last OWN uplink failed>

T=W SET Own message requirement indicatio;

{LS!I (own ground track heading differs sufficiently

from (prey. heading uplinked + turn rate uplinked * time since uplinki)

TRV ST Own message requirement indication;

O?='IWI_, CLEAR Own message requirement indication;

?ND own sessaqe requirementtest:

-------------- DAT& LINK 4ESSA9 CONSTRUCTION TST RIGR-LZVIL LOGIC
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owwevsaerquiremunttst*

<Us* tise. heading t:o see if own sessaqe required>

Lr (SIZCT.OWW uninitialized)

"-?I Mfl OUUURIOD;

TL1I (ABSS(AC ?IN (SVLPC?.YflSVtC .XD) - (SILPCT.OUUIIDG +

S12CP.OVIU?3U * (SYSVU2.CTIlll-S~TCT.OWVT))) ST 09_DELTI_3DG)

.Eownuessaqerequ iremnttest:

---------- D&?1 LINK RUSSIGI CONSTRUCTION TASX LOW-LITZL LOGIC --------
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PROC3 sixadvisoriesmessage generation;

RTP! TIL (six fields cenerated);

T (first or second field)

L P!.RORN subfield_12_bit generation;

MkU PRrfRM subfiel_6_bit generation;

?YDRIPLIT;

LOS-Six Advisories;

j (any subfield contains Threat, lerrain, Airspace, or Obstacle types)

jPX SnT Priority bit in message;

ELZ CLIAP Priority bit in message:

4ove to nolink buffer:

M. six-advisories_ essagegeneration:

DRTA LINV 4ESSAGI CONSTRUCTION TASK RIGR-LEV!L LOGIC
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! six-advisories uessaqe generation:

LP1_ 2_1 (six fields generated)

I (first or second field)

~PIEFORN subfield_12_bitgeneration;

Z.PRFORK subfield_6_bitgeseration;

ADS-Six Advisories;

(any subfield contains Threat, Terrain, Airspace, or Obstacle types)

TE SET Priority bit in message:

:E.jki CLE Priority bit in messaqe;

love to uplink buffer:

E six ~advisories uessagegeneration;

DATA LINK MESSAG! CONSTIRCTION TASK LOW-i!VL LOGIC
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?ROCSS subfield6bil'generation:

vind next 1hreat or Prox envtry not sent;

L? (entry found)

Senter clock bearing in subfield indicator;

!!nter relative altitude zone;

S_- entry SENT;

Senter all zeros in subfield; <no more Threaf/Prox entries

to fill the subfield>

?I) subfiel-6-bi*_qeneration;

------------ DATA LINX IESSAGE CONSTNUCTION TASK H!GI-LEVL LOGIC --------
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PROC2S subfield_6.bit~geseration;

Tied next T-TIMY or TkPROK entry with SrVT 12l TkLS!:,

XX (entry found)

?A1enter clock bearing in subfield indicator;

ftntr relative altitude zone-,

=3 entry SIT;

LUeater all serom in subfield; <no tore Threat/Ptoz entries

to fill the subfield>

f subfield_6_bit generation;

------- Vlan LIS I gSSAG coISTtacTION T&SK LOS-LIT!?. LOGIC ---------
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PROCESS subfield_12_bit generation;

Find next PTILST entry not sent:

IF (Type = Threat or Prox)

THEN Set subfield indicator = clock bearing;

Enter relative altitude zone, range bit, compass course;

First time bit - PTAT:

jF (Type-Threat)

TREY Threat/Prox bit =:

ILS Threat/Prox bit -0;
?& (ype = Terrain)

? Set subfield indicator = Terrain;

!nter altitude relative to terrain data;

First time bit = PTAT:

!LI (Type - Obstacle)

! let subfield indicator Obstruction;

!nter enter altitude relative to obstruction, clock bearing;

First time bit - FTRT;

5I! (Type - Airspace)

TFN Set subfield indicator = Airspace:

Tnter airspace type;

First time bit = TAT;

OTLWU:! Set subfield indicator - Obstruction; <no sore entries>

Set clock bearing = 0; <denotes null 12-bit subfield>

fT enary SENT;

subfield_12_bit generaion;

DAT LINK MESSAGE CONSTWOCT1OW mASK 91GE-LYTTL LOGIC ---------------
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PROCTS subfield_12_bitgeueration;

Find next PWILST entry with SENT ]M !FALS2:

UP (TYP3 - TA THItIT or TI_PROI)

T wj Set subfield indicator = clock bearing;

Tuter relative al
t
itude zone, range bit, compass course;

First ties bit - PTA?:

ZU (TTP!TA_THV2IT

!!TY Threat/Prot bit -1;

LM Threat/Pro: bit -0:

ISEI? (TYPE - TERRAIN)

' Set subfield indicator = Terrain;

Fnter altitude relative to terrain data;

wirst time bit - ?TAT;

ZLI (TYP! - OBSTCLn)

T=1J Set subfield indicator - Obstruction:

?nter enter altitude relative to obstruction, clock bearing;

First time bit a ?TAT:

L (TYPE - AIRSPACE)

SSet subfield indicator - airspace:

fter airspace type;<see Reference 9 for coding>

First time bit - FIAT;

OTHERWIS! Set subfield indicator - Obstruction; <no sore entries>

Set clock bearing - 0; <denotes null 12-bit subfield>

T entry SENT;

Zfl subfield_12_bitgeneration;

----- DITI LITW RZSSAG2 CONSTRUCTION TASK LOW-L!VTL LOGIC
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PROCS subfield_10_bit_generation;

Find next PLST entry not sent:

Lt (Type a Threat or Prox)

jUI set subfield indicator - clock bearing;

Enter alt. zone, rel. alt., range, compass course fields:

First tiues bit = PTAT:

I! (Type-threat)

ZAf Threat/Prot bit -1;

JW Threat/Prox bit-0;

.L. (Type - Terrain LID not last non-L!C entry) <if last, use 12-bit subf.>

Set subfield indicator a Terrain;

?nter altitude relative to terrain data;

Tirst time bit =?TAT;

-LSU.7 (TYpe - Obstacle U2 not last non-ALEC -entry) <if last, us* 12-bit subf.>

T. Set subfield indicator a Obstruction;

!nter altitude relative to obstruction, clock bearing:

First time bit - rTAT;

ELM? (Type * Airspace 112 not last non-ALZC entry) <if last, use 12-bit subf.>

Mi Set subfield indicator - Airspace:

?nter airspace type;

First time bit - ?TAT;

nonL, ((Type = ALEC) O. ((no more entries Uj exactly one T/A/O entry not sent)

AfLEC entry was not already sent))

j. Set subfield indicator - AULCI

Enter adj. altitude, mode C confidence, alt. echo data;

J (4yne a WL!C exists on PWILST)

=W Delete ALEC entry:

312 Store current time in ILICT:

OTSI!TTS! Set subfield indicator - Obstraction; (no more PVILST entries>

Set clock bearing-S: <denotes null 1-bit subfield>

entry SwT

12 subfield_18_bitgeneation:

-A-- LINK RESS102 CONSTROCTION TASK HIOG-LIVEL LOGIC
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- . . . . . . .. . . ... . . ------ ---- -......... .---....-----.---- ----------.. ------ Q

PROCSS sutfield_18_bit-generation;

Find next OWILST entrv with SEIM U SFALSE:

T. (TYPT = TA-THIRAT or TAP!OI)

T.IM set subfield indicator = clock bearing;

-nter alt. zone, rel. alt., range, compass course fields;

First time bit = FTT:

UP (TYPE=TATTHREAT)

TRIN Threat/Prot bit =1:

?ISE Threat/Prox bit=0;

LSEI! (TYP! = TTRRAIN IN.D not last non-ILEC entry)

q! Set subfield indicator = Terrain;

Puter altitude relative to terrain data;

First time bit =FTAT;

tS!IF (TO!f = ORSTAMCt AND not last non-kLEC entry)

T11! let subfield indicator = Obstruction;

Vnter altitude relative to obstruction, clock bearing:

First time bit = FTAT:

LLSE1. ('TOT = &IPSPACF IND not last non-ALEC entry)

TP!1 Set subfiell indicator = Airspace;

?nter airspace type;<see Reference 9>

First tine bit = FTAT;

fLF ((TP! - ALEC) 0 ((no nore entries 21 exactly one T/A/O entry not sent)

APD no ALEC subfield already generated in this message)

n!!W Set subfield indicator - AL!C;

Oater adj. altitude, node C confidence, alt. echo data:

J_? (TYPE=tLEC)

T9EW Delete ALEC entry;

IMSE SVECT. &L2CT=STSVR.CTIR!;

OTH?!WIS! Set subfield indicator - Obstruction; <no morm PWILST entries>

Set clock bearinq=0: <denotes null 18-bit subfield>

ST entry S7':

T subfield 18 bi* generation;

-------------- DATA !IWF MESSAGE CONSTRVCTION TASK LOW-LPTYL LOGIC ----------------
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UO23. tbree ad~isorie5.Eessageeeration;

p UIL (throe fields generated);

If (first or second field)

= PRLILH2U subfiel1_1_bitgeforation;

IM PU.2 subfield_12_bi geaeraion;

TWOVEPriT:

RDS=Thr ee dvisories:

IZ (any subfield contains Threat, Terrain, Airspace, or Obstacle 
types)

=E = Priority bit in message;

9LZ C1 Priority bit in message:

nove to uplink buffer;

M three advisories_2essaqe..eneation;

-------------- IRTI LIK NSSIGN COWSTRUCTIOW TXSW BIGH-LZYEL LOGIC ---------------
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PPOCESS three-advisorie. message _generation:

F2PhT UNIL~ (three fields generated);

Lr (first or second field)

lI= P2R3jR subfield_18_bitgeneration:

IMU PwPgRM subfield_12_bit generation;

ADS-Three Advisories;

j(any subfield contains Threat, Terrain, Airspace, or Obstacle *'PesI

:M =I Prioritv bit in aessage:

!jo CLEIR Priority bil in sessage:

Move to uplink buffer;

Sthroeeadvisories-sessagegeneration:

---- ----- DATA LIfl MESSAGE CONSTRUC?!o3 TASK LOW-LEVEL LoarC --------
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FUNCTLIOW FTNT <first ' ise advisory trausmitted>

U~ (PWTLST entry)

OUT (first-*ime indica~ion):

S(Tvpe has not changed)

TH=Nr Not first-time:

ILSE First-time; <new entry change of type>

END PTA"*;

----------- DATR LINr MSSAGE CONSTRtTC-IOW TASW RIGR-LVL LOGIC --------
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rVIION ?TAT <firs-_time ad
v isorY

- t a lUittO
e d >

U (PWZLST entry)

(entry TYPLeutrY OLD fYP!)

?TlrfIT;

-------------- OITI LINK N3SSIG! CoiSTIUCTTOW TASK LQW-2T.YL LOOiC ---------------
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17. FAILURE MODE OPERATION

17.1 Failure Provisions in ATARS-Design

Protection against numerous types of failures is incorporated in
the ATARS system design. Specific features are provided to cope
with the following ATARS-specific failures:

1. Failure to receive a target report from the local
sensor

2. False altitude or track association in target report
from local sensor

3. Failure to deliver traffic or resolution advisory by
local sensor

4. ATARS selects a resolution advisory which is
incompatible with an aircraft's existing resolution
advisories

5. Failure of a ground communication channel between
sensors

6. Where a ground communication channel is not provided,
or has failed, ATARS selects resolution advisories,
not knowing the pair of aircraft is already being
resolved by another ATARS site

7. Failure of the DABS sensor at a single site

8. Failure of the ATARS function at a single site

9. Catastrophic failure of an ATC facility

Logic for items 7 and 8 is contained in this section. The
features which accommodate the other items are found in other
sections of this document. All the capabilities are discussed
here to summarize the robust nature of the overall design.

17.1.1 Missing Target Report

If the local sensor misses a target report on an aircraft, it
requests a report from an adjacent sensor. ATARS performs
coordinate and time conversion for the remote report and uses it
to update the track for the aircraft. If the aircraft is ATARS
equipped, ATARS requests a RAR report from the remote sensor.
Even if that sensor was not previously reading the aircraft's
RAR, the remote sensor may do so.
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When a sensor detects an aircraft passing into its antenna's
zenith cone ("cone of silence"), it requests an adjacent sensor
to provide target reports continuously until told to stop. In a
like manner, ATARS requests RAR reports from the adjacent
sensor, for an equipped aircraft, to be provided until told to
stop. The adjacent sensor "borrows" the original site's ATARS
ID during this condition.

If no target report is obtained from any sensor (e.g., no
adjacent sensor covered the aircraft's location or no ground
communication channel is operating), ATARS coasts the track
using its last estimates of position and velocity. Full
conflict detection continues. If no report is received by a
predetermined time, ATARS drops the track.

If a position report Is received with altitude missing, the
altitude estimate is coasted. If a target report is received
but RAR data is missing, ATARS assumes the last known RAR
contents are unchanged, rather than assuming an empty RAR.

17.1.2 Target Report Contains False Altitude or Track
Association

ATARS maintains tracks on aircraft in its service area which are
independent of DABS surveillance tracks. Since the requirements
of a collision avoidance system differ from a surveillance
system, ATA.RS uses its own criteria for establishing or dropping
tracks.

ATARS performs a reasonability check on each altitude report.
If unreasonable, the altitude report is ignored. If a falsely
decoded altitude is sufficiently reasonable to be accepted, it
is smoothed by the tracker and thus is unlikely to seriously
affect ATARS service.

17.1.3 Sensor Fails to Deliver Traffic or Resolution Advisory

Although the DABS data link is very reliable, the sensor may
occasionally fail to deliver traffic or resolution advisories.
When a target report was received, but part or all of the ATARS
messages were not delivered during the beam dwell, ATARS has
good reason to believe that the aircraft is still visible to the
sensor. ATARS simply computes updated advisories for the next
scan. In the meantime, the avionics retains the existing
advisories until they are updated, or until a time out several
scans in length has expired. When an ATARS uplink message was
attempted and not even a target report was successfully achieved
by the local sensor, ATARS immediately attempts to deliver its
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messages through one (and only one) adjacent connected sensor.
The adjacent sensor borrows the local ATARS ID, regardless of
whether or not its own ATARS is providing service to the
aircraft. The DABS multi-link protocol may not be used for
ATARS uplink messages.

17.1.4 ATARS Selects Incompatible Resulution Advisory

ATARS resolution logic always selects new resolution advisories
compatible with an aircraft's existing resolution advisories.
However, if an existing advisory is not known to the ground, an
imcompatible (i.e., contradictory) sense advisory could be
uplinked. This could happen if a BCAS outside ATARS coverage
(called a "pop-up" threat) initiated resolution with the subject
aircraft since the last RAR downlink; or if another ATARS site,
unconnected by a ground communications link, resolved another
conflict since the last RAR downlink.

Any incompatible advisory is rejected by the ATARS avionics.
The RAR performs a compatibility check for every uplinked
advisory. If multiple advisories are beng uplinked, all
compatible advisories will be accepted even if others are
incompatible and rejected. ATARS reads down a copy of the RAR
contents as they existed at the time-the RAR was accessed.

ATARS duplicates the avionics' compatibility logic to
immediately determine whether each of its uplink advisories will
be accepted. For any which are found incompatible, new

advisories are recomputed for delivery the next scan, taking
account of the updated copy of the RAR contents. This logic is
described in Section 5.2.

17.1.5 Failure of Ground Communications Channel

A ground communications channel between sensors is not a
critical element for ATARS operation. Where a network of more

than two DABS sensors exists, the loss of a ground channel
prompts DABS network management to establish alternate message
paths. Whenever this succeeds, the ground channel failure is
transparent to ATARS.

When ATARS becomes unconnected to a neighbor, some degradation

of service will occur, since remote reports, cone of silence
coverage, and remote uplink become unavailable. However, the
majority of service, including multi-site coordination of
conflict resolution, continues unaffected. The RAR is used as
the coordinating device for all resolution, and responsibility
is unchanged.
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17.1.6 Resolution Duplicating That Provided by Another Site

Whenever a ground communication channel is available, positive
coordination between sites assumes that only one site at a time
issues resolution advisories to a particular pair of aircraft.
However, when no channel is provided, or when the channel has
failed, such duplicate service may be attempted in certait
situations. This primarily happens when a DABS-ATCRRS pair
moves into the low altitude part of an ATARS seam; or for
unusual situations such as when a DABS-DABS pair flies into an
ATARS seam and site responsibility changes just before the
conflict begins, and one site has been unable to read down the
ATARS site ID bits for at least one scan since they changed.
The latter situation is a compound event of low probability.

The principal case is handled by having the site designated
"lower priority" evaluate the other site's advisory to the DABS
aircraft. If this appears adequate, the site yields
responsibility to the higher priority site. In any event, the
compatibility logic within the RAR prevents contradictory
advisories from being posted.

17.1.7 Failure of the DABS Sensor

The DABS sensor is complex and may fail in a variety of ways,
many of which are beyond the scope of this document. Mny
failure which causes the local ATARS function to fail is treated
in the next Section.

If only the surveillance function or RI channel fails, so that
ATARS continues to operate, data from remote sensors may be used
as described in Section 17.1.1. in this case, ATARS attempts to
provide service in its usual area, but is limited to servicing
those aircraft seen by adjacent connected sensors. It is the
responsibility of the local DABS to request the remote
surveillance.

17.1.8 Failure of ATARS Function

Any network of neighboring DABS sensors may take advantage of
overlapping DABS coverage for the purpose of allocating
replacement coverage for a failed ATARS site. Section 17.3
discusses the means for recognition of a failed ATARS and the
action to be taken.

17.1.9 Failure of the ATC Facility

ATARS normally serves controlled aircraft only as a backup to
ATC. When aircraft come into conflict in sufficiently hazardous
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situations, ATARS issues traffic and resolution advisories.
This action is performed routinely, and in the event of a
catastrophic ATC failure, ATARS continues to provide full
service.

17.2 Function Status Processing

Each DABS sensor contains a performance monitoring function.
Once per scan, the sensor sends sensor status and ATARS Status
Messages to all adjacent sensors. ATARS is only interested in
the status ("operational" or "failed") of the ATARS function of
each of its neighbors. Whenever such Status Messages are
received, the Non-surveillance Message Processing Task (Section
5.1) calls the Remote Function Status Routine. This routine
examines all remote ATARS Status Messages which have been queued
since the last execution of the routine. The routine maintains
a function failure table indicating the status of each remote
ATARS. However, the logic only accommodates a single remote
ATARS failure.

17.3 ATARS Backup Mode

Upon recognizing the first such failure, the Backup Mode
Initiation Process is performed. ThIs process replaces the
ATARS service map with the backup service map corresponding to
the failed ATARS. Tables are stored to Indicate the appropriate
service map to use after the failure of any neighboring site.

The table MAPTBL (i) contains the list of map vertices
corresponding to site (i) failing. The value i - 0 is used for
the normal mode of operation. Similarily, the table MASTRTBL(i)
contains bits to indicate whether or not own-site becomes the
master site upon the failure of site (i). If Own-site becomes
Master for more than one neighbor's fallure (but always one at a
time), another table CTRTBL(i) stores the map vertices for the
center zone areas. ATARS does not assume a remote ATARS failure
when a communication line fails. A separate register keeps
track of currently connected sites. This is used in various
places in the logic.

When an "operational status" indication is received in a message
from a previously failed ATARS, the Backup Mode Termination
Process is executed. This routine merely reinstates the normal
service area, and resets the Backup and Master flags. It is not
necessary to send Conflict Tables to the recovered site, since
that site should be able to immediately read down aircraft
RAR's, and may request Conflict Tables from its neighbors over
ground lines. When the (smaller) normal service map is
reinstated, aircraft outside this map will be dropped from ATARS

service in the normal way, just as if they had flown out of the
service zone.
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17.3.1 Backup ATARS Service Areas

In a region having several DABS sensors located within
reasonable proximity, some flexibility may exist in drawing the
ATARS map boundaries. The choice of boundaries will take into
account geographical coverage, terrain features and the expected
traffic load for the sensors. Upon the failure of one ATARS
site, other sensors with overlapping coverage may be capable of
replacing the failed ATARS. If the failed site was serving a
large load of traffic, no single neighbor may have sufficient
capacity to absorb it all. Therefore, a better strategy, where
geographic coverage and terrain features permit, is to divide
the failed site's service area among several neighbors.

An example of this operation is depicted in Figure 17-1. Here,
when the site with ID 0010 fails, its two neighbors each expand
their coverage and share the failed site's area. The two
surviving sites' maps should provide an overlap (seam) of the
usual width. In this case, no "master" site or "center" zone
(see below) is required. Both surviving sites operate normally,
and treat newly acquired aircraft in their expanded service
areas in the same manner as any aircraft which has just entered
the normal service area. Any of these aircraft having RAR
entries created by the failed site will soon have them released
by the avionics time out.

The surviving sites may not be connected with ground
communications lines. In this case, all coordination is
performed through the transponders using the RAR features, as
explained in Section 14.2.

17.3.2 Master Site

In certain configurations of ATARS sites, the simple procedure
described above cannot be used. Since only four distinct ATARS
ID's are assigned, the failure of an ATARS may cause two sites
assigned the same ID to become adjacent, if the most desirable
backup service map were implemented. Since the multi-site
protocol does not permit this condition, several alternatives
are available. Using another neighbor to cover the failed area
may be feasible, but geographic considerations may prohibit this
choice. Leaving a coverage gap without ATARS is very
undesirable. The solution implemented in this design is to
designate one of the surviving sites as the "Master" site. This
should be the site with the best geographical coverage of the
part of the failed area that separates the two sites having the
same ATARS ID. The master site then continues to serve its own
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ATARS area using its own ID, and also serves a small "center"
zone within the failed site's area, borrowing the failed site's
ATARS ID to send to aircraft in this area. This is illustrated
in Figure 17-2. The center zone should be made small, so all
sites may use their own ID in as large an area as possible, but
sites with like ATARS ID's must be separated by more than the
usual seam width.

The master site performs an extra masking (in this backup made)
to decide which of the aircraft in its expanded coverage are in
the center zone and thus are to receive the failed site's ID.
The master site still uses its own sensor to service both of its
areas, sending different ATARS ID's to aircraft according to
their location. The center zone is mapped to have the usual
overlap (seam) with all of its neighboring sites except the
master site. No overlap is provided between Master's own area
and its center zone. The master ATARS keeps aircraft in both of
its areas in the same data base, and is able to treat the
boundary between its two areas as "soft". This means that if an
aircraft receiving resolution crosses this boundary, the master
site may change the site ID sent to that aircraft, while
continuing to send the other ID to the other aircraft until it
too crosses the boundary.

17.4 Pseudocode for Failure Mode Operation

The pseudocode follows. The Remote Function Status Routine is
called from the Non-Surveillance Message Processing Task. Upon
initiating the Backup mode, the ID of the failed site is used as
an index to the tables of service areas, Master status flag
settings, and Center zones. An Index of zero Is used for the
Normal mode of operation.
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QUIN LPMOTE_ UNCTIOUSTATUS

IN (status message from remote ATARS, local DABS)

IYOUT (Master flag, Backup flag, service Map, state vectors, conflict tables);

I! (asg says remote %TARS is operational)

~l IF (this remote TARS was failed)

T PERFOEN backup_aode termination;

ELSE!? (msg says remote ATARS has failed)

1! (own &TARS not in Backup mode)

THEN fl3O backop_sodeinitiation;

<note this logic only handles one site failure at a time>

ELSEI? (msg says remote site link failed/recovered)

TON Update connected site register;

ELSIF (msg says own DaBS not operational)

_._RN Halt own ATRAS processing:

Loop;

EXITI (startup msg received from DABS);

EN DLO ;O

OTHrEg!Ii; <own DABS OK>

-_D REMO-_P-_UNCTIONSTATUS:

-------------------------- BACXUP MODE HIGH-LET L LOGIC
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ROU-PINS R-!UOTEPUCrIOWST1T0S

u (status message from remote ITIVS. local DABS)

I1OU (STSYAP, state vectors, conflict tables);

(msg says remote ATlAS is operational)

1 (SYSv&B.PIL!D im this remote site)

1 PENF.U backup_modeteraination;

31IK.Z (msg says remote AllIS has failed)

1M It (S!SV, .BCIWuP not sot)

r SYSYAI.F1IL2D*failed site ID;

PEPVOIN backu modoei tiation:

<no*e this logic only handles one site failure at a time>

flSfl (is says resote site link failed/recovered)

= Se* connected site bit to status indicated in sg;

LS'I? (aso says own DABS not operational)

T Y! 9alt own ATIRS processing:

I! (startup ssq received from DADS);

OTIEPWIS ; <own DABS OX>

F!4-POT!E F rDCTIOSTATUS;

-------------------------- ,ICKUP OD! LOW-L TY!L LOGIC ......... ..........- ----.....
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PROCESS backupmode_termination

Activl*e normal ATARS service map;

Deactivate Center zone map;

CLEAR Master flag:

CLAR Packup flag;

END backupmode_terminaaiou:

-------------------------- BACKP OD'S IGH-L!Vlt LOGIC ---------------------
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PROMIS backupmod _terana-iou

STSkI. PAILED=O*;

SYSTAP.RAPPTU-STSTVM.NAPEL(OI; (reactivate normal ITIS service laPV5

STST IB. CTIPTR=SNULL;

=Pjj SYTIR.HASTIP;

CLEAR STSTiR.BACKIJP;

ND backun mod* termination:

-ACROV l002 LOW-LVML LOGTC-----------

t7-PS

p.l. . - . - . - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



pgo.I$ backup_uode_initiation

set Backup flag, Master flag if required for this site failure;

JU (Master flag set)

_MIL ictivate Center zone map for this failure;

kc-ivate backup MIPS service map for this failure;

flWR IE (more pair records showing failed site in charge);

Select next pair record;

(state vectors exist for both aircraft)

2L._N CLfA failed site's bit in GEOG of both aircraft;

Set handoff bit in pair record:

?LS? CALL PfIRBCOEDDL'!T!OM;

IND backupmode initiation;

-- - - -- - -- C P O T N-LETIL LOGIC ---------------------------
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PflOCrSS bacftno mode initiation

SPr SYSVA..UCIKP;

I!(SYS1AR.MAfSTER Mg $TUE)

ZM' SYSVkU.C!RPP=SYSTUM.CTRTBL (SYSYAR.?AILED);

<activate Center zone sap for this failure>

SYSYAP. 4APPTflsSYSTUN. APTDL (SYSTIA. FAILED):

<activate service sap for this failure>

REPEAT WHILE (more pair recorls with ATSID IQ failed site);

Selec' next PREC,

j(state vectors exist for both PPF!C.PPLCI and PREC.PAC2)

H!ICLA1 failed sit e's bit in SY!CT.GEOG of both aircraft:

5!?T PIREC.DOMF

TLSE CALL PAIRRECO1D_!LLIOI

11. (PI.!C)

INqOUT (confi. table, stat e vectors):

"D bactupiodeiuitiaion;

-------- ----- BACKUP 400T LOU-tZV' LOGIC --------------
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18. PERFORMANCE MONITOR

This section develops functional requirements for the Status

Monitoring and Reporting (SMR) Function of ATARS. The ATARS SMR
provides start and stop control indication to the local ATARS

function executive processing routine. In addition the SMR

monitors the status of the various functional modules, buffers

and files of ATARS. The SMR constructs and transmits messages

indicating the status of ATARS.

These messages are routed to the ATARS Non-surveillance Buffer.
The DABS Performance Monitor reads these messages to determine

the local ATARS status. The DABS Performance Monitor also
transmits these messages to NAS facilities (ATC, RMM) and clears
the buffer once a scan.

The Status Messages sent to DABS have limited capacity for
failure reporting. If the reportable status conditions exceed
this capacity then an indication of this condition is sent in

the message. In accordance with this the SMR is also capable of
transmitting a complete list of status conditions to a
requesting NAS facility via the ATC Coordination Buffer.

The following paragraphs describe the inputs, processing

function, and outputs of the ATARS SMR.

18.1 Status Monitoring and Reporting Function Inputs

DABS Status

The local DABS sensor status as determined by the DABS
Performance Monitor is reported (Status Message) to the SMR via
the Non-surveillance Buffer. This status will allow the SMR to
control ATARS operation depending on the operational status of
the local DABS sensor. This message may also report adjacent

ATARS or sensor status. Logic for such reports is contained in

Section 17.

ATARS Functional Failure Conditions

These inputs consist of various failure indicators from the

functional modules of ATARS. These failure indicators indicate
memory utilization failure, processing truncation, and software
failures.
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Memory Utilization Failure Indication

There are three catagories of failure indicators for memory
utilization. These are: output buffer overflow, file more
than 90% full, and no more space in file. These are described
below.

Output Buffer Overflow

This condition is reported for all ATARS buffers (see Figure

3-3) and specifies the applicable buffer.

File More than 90% Full

The SMR monitors the degree of ATARS file utilization and
reports any condition of over 90 percent full for the following
files:

I. Central Track Store

2. Conflict Tables
3. PWILST's
4. Encounter Lists

No More Space in File

This condition is reported for the same files listed in
paragraph above.

Processing Truncation

The ATARS executive program reports any occurrence of an ATARS
task being truncated due to a processing timing deadline. The
report identifies the task and the sector of data for which

processing was truncated.

Software Failures

This condition is unusual and is detected with the use of
sector flags or other suitable indicator. The indicator shall
be set by each of the ATARS functions when reporting their

status for the SMR. When the SMR reads the status each scan it

updates this indicator. If the SMR finds any indicator not
properly updated, a failure is declared.

Request Full ATARS Status Control Message

This message from NAS to ATARS controls ATARS SMR reporting.
The format is contained in Reference 8.
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This message is processed by the SMR as described in Section
18.2. The following sections describe the control field in
this message.

Field CTLTX

This two bit field is for transmission control of all active
condition codes to a requesting NAS facility. The interpreta-
tion is as follows:

00 = transmit all condition codes for one scan
01 = transmit all condition codes repeatedly for NSMR scans

(a system parameter) unless told to stop
10 = stop transmission of all condition codes
11 = not used

18.2 Status Monitoring and Reporting Function Processing

This section describes the processing tasks to be performed by
the SMR.

18.2.1 Local ATARS Processing Control

The SMR controls the commencement and cessation of local ATARS
processing under the following conditions.

I. DABS/ATARS local sensor start up: (Reference 1)

a. Cold start
b. Warm start

2. Failure of the DABS portion of the local sensor

3. Failure of the ATARS portion of the local sensor

Commencement of ATARS activity will occur under item 1 above
when all the ATARS functions have begun to set their software
failure check indicators.

Cessation of ATARS activity will occur for items 2 and 3 above.
An ATARS failure will be declared after one scan of operation
with a red condition indicator If the red condition is not
cleared.

18.2.2 Message Generation and Processing

The ATARS SMR processes the indicators and control message
decribed in Section 18.1. Two outputs are constructed in each
scan (see Reference 1):
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1. ATARS Status Message to sensor. This message is used
to notify the sensor of the operation or failure of the
local ATARS function. The sensor is expected to
utilize this data in its Status Message sent to
adjacent ATARS functions.

2. ATARS Status Message to ATC. This output is one of the
three types of messages listed below. Their formats
are defined in Reference 8, with additional detail in
Section 18.3 below. These messages convey to ATC a
more detailed description of the local ATARS status.
The messages are:

ATARS Green Condition
ATARS Yellow Condition Codes
ATARS Red Condition Codes

These messages may be read by a local Status Monitor
Display for the sensor.

The ATARS SMR maintains a current determination of the local
ATARS status. This status may be classified as "Green" (normal
operation), "Yellow" (marginal operation), or "Red" (Failed).

The ATARS status flag shall be reported as "normal operation"
when the local status is Green or Yellow, and as "failed" when

the local status is Red (see Section 18.3.3).

The categories of indicators and assigned number of scans of
consecutive occurrences to produce a Yellow or Red status
condition are listed below:

NUMBER OF
SCANS TO

CATEGORY DECLARE STATUS

Yellow Red

I. Output Buffer Overflow (each buffer) 2
2. File 90% Full (each file) 2 -

3. No Space on File (each file) 1 2
4. Processing Truncation (each task) 1 -
5. Software Failures (each task) 1 2

Also, if two or more files are full in one scan, Red status is
declared.
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The SMR shall construct a list of active Yellow and Red
condition codes. These codes identify all buffers, files,
tasks, and services which meet an identified failure condition,
and specify the failure condition for each.

If none of the above categories of indicators have occurred,
then the local status is Green. If any Red condition has
occurred, the local ATARS status is Red. If no Red condition
has occurred, but any Yellow condition has occurred, the local

ATARS status is Yellow.

The ATARS Status Message to ATC shall be determined from Table
18-1. The following paragraphs describe these messages and
specify the processing to be performed when the number of active
condition codes exceeds the number of available fields in the
indicated mesage.

ATARS Green Condition Message

The Green condition implies ATARS is fully operational.

ATARS Yellow Condition Codes Message

This Yellow condition is a warning that ATARS is functioning at
a reduced service level. The Yellow Condition Codes Message,
with field ALL - 0, may specify up to 25 Yellow condition
codes. These condition codes describe specifically how ATARS is
operating at a reduced level.

If there are more than 25 Yellow condition codes active, the
Last Condition Code Message/Overflow (LM/OVF) flag is set in the
message. The monitoring facilities (ATC, RMM) may request full
status reporting using the message specified in Section 18.1.
The SMR performs the requested action in the message.

ATARS Red Condition Codes Message

The Red condition indicates some portion of the ATARS software
has failed. After the detection of this code the SMR halts
local ATARS processing according to the rules in Section
18.2.1. However, the SMR continues to transmit upon request any
existing Yellow condition codes as well as the Red condition
codes which were active as of the time of shut down.
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TABLE 18-1

SELECTION OF STATUS MESSAGE TO ATC

ALL CODES

LOCAL ATARS STATUS REQUEST STATUS MESSAGE SENT

Green Any ATARS Green Condition

Yellow Yes ATARS Yellow Condition Codes
(field ALL = 1)

Yellow No ATARS Yellow Condition Codes
(field ALL = 0)

Red Yes ATARS Red Condition Codes
(field ALL = 1)

Red No ATARS Red Condition Codes
(field ALL = 0)
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If there are more than five Red condition codes active, or any
Yellow condition codes in addition to the Red condition codes,
the LM/OVF flag is set in the Red Condition Codes Message. ATC
must request all condition codes in this case to be sent any
Yellow codes. Yellow codes would be sent In a separate message,
even if the Red Condition Codes Message had unused fields.

18.2.3 Request Full ATARS Status Control Message Processing

The actions to be taken by the SMR upon the receipt of this
message depend on the specified transmission control (see Field
CTLTX, Section 18.1) as follows:

Transmit All Condition Codes for One Scan

The SMR transmits to the requesting facility all the currently
active condition codes (Red and Yellow) using as many messages as
necessary. if there are none, the ATARS Green Condition Message
is sent. The SMR uses the appropriate condition codes messages
(field ALL - 1) for Red or Yellow codes. Each message specifies
up to 50 condition codes. As many messages shall be transmitted
as are needed to transmit all active condition codes. The Last
Condition Code Message/overflow bit is set in the last Red or
Yellow code message.

Transmit All Condition Codes Continuously

Yellow and Red codes active during a scan are transmitted once a
scan for as many scans as they exist, for a maximum of NSMR
scams, with NSMR a site adaptable ATARS parameter. After NSMR
scans, the "All Codes Request Status" for the requesting facility
is reset until a new request is received. If there are no Yellow
or Red codes active at the time of receipt, the ATARS Green
Condition Message is sent only once and the "All Codes Request
Status" is immediately reset. If, prior to NSMR scans, all
Yellow or Red condition codes revert to Green, the ATARS Green
Condition Message is sent once and the "All Codes Request Status"
is immediately reset for each requesting facility.

Stop Continuous Transmission of All Codes

When the SMR has been transmitting all condition codes
continuously, this message resets the "All Codes Request Status"
for the requesting facility. Otherwise the SMR ignores the
message.
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18.3 Status Monitoring and Reporting Function Outputs

The outputs of SMR processing consist of the control messages to
allow commencement or cessation of local ATARS processing, and

the messages listed in Section 18.2.2. The following paragraphs
supplement Reference 8, to define the contents of the message
fields.

18.3.1 Fields in Output Messages

Field ALL

When this bit, All Condition Codes Tranmission, is set to 1, the
message is part of a group (one or more) of messages containing
all active ATARS Yellow or Red condition codes. When set to 0,
only one ATARS Yellow or Red Condition Codes Message is being

transmitted. The existence of any untransmitted condition codes
is indicated by the Last Condition Code Message/Overflow (LM/OVF)
field defined below.

Field LM/OVF

This bit, Last Condition Code Message/Overflow, has a dual
purpose depending on the value of the field ALL, described above.

When ALL - 0, this bit is interpreted as the overflow indicator
bit for ATARS Yellow and Red Condition Codes Messages. LM/OVF
set to 1 indicates more condition codes are currently active than
are being transmitted in a single message. The maximum number of
Yellow and Red condition codes that can be transmitted under this
setting of ALL - 0 is 25 and 5 respectively.

When ALL - 1, this bit is interpreted as the last condition code
message indicator flag and is set to 1 in the last (of one or
more) condition codes message. This, when combined with the

field ALL, allows transmission of all active condition codes when
more than one message is required.

Field #AY

This field, used in the Yellow Condition Codes Message, is a
binary integer indicating the number of Yellow condition codes
contained in the message. This number is a maximum of 25 when

field ALL - 0, and a maximum of 50 when field ALL - 1.
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Field AY(l).. .AY(n)

These fields contain the Yellow condition codes as defined in
Section 18.3.2. These fields are sorted from lowest to highest
binary value, the lower value codes being transmitted first.

Field #AR

This field, used in the Red Condition Codes Message, is a binary
Integer Indicating the number of Red condition codes contained in
the message. This number is a maximum of 5 when field ALL - 0
and a maximum of 50 when field ALL -1.

Fields AR(l) ... AR(n)

These fields contain the Red condition codes and are defined in
Section 18.3.2. These fields shall be sorted from lowest to
highest binary value, the lower value codes transmitted first.

18.3.2 Formats of Condition Codes

The general format of the condition codes is as follows:

CATEGORY CONTENT

The assigned categories and formats are described in the
following paragraphs. Each condition code may be used as a
Yellow or Red code in the message fields listed in Section
18.3.1. The placement in the proper message corresponds to the

j status determination described in Section 18.2.

The formats of the condition codes for each assigned category are
as follows:

OUTPUT BUFFER OVERFLOW

000100 SP BUFFER
6 8 16

FILE MORE THAN 90% FULL

000110 SP FILE
6 F8 16

NO MORE SPACE IN FILE
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000101 SP FILE
6 8 16

PROCESSING TRUNCATION

000010 SECTOR FUNCTION
6 10 16

SOFTWARE FAILURES

000001 SP FUNCTION
6 10 16

Field BUFFER

This field identifies a buffer of concern as follows:

Codinj Buffer

0000 0001 ATARS-ATARS Coordination Buffer
0000 0010 Uplink Message Buffer
0000 0011 Non-surveillance Buffer
0000 0100 ATC Coordination Buffer
0000 0101 RAR Buffer
0000 0110 Surveillance Buffer

Field FILE

This field identifies an ATARS file as follows:

Codng File

0000 0001 Central Track Store
0000 0010 Conflict Tables
0000 0011 PWILST's
0000 0100 Encounter Lists

0000 0101 ATARS Sector Lists
0000 0110 X/EX Lists
0000 0111 Potential Pair List
0000 1000 Resolution Pair Acknowledgement List
0000 1001 Controller Alert List
0000 1010 Deletion List

18-10
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Field SECTOR

This 4-bit field ide, ;ifies an ATARS sector of data which was not
fully processed.

Note: Each sector of data that is not fully processed shall be
separately identified by an active condition code.

Field FUNCTION

This field identifies a function of ATARS in a condition code.
The values and associated functions are as follows:

VALUE FUNCTION

000 001 Master Resolution (Normal) Task
000 010 Master Resolution (Delayed) Task
000 011 Data Link Message Construction Task
000 100 Coarse Screen Task
000 101 Traffic Advisory Task
000 110 RAR Processing Task
000 i11 Aircraft Update Processing Task
001 000 Track Processing Task
001 001 Seam Pair Task
001 010 Detect Task
001 011 Conflict Pair Cleanup Task
001 100 State Vector Deletion Task
001 101 Request and Process Remote Conflict

Tables Task
001 110 Conflict Resolution Data Task
001 11 Resolution Notification Task
010 000 Incoming Seam Pair Request Processing

and Reply Task
010 001 Surveillance Report Processing Task
010 010 Non-surveillance Message Processing Task
010 011 New Aircraft Processing Task
010 100 Terrain/Airspace/Obstacle Avoidance Task
010 101 Resolution Deletion Task

18.3.3 ATARS Normal Operation/Failure Flag

This flag in the ATARS Status Message to the sensor is used by
the DABS Performance Monitor in the DABS Status Message described
in Reference 8. The SMR transmits this bit according to the
following rules:
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Bit = 1 This setting is used when the 
SMR has

declared local ATARS status to 
be Green

or Yellow.

Bit= 0 This setting is used when the 
SMR has

declared local ATARS status to 
be Red

(Failed).
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19. DATA EXTRACTION FUNCTION

The purpose of the Data Extraction Function of ATARS is
threefold: to provide the capability to conduct detailed
analysis of conflict scenarios, to locate and correct erroneous
code (debug), and to serve as an operations log recording
important events within ATARS. A well designed data extraction
capability for conflict scenario analysis should be able to
incorporate the needs of the remaining two functions.

19.1 Information Recorded

The information required for analysis is (1) the results of
important calculations, such as TH and TV, and (2) the logic
paths taken within ATARS. Table 19-1 gives the parameters to be
saved on a scan-by-scan basis for off-line analysis. Table 19-2
lists the logic paths taken in the code to be recorded. The path
checkpoints are an attempt to give in summary the reason for a
particular ATARS action, without the detailed decision process
explicitly documented. For example, if an immediate resolution
advisory is requested by the Detect Task, one wants to know which
of the seven ways this can happen. A possible implementation is
to have a variable with eight values, indicating how the
immediate RA was generated or set to zero indicating no action
through these paths occurred.

Recording of all the information in Tables 19-1 and 19-2 at all
times would be very cumbersome and perhaps afZret the efficiency
of the ATARS. So a selection control function is required to
reduce the information extracted as described. Tible 19-3
defines the allowable options for extracting data. Whenever data
is to be saved, i.e., removed from the ATARS system, a comparison
is made to see if it corresponds to that data to be recorded for
the particular mode specified for the present ATARS configura-
tion. More than one mode caa be specified. Detect Task traffic
advisory operations can be requested with Master Resolution Task
operations, for example. When multiple modes are specified, it
is of course not necessary to record the same information twice.

Judicious placement of the selection test in the ATARS code can
limit the amount of testing done for extraction. It is not
necessary to test for possible extraction every time a Detect
Task flag is set. It Is only necessary to test at the end of
detection processing for a flag set condition, since the items
being saved exist until this point. The actual time or location
for extraction can occur in many places and is not specified.
The only requirements of such extraction are that it be editable,
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TABLE 19-1

INFORMATION INCLUDED IN DATA EXTRACTION

Aircraft Description Information

I. Aircraft ID - DABS ID or ATCRBS/Radar code with surveillance
file number, any CREFX entries and the AC abbreviated field in
the State Vector (ACAB)

2. Sector Time for Aircraft - system variable TEN
3. ACLASS - ATARS service class, as in State Vector
4. CUNC - aircraft control state, as in State Vector
5. ATSEQ - equipage type, as in State Vector
6. ACLP - aircraft climb performance, as in State Vector

Tracking Information

7. HMS - from State Vector
8. TURN - from State Vector
9. Tracked X, Y, Z - from State Vector

10. Reported range, azimuth and mode C altitude - from
DABS/ATCRBS/Radar data block in State Vector

11. Velocity (XD, YD, ZD) of the aircraft - as in State Vector
12. LOFL - local data flag, as in State Vector
13. RMFL - remote data flag, as in State Vector

Detect Information

14. ENAT - from ELENTRY
15. DOT - from ELENTRY
16. MD2 - from ELENTRY
17. RANGE2 - from ELENTRY
18. TH - from ELENTRY
19. TV - from ELENTRY
20. RZ - as in Detect Task
21. VRZA - as in Detect Task
22. MULT - as in Detect Task
23. FAZ - from State Vector
24. AREA TYPES for both AC - from State Vector
25. TCONV - as in Detect Task
26. TCONH - as in Detect Task
27. TFPWIV - as in Detect Task
28. TFPWIH - as in Detect Task
29. TCMDV - as in Detect Task
30. TCMDH - as in Detect Task
31. TFIFRV - as in Detect Task
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TABLE 19-1
(Continued)

32. TFIFRH - as In Detect Task
33. TIFRV - as in Detect Task
34. TIFRH - as in Detect Task

35. ICAFLG - from ELENTRY
36. CAFLG - from ELENTRY
37. FPWFLG - from ELENTRY
38. MTTFLG - from ELENTRY
39. FPIFLG - from ELENTRY
40. (4DFLG - from ELENTRY
41. FPWFLG - from ELENTRY
42. IFRFLG - from ELENTRY

Resolution Information

43. PSEP matrices (QSEP, before and after PSEP, HMD, VMDA, VMDB) -

as in Master Resolution Task
44. Pair Record on entry to RAER - as in Master Resolution Task
45. SNGDIM - as in Master Resolution Task
46. Conflict Tables - as in Master Resolution Task
47. Feature Evaluation vs Resolution Advisory Set - as in Master

Resolution Task
48. MANTM - as in Master Resolution Task (Structure MODVBL)

Domino Information

49. Coarse Screen Limits - as in domino logic
50. Potential Domino Conflict List - as in domino logic
51. Resolution Advisory Projected Position Table - as in domino

logic

Multi-aircraft Logic Information

52. PSEP matrices - as specified in multi-aircraft logic (not the
same as 43)

53. Resolution Advisory vs Feature Evaluation Table - as specified
in multi-aircraft logic (not the same as 44)

54. Conflict Tables - as specified in multi-aircraft logic
55. Pair Records - as specified in multi-aircraft logic

Terrain Airspace Obstacle Avoidance Information

56. TALRT - as in Structure TAO
57. OALRT - as in Structure TAO
58. TCALRT - as in Structure TAO

19-3
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TABLE 19-1
(Concluded)

Controller Alert Task Information

59. RALRT - as in Structure TAO
60. Conflict Resolution Data Message -as in Table 11-1
61. Resolution Notification Message -as in Table 11-2
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TABLE 19-2

LOGIC PATH CHECKPOINTS

Detect Controller Alert Paths

a. ICAFLG is set (i.e., bypass 3/5 requirement) because:

1. Immediate range and immediate altitude is satisfied for FAZ
(in controller alert determination)

1

2. HPROX and VPROX satisfied (ibid)
3. Dangerous maneuver detected (ibid)

CAFLG is not set because:
1. Prefltering DOT test failed (in ac converging or proximate_)

2. Prefiltering horizontal test failed (ibid)
3. Prefiltering vertical test failed (ibid)
4. Controller alert inhibited, CAREQ not set (in controller alert

determination)
5. Failed horizontal tests (ibid)
6. Failed vertical tests (ibid)
7. Failed miss distance test (ibid)

Detect Resolution Advisory Paths

b. MTTFLG is set (i.e., bypass 2/3 requirement) because:
I. HPROX and VPROX set (in proximitychecks)
2. TH below threshold and VPROX (ibid)
3. HPROX set and TV below threshold (ibid)
4. TH and TV below thresholds (ibid)
5. Dangerous maneuver detected (in maneuvering-threat logic)

c. CMDFLG is not set because:
1. Prefiltering failed (in ac converging or proximate)
2. Failed horizontal tests for threat advisory (in THREAT TAU AND

PROXIMITYCOMPARISONS

3. Failed vertical tests for threat advisory (ibid)
4. Failed miss distance tests for threat advisory in (ibid)
5. Failed horizontal tests for resolution advisory (in RESOLUTION

TAU AND PROXIMITY COMPARISONS)
6. FaiTed Vertical tists for resolution advisory (ibid)
7. Failed vertical divergence filter (ibid)
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TABLE 19-2
(Concluded)

d. IFRFLG not set because:
1. Prefiltering failed (in ac converging or proximate)
2. Failed horizontal tests for threat advisory (in THREAT TAU AND

PROXIMITYCOMPARISONS)

3. Failed vertical tests for threat advisory (ibid)
4. Failed miss distance tests for threat advisory (ibid)
5. Failed horizontal tests for resolution advisory (in RESOLUTION

TAU AND PROXIMITYCOMPARISONS)
6. Failed vertical tests for resolution advisory (ibid)
7. Failed vertical divergence filter (ibid)

e. The resolution advisory origin was:
1. Initial resolution selection caused call to RAER
2. Initial resolution selection for IFR (VFR resolution

previously selected) caused call to RAER
3. Positive horizontal to negative transition caused call to RAER
4. Negative horizontal to positive transition caused call to RAER
5. Positive vertical to negative transition caused call to RAER
6. Negative vertical to positive transition caused call to RAER
7. Recomputation, MD2 less than PMD, caused call to RAER
8. Recomputation, ALT less than PVMD, caused call to RAER
9. Model validation logic caused call to RAER

10. Negative vertical to VSL transition (RAER not called)
11. Recalculation of incompatible resolution advisories caused

call to RAER
12. Conflict Resolution Data Task called RAER

'The capitalization conforms to the convention used in the

pseudocode, where process names are all lower case and routine names
are all upper case.
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for efficiency and ease of use, and contain all information
necessary for generation of the Data Analysis Summary Chart or
any subset of the chart. This form is discussed in Section
19.3.

19.2 Scope of Design and Application

The data extraction system presented has minimal impact on the
ATARS software. The data is "dumped in real time". All
information required to decide if the data need be recorded is
available at the time for recording without modification to the
present system. An apparent limitation of the design
presented, is the inability to record at all times why a
particular flag was not set in the Detect Task. In order to do
this, the implications would be:

1. Record every time a flag is not set.

Disadvantage - Massive data handling and storage

problems

Advantages - Guaranteed knowledge of reason for
condition desisting

- Ability to generate all parts of
data analysis summary chart

2. Record whenever flag is not set after being set on
previous scans.

Disadvantage - Information must be made available from
scan to scan in the Detect Task

- Global memory storage required on a per
pair basis

Advantages - Guaranteed knowledge of reason for
condition desisting

- Ability to generate all parts of
data analysis summary chart

- Introduction of global scan-to-scan
storage for decisions would allow much
more sophisticated data extraction
designs

While it is not possible to guarantee recording of the reason
for "not acting" under the present design, it is possible to
arrange the edit mode options to cover most possibilities. For
example the data analysis summary chart requires the path
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information in Table 19-2 items c and d, i.e, why is ATARS not
giving a resolution advisory? Requesting mode 4 will record
path Information whenever the PWIFLG is set. Under normal
conditions a resolution advisory will be requested after the
PWIFLG is set and end before the PWIFLG goes off. Therefore,
the resolution advisory path information is available for
recording and analysis with mode 4. It is for this reason that
modes 4, 5, and 6 record the same Information but are initiated
by different events.

Table 19-4 gives the intended use of the mode option in
recording information.

19.3 The Data Analysis Summary Chart

An example of the data analysis chart is depicted in Figure
19-1. Values are provided only to illustrate the use and
meaning of the various data items. This format and content
have proven to be most satisfactory in studying aircraft
encounters. Any encounter summaries generated from the ATARS
using the specified data extraction techniques will be In this
format. Notice that the data is only for one aircraft pair for
the duration of an encounter. The extraction task is recording
information for many encounter pairs on a scan-by-scan basis.
A formatting program must first sort the recorded information
by aircraft ID's. The scan-by-scan sequence can be attained by
maintaining the exact sequence of the dump for aircraft and
labelling each new recording of the same data item as a new
scan. Alternately, the time recorded with each extracted data
unit, can serve as a scan organization key.

19.3.1 The Data Analysis Summary Chart Contents

The analysis chart has five sections. These sections are
denoted by the right hand margin numerals in Figure 19-1. The
first is an initial conditions section, which identifies the
ATARS site, the ATARS program release, and the aircraft state
(controller state, equipment, ATARS service state, location,
altitude, heading, speed and vertical rate of each aircraft) as
defined in the first scan of information. This first section
is displayed In two parts, the site name, program release, date
and aircraft identities appearing on every page of the form,
the aircraft state only appearing once at the beginning of the
chart. The second section is a scan-by-scan summary of ATARS
messages and the basic conditions causing the generation of
these messages. The duration of this section Is variable and
is defined by the amount of information recorded, i.e., it ends
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TABLE 19-4

DATA EXTRACTION SELECTION SETTINGS

FOR PARTICULAR APPLICATIONS

USE MODE COMMENTS

Debug 1 Only at test sites due
to large amount of data
generated

3,4,5,6,8, Use of these modes will
allow a complete history

9,10,11,12 of a scenario to be
recorded, as all
available information is
recorded

Analysis 3,4,8,11,12 These options will
generate most of the
Data Analysis Summary

Chart

Log 2,7 Alarm rate statistics
are available from this
info rma tion
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when the extracted information ends for the aircraft(s). The
third section lists tile value of important parameters at the
time of a significant ATARS event, such as calling RAER. The
fourth section gives the closest separation occurring during
the analysis recording. The final section gives the PSEP and
feature array values used by RAER. This section only appears
when RAER has been used to generate resolution advisories
during the course of the depicted synopsis.

The chart as presented allows for a two aircraft summary. An
obstacle avoidance message however involves only one aircraft,
and thus generates a chart with only a few entries. Similarly,

the mode options selected in extraction will determine the
information available to be included in the chart. The details
of the five sections of the chart are presented next.

19.3.1.1 Initial Conditions Information

1. System - The system field indicates the origin of the
data, i.e., the ATARS site name.

2. ATARS Algorithm Version - This denotes the ATARS
release identifier from which data is being extracted.

3. Date and Time - The date and time (Greenwich mean)
when data is first recorded. The time used is the
start of the sector in which the aircraft appears.
TEN is tile name by which the time is referenced in the
ATARS psuedocode. Either aircraft's time can be
used. However, the same aircraft's time must be used

throughout the encounter.

4. Aircraft Identification - This field specifies the
DABS ID or ATCRBS/Radar code with surveillance file
number, the nine bit abbreviated aircraft ID in the
State Vector, and the CREFX entry, if any, for each
aircraft in this scenario. The CREFX entry is used to
establish the correspondence between two data analysis
summaries for the same aircraft, both of which
originated from separate ATARS sites.

5. Aircraft Control Status - The control status of the
aircraft is specified in the State Vector.
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6. ATARS Equipage -The equippage of the aircraft is
specified in the State Vector. For an aircraft which is
both ATARS and BCAS equipped, EQAB is the appropriate
label. For ATARS only equipped, EQA is used, for an
unequipped aircraft, UNEQ is used.

7. ATARS Service Class - The value of ACLASS is specified in
the State Vector.

8. Horizontal Position, Altitude, Heading, Speed, Vertical
Rate of Each Aircraft - This information is for the first
scan recorded. It is available with the exception of the
heading in all extraction modes. The heading can be
calculated using the velocity components. The units used
will be nautical miles, feet, knots, degrees, as
appropriate. In general, parameters referring to the
horizontal dimension are in nautical miles or knots, the
vertical dimension feet or feet/second. All information
related to mensuration throughout the summary chart will
have these same units unless explicitly mentioned.

19.3.1.2 Scan-by-Scan Data

1. Time and Scan Number - The scan number used serves as an
identifier from one scan's information to the next. As
such it will always start with zero and be incremented by
one regardless of the elapsed time. The time recorded is
the time in seconds (to the nearest tenth) from the start
time as specified in item 2 of the initial conditions
field.

2. Aircraft Uplink Messages -The resolution advisories
calculated in Master Resolution Task as extracted in mode
8 appear in this field. The abbreviations for the
advisories are in Table 19-5. Notice that the resolution
advisories print positions are one scan after the call to
RAER, i.e., at the time the message is displayed in the
aircraft.

3. Controller Alert Messages - Each time a controller alert
message is generated and extracted under mode 12 for a
particular scan, the resolutions specified are to appear
in this position. The contents of the DEL field in the
controller alert message for each aircraft also appear in
the summary sheet. The code used for the advisories is
the same as that in aircraft uplink messages. The print
position is also delayed by one scan as in item (2) above.
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TABLE 19-5
MESSAGE ABBREVIAT IONS

MESSAGE ABBREVIATION

Proximity P

Threat T

No Message Blank

Turn Left L

Turn Right R

Climb C

Descend D

Don't turn left NL

Don't turn right NR

Don't climb NC

Don't descend ND

Limit Climb to 500 ft/mmn C5

Limit Climb to 1000 ft/mmn Cl

Limit Climb to 2000 ft/min C2

Limit Descent to 500 ft/mmn D5

Limit Descent to 1000 ft/mmn Dl

Limit Descent to 2000 ft/min D2

19-19
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4. Final Approach Zones and Area Types - The appropriate
zone and type for each aircraft is displayed for each
scan. These parameters are extracted with options 3 and
4.

5. HMS (Horizontal Maneuver Status)/TURN (Turn Sensing
Status) - These are available under any mode option.

6. CAFD/CMDFD/IFRFD, ICAFLG/MTTFLG - The path flags which
are as specified with modes 4, 5, or 6. These path
parameters should not be confused with the same names
used for flags in the Detect Task.

7. OB/RA/TC/TR - This space refers to the
terrain/airspace/obstacle avoidance flags extracted in
mode 11.

19.3.1.3 Significant Event Summary Data

For each of the following events a group of parameters is recorded
which describes the state of the encounter.

1. PWIFLG, FPWFLG, FPIFLG, CAFLG, CMDFLG, IFRFLG - Whenever
these flags are set for the first time the parameters
listed below are to be included in the encounter analysis

summary. The formatting program must check the contents
of each scan's dump of modes 4, 5 or 6 for these flag
settings. Whenever a flag transitions from not set to
set the information is displayed. It is possible for the
first scan to have one of the flags set, in which case
this scan's information is used.

2. Resolution Advisories Determined (RA SET) - The
information for determining if this routine has been
called is contained within options 8 or 12. This line
may be repeated as often as resolution advisories are
generated during the same scan.

3. Resolutions Dropped - This event is determined by
examining the CMDFLG flag extracted under options 4, 5,
and 6 for each scan appearing in the analysis summary.
The transition from a set to a not set condition defines
resolution advisories dropped. The scan information may
not be available to determine if this condition has
occurred (see Section 19.2).
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4. EVENT Follow-up - Whenever resolution advisories are
determined or a resolution(s) dropped condition occurs,
the succeeding scan information is to be displayed. The
succeeding scan may or may not be available.

The parameter values appearing with each of the above events are:

a. Scan Number - This is an arbitrary identifier as defined
in (1) in the scan-by-scan data section. This is the
scan in which the event has occurred.

b. ENAT, DOT (nmi2 /s), TH, TV, RANGE, MD, RZ, VRZ - These
parameters are recorded under modes 4 or 5, and their
values for the scan in question are to be printed.
Notice that the range and miss distance are the square
roots of the values extracted. RZ and VRZ must be
defined consistently from scan to scan. The Detect Task
makes no distinction between ACI and AC2 from one scan to
the next and consequently the sign of the values may
alternate, as AU alternates with AC2. This is to be
corrected in the analysis chart.

c. TH THR, TV THR - Under these headings the appropriate
threshold, TCONH(V), TFPWH(V), TCMDH(V), TFIFRH(V),
TIFRM(V) for the particular flag set is shown. If both
the flags are set which correspond to a line, e.g.,
CMDFLG/IFRFLG, display the lower of the two thresholds.
In the example given IFRFLG would normally have the lower
corresponding threshold, TIFRH(V).

d. Track Crossing Angle - The angle between the aircraft
headings as calculated from the velocity vectors for the
appropriate scan.

19.3.1.4 Separation Summary Content

The closest point of approach shall be the minimum slant range
that occurs for all scans represented on the analysis chart for
one aircraft pair. The slant ranges can be calculated from the
(x, y, z) positions recorded for each aircraft. Appearing with
the minimum slant range are the corresponding scan number, and the
horizontal and vertical components of the slant range.

19.3.1.5 PSEP and Feature Array Content

For each call to RAER the PSEP matrices and the feature evaluation
versus resolution advisory set data array are to be formatted and
printed. In the example a "I" indicates that the feature is true
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for a given advisory set. Note that MANTM, the climb rate for

each aircraft and the RASET value are also provided.

19.1.2 Formatting Requirements

For any extraction mode chosen, the system parameters (Appendix A)
must also be recorded, once, for any extraction cycle. These
parameters must be formatted and printed in a clear and concise
manner with each value accompanied by its parameter name.

Similarly, data extracted items which are not part of the
encounter analysis must be formatted and printed in a clear
concise manner. These data are to be labelled and ordered by
aircraft pair and within aircraft pair by scan. It shall be the
user's option to determine if these additional data are to be
printed (if available) in addition to the data analysis summary
chart.
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SYSTZ! CROSS-1IBIC!C TIDLE

I 118! CHAPTER COIITBIT (SThOCOflE/GRUP) WORIMI YALUP

A 8 HISCVBL. local

A 9 TA I. calculations

k 4I TDKTDL.prodict

k 13 TURCON.acl

RBBEV 3 TAPROLadvisorydata

ABFI!Y 3 T1-Th1!AT.advisorydata

IAB 3 S1!CT. general values

AC~R 3 SV!CT. general values

ACC!T.C 13 flDWLING. values 10.72 ft/sz

ACCELD 13 MODELING.values 10.72 tt/sz

ACID 3 CT! ITEY. data

ACIDH 3 C?!WTlY. data

*ACIDY 3 CTENUTitY. data

ACIDI 3 BLENTRY.identifiers

ACID2 3 EL23TRY. identifiers

ACLASS 3 SUtCT.generalvalues

ACLP 3 SV!CT. genoral values

*ACON 5 3 PDVBL. miscellaneous Table 8-2

ADZ? 3 DEYPARM.generalparameters 92.5 at

&DOT 8 RX SCYUL. local

a? 8 AVBL.anc-thresholds Table B-3

AFCON 8 CI VBL. thresholds Table 8-1

MET! 3 DETPARM.generalparamoters Site-dependent

17171 8 TAVUL. ctl-threshold. Table 9-4

17118 TAYIL. nc thresholds Table 8-4

498 IrSCVDL. local

kI3 CSCn!E.1hresholds 12,000 f,

Al?! 9 I.AVOL.ctl-thresholds Table 8-3

AIHSPACIO 3 AIUSPLCE status

AIRSPACEVIP! 3 AXISPAC!.adv-data

AET3 STECT. times

A- i



I ~8 ~C1APTZR CONATEXT (S5UC0BI'rnloopl NOMINIAL VALUYE

ALECTIm 16 ULCAMcagetrsod 
300 s

ALO 3 SYST!!M.traCker 
10,000 ft

ALPC 12 MEPARM.res adv computation 18,000 ft
ALT 3 LTCRBSB. track data
ALT 3 ELENTl4Y.COmputed separations
ALT 6 OBLIST. obstacle data
&LTEXT11? C 9 TkPNRM.Isg foruat 500 ft
ALT !XTLrm 9 T&PARIMSg format 2000 ft.
ALTT.IC '4 lRPTP&B%.%trkiuit 

7.
ALTOc 10 SPARPRAM.aiscellaneous 

Site-dependent

XLIIE3 ALEC.adv data
ALOE 12 RRPARM. res adv computation 29,000 ft
XPAIIY 12 fMPAN.2iscellaneous 

2
AVOS 3 SYSVAR.antenna

A!'ATE 3 SYSVAR.Antenna

ASEP 12 MR78L. res adV, tkr
ASEP 13 RAEPVBL.res ad,
&S!P" 12 MRPAP.tes ad, computation 670 ft
ASEPIL 12 4PRPAM.resadcojkputatio 

375 ft
AS EPL 12 RPklM.res ad, computation '470 ft
ASEPU 12 MPARM.res ad, compqtation '170 ft
k~Soc 3 SVECT. general valaes
ATARS EQP 3 TA-PiOXadvisory data
ATABSEQp 3 TTRAfT. adVisory _data
ATSZP 12 RPADN.res adv recomputation 0.8
AIC14~C 3 SYSVAB. flags

ATCRBS TRACF _O 3 ATCRBSTL identity

3 SVECT. pointers
ATCROP 3 SYSVATI-flags 

50f

AT.TLG 3 SVECT. flags

ATSEQ 3 SETgfearje

&SD3 atc-iientifiers

ATSS 3 SYECT.flags
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NAME CRAPT!1R CONTEXT (STRUCTURE/GROUP) NOMINIAL VALUE

AT 8 nISCYOL.local

AYUZ 13 DORINOVBL.detection

AZHatV 6 TR0.misc variables

AZP 3 SECT. horz-tracter-data

8 13 TIUCoU.ac

BACKUP 3 SYTARt.failure-info

BACNHADS 13 RAFlP&RM. pointers Pointer

BNI13 40DELlWG. values 20 deg

BCASSL 3 SVICT.general-values

BCSOFF 8 PATH VUL.local

SUT3 DETPIRM.general parameters 0.107 nmi'

StASING 3 kTC2BS-TS. track-data

SPARING 9 TAV8L.calcu114'ions

BELOW1000 13 BADiS-read/write flags

BELOW1000 12 TPKDS.read/vrite flags

8!'rA3AZ 4 ?RWPABRt.vert-tracker 0.1

BETAI Tftf(VBL. vert-tracker

BIGHNGT 13 R&I8PAflN-featurevweights *t

BIGUGT 13 HARPAU.featurevweights 2**S

SLIM 4 TRKVBL. Tart-tracker

BPEQ3 ELENRY. processingrequired

BS!PI9UGT 13 2122PAIM.. eaturevweights 20*0

BSSPPWGT 13 RIERPAHI. feature weigbts 2**0

SZP 3 OkPABS.filter-thresholds

85 P2 3 HAi'ARM.filter thresholds 0.9025

CA 13 TUICOtI.acl

CACRD 3 RPILST.ovrhd

CALG 3 EtlE1tY.detect3 lags

CANA 8 M?PABFI.cntr tbresholds 100 ft

8ACP flPhR.cntr-tftresholds 0.981

CAIIR2 8 IPRM.eutr-tbtasholds 0.00244 nait

CARU2 8 I1?PAR.cutrthreshoIlds 3.25 niui

CA aS92 a NPI.ctr-thresholds 0.117

CAR VSQ 8 M?PA!N.cnt:..thresholds 325 xte
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R ARE! CHAPTER CONTEXT (STtOCTURE/GROUP) 50OE1ILLT VILUZ

CAEhQ 3 SY!CT.flagS

CARY! 3 SPILST. ovrhd

CITh 3 SY!CT.flags

CLIND 13 PDCLIST. rem adi

CLINBPZR? 3 TLPROI.adiory.Aata

CLIMBUPZ17 3 TA TREAT. advisory~data

CLII 13 BATIaci

C1.1!U 13 PI&DSVVBL.acl

CLOCKBRG 3 OBSTACLEadvdata

CLOCK-BRG 3 TAPtO.adiuorydata

CLOCK!B!G 3 TA-TERET.adisorydata

cLOCK-INC! 9 TAPA1!.sgfOi~mat 30 dog

CmODDfl 13 RDS.read-onlyflags

CnDEDC!!D0 12 TRIOS. read-onlyflags

CIDEDUNCID2D 13 !!ADS.reaf-onlyflags

CM0! UCHDED 12 TU ADS. read-only~flags

CalDL 3 PRzC.&cl

C!!DLG 3 BLENTRY. detect flags

CNAPLPQ 3 PLENTU!.processiugrequired

CITDILT 4 TBPAR4!.vert~tracker 4.0

CNTTNCR 4 TIRPR.erttracker 10

COAA2 3 AZPAR-arznvb 0.9698

CODE 3 SI!CT.general-valueu

COMPIT(11,11) 13 LOGICTBLS.copatibletes-adv Table 13-7

CONPATIBLE 5 BASYU.isc

COMPITTS(7,6) 13 LOG!CTA8LIS.compattur..stateu Table 13-10

CONPATZD(3,3) 13 LOGIC-TABLES.compat-turn-stateu Table 13-11

COMUTWGT 13 RAE2PAUNf.. feature weights 2**6

CONFIOKUC2 3 hLC. adv4ata

CONTROL 3 TAP'.OI.advisorydata

CONTROL 3 TATHlt!AT.adviorydata

CORRECTED ~ 3 ALRC.adv _data

C0512 8 MISCYUL. local

COSP2 8 TPAR.glthresholas 0.981



visit CHll?!! COlTEX! (STIUCYUU!/GROUP) NORIUIL YIL92

COURSE 3 TRyNO.advisory.data

COURSE 3 T&_TW221r.advisory~data

COUSE-lCI 9 TAPAUK.magformat 45 dog

CYSID 3 niUum. identifiers

CIOSCIN 11 CRDPIZB.ovrhd 8 u

CT! 3 STEMT pointers

C?!!! 3 SYSIR.time

CT??! 3 SY!CT. pointers

CTP23 SYSYIR.failUr*jflo

CT!TBL(IS) 3 SYSTER.Coverage Site-dependent

coUc 3 SVICT.flaga

C0!22(3,3) 13 MING!ON.separation

CUP2 (3,3,31 13 IIUNGIOM.separation

COUY(3) 13 PIAION.separation

DI? 13 D!AVL3.threshold1s

DAL' 13 DOMNOYDL.detection

DRIP 4 TKTBT-vert-tracker

DCLIlls 13 PDCiLIST.resadv

DCLM 13 RlTZ.acl

DCNDPLG 13 DONIINO VL.detoction

DDES 13 RATI.acl

DDZSC 13 POCLISTresadw

DDOT(4) 13 fONhOYLdetection

DDSQ 13 DOMNOYUL.detection

DZCAY PCTI 4 TRKPAUN. vert-tracker 0.8 ft/s

DEL. 3 UPILST.acl

DtLly 13 90D!L!UG.values 10 s

DMlG 3 SYNCT.! lags

MINT? 13 40DRLIIG. values 1 8

DERQ3 2LENTRY.processingrequired

DEL.? 'a T!KYUL.vert-tracker

DULUG? 13 vul!UPiR.featureweights202

DEII? 13 DOINOYUL. detection

DES 13 2IT2.acl
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wing CHAPTER COUT21T (STIUCT02I/GROUP) lOIAL VALUE

DBSC 13 PDC-LIST.res-adv

DrTRIII(5e7,7) 12 M1RARN..logic.tables Table 12-3

D)ETIRlV(11,11,3) 12 NIPIN.logictables Table 12-4

DINAVUGT 13 RIElPAIN.feature-..eights 20*23

DISCREPANCY 4 TRKPA .rttracker 1.5

DLIFDRIGHT 13 PDCLZST.rosuadw

DLOUT 3 SYUCL~flags

MDM0 a BCSVIL.res Table 8-1

DMODTA 8 BCSTOL.threat Table 8-1

DOMCBSE 13 RAEUPAR.isc 3.0

DON14OIC 3 SYSTER.miscallansons1

DOMSCANS 13 lAElPAlK.Misc %.0

DOMSRCI 13 RAIIP&RN.uisc 3.0

DOMVRLUE 13 VIDS.other-info

DOMVALUE 12 ~TADS.other-info
DOM IVGT 13 RAERPAIN.featureweights 2C*17

DOW!BOTH 8 PITHVBL..local

DOT 3 BLENTRT. couputeduzeparations

DOT 13 HODVBL.rslativegeouetry

DOTP 9 TA IlLcalculation.

DOTT 3 DETPARN.goneralparanoters 0.00278 umit/s

DRRNG22 13 DOMIIIOVL. detection

DR&TS 3 STlC?.tlaqs

DRCMD2 13 DUILO.thresholdu

DRSUR 3 SYRCT.flaqs

DI! 13 DONIUOVUL.detection

DS S TRKUL.predict

uSC 13 PU&DSVL.acl

')o8 MISCVBL. local

DT6 ACUPVBL.timeg

UT 3 SYST2N.strack 4.7 s

DCMDN 13 DUAVLB.threskolds

OTCHOY 13 VIAVL.thresbolds

DTH 13 001130 YT.detoction



R ARE CHAPTER CONTRXT (STUUC'rUlu/GROUP) lORIVL~ VALUE

DTL 6 AC UP VBL.ti Me

0!V 13 DONINOVUL.detection

DVDPT 3 UAP&UN.filterthresholds 30 u

DIPT 13 DOMNID Ii detection

DZff I TIKIEL.verttracker

D! 10 Il TUKVNL. ,ert-tracker

02 4 TRKIIL. smoothing

02TH II TUKIUL.smoothing

BHR7,)12 aRPIRM.logic.tables Table 12-5

E!!VPA(13,13) 12 ftPPAP...loqictAbles Table 12-6

?HIV3 P!KC.aci

SLENTRY 12 MBVBL. pointer

EET 13 UA!!VBL. pointers

EXAT 3 ELENTRY. geographicdependent

ENT13 PDCLIST.detectioni

LKND 3 &I5PIC2.9tatus

END 3 ACBSTBientity

END 3 OBSTICLE. status

END 3 TPROI. identity

2ID 3 TATR!U!T. identity

END 3 TEU!I.status

MAfN 3 PU!C.acl

rinLg 3 SV2C?. flags

EKUTLOOP 8 PATSVUL.local

lEVEL 13 tAIlPlfl.douino 600 t

FACRIDS 13 RAMUilK.pointers Pointer *

FAILED 3 SYTVI. failure info

FARIAWGT 13 R1ERP%1fl.featmr*_weights *1

?A% 3 SYUCT.goneralwvaloos

?.XZUGT 13 RAERPRN.taturoeweights 20*9

PCT! 3 CTREAD.saintstance

PEATBITS (25) 13 110S.other-info

ITBITS (25) 12 TRADS, other-info

PiSTAS 4 TRKPII.trkquality 6
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Bult ciApTUR CONTEXT (STiUCT02I/62oap) NOMNAL VALUE

FILE 3 SVICT.goneral..valueg

FILTPAIL 8 P&TH SL. local

?111UtG 3 TA-PR01. advisory data

113 z11 0 3 ?I THURAT. advi eory..data

P1311IG1Ica 9 TIPARK.8q.forvat 3.75 deg

rxN2-DG 3 TA-THREAT advisorydata

PIU lG ZCI9 TIPIflN.usg foraat 2.8125 deg

FIBRE 3 SYICT. hot: tracker data

pi1"I 3 SYICT. hot: ttacker data

71282 3 SVRCT. vert-.tracker data

?Ii mixA 14 TPKPARM.vert-tracker 9.0

FIlMtS 3 SV2CT. vert-.tracker data

FxiUEz r3CR 14 TINPIRN. verttracker 0.6

PIER3UIIT 14 IPT&RN.ztkinit 5

FIRMtSNA 51 4 TRKPIRN.vert-tracker 10.0

1ISVRs4 TRXPIRN.ort-tracker 2.0

'PPIFLG 3 ILERYT. detect flags

FPIFX.G 3 BLEUTUT. detect flags

?STUUCZD 13 RlIIiVBi. res~adv

PTT3 AINSPICU. Status

PTAT 3 OBSTCL.status

FTAT 3 TZRihIY~status

FUCSCVGT 1 ARAI~etr~egt *1

G 13 MODILIO.values 32.16 tt/st

GROG 3 SYNC!. gemeral values

GOTHT S PiTHIL. local

GBlDSPZRO 3 ?I-P2,0.advisory data

GSEDSPZED 3 TI.THRAT.advibory~data

RRLP92C 15 IllIRSyalues8

9DOF? P22C.identifiers

READING 9 TIUL.calculations

HIT 14 T1WYUL.1agicpath

only 3 CTIUTBY. data

BRN D 3 CTINTUT. data
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1 ist CRAPTut COTI (SuTRUT02/92uP) NOEZIAL TILDE

ROD 3 TI-.THUUAT. advisory data

EN02(3,3) 13 PSKIT.mionu

ff3D21 13 DILGIOR.minsep

HIS 3 STICL general values

H0311 13 R10S.read-oaly flags

ROM: 12 TRIDS.read-only flags

EPUOK 8 PITITIL. local

susnlG 3 SYNC?, flag.

901310 3 STSTEN.miscellaneous 10 iai

RI 8 BCSYDL.ros Table 8-1

81 13 RADS.advisorycompononts

Hl12 TRIOS. advisory components

RVTl 8 SCSYUL.threat Table B-1

H2 13 RADS.advinorycosponentx

R2 12 TRIDS. advisory couponents

lC1PLG 3 BIZ1?U.detect flags

ID 3 RPILSaci

IDENTIFITR 3 &XREPIC2.ady data

IPPLG 3 ELNTRY.detect flags

IS!? TRKYUL.suoothing

11D 3 SYNC?, general values

110311 13 lIOS.sep satriz indic..

flO0R 1 12 TU&0S.sp matrixLndic**

ll~tT2 1 TR1OS. spatrilx idices

T10313 12 TVIS.ep atriindices

110113 12 TRIOS. sep matrix indices

11?FI2 13 DOIIOL.detection

11PA22 S LYUL. local

INTI 3 PIRC.aci

INTRIC 13 PDC_.IST. pointer

1111in 3 SYNC?, flags "

15201i 5 ICUPIL.f lag.

1391 TUIUL. verttracker



NAME CHAPTER CONTEXT (SThI1CTURE/GROUP) NOMINAL VALUE

LARGET 9 TAPARM.ranking 1000 9

LEFT 13 PDC-LIS?.res-adv

LEPTCLIMB 13 PDC-LI ST. res adv

L??TDZSC 13 POC-LIST. res-ady

LEVELTINE 4 TRPIMM. vert-tracker 99.

LT13 PRADSVIL,.acl

LFCLMB 13 PRADSVVBL.acl

LFTDSC 13 PRADSVVDL.acl

LIL8ETT I8 T!KPIRN. vert-tracker 1.0

LOCALID 3 SYSVAR.general

LOFL 3 SVICT.flags

LOT 3 SVECT. vert-tracker data

LOT-SCALE 14 TRKPARN.vert tracker 0.14

LSTPT? 6 NICIEL. pointers

M&NTH 13 MODVBL. miscellaneous

MAPPTR 3 S!SVA!.failure-info

MAPTBL(15) 3 SYSTER.coverage Site-dependent

MASTER 3 SYSVA!.tailure-into

1ASrTTL(15) 3 SYSTER.coverage Site-dependent

1ATCHED 9 TAVBL. identity

MATPTR 13 RADS.sep matriz indices

4HkTPTR 12 TRADS. sop matrix indices

14111F 13 RAZRPARM.domino 750.0 ft

qAITLI 13 RAPPAN.douino 60.0 s
SAML 13 RAERPARS.domino 60.0 s

RA!YAI.UM 13 DOMNOVUL. detection

ICYLG 3 SVCT.flags

MCTA 11 CEDPA.orhd 3
4DCO.12 8 CAVBL, thresholds Table 8-1
1107912 8 TAVBL. ctl-thresholds Table 8-4
MOP52 8 TAVBL.uuac thresholds ab14 8-4

9ORM 13 RAEVBL.res adv

3DHSQ 13 R&ElPA!N.features 0.1489 %%min

IDESQ 13 'RAZIPAR.featuros 0.083 unit
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C.9APTER CONTEXT (STRUCTURE/GROUP) NOMNTAL VALUE

I 91112 'I8V!L.res-adv-thr

MDT1,! 1' E3AFVBL.negres.adv

M )7f ' , ESADV.thresholds 0.831 nmj 2

.InTHSO 3 RESADV.thresholds 0.25 Dmiz

MD2 3 ELENTRY.computed,.separations

f!D2NA 8 NATk&A1M.nathrS 11.0 nul

I155 FCTP TRPARM.vert-tracker 0.6

MOOEL(3) 13 PATH.acl

.OPV8R.DS 13 RA!1RPAU.pointers Pointer

MAE13 RAERPARM.negative_3A 6.67 ft/s

.9?qCAp 12 98VBL.logic-path

!RC?13 RAEtlVBL.logic..path

'4,1VPINDS 13 !AERPAR.I.pointers Pointer

M"'_DFTECT!fl 8 PATIIVBL. local

ITLL 13 MODELIiiG.ValleS 20 s

IS 13 .4ODEL ING. values 60 s

MTA MPARMi.gnl~thresholds 1000 ft

T~TFG 3 EL!'iTY.detect..flags

MT'TPA12 8 MTPR.gnlthresholds 0.00244 n 2

!!TT2 9 MT'PAM.gnl.thresholds 3.25 nMJ 2

ITTSB2 '3 'TPAR.gnl~thresholds 0.117

8 4TPARM.gnlthresho1dS 325 kt2

ITL13 moflELIWG.values 100 s

OLT 3 -L78L. local

.oUrT 13 PDCLIST. detection

ILH3 CTENTRY.data

'1 ,T73 CTENTRY. data

IV0E3 PR~c.model-validation

I :REC.mel validationl

4VVR'z ?R~sc.model validation

IV'!DF 12 'IPARM.resadvrecomputatiod o.2

.1VOI12 MIPARM.resad..recompotation 300 ft/mil

NAC 3 CTHEA.4lata
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j 1!CUIPTfl CONTEXT (ST!OCTU1R!/GlOUP) NOMINAL VALUE

NCLNB 13 PRADSVYUL.acl

WCOl 3 CThNfRY. data

NCTA 11 CRDVARN.ovrbd 5

IONVNGT 13 RIIUPREN.featureweiqhts 25*14

NDOBIG? 13 BRIPARM.featuro weights 2**18

WDSC 13 PIR&OS~yYI.aci

MlAIi 1s USIP&R.. value. 2

SLFA12 Is USIPARI.values 14

st"G~IT! 13 S1flS.read/vrite..tlagu

IEGATIV2 12 TRADS-read/vriteflagn

IIIGOIV 13 VAERVBL.ueg..resmdv

4BSIT13 RA"l?1.feature weights 2**15

VI3 NES 4 TUKYIL. smoothing

NE1TM '4 TIKVBL.predict

WX 3 SVICT. pointers

!IXCT 3 CHEAD. maintenance

N!!XT0 6 OiL! ST.obstacle-data

NEXTS 3 SYIC?. pointers

R1!?! 3 SYICT. pointers

NLFTNRGT 13 PR &DSYUL. ac I

NOCONT 7 CSYUL.zclud types

NOMNOWC 7 CSBL.xcludtype%

ROCA 8 PITSTBL. local

501 3 12PAMNO.Counts Table 8-6

loll 3 ASp~kl.c0unts Table 8-6

SOLLPYWGT 13 RA22PAUNi.featur*_weiqhts 2**11

lOviS 8 PITTEL. local

NOTHPUlT a PAT! Vi. local

Nazi1 3 1 PASS. coastm aTable S-7

Y0Z2 3 AUpANS. counts Table 8-7

IPNAABS 13 PAZIYUL.tes'adv

INESPIG? 13 RAZIPAUMfeature~wetghts 200i0

#SlGop 6 VWkICVBL.mignp

ISTVAT 13 VAltPhkfl.aeqativ* RA 200 ft



NAME CRAPTER CONTEXT (STRUCUIE/GROOP) NOMINAL VALUE

WSVDPT 13 t&EEtphIN. Iegativefll 30 s

NOLLPG 3 SV!CT. flags

NUBlt6 OBLIST.obstacle data

NUMPhA 13 DOMINO Vi. detection

WIC' 3 C~TN. maintenantce

WITIC 13 DOIINOYUL.coarm...Screen

NITADY 13 RADS. pointer.

MITADV 12 TRAPS. pointers

MTNR13 PDCLIST. pointer

NITPP 3 PREC.maintenauce

4%TPWI 3 AIRSPIC2. maintenance-info

NXTPVI 3 ALEC. saintenance-into

WITXPWI 3 ATCRDBS-Ti. aintenance in to

'WITPVI 3 OBSTACLE. .aintenance-iato

UXTTPVI 3 TA PROL maintenance info

ItTPUt 3 TThL.miti&cif

q!IV3 3 TERRAIU-saintenance-info

OlD 10 SZ&NVRL. miscellaneous

OALIT 6 TAO. misc-variables

OBALT 6 TAOPARM.general-values 3000 ft

OBJAIC 3 kTCSSTB.identity

OBJ-AC 3 ?_PUO!. identity

Oi3-AC 3 TA TNREAT, identity

OBJECT 9 TAiBL. identity

OBSTACLZNO 3 ODSTACLE. status

031CR 6 TAOPAR.q~neral-values 2000 ft

ODYCK 6 TAOPAIM.qeneralfalles 2000 ft

032CK 6 T&OPARM.goeral-values 500 ft

OLDTYP! 3 T&_PtOl.identity

OLDTYPT 3 TA ?RflIT. identity

ONUATZ '4 TR hMwtrak 5.0 ft/s

OSCYT. 3 SYICT. flag.

OSHMN 12 1NUTL.othermsits

OSIA~i13 VItIBL.resadv

- - - _ _ _ _k_ 13



glnCHAPTER CONTEXT (STRUCTURE/GROUP) NO!9INPL VALU!

OSHMAN2 13 RIERVBL.res-adv

OSVMAN 12 MEVBL.other_ site

OSVMAN1 13 RAERVBL.res-adv

OSVHIAN2 13 RAERVBL.res-adv

OTHSTVGT 13 RAERPARM.feature..eights 2**20

058 DELTA HOG 16 OLMCPARM.changethresholds 19 leg

OWNREQD 16 DLMCVBL.uiscellaneons

OWNHDG 3 SVECT.generalyvalues

OINID 3 SYSTE!8.miscellaneous Site-denpndn-

OWT3 SVECT. times

OWNT!N 3 SVECT.generalvalues

PAC 3 PBEC.acl

PART-SCAN (4 TRKPARM.vert-tracker)9

PFAILED 8 PATHVBL. local

?91 AN 3 PREC.acl

P!IRA1 13 PREVIOUS.advisories

PHRA2 13 PREVIOUS.advisories

PIPH 3 PREC.general values

PLIST 3 C'THEAD.data

PID 3 PREC.generalvalues

POSC3D 3 PREC.generalvalues

PRCONT 13 DOMINOVBL.detection

PRCONT 8 ELVBL. local

PREC 12 MRVBL. pointer

PREC 13 RAERVBL.poirrters

PREQ 13 DOMI!.IOVBL.detection

PREQ 8 ELVBL. local

PREVCT 3 CTHEAD. maintenance

?REYX 3 SVECT. pointers

OflXNO 16 DLICVBL.miscellaneous

ERVPVI 3 AIBSPACE.maintenance-into

?1YPVI 3 hLBC.maintenance-info

PRYpII 3 ATCEES-TB. main ten ance- inafo

PRY'S! 3 OBSTACLE.saintenance-into



RARE CHAPTER CONTEXT (STRUCTURE/GROUP) NOMINAL VALUE I

PBVPWI 3 TA PROX. maintenance info

PRVPWI 3 TA-THREAT.uaintenance-info

PRvPwr 3 TERRAIN.maintenance-info

PSIPSQ 12 MRIVBL. other site

PSEP1WGT 13 NAERPAEN.feature~veights 2**21

PSEP2(3,3,3) 13 PSMAT.ainimum

PSEP21 13 D!LGEOM.minsep

PSEP2WGT 13 HAREPARM.feature weights 2**7

PSTAT 3 SVECT.flags

PVMAN 3 PREC.acl

PYMO) 3 PREC.general values

PVRAI 13 PREYIOUS.advisories

PVRA2 13 PREVIOUS.advisories

PWI?tG 3 ELENTRY. detect flags

?WISP 3 PREC.general values

PwPrE 3 SVECT. pointers

3 SYSTEN..:track 100 ft

QSEP2(3,3,3) 13 PSMT.snapshot

QSIGN El TBKVBL.vert-tracker

TIE13 MODELING.values 9.4 s

R8 MISCVBL. local

PADS 13 RAE'RVBL.pointers

RADSPTE 12 MBVBL. pointer

RADSPI 13 RE!UVBL. pointers

RALRT 6 TAO. misc-variables

RANGE 3 ATCRBS-TB.track-data

RANGE 3 OBSTACLE. adv-data

RANG! 3 TA PROX.advisory data

RA G? 3 TA-TMEEAT. advisory data

7 &NGE RATE 3 ATCRBS-TB. track-dat~a

RANGE-WEIGHTED 3 TA PRO!. rank-iata

BANG! U!IGBT t' 3 TA-TREAT. rank-data

PANGE2 3 ELtNTUY.compated separations

!tANXTYP 3 TA PROX. rank data
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N AME CIAPTER CORTNIT (STIOCTURN/3Uo0p) WOIRAL VALOR

~AIITYP 3 TA..TOREAT. rank-data

RAPPI 13 RISVUL. Pointer.

RAPP2 13 RAUVL.poisters

RAPROY 3 2RWTtY.procesvIsg required

VAREO 3 ULIUTI. Processing required

BASELECT 12 NlatE. loqic.-Patk

RASELECT 13 RARRILv.r.. ad,

RAT! 'IC? 4 TIRKPIN.ert tracker 2.0

RAT2SNOOTH 4 TRKPIRM. Yert tracker 0.1

RC'ID2 8 RAYL.uethresholds Table 8-3
RCoYTH 3 PDVIL. miscellaneous Table 8-2

RCO12 8 CAVIL. thresbolds Table 8-1
RD 8 IIISCVBL..t0cal

RDET 3 DZTPARM.qenoral parameter9 Site-dependent

RDIST 3 LZPIRfl.aznvb 83.3 nmi

RDISTR 13 RAIRPARN.features 90 Mai

RDREQ 3 MY!TRY.proceusing required

ROT& a HZSCYBL. local

RDTEMP 8 NISCYIL. local

RDTNR 8 BCS?3L.res 0.00167 ai/.

RDTBRTA a BCSVIL.tbreat 0.006 usm/a

R!CALC 12 NRYL.loqicpath

RzCFLG 4 TVKVL.predict

L!INF(9,11) 13 LOGIC-TALS.reinf rem adv Table 13-8

1IUWVGT 13 RIMPits. feAture- weights 2901

FlL ALT 3 OBSTACL~adv data

REL ALT 3 TA-PROL ;advisory~data

lift AL? 3 TI-TUIRAT. advisory data

BEL-ALT 3 TERPAXU.adv-data

IlLALT_!XT 3 ?A-.TERATadviory.ata

REEFLG 3 CT2UTRT. data

RENIAl 3 SYCT.eural...aL**s

REPORT 3 SYICT. dato block

REPIAWIG? 13 VAIRPAIN. feature-weights 2*03



NA!CHAPTER COITUIT (STNUCTUUI/sloap) IOUZIAL VALOR

RS3 3PALST.acl

RESP 10 SIANT9L.ulsallameous

RESSENT 16 DLUCT3L.miscall.anouu

REIR3 STICT. general-valmes

PFIP2 a TAYUL.Ctlthresholds Table 8-4

!?PP12 8 TAV3L.muncthresbolds Table S-4

RGT 13 PUADUIL.ael

RGCLffs 13 PIADS!YSL.aa

RGTDSC 13 P3&DSVL.aol

RH~OP 3 SYCT. hors traclker-data

HIM! 8 I&YI.Ctl thresholds Table 8-3

RIGHT 13 PDCLIST. res adw

RIGHTCLIMD 13 PDC.LZS.rosaady

RIGHTDESC 13 PDCLIS!. remadv

RMX7 CSIL.bounds

pflax 13 DONIUOVIL.aoawue-moreen

RIA R3 CSCRI131. di aaces 21.2 not

* I&II 3 CScUUZU.diutanae. 9.2 not

*RIMAIV 3 CSCRINI..distanoes 6.2 Doi

p~L3 3?ICT. flags

ENTIMEOUT 11 CIDPLIEN.vrhd 6 a

RNK?:1J 9 TAVUL.calculatioUG
R*I a PAPINR.throsholds . Bi

SPR RPTVL.oqcpatk

spli 3 csciI. distances 4. .nt

RR3fJF 4 TRKVUL.loqicjpath

RSPYD1 13 I&IITULres ad,

BSPND2 13 IA22TBL.res-adv

RST 9 313CMI.local

RNRTA 8 SCSYUL. threat Table 0-1

8X a RSCMU. local

21 13 NODVUL. relative- geometry

RX 9 ThuB. calculations

mx, 9 TAYL.alulations
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NAME CHAPTER CONTEXT (STRUCOURE/GOIP) 90ONIL VALUE

BITS 8 IIISCVBL.loCal

B! 8 N!SCTSL.local

By 13 *ODY5L.r~latiT*_geOU0trY

3! 9 TA TEL.calculatiols

gyp 9 TAYU.calculatioDS

Is a NISCYEL. local

as13 lOD153L.r~jativegometry

ap9 TAVUL. calcUlatiOns

R29k a IAApaIU.nathrs 4.0 nli

S '4 TIKYBL.amoothiflg

SA 13 TURCOW. acl

SACHUADS 13 RIERPARN. pointers Pointer

SCANPACTON '4 TEKPAIN.vert.tracker 0.05

SCANT 3 STST29.VisCellaOOUS 4.7 s

SEAN 3 CUEAD.data

SECTID 3 PUEC.identitiers

SEND 3 PIEC.acl

SENT 3 AIUSPACLUaitoalce-.info

SENT 3 ALEC. maintenalce-.iflfO

SENT 3 ATCAtUSTB~aintelalce-iffo

SENT 3 OBSTICLE.saintoalce.iffo

SENT 3 TA..POX.uaintenalce.ifo

SENT 3 TA..ThIEAT.sainteance-.iffo

SENT 3 TEKSAZN.uaiteaflce.info

SEPt 3 RESADY-thresholds 0.0271 nai2

SEP2AP 13 PAERtPARN.teatures 0.67

SHIFT-FACT 4 TUKPRR.ert..tracker 64

S1192 8 SISCYDL. local

SINGLE 13 RADS.read-onllytl~gs

SINGLE 12 TIADS.road-onl7..tlaqfl

SLEPS 3 SYECT.geueral~values

SNPI 3 SV2CT.flaga

SUGDIN 12 MIYUL.logic~path

SIODIR 13 2121TOL.logic.path



RAREN CHAPTER CONTEXT (STRUCTURE/GROUP) NOMINAL VALUE

SUGLDUG? 13 RIERPAIN.feature~weights 2**8

SOURCE 3 NPALST.ovrhd

SPDCKIGT 13 RIEtPItN.featurewveights 2**2

SPTDFG 3 SVICT.f lags

SPLO2 3 SYSTEN.tracker (240 kt) 2

SilO 3 SVICT.flagS

SOLO 3 SVCT.fl&9s

SQUAP 3 SYSTER.coverage Site-dependent

SR1A0G 4 TRKPAIN.vert..tracker 0.2

SI!THDESO cA ?IKPAUU.vert tracker 1.3

SUGAIN 4 TRKPARN.Yert..tracker 0.5

SUNHSN 3 SVICT.flags

SSL 8 ELVEL. local

START 7 CSIBL.starting.loc

STIMSG 3 SYSVIU.flags

5?!?'!! 3 SIECT. pointers

SUFIELOWO 16 DLHCVUL.miscellaneou8

SUJECT 9 TAVUL. identity

SUCIT 3 SE'CT.vert-.tracker..Aata

SUWUES 3 STECT.vert..trackerdata

SYSID 3 SYNCT. generalvalues

TRCID 12 BRYL. pointer

T~INT 6 TAO. misc~variables

TAN!Q 3 BLENTRY.processingrequired

TATSY 6 ACUP VIL. times

TAU 3 TIPROXrak.Aata

TAU 3 TATN!AT.ak..ata

TAtll 8 HISCYDL. local

?CRUEL 13 SOMINIG.values 17 s

R'CALI? 6 TAO.uiscvariables

TCHDW 8 NtAVIL.ume..tbresholds Table 8-3

TCNDV 8 AviaL. uncthresholds Table 8-3

TCONI 8 CA VOL. thresholds

TCOIY 9 CAVIL. thresholds



I hRCRI&PTIEt CON6TEXT (STRUCTURZ/GRUP) WORINAL VALUEN

TCUP '4 TREYUL. vert-tracker

TD3 SYNCT. tises

TDDS 4 tPWPIN.trk quality 0.1 s

TUDS '4 TURKVL-.predict

TDROP '4 T29PAIN.trkquality 19.0 s

TEMPJTYPE 9 TATBL. identity

TB!IPTS 6 ICUPTEL. pointers

TN6 &CUP EL. tines

TBRALT 3 STECT.general values

TtROBUGT 13 RAINPAUII.feature weights 2*'S9

TEST '4 TIRTBL. vert-tracker

TZST ID 10 SR&MTUL.siscellaneous

TEST-THISH 4 TRKPARN.vert-tracker 00.0 ft

TFFH8 T&IBL. ctl-thresholds Table 8-'4

TPIFRT 8 TATBL.ctl thresholds Table 8-4

~1pPH8 TIVEL.unc thresholds Table 8-4

TFPWIT 8 TAYEL. unc thresholds Table 8-4

TR 3 21NRT. computed times

TENS 4 TUKPADN.trk quality 5.0 8

TRHS '4 TIRTL.predict

THI 4 TREVL.soothing

T82 4 TIKYIL. smoothing

TIFRH 8 IAVUL.ctl-thresholds Table 8-3

TIPRY a RAYUL.ctl threshold. Table 8-3

TIN2 3 IPALST.ovrhd

TININT 13 BOD2LING.values 2.35 s

7Th 7 CSTBT.bounds

7Th 8 HISCYIL.local

TLD 13 DOU!UOTL.coarseescre

TLI 3 CSCIZZ.tiveu 75a

TLPSQ 8 PIPhtE.throoholds 900 0~

71.0P0 3 SYCT. times
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passU CakPRU CONT21T (STIOCTURU/GRUop) NOMNAL YALLUU

Ti, 3 CSCUUUU~tiu..75

TH 9 MISCTSL. local

T8 3 SVDC?. times

T? 3 SIIC?. times

THPT12 6 ACOPVUL.poi.Dt~rx

TNPT12 6 NIWACVIL-poluters

TER 3 SYNCT. tigg

?tN 3 SYNC?.times

TUD2I 4 TIKYDL.vert-tracker

TIVRiN 13 MOD!t.ING.values 20 9
TPuiC 12 "Ii~t. pointer

TPIll 4 TIKYTBL. ert tracker

T~ICWTvo 3 TIPROX. identity

TRACXWo 3 ?TNUTRZATi dntity

TRIDs 13, 9 TEUL. poim ters

TIL 6 T&OPARM.genkeral values 5000 ft
TIIVS FICTO. 4 TINPRIN.vort tracker 1-.2
mPITXO 13 liflaL. res adv

TUNCOM 12 MRPAIN.res adv reconputatioin 19 a
TRUTH 6 TIOPLR.geikaval values 60 a
TIKID 3 PRIC.aCI

IIRa BCSYUL.r~a Table 8-1I
TIIT SCSYNL.threat Table a-I

TITNU 13 EA~ITIL. neg rea adw

YTUIIV a *!SCYIL.loca.

TSCHO 12 "RPIUH.ros-adY _recovputatioo 10 a
?SE?5Q 6 UlIPl3H.natbre 900 sit
TSIil TRKYIL,.logiC path

TS?1N~ 3 PURy, gefteral values
Tyff I VlPliN.tiass

TYYUIL 3 STICT. tives

TUN 3 EVICT, general Yalues

TUN3 ?&?HtWll?.advisoryadata

TURNl 4 T2KYD.smoothing



RAIN CHAPTER CONTEXT (STRUCTURZ/GROUP) U0OH1UAL VALUE

'EUNWAI 13 NODRLIO. value. 180 leg

TUSN12 13 BODEL!UG. values 270 dog

TV 3 ZLITRT.computedtimes

TYILID 12 HRPA21.6iscellan~ons 2.5

TVALUE 13 lAER Vi. res clv

TY13? 13 1A22V3L.reqsadv

TYO. 6 TIO.sixc variable.

TYND a NISCYIL. local

fY10!.! 13 iABIPIRR.Ssc 8.0

TVTNR 6 BCSVIL.res Table 8-1

TVURTA a SCSVIL. threat Table 8-1

TV1 13 RABRPARN.features a

TV2 13 RARRPARM.feature. 16 s

?WARN 3 iDTBL. miscellaneons Table 8-2

TX?! 13 RAERV3L.resadv

TITHI 13 RIIPAIN.features 60 dog

Tr?12 13 RkINPARN.fatures 120 leg

TYPE 3 SYICT. general,_values

TZI S HISCVUL.local

TZ2 S NUSC Vi. local

GCLYRUOT 13 IA22PARK. feature veights 20012

UNCHDhD-CHI~D 13 RIDS, real-on ly-flags

UClODDCMORD 12 TRIOS. real-o lyflags

01111 NOT 13 RAERPAIN.featur*_weight. 20*22

0131 3 SVICT. pointers

U0110 8 IL.?!.local

VALOR 13 lADS. other-info

VALOR 12 TI&S. other-info

TINT 13 2ADS.rea-olyjflaga

VINT 12 TRADS.rea-onlyflago

VIPT RAT! 3 ATCRBS-Tg.track-data

vniRspo 3 ?&TATIAT.advisoryldata

Vii?! II 13 3133 VRL.resady

VURT212 13 I1IVR.resad,
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NAME CHAPTER CONTEXT (STRUC'rORE/GROUP) RONAL VALUE

VFISTSQ 13 REREPARM.teatures 0.0025 (flai/s)z

THAN 3 CTENTRY. data

VEAND 3 CUENTY.data

VNDA(3) 13 PSNAT.mininms

VHDAI 13 DZLGEO.minsep

VNDB(3) 13 PSN&T.sini*UMS

VEDBI 13 DELGEON.Diflsep

VDH3 DETPAEM.general..parameters

VPCS 3 CSCREEl.tbresholds 2000 ft

IPROX 8 PATHVBL.local

TIi 8 P&PAELI.thresholds 2000 ft

TRAP 13 NVGEOM.prevert

VUAT 8 EL TEL. local

VEATC 3 THRSPARM.ratios 2.25

VRATIO 13 RAERPARM.features 2.25

VRATTH 3 THRSPARE..ratios 2.25

VIT52 13 MODELIIG.Talues (10 kt)z

VEX 8 HISCVL.local

VitX 13 MODVL.relatiegeouetry

VT 8 HISCVL.local

T 13 MODVL.relativegeosetry

112 8 MISCVL.local

VEZ 13 MODTL.relative~geometry

VUZA 8 HISCVBL.local

VUZCON 3 THSPIN.ratios -300 ft/min

VNZTR 3 DETPAY~enralparameterfl 15 ft/min

112 8 HISCVUL. local

Vt2 13 HODVL.relativegqeoletry

VSLOUSQ 13 IAARIIfeatures 0.00111 (ui/s)t

VSQ 3 STZCT. hor: tracker data

TWSQ 13 MOD2LTWG..valuex (150 kt)t

MIGHOT 3 STSTE.m1scllaIneons 5.0

vi 13 RADS.adviaorycoupoleat

TI 12 TIKES. advisorycompofleats
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UAMI CHAPTER CONTEXT (STUCTIUIICI0UPI NOEXUAL VALUE

11000 13 *ODlLIUG.vajxies 16.67 ft/a

V2 13 RADS.advisory components.

V2 12 TlIDS.adVisor7-Coupou~ntv

12000 13 BODSLIUG. values 33.33 It,'.
V500 13 HOULING.values 8.33 It/s

U4 TRKVBL.smoothing

1 3 DELGROS.horl

I13 KAGRO. horl (3)

I6 OBLST.obstacle data

I 3 SYICT. horz-t racker -data

1(3,4) 13 RAPP-TAlLEpositions

IA 4 TUKL.smoothing

ID 13 DELGEO.horl

ID 13 HNGO.horl (3)

XD 3 SI!CT. horz tracker_8ata

ID(3,4) 13 RAPP TADLE.volocities

rDE 3 SVUCT. horz tracker data
MRI 4 TRIVUL. smoothing

rDr 3 SYNCT. horz-tracker data

XDIN 4 TREVL.amoothing

IDPRJ(4) 3 SYCT.doinoobprol

11 7 CSVIL. limits

IL 13 DONIO1DL-coars*_screen

[LEVEL 4 TRKPAR.vert tracker 2.5
lMll 13 DOHINOVBT..coarse s8creen

lNll 13 DONZUOVUL. coarse screen

li 7 CSYSL. predictions

r1 3 SVRCT.horx-tracker data

IPX 3 SYNCT. horx tracker data

XPR(g) 13 DOKIIOVBL.coer8G screen
IPUJ(4) 3 SVZC'Ldoiooblproj

is 4 T29MU.soothing

IS! 4 IKVL. smoothing

ISP 3 CSCUUUN.thrombolds 5 ni
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EARN3 CHAPTER CONTRXT (STRUCU13/GDOIIP) NORNAL ThLUN

ITONOSS 4l TIKA3.rttracker 22.0 a

IT2AN2STO 4 TUKPt.Vort~tracker 0.7

19 7 CS?1L.iaits

xi, 13 DOBO!OL.coaru-screen

IUPIL 3 SYNCT. flago

IUNL 13 IAERPR.domino 240 kt

T 13 onLGNom. orl

y 13 HNUGION.bo?1 (3)

1 6 OBLIST.obstacledata

y 3 SYNCT. borz-tracker-data

Y(3,4) 13 RAPPTABLEpositions

T1 4 ?UKVDL.snoothiuq

TO 13 DELGON.barl

To 13 HIGROS. bor (3)

To 3 SYNCT. horz-tracker-data

TO(3,4) 13 RAPP?IBLN.velocitis

Tot 3 SYNC?.hars-tracker-data

Tory 4 TRIYDL.smaothing

TOT 3 SYNCT. hot: ttacker-data

Toll 4 TRKIDL.smoothing

TOPvJ (5) 3 SYNCT. Go~iin0_.qblproj

TI 7 CSYUL. Lisits

Ti 13 DOOIOTL.coaro~screen

Toll 13 DONIOIL.coase-scree

THIN 13 oonzUoYU.coarescreou

TP7 CSYL.pedictions

TP 3 SYNCT. horz-traclcerdata

T 3 SYNCT. hars-trackr-lata

T 13(9) 13 DOOUINOY3.coarse-screu

* TPRJ(5) 3 SY3CT.dosmqm@.,b*rj-

15! 4 ?IKYUL.880othiag

To 7 C3IiL. Limits

TV 13 DOOIOY3L.coarseascreen
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V AM? CHAPTER CONTEXT (STRUCTURE/GROOP) NORIVAL VALUE

Z 13 DELGEON.verl

Z 13 MA NGEO.ver 1 (3)

2 13 NVGEON.ver

2 3 SVECT. vert-tracter-data

2(5,4) 13 RAPPTABLE.PoSitionS

zarcoN 8 CAPARM.zone2 275 ft

ZCAHE 13 RIERPARM. multi-AC I50 ft

ECORRECT 4 TRKPARN.wert-tracker 0.9

20 13 DELGEON.verl

ZD13 MANGEON.verl(3)

ZD13 NVGEON.ver

ZD3 STECT. wart tracker data

ZD(5,I4) 13 RAPP-TABLE.elocities

20016! 13 MODELI 6G. values 1500 ft/min

ZODUNS 13 MODELItEG.values 900 ft/mim

ZE3 SVECT. wart tracker data

ZDFD 13 RATE.acl

2DFM(3) 13 RATE.acl

ZDPRJ 3 SVECT.dominooblprol

20TH 13 RAERPARN.features 6 ft/s

ZDTHR 8 BCSVBL.res -1 ft/s

ZDTHRTA 8 BCSVBL.threat -1 ft/s

ZDOP? 13 MODELING. values 1500 ft/ais

ZDUPS 13 MODELING. values 800 ft/mis

ZPAST 3 CSCEN.tbresholds 16.67 ft/s

ZHMIX 3 APIIN.coarse-region Table 8-6

ZHNNY 3 AZPAIH.coarse region Table 8-6

2HM! 3 &ZPARM.coarseregion Table 8-6

2MIT 3 AZPRM.coarsereqion Table 8-6

ZJ"NX 3 &ZPAR.coarserogion Table 8-7

2JNNY 3 AZPAR.coarse region Table 8-7

23!!! 3 AZPARM. coarse ~region Table 8-7

23!!!y 3 A!PIRN.coarseregion Table 8-7

ZL 7 CSDL* limits
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ValeI CIA1Yfl CONTUK? (STRUCTIU,6100) NOIGEZU L VI I

IL13 DOUIUOYUL.coarso-scres

Zell 13 DOE!UOV3L.aoazue-screen

soCC 6 ?1*.misc~vartables

Mgl 13 DOUINOYDL.coaroegscreea

281 13 DOUIUOVDL~detection

%Von 3 SYTYU.tracker 5000 ft

11 7 CSYIL.prodictioas

11 3 SYC.vrttracker data

111(5) 13 DOEIOVUL.Coaggg moreen

111!? 3 STIC?. vorttracker lata

1113(4) 3 UVUC!. domiao..objproj

111? 3 SYCT.g0neral'..values

ZR 4 ?UKVIL. vert-tracker

ZRCOI2 S C11113.zoa*2 0 .25 %Sig

15 3 STUCT. vert traCkkr_ Ga

18300?! 4 TIrIPIELvert..triQk*r 0.3

1Tfl 3 BCSYIL.reu 1200 ft

ITITI S SCSUL.tkreat 1500 ft

10 7 CSYL.Iimits

so 13 DOIZI0oU. oara-screen

hYUL!U!T 4 11!1111.Itrk-.init 1. f/i

12012 3 A11133. arsayb 200 ft

17 4 TUTU!. ert tracker

ISea 13 BAIUYUrso-al

ZBSIC2 13 21111,L.resgadv
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<CONFLICT TABLE AND PAIR RECORD CONSTANTS>

<e** INTERVAL VALUES OF RESOLUTION ADVISORIES ***>

IfT SNORES; < no resolution advisory >

I SUOLLRES: < null resolution advisory >

INT STL: < turn left >

IT STV* < turn right >

TNT $DTE: < don't turn right >

INT SDTL; < don't turn left >

INT SDTLDTR; < don't turn left, don't turn right >

IN SCL; < climb >

INT $DES; < descend >

INT SDDES; < don't descend >

TNT SDCL; < don't climb >

INT SDCLDDES; < don't climb, don't descend >

INT SLDES2KN < limit descent to 2000 ft/sin >

UT SLCL2K; < limit climb to 2000 ft/sin >

INT SLDESIR; < limit descent to 1000 ft/sin >

INT SLCLIK; < limit climb to 1000 ft/min >

INT SLDES500; < limit descent to 500 ft/sin >

INT SLCL500; < limit climb to 500 ft/sin >

<"'* ATSID FIELD CONSTANT ***>

IIt SBCAS; < BCAS in control of conflict >

<*** PAC FIELD CONSTANT ***>

IJ SUNK; < IC ID unknown >

BL MA-NOT FILWD

&TIRS SYMBOLIC CONSTANTS -----------------------------
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('** POSCHD fI"LD CONSTAITS *0*>

III $DOSULX; < double dimension resolution advisories in pair

record >

SSMUG; < negative resolution advisories in pair record >
NT SUOt&; < no resolution advisories are seeded >

XII SUO!SBT; < initial pair record creation >

III SOINET; < first requirement for remolution advisories >

LiZ SOINNIS; < first sigs for revolution advisories >
Z SPOS; < positive single dimension resolution advisories

in pair record >
L SUuRC; < resolution advisories initial necessity >

ZL SItCBDBL; < recompute double dimension resolution

advisories >

SBCSSIG; < recompute single dimension resolution

advisories >

-TU- -S STIDOLIC CONSTANTS
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<DETECTION CONSTANTS>

<(** *SPECIAL EiBIlTUII COISTANTS 000>

SL $UDRD: < undefined miss distance >

P SUDTIAU < undefined tau >

-- &TIES SYTBOLIC CONSTAITS

B-15
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<DOMINO CONSTANTS>

<*** DOMINO PROJECTION VALUES ***>

FLT SUNPOS; < uncomputed x, y. z position vectors >

FLT SUNIL; < uncomputed x. y, z velocity components >

<*** SUBJECT AC POTENTIAL RESOLUTION ADVISORY STATUS ***>

IT $DOMCC; < this potential resolution advisory causes a domino

conflict >

INT SDONCNC; < this potential resolution advisory does not cause a

domino conflict >

INT SDOMNP; < this is a potential resolution advisory, for which

domino processing has not been performed >

INT SNOTRA; < this is not a potential resolution advisory for this AC >

<*** OBJECT AC PESOLUTION ADVISORY STATUS ***>

INT SDOMC; < this resolution advisory tested against this potential

domino conflict AC and domino conflict caused >

INT NODOlC; < this resolution advisory test for domino against this

potential domino conflict IC and no domino conflict caused >

INT SNOTTEST; < this resolution advisory not tested for domino against

this potential domino conflict AC >

ATARS SYMBOLIC CONSTaNTS
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<PAZ& ST&TUS CONSTINTS>

<(300ZTIE &ICRII PT!, -ZQUIJNIZT-& D_ COWTOL_ SITI_ D2T23!II?1OI))

<*** P2COUT &ad P3Q VIL92 *00)

SBOTfECONT; < both AC in pair controlled >

SI SUOTN2Q: < both IC in pair iniMS equipped >

SAOCOU'; < neither IC controlled >

$IOIQ; < no AC in pair ATISS equipped >

SO92CONT; < one IC in pair controlled >

SOII Q; < one IC in pair aTITS equipped >

.... - &AI3S STUBOLIC CONSTITS ------------- .-
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-- - -- - - - - - -_-- - - - --- - - - - -- ---- - - - - - - - - --- ---

<PSZP UODILT.G CONSTINTS>

<*S* VERTZCAL LEVELS ***>

LU SLEVI a 1; < level I >

ZUSLV2 - 2; < level 2 >

SL2V3 - 3; < level 3 >

<*** MO3UZONTIL PIHS ***>

JI STLP - 1; < 'turn left' path >

LU SCSP - 2; < 'continue straight' path >

n $TIP - 3; < Itura right' path >

- ----- &IS SYRUOLIC CONSTINTS -----------------------
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<STATE VICTOR CONSTAVTS>

<** ACIT VALUES ***>

LU SATI; < C in ismediate vicinity of airfield >

L SAT2; < AC along active runway final approach >

MI 1T3; < IC in general vicinity of sensor >

In $iT4; < IC far from sensor >

Ln UWAT; < no area type defined >

<** &CLASS VILUS **">

SCLO; < clans 0 ITIRS service >

LU SCL1; < class I ARS service >

Lfl SCL2; < class 2 lTIRS service >

<**5 ATSIQ VALUES ***>

IZ SIEQ; < IC is ATIRS-equipped >

MU SADIQ; < AC is ATIRS/BCAS-equipped >

LIZ SUIQ; < AC is not ATARS-equipped >

<(CC PIZ VALUES CCC>

I Z 51110; < AC not in a final approach zone >

LU SPlI; < AC near the airfield >

S3IM2; < AC along glide slope >

SIT OUDPAZ; < undefined final approach %one >

<(CC TYPE VALUES CCC

LU SiTCBS; < ATCRBS-equipped iC >

SU $SOAS; < OI1S-eqoipped IC >

----- ------------ - .------ &TARS SYNBOLIC COOSTITS---------------------------
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<*,, TURN STATI CONSTITS **.>

Sz $STulGLFT < strong lsft turn indication >
lt SWKLFT; < weak left turn indication >

iT TRIHZST; < AC seeru to be going straight >
$J $KRTRIT; < weak right turn indication >

ZASSTUGRGT; < strong right turn indication >
SRLUSUNIN US; < we don't know what AC is doing >
S RUNPLUS; < we don't know what AC to doing >

&TAIS STIOLIC CONSTAITS ----------
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<TVR1IW/kIISP1C?/OBSRCL? CONSTANTS>

<*** CONSTANTS USED IN BUILDING CONTROLLER ALERT MESSAGE 000>

DITS XCIR = 10000011; < type code for controller alert message •

UTS SCOIT - 11; < indicates aircraft is controlled and

&TADS-equipped >

8ITS S09UW = 10; < indicates aircraft is controlled and unequipped >

BIT SNOVOICE = 0; < indicates controller voice communication

not required >

BITS SOAR = 10; < message type for obstacle alert >

BITS Spn = 11; < message type for restricted airspace alert >

BITS S! AM 01; < message type for terrain alert >

BIT IYOICE = 1; < indicates controller voice communication

required >

------.------.-- .....------- &RIS SYNBOLIC CONSTINTS
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APPENDIX C

SYNTAX OF E PSEUDOCODE

This appendix provides a concise overview of the syntax of the
pseudolanguage E. The information supplied should be
sufficient to allow the reader to decipher the logic specified
in this document. For a complete discussion of pseudolanguage

in general and E in particular, see Reference 13.

C.1 General Information

A. E - Eclectic System Specification Language

B. E is similar to other pseudolanguages, except that
indentation counts: no BEGIN/END, IF/ENDIF, DO/OD, etc.

C. E character set conventions:

Underscored text denotes E constructs.
Uppercase text denotes "real" program statements.
Lowercase text denotes abstract (pseudo) statements.
Angle brackets ("<, ">") denote comments.
Semicolons are used as statement delimiters.

An example:

REPEAT UNTIL (all conditions satisfied);
Obtain message type;
IF (obsolete message OR A EQ SQRT(B))

THEN PERFORM message elimination;
ENDREPEAT;-

D. Identifiers have no inherent length limit. Underscores are
used to break up long names, as shown in the example above.

E. Syntax definitions below follow convention of having square
brackets (i[", "J") indicate optional statement elements.
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C.2 Blocks

External Blocks

TASKs and ROUTINEs are the external blocks supported by E.
Although they are functionally equivalent, ROUTINEs tend to be
subordinate to (i.e., invoked by) TASKs.

Syntax:

TASK taskname
[IN (input parameter(s))]

[OUT (output parameter(s))]
[INOUT (modified parameter(s))];

END taskname;

ROUTINE routnename
[IN (input parameter(s))]
[OUT (output parameter(s))]
[INOUT (modified parameter(s))];

END routinename;

Input parameters are read but not modified; output parameters
are set by the block; modified parameters are read and then
modified.

Functions may also be defined. The returned value may be
assigned to the single output parameter or, alternatively,
assigned to the function name itself.
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FUNCTION functionname
[IN (input parameter(s))]
[OUT (output parameter)];

END functionname;

Invocation of External Blocks

TASKs and ROUTINEs:

CALL blockname
(IN (input parameter(s))]
(OUT (output parameter(s))]
[INOUT (modified parameter(s))];

Functions are invoked by name:

J = SQRT(K);
L - OWNER OF(M);

Internal Blocks

Internal blocks (known as processes) serve as a means of
decomposing a large block (external or internal) into manageable
one-page segments. They are known only to the block in which
they are defined. They do not accept parameters, as it is
assumed that internal blocks have access to all variables known
to the invoking block.

PROCESS processname;

END processname;
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Invocation of Internal Blocks

PERFORM processname;

Nomenclature of Internal Blocks

A TASK or ROUTINE might be decomposed into processes as follows:

TASK/ROUTINE

FIRST-LEVEL
PROCESSES

PRCS ROCESS PROCESS

PROCCESS

LPROC PROCESSS

Processes frequently invoke external blocks (TASKs and ROUTINEs).
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Logic Document Organization

When pseudocode is presented in formal logic documents, each
chapter is typically devoted to defining a single task. Within
a task definition, the blocks of pseudocode appear in a standard
sequence:

* The task's main logic;
* First-level processes, in order of invocation;
* Lower-level processes, in alphabetical order.

C.3 Data Types

Variables

Variables are declared at the beginning of a block in the format
shown below:

BIT bitname; <single logical bit>
BITS stringname; <bit string>
CHR stringname; <character string>
FLG bitname; <synonym for BIT>
FLT name; <floating point number>
INT name; <integer>
PTR name; <pointer>

The precision of numeric variables and the length of strings are
implementation-dependent, although comments on the declaration
may be used to indicate specific requirements.

Arrays are declared by means of subscripts:

INT ZONES(4); <four-element array>

E uses PL/I syntax for pointer qualification. Thus,
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P-.X

means "the copy of X pointed to by P."

Constants

Constants in E are variables that are assigned a value when they
are declared and keep that value forever. By convention,
constant names are preceded by dollar signs in E to remind the
reader that they are special.

FLT $FTPERNM - 6076.115;
INT $TL = 2; <Turn Left>

On occasion, the constant is shown without a corresponding
value. This convention indicates that a constant is required
but that its value may be anything the system implementor
chooses.

Built-in Constants

Strictly speaking, the only hard constants permitted in code are
zero and one. E recognizes the logical constants $TRUE and
$FALSE. Two special statements are provided to set and clear
bits:

SET bitname; <bitname - $TRUE >
CLEAR bitname; <bitname - $FALSE >

The built-in constant $NULL defines a null pointer.

Data Structures

E provides a mechanism for grouping related variables into data
structures:
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STRUCTURE structurename

GROUP groupname
FLT variablename

ENDSTRUCTURE;

An arbitrary number of groups may be defined. The keyword LIKE
may be used to indicate that a group is Identical to another
group or a structure identical to another structure.

When a variable that has been declared inside a data structure
is used in code, it must be qualified with the name of the

structure (and the name of the group, if needed to resolve
ambiguity):

SVECT.X = PREC.ctlthresh.ALT;

When groups are manipulated as a unit, the GROUP keyword may be
included as an aid to the reader:

CALL COMPUTE
INOUT (GROUP SVECT.radar reports);

Expressions

E assumes the existence of the usual repertoire of built-in
functions (ABS, SIN, SIGN,...). Within logical expressions,
logical operators are of the form LE, LT, GE, and so on.

C.4 Flow-of-Control Constructs

E uses a set of flow-of-control constructs that incorporates
structured programming principles. Readers familiar with other
pseudolanguages are once again reminded that indentation counts.
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IF-THEN-ELSE

This is the usual conditional. The ELSE clause is optional (but
recommended in complex statements). Since readers will
presumably be familiar with the syntax of this construct, the
example below is meant to emphasize the effects of indentation.

IF (condl)

THEN sl; 1S

S2;

ELSE s3;

IF (cond2) S

THEN s4;

S5;

S6;

IF-ELSEIF-OTHERWISE

This is the multiple-choice conditional (like SELECT-CASE in
other languages). The conditions are mutually exclusive. If
all the logical tests fail, the optional OTHERWISE clause is
executed.
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IF (condi)

THEN al;

ELSEIF (cond2)

(OTHERWISE on;]

REPEAT-WHILE

This is the first of three looping constructe Note that the
logical test takes place at the top of the loop, so that the
loop may never be executed.

REPEAT WHILE (condi);

Si;

ENDREPEAT;

REPEAT-UNTIL

This construct is the complement of REPEAT-WHILE: the logical
test is performed at the and of the loop and the loop continues
while the condition Is flat true. The loop body Is always
executed at least once.
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REPEAT UNTIL (condl);

SI;

Si;

C1

ENDREPEAT;

LOOP-EXITIF-ENDLOOP

This construct provides a good general-purpose looping mechanism.

--------- -- -- - - -- -- -

LOOP;

EXITIF (condl);

52; 
S

ENDLOOP;

In some cases, low-level operations within the three looping
constructs (such as obtaining the next element in a linked list)
will be omitted for brevity.
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